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/; SUMMARY <

This study examines the political learning process 
among contemporary Japanese teenagers. Two principal ques
tions are addressed: tl) to whait extent do Japanese teen- ‘ 
agers develop political orientations that ai^fe supportive of " 
the democratic political regime and- orientations which en
courage participation In the political-process; (2) what 
•factors, account for the differences among the teenagers with 
respect to such orientations? ‘The study is'based primarily 
on the results of a survey of 9^2 ei^th, tenth, and twelfth 
grade public school students and their parents in Tokyo and 
Tochigi prefectures.

The first section of the•analysis took as its subject 
the development of diffuse support for the regime. The data 
revealed that Japanese children have ho benevolent leader, 
and are generally negative toward institutions involved with 
the authoritative sl^® of politics. But they are also rela^ 
tlvely supportive of institutions and processes Involved with 
-popular input into politics,, such as elections and parties;
ThS ■ analysis, further- found that the symbols of democracy and 
peace have become synthesized into a core of-consensus- in the 

y political values of Japanese, teenagers'.
^ definitions of demjpcracy was upon popioler sovereignty and on ‘ 

consensus ratfier tlian simple majoritarianism. . -
^ •' 'p

The data revealed that'nearly as many Japanese as Ameri
can youngsters develop party identifications and from an 
equally early age, and that they also share their parents’ 
partisanship to’nearly as great a degree as American youngsters 
do-theirs; It:was also established that Ideologically-'based 
symbols, deriving from the prevalence of Marxist rhetoric in. 
Japmese politics, play a significant role in the politlcai 
learning process, one vdiich is reinforced by. partisan cleavage.

The emphasis in their

■ The final section of the analysis centered on influences , 
affecting teenagers’ political orientations. Age, sex, social 

i' and psychological characteristics iwere. shown to. have
. different effects depending on the orientation involved. In 

particular, .social cleavage factors,'have less Impact on support 
for the input institutions: of poli-tlcs than on that -for output 
Instltu-blons. Finally, the direct lng)ac'fi of -lihe family on 
youngsters’ political orientations was largely confined,to . 
partisanship.* ^paternal and matemai.' influences are rou^y 
equal and tend to Increase with the child’s age. The over-all ■ 
fading of-the thesis is that, Judging by the values of con- 
ten^orary youth, a significant change in Japanese polltlpal 

. culture- seems to be occurring- awa.y ..from deference, to autonomy 
toward.aulhortty-coupled with stq>port for popular-participa
tion and the Institutions-'and processes which sustain it.

\
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PREFACE

The research repert'ld in this stu(|y took pilace over the 

period 1967 throvi^ 1969»' diiTing which time Japan witnessed 

. widespread turmoil and violence on the part of young Japanese, 

©ne college campus after another was shut down hy student tin- 

rest and.the conflict even found its way to many hi^ school 

campuses..-The ttirmoil soon reached Tokyo University where I 

was-affiliated with the Bepartment. of Sociology! and I thus 

had a close-up view of the character of political alienation 

among an-important"segment of Japanese youth. It was against 

the background of this -turmoil and in part as an attempt to - 

place the alienation of the student activists into a frame

work.in which it could be viewed and its significance evalu- 

. ated-relative to the broader patterns of political values and 

feelings of young Japanese as>a whole that 1 conducted this 

. study of the political learning process among'Japanese teen- 

agers-.

■-C'.

. ' ?
. Throughout the study I have followed the Japanese 

pracitice in writing Japanese names; that is! family name pre- 

cedes surname. In the ease of.^erlcan authors of Japanese 

. 'f anodstry ,-; however ! the name is given in. the Western style.

I should also, note that for the s^e of simplicity .1 have

L L; omitted'marking long vowels in Japanese words.

■ .-t -It is 'one" of the- j^eat Joys'of scholarship that carry

ing out a largdrscale study.-inevitably requires the assistance

ill

y.



and support of many kind people. I have accumulated a debt 
r^^'grati^ colleagues and friends, both Japan

ese and Jhnerican, that'l can acknowledge-but never hope to-

, repay
. t

, 'Throughout every stage in the process .of research and 

writing I have-been uMquely fortunate to have had. the counsel 

and wisdom of Fred.Greenstein. Teacher,, adviser, friend, 

this st-udy would have been impossible without him. Hi's 

thorough reading of the entire manuscript dnd de-bailed sug

gestions for improvements are responsible for iriuch of \diat 

is of value in the. pages that follow.

To Chitbshi Yanaga', who iiftroduced me to the joys and
•: ■■ " ■ \ ■ ...

woes of the study -of Japanese politics and who' gave unceas

ingly of his 'guidance and encouragement, I am likewise pro- • 

foundiy indebted. Lewis Austen and Peter Busch have read 

the entire' manuscript and contributed their insights and ■ 

suggestions. '. Howard Erdman's comments on part of the manu- 

. script have likewise been most helpful. I also benefited 

in diverse ways from the assistance of other American'col- ' 

leagues too numero.us to mention here by name.

' in Japan. I was'the beneficiary of a veritable cornucopia. 

V of kindness. Professor Wataiiuki Joji was^nstrumental in an 

. , enormous number of ways 'in making tMs sxudy possible, begin-

affiliation with the Department of 

.Socjlology at Tokyo-University. His incisive mind and sensi- 

- tiylty to the nu^ces of Japanese political culture were of

-iv
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; centInuQus help in eveiy phaqe of the research pro^ject. ’

I am likewise .deeply indebted to a fellow student of. 

political socialization in Japan, .l^ofessor Okamura Tadao, 

•for his great"generosity‘in sharing his knowledge and schol

arly resources in the area of bxar shared interest. Both

Professors Watanukl and Okamura afforded me tho privilege 

of participating.in their seminars at Tokyo University .and 

International Christian'University respectively, as a result 

of which I- not only learned a great deal- about Japanese cul-

tiare and politics but also met and made friends with students 

and other young scholars, with Interests ^Imilar to my 

who also'helped me .in many ways.

. Professor Sato Nobuo of Uts\inomlya University and his 

.'wife, Katsuko

inar, were of tremendous help in establishing contact with’ 

the schools in Tochlgi prefecture where I carried out-the, j,, 

...survey. I am also grateful to Professor Matsubara Haruo .of 

.Tokyo University for his help in this regeird as in many others,

. Professor Suzuki Hlro of Tokyo University of Education kindly .

shared .with me' some 'of his vast knowledge of Japanese stud- 

j ent politics.

An inportant .part of the validity of th^ flndinga no- 

poi^ed here depends oh the validity of the questionnaire. - I ' _ ‘ 

was fortunate to have had the help of a large number of friends 
;;; and colleagues Ih ttie drafting :and polishing of the question-,

§ . “aire., professors Watai^l and Okamura played an especially;

own,j

, a fellow member- of Professor Watanukl's sem-

•-i,

V
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importaiit role' hereas did the students in their s-emihars.

I should mention in parttciil^ the help of Iwase. Yori in: thla 

■ regard. Kawakainl Kunio;, a close friend and a memher of the-- - .

'Institute for beyelopin'e Economies ,.-^so r'ead the Question- ;
.naire ydry thorotighiy^and made‘numerous suggestions on how 

it.might-be-in^roved. .

• :

V

5
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The great practical difficulties that beset,a large- 

scale research project such as* this'one could not . have 'been ' 

overcome without tlie efficient and unflagging help of my 

assistants,' Yasue Akio’, in particular., played a vital role,

■ ftssistlng both in the administration of thfe questionnaires 

' and- in the indlviduar in'fcervlewsi Sakogawa Yoshikazu and 

Mimoto Hlroko .also- contributed invaluable help in both the 

.survey and the interviews. Maki Atsuko spent long hours 

transcribing the.taped interviews,. Takeuchi Etsuko took'

. charge .of the enormous■task of coding the responses from the 

questionnaires, in which she .was ably, assisted by Inial Set-' 

suko, Ishil Nobukoj JCpmatsu Hiroej'Munemasa Yasuko, Nagase ^

. Kumiko, .Sato Yukimi, Shlokawa YiMi, Ue'no Naoko, .Umezu Maohiko, . 
Yagi.Tsutako, Yoshii Setsuko, and.Yoshlaki Mayuml. Satd** .
,j

PuMko did the exacting job' of keypunching-.the..-more than six 

thousand -IBM cards with speed, accuracy, and good spirits.

has been more important to this

* ■

r'f-

r study than the teachers,'and principals of the schools who -- 

permitted me:into their ciassropmsT^and the. children arid . 

the parents whd' are. themaelyes the subjects of thlsVatudyi
• .*•
Vi'. 'i'

i-,;.
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I.am espectrily grateful.toIshigoQka'Jlro Sensei of Buhkye 

_Ku Dai-Reku Cihugakkb In Tokyo whe gave a greai deal of his 

’■eime and hia-generosity ih innumerable, ways to this forei^

-' Scholar. I hope tha-^he aind the-'other teachers to whom 1 

■ GW© SO much will find this, study- of some interest and some' 

use in their'^wn continuing study of Japanese youth. ■

Poinding fer various phases of the study has. come from 

a varipty-of souiTbps. The Department.of Political Science 
of Yale University provided''support for the initial analysis .

- •• of the data* The bulk of the computer 'analysis of the data 
' was carried out using the si^erb facilities'of the KieWit ' ,

.v

Computation Center at, Dartmouth with support for the analysis '

I .am gratefial to my. generously provided by the'Collegd. 
ooiieague Dennis Sullivan for his help in-getting, the.data

0,n the computer euad to John. Cunningham, John Lyons, and 

...especially John Fry. for, assistance--in programming. Dartmouth 

has also bornd part of. the. cost of the typing of the manu- 

;: . sqrlpt.

-■ Support .for field research in Japan, as well as 

■during'a period of some months prior'to and following the 

field: research,, was provided by a fellowship granted by the 

Foreign Area Fellowship Program.

■ elusions ,'^oplnl0ns • and others statements herein
Needless to say the con-^

, are entirely

my.'.own responsibility not tliat of the' Fellowship Program nor 

that,of any otherinstitution'or individual.

'.
V
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. The often frustrating job of- typing the. matauscfipt; has- ’
, been handled-with gusto'and aplomb'by Mrs. Donria Musgrove.'

.Mrs. Jann Dalton has seen-to. the reproduction, and'collation, " 

of the manuscript'. .

-Finally, nothing I can say. can‘.adequately express-n^r 

--'appreciation .and admiration for thV covintless ways and self- ' 

less spirit -in which my wife/ Elizabeth Massey, has helped 

in bringing this study to realization, in addition..to:t3rping .

. the .early.drafts of the entire‘manuscript, she'has contributed 

I much to the substance of the study, fr^ translating the trans-. *. 

cript of the interviows Into'colloquial English, racing their 

ansaysis an infinitely easier task, to serving as .a principal : 

editor and.critic of the manuscript. .She'has been a. vital 

source of.strength and encoiuragement as well as a.sometime 

gad^y without vftiose gentle prodding the study mi^t still 

^ ...be-in .the planning stage. - Kimi no-tame ni-. .

I
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, CHAPTER I , .

POLITICAL SOCiALIZATION IN A NEW DEMOCRACY

Political Socialization and Political-
Regimes; The Case of Japan

The study pf pre-adult political socialization takes 

as a principal premise that the political attitudes ‘and val

ues -that develop in childhood and adolescence play a signifi

cant role in contrihuting to the psychologic^'foundations of 

politics in a society. In many cpntemporeiry political systems 

the.regime is likely to have been only recently established, 

with stil]^ragile roots in the political culture. ' Indeed, 

postwar history has demonstrated with depressing regularity 

just how fragile yoving democracies, in particiolar, have been. 

Thus a central question of comparative politics becomes how'

a new regime- especially a democracy- - develops strength and

legitimacy in a political culture tom between competing, val

ues and loyalties, conflicting traditioi^ and ideologies^ This
w.

study of political socialization in j-ust such' a new democracy, 

CTapan, focuses on both the strengths and the weaknesses in 
the psychological base of the polity.^

It is.'paradoxical, .thou^ by no means surprising, that 

most of what we Impw.about the development of regime support
.A

• For a discussion of the English and Japanese, language 
li'tei^’ature -on political opinions and behavior in Japan, see 
the. introduction to the Select Bibliography- at the end of

1
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comes from .research not .on societies with .new regimes but 

the; United States, vdiere a
on

* /
democraticregime hais iong^been 

established and Vdiere • (at, Tpast, imtil^ the’mid’ 1960s) !basic
briehtatiohs toward the institutions,;hoitos.'and“values of - 

political life have.constit^ed a broad political cultural.
■ \

consensus in, which idpologicai.cleavage has been at a Mnimum. 

In contrast, Japan’'s democratic regime was extem^iy. imposed
by a foreign occupation less than

three decades agoV'• The nonns, values and beliefs, 

associated ^ith Japan's post-world-II regime in many
.both social and political./

, cases rup directly counter to others of 

Japahese. born and educated before 1945 had
olddh vintage which . 

learned to hold.
dedr: in addition,' ever since the inception of the democra

tic regime,\Japanese.politics has been ;
1 characterized by .a

profound hleavage along Ideological lines. 

■. ether over a
_ Confronting each

gulf of hostility and fundamental policy dls- 
d^eement have bden conservatives,'who have continually dom- 

mated the government/.^d progressives^'who, though In.a^ ’

position. of near-;;permaneht opposition and frustrated in almost
all. of their; national policy and electoral 

; ' the overwhelming support of Japan •'s intellectuals 

■ "Japan, , m one se:

objectives, enj.oy

' and'teachers.
. = ::-z Is thus a model of the new democracy
confronted mth chollongoo fron both post ond present. Olven

associated groupf;n"^£ leftf ^ Parties

:.-y
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the high mortality rate of the democracies established out- 

, ‘ side the West in the-aftermath of World War II', the apparent 

durability and vitality of her .young democratic regime in- " ' 

. eVitably attrant the attention and excite the curiosity of 
the student of comparative politics.^

Socialization to Regime Support
and democratic Parilcipafl^ ^

^ .

.This- Study fpcuses on the role played by the political 

socialization of Japanese adolescents in the development of 

two areas 9f attitudes and values associated with democratic 

politics; 'first, support for the democratic regime, its 

legitimizing values and principles, institutions, and decision 

processes and miles;' second, orientations associated with 

participation-in the democratic political process, attitudes 

that encourage involvement in political life, supported by 

^.i^feelings of political. efficacy, interest, and partisanship.

. - ' In the analysis of the development of these orienta

tions,, several themes reciir. One major theme is the effects 

of generational change; how do the political orientations.of 

today’s teei^agers cbi^are with those of their parents? .Stem- 

; ming dlrect-ly 'from this is a related theme of the' sources • 

and agent^ of political leefming and the political role of 

; th'e family under circumstances of massive and profound dis- 

continuity in social and political value systems. ;

, i'

3Focusing' oh a- deviant case is more likely tp yield new 
insights as to variables which should be included in a model 
bf the multivariate causal factors associated.with a phenomenon 
than would: repeated study of .cases in which the norm prevails.-

V.';
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The proposition th^t political systems depend‘for 
po.i^, at least in part, on mass psychological foundations 

■ created as the result of pre-adult socialization is"a rela-"'

sup- ‘

■ - tively recent basis for political research but derives 

■' a long established view.
from

This view can be traced back to a
- formerly Influential approach to the study of whole societies ’

known under the rubric of "national character" or ''psycho- 

- cultural" analysis. 4 Ultimately, this view derives from the
classical comfflentators on politics- Plato and his suc^ssors,.^

A more proximate source for the approach I take 'in this study 
can be found'in the work" of David Eastdn^ and his students

who have theorized about and done empirical studies 

role political socialization plays in creating support 

political systems, and the writings of Gaibriei Almond, Harold 

Lasswell, Robert Lane and .others who have postulated ^that 

- various psychological orientations toward politics

of the

for

are

' pfilda* H.C.T. Duijker and N.H.
National Stereotypes (Amster- 

^hlisning, lybO). On Japanese national 
“i^ssic^work is Ruth Benedict, The Chrvsan- 

; .jhefflum and the Sword, fBoatnn? Houston, MlfflTn, See
.■ th^varlous articles compiled in B^S. Silber-
:Culture (Tucson: University '

. see Eted i.-Greensteln. Children and
: V (New Haven; Yale University Press, 1965), pp. 2-3.

’ ^ .^® “0st detailed discussion of Easton's theory can be
Easton and JackDen^s, CMldren in^ the_Polltlcal System (Neii/ York: McGraw-

' T i r “fr®T Easton, A Systems Analysis of
Political Life fWew Wiley, 1965T1. —^—- - - -
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necessary, for the functioning of democracy."^

From East'bn I borrow the fomiaation of ’’diffuse sup- ,

port for the politic^ regime." Diffuse support refers to a" 

; relatively generalized affective attachment to political ob

jects. - Affect may m^fest itself in the form of emotional

vl>

ties, feelings of attaciinent, liking, respect, 
etc.

reverence,

■The political regime, in Easton's use. of the term (and

the sense in which it is used in this study)' refers broadly 

to the constitutional order of a politjr^^^Ae-scalues upon which 
- the political system is founded; the norms'specifying the

>
procedures and rules, of the game thafafe prescribed for the 

making of .decisions and jfor participation in the political
8process; and the institutions or structiares of .authority# 

Thus one part of the focus of the study is bn Japanese teen

agers ' f belies about democratic vedLues and principles, such 

as liberty, equality,- and popiilar sovereignty; jdemocratic^

rules of the'game. Including majority mile; and the .institu

tions of. cbhtengjorary politics' ■the Prime Minister, Govern- / 

mfent, and Diet in the realm of governmental authority, and ' 

®. political parties, elections, and associated elements of the

. See Gsbrlel Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Cxilture
Un^ersity Press, 196377"• (iarold Hr-----

Lassweir,- .The Political Writings of Harold D. Lasswell
Press, lyiJi;, .especially the chapter on 

1'“'*’ Politico
%dsten, op.' cit., bra. 193 ff.fe.'.

I •‘Z
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process of piopxilar politics;

. iEhe second part of,the focus, tha^ on teenagers’ acqui- 

• sitlon of orientations associated with participation in the-- 

political process, derives fro^ the centrality of popular 

politics in democratic theory* \ Numerous -writers have theo

rized about the kinds of cultTu?^ and attltudinal;supports

necessary for participation to be sufficiently widespread

among the members of a political system for democracy to
Q

: -flourish.^ Ty^ica^^ a democratic political culture is 

characterized.as having a high proportion of citizens 

equipped with both cognitive and affecti-ye orientations that 

maximize their potential for effective participation in poli

tics* iQiie ideal democrat knows about the Impi'ct on his life 

of government and politics at all levels of the political 

■process. He knows what his rights are and what he is-en-

VI

titled to do in seeking to influence government as well as

how to go about it.- .He participates in the political pro- , ‘ 

cess, at least to the extent of feeling Involved and interested 

in what happens; He feels capable of exerting an influence 

on what does happen and he takes sides in the political pro

cess by becoming a partisan, a supporter of one or another of •

- -Erobably the-imost extensive and best known formulation
of- these supports has been that of the democratic political 
c^ture set forth by Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba in The 
uiyic C^ture. For a more recent discussion with a differ-, 
ent enphasls, see Carole Patman, Participation 'and Democratic 
peop- (Cambridges Cambridge University Press, 1970),;and 
Dennis F. Thompson, The Democratic Citizen (Cambridge; 'Cam- 

. ' bridge University Press, 1970). ^
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is
the political -parties between.whom the conflict of democratic

and,

most in^jof-
tant elements of a widely held view of the political cultin>e 

of ;democracy.

played out. -An interested, efficacious, 
. . partisan coinmimity of participants describes the

V.'.:

Underlying and partly determining th^ aspects'

• political self, it has been argued by Harold Lasswell,

Lane and others, are psychological characteristics Wt lie 

deeper withinthe personality and which in

of the ■

Robert— ;•

effect constitute 
the basic'components of democratic personality, or character. 

Prominent among these orientations are-feelings .of personal • 

• autonomy and -competence■'V'

as well as trust in other people 
conflict irith important elements of what has b^n 

asserted to be the traditional Japanese "national

" - i^ich"

character."
•That national character as formed by traditional culture hasI
played a central role, in many descriptions and explanations ■

of Japanese behavior and Institutions. ‘

^ The traditional culture 

cal role of a coimterculture, 

pedance to the values and beliefs that 

s- political culture, 

s and. its .culture also- takes place from"

now plays in effect the politi- 

a soxu?ce of resistance and im- -

make up the democratic
But ch^lenge to the- democratic regime

another counterculture, 

sources of social and

In discussing these

one -based bn Ideology and the major

?¥ > political cle^age in contemporary jgpan.
. two-Competitors to the democratic culture I sheQ.1 for

con
venience sake refer to .them respectively as- the traditional 

and the opEositloi^. political countercultures.
v--:-

i
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The ^Traditional- Political Coxmtereiatxire: Ciolture 
and Character as Impediments to Democracy^

A convenient way of summarizing the ingredients of the 

traditional countercialture’ is throu^ a discussion of the 

literatxore on Japanese national character. The Pkclfic War 

spurred a leirge number, of.-works on, Japanese culture ,■ »nearly. 

all of which aimed at explainin^either Japan's aggressive ■ 

foreign-policy or her undemocratic politics by reference to 

her national character. While it woxald be beyond the scope 

of the present study to summarize all of these works, it- is 

appropriate to, take not^^of the major ,common characteristics

of these' analyses of the alleged psychocultural determinants 

of Japanese politics. The single most important element was 

the en^hasis placed on the central role of the characteristic' '

patterns of family interaction, especially patterns of authority, 

. as a model for nearly all iy^es of behavior and institutions 

in Japan, including -the political system.

The first premise of-the national•character approach 

:was that the learning that takes place,as a -result of the 

experiences of early childhood and infancy is of primary and- 

enduring inportance in -.determining the personality of the 

individual and in structuring all his subsequent learning. 

Consequent-ly, -since nearly all such'early learning takes 

Place within the family, the most important experiences in 

.the life of "bhe individuail in so -far as his adult attitudes

10 '
j ' See the works on Japanfese national character cited 
in footnote 4

V

- < .■
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behavior are concerned are those with his parents. The atti

tudes pi the child toward his father and mother that result 

from those experiences will be the prototypes .for his atti

tudes toward ..all people he subsequently encounters, particu

larly'those who occupy positions,, of authority, such as his
• V .

boss or'even political authority figures. The wishes or 

drives the individu^ acquir'es as a result of his early train

ing will, if they are shared by a majority of the population, 

work to produce social institutions or to modify existing in

stitutions which^themselves fimction as a means of satisfying^ 

drives. In its early formulations the concept of "national 

character" derived, then, from the premise that the members 

^fa society will share a common set of psychological struc- 

tiares ("character") created as the result of early childhood 

training, which are linked more or less directly to their 

adult attitudes and behavior. Hence the social institutions 

■ Including the political institutions in the society, will re

flect the central needs and drives in that character.

From these various assumptions and postifLates, the early 

psychocultural or national character writers concluded that 

the state.is. essentially "the family writ large." Such a 

perspective is. exenpiified in the.following remarks by Douglas 

-I^i^g, one of the best-known analysts of Japanese national 

character:

1

-^For a lucid and elegant exposition and discussion of 
these postulates and their broader theoretical background, 
see Geoffrey Gorer, "laiemes in Japanese Cultm’e," in; Silber- 
man, p£. .cit.v, pp. 309-310.

f
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. . one Whose parents characteristically
acted as equals motivated by affection and 
mutdal^respect subsequently may seek situa
tions in whiph Mp associates hold each other ' 
in coMiderate, he;p"ful regard.' If; ,-however, 
l^is^father dominated the-household, showed 
content for the-motherv and dramatized the 

^ brutal aspects of living, the liifaht may .
" grow to.create a household or torwork 

for a political ordeir-that he can-hominate 
in the: mood of hip father. Falling to 
achieve si^reme commsuid, he ne'Vertheless 
feels at home under an authoritative ruler 

-who. enforces-obedience. . ^ , Only by 
changing the patterns"of - social experience 
.in infancy can a. society imdergo permanent 
reiorrm, either toward democracy or toward 

■autocracy. Nazism and Nipponlsm are possible 
in the long run only in populations where a .„ 
majority of-homes are patriarchal microcosms .

A .

■ V

, While Hiring here emphasizes the effects f paternal
authoritarianism, other writers such as Geoffrey Gorer put '

^special emphasis on the earliest experiences of childhood

training, relating adiilt social and political attitudes 

behavior to toilet training, weaning, and related child- 

rearing practices.'

and

Despitfe the innovative insights which the .psycho- 

cultxu'alists' emphasis on the early experience's Of the* iri- 

■ dividual brought to the analysis of - Japanese and other 

societies, it became,apparent that the national character ' 

■approach was replete with problems of evidence and inference. 

In some cases.great leaps of Imagination were taken to span 

•the distance between allOgqdly dominant

Jansr, Personal Character in
: ; G. Haring,' ed., Personal Char-
■ -.^ess,M-lieu (Syracuse; Syraouse-^niversliy

or modal practices
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in such areas as toilet training, weaning,' etc 
sent instittitions of- the poli-^cal system.

■ ■ . a great deal of criticism of the approach on both"methodo-
■:.

and domin-• 9

This brought about

f-

logical and epistemological grounds.
_'_j ■■ . . . . . . . .

TO: begin with, the-critics pointed out,"the national 

character -writers rarely if evej.- made any attempt to estab

lish empirically, just how dominant or modal the child-rearing; 

practicas were; nor did they often marshal data on the dis- . , 

tribution qf the asserted national characteristics themselves. 

-Qhe usual-practice was simply to assert their prevalence of, 

modality on the basis of subjective impressions, of the ob- 

servation of a small number of individuals, often indi-viauals 

.^.unl-ik;ely to be representative" o-r-the general pop\ilatiqn, 

isting under -unusual circumstances, such as, Japanese-Americans 

ife:interned in relocation centers in the United States.

If the data were th-tis questionable', so too was the

‘r-;

V-.

■Vv:' .

: (u ex-

1

structiu’e of inferences linking the family and .other primary

institutions with t,he disparate and much more cbnQJlex‘ihstitu- 

tions.of the political system. In particular, criticism was* 

directed at the- simple analogy between family authority pat- 

iSit and political authority patterns that so often lay at

the heart of national character analysis. The critics pointed '

1

^ ^d patterns of authori-ty of the

■ - : ^^^ee Alex TInkeles', "National'Character and Modem

-.... •
VP- i/if-iyz. • ■.V

\-

i: -''v
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pslitical system are hlgKLy formalized and often far from 

congruent with the Informal system of "government" in the 
family.

As ,a result of such criticism a' new focus emerged in 

- latqr studies of .national character in vfltxich the premise of ■ 

, a single chara.cter structiu?e common to all members of 'a

a multi-

or personality types was likely in a 

complex society. ■ This later variety of national character 

■ -analysis sought to establish empirical evidence as to the - 

incidence, of multiply varieties of character in a society 

and as to which variety,'if any, could be determined to be 

the "modal personality" "in that society.

society was modified to one which recognized that 

plicity of character

■ i.

But there also emerged a fisher divergent perspective 

on the influence of pre-adult learning on the. political adult.

taken by those, like the pollticeO. scientists, mentioned 

; - earlier,,who.moved away from the concept of national charac- 

"ter- or even modal personality- -to that of political culture 

In this■ and from child rearing to political socialization.

perspective, the individuals politically relevant orienta- 

.. tlons are hot, presumed to have a hasis in his character or 

, '. personality. The potentially major effect of the family on

14
Top ^ Levinson, "National Character;

Personality and Sociocultural Systems,"
Yr ' V. > S^<^Loek of Social Psvcholofirv. v. 2
1020^-^^®® ’ * A<icilson-Wesiey Press, 1954;, pp. 977-

•'

■v:"
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an Individuiai-^s-politlcal orientations is not denied, but

experiences of life are'also considered

As the individ-; to'have effects, ofl^en independent effects.

ual matures and approaches the age when he will take parb 

.the.political world he belongs to such other slgnlficant- 

I stitu-t^ions as the school, the peer groi;q3, and volrmtary

associations and eventually the job... In these social situa^ 
tions the indlvlduai will learn, both directly and indirectly, 

political orlentations^which may supplement and reinforce.

^ those learned in the family^ut the new orientations may 

also contradict or conflict with the faniily-induced

in

l-n=

ones.

Moreover, the authority structiires and decision-making pat- 

, terns in the later institutions will be likely to approximate 
more closely those' of the political system, in terms

of the
• •.

fonnaiity of the structures.

In a,sense. Of course, the political culture-political

socialization approach represents a continuation in a more 

refined and multidimensional version of the national 

- acter approach.
char-

Thls is equally true of the focus'on the 

■ role of the "polltioally-relevant" learning exp^lences. 

political culturallsts view the ..experiences of childhood i
The

and

^adolescence in family, church, school, job, voluntaiy 

: ^:tlons, etc.
assocla

experiences with pre-political authority and
•'-i

.»as

oi point see Harry P. Eckstein, A Theorv
I university Center oFTnter^

naxional atudles Research Monograph No; 10, 1961.

'■i ..
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depisipn systems on the basis of ^ich the individual 

generalize to the political sphere, e:q)ecting, for example, 

that he will (or will not) be able to-participate in the - 

racing of decisions in the poiltlcal

may

system if he has (or has
not) been able to_participate in decisions' in the family,*^ 

school, job, etc. Thet it is not assumed that these pre- ' 
politic^ experiences will all themselves be modeled bn what
happens in the family, and that those which happen later in 

- the more formal, impersonil, and structured authority systems

^ ► may override the Inpadt of family, experiences on the .behavior 

and attitudes of the Individual when hte 

majority, are significant departures from
attains political 

the national char
acter tradition.

An additional major departure is that the political 

of sTPeclficallv politl-oulturalists emphasize the Importance 

cal learning, as well as generallzable, 

learning. Political
politically relevant

man has attitudes with which he relates.
and may act not simply to authority in some general sense '
but to specific political figures.

institutions, and pro-\ . -
f oesses . Ihese attitudes he learns throughout his- life, 

childhood throu^ adolescence, 

sbclalizatlon

from

into adiolthood. The-political

process, as' opposed to child-rearing, imbues 
Min with:a^mahy-faceted political

self, so that by the time 

realm he*iComes equipped 

values, and beliefs that 

important specific effects

he enters into the adult.political 

with political identifications,

I ft^e potentl^ly wide-ranging and

a;?;
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on his political behavior and which link his pre-adult learn

ing much more closely to the political system than his toilet 

training or weaning. " •

-v

1^-''

Granting the validity of the criticisms of the national v 

character approach, for our-purposes it is still possible and 
^indeed Inqportant to take account of the various politically '

relevant and specifically political orientations associated

with traditional-Japan. For regardless of the validity of 
the national character school's claims that the political

values and attitudes of pre-!l945 Japan were founded in char- 

acter as molded by culturally determlndd patterns of child

hood training, the values and attitudes themselves do appear

. to have constituted a major set of ingredients in the politi

cal culture of pre-rl945 Japan. Indeed, it has been these 
various traditional values and beliefs that are most fre-

tuently identified as the prime obstacles to developing-cul

tural roots for democracy in Japan, 

factors related to the self 

ditlonal orientations Include a submisslveness and acqules- 

: : cence to authority that conflicts with the sense of political 

competence and assertiveness of one's rights that are ascribed 

to the democratic oftlzen; and,subordination to and conformity 

group,’a posture at odds with the democratic char- 

- actor's required ego-strenffth and personal competence. In 

ij^ome though not all formulations, it also includes suspicion

mistrust of. strangers as a result of the exclusive nature "

In the realm of those

as a political actor, these .tra-

• 4

V- V.
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‘ In which, it is alleged, the individual

belongs to a single r- primary group \dilch has exclusive claims 

bn his Icyaltibs. .

In terms of specifically political orientations, the 

traditional political coimtercultiare includes allegiance to 

and adulation of the Emperor, and the belief that ultimate' 

sovereignty derives from and rests with him rather than the . 

people, it was characterized by fervent nationalism'and 

national pride,,a chauvinism based on the very existence in 

Japan of.the Emperor. The-norms of this ideology of the 

Emperor-system specified that the appropriate attitude of 

the common man toward the iftstitutions of government 

that-of the "subject," obedience and implicit trust and sup- 

port of authority.

V

was

Toward the nongovernmental institutions 

of politics, especially those-concerned with the representa

tion of opposition and dissent, political parties and partl-

■:- san elections, for example, traditional Japanese political, 

culture was suspicious. Indeed, one of the most-prominent 

elements of this ciature was a-stres's on harmony and con- • 

sensus.and a consequent intbleranoe of dissent. It was 

therefore anti-majoritarlan in character, seeking rule not 

. by the. majority but by unanimity, and requiring the passive 

and silfent pcqtileacence of the minority.

These,- then, are the culttiral and ideological supports 

- • V. of .Japan's, eincien regime that students of contemporai*y Japdn 

a0sert,| to some greater or lesser degree, to be .

.:V

y-\
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continuing Imped^ents to the emergence of a demGcratlb, politi- , 

They are commonly linked with those segments of_ cal culture.

Japanese society helieyed to he less affeoted by the. modem- 

Izii^ and democratizing trends of the postwar; in particular,

th.ey are linked in the minds of many Japanese scholars with 

rural Japan, and, of-course, with the older generations of • 

adiilts. In this study,'therefore^;.'!:-have incorporated a ■ . 

focus on these Values. and beliefs and their persistence among 

urban and rural Japanese of both the younger and the older 

Throughout-the analysis the effects of these■generations, 

two factors will be a continuing concern.

The Qppositidhal Countercult;ire; Ideological
Conflict and' Itsiagact on Regime Suoport'■ . andthe Democratic tiltm’e

, While the traditional counterctilture is the most fre

quently cited challenge to the contemporary democratic regime 

in Japan, there is another perhaps more explosive source of 

political cultural conflict, one with a different but poten-'

-tially mador kind of lnpaot on the political socialization,.of 

Japanese, teenagers.

• logical split be

Japanese politics is riven with an Ideo- 

en the ruling conservatives vho have molded 

Japan’s capitalist socioeconomic system into the engine of 

economi.c growth and an opposition with an Intense antipathy

•^e

that system based essentially on ideological principles 

derived from Marxian socialism.

• The opposition challenges the established order along 
a broad spectrum. First it calls into question the democraticness.

rr:.'-.;.
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of Japan's present social and political sycptem. 

the most influential members ^o|^the oppssitlon 

Socialists, advance their own definition of democracy in - 

wMch-genuine democracy is equated,with a sbclall"^ political ' 

and economic order.

In so doing 

camp, the

Second, the members of thfe opposition, who range left

ward from the socialists and communists to the most radical 

of student groups, cast themselves in tl^e role of defenders

- of the democratic aspects of the present system- the protec-r

tion of the Constitution, the defense of freedom of thought 

and of academic and educational libearty—r—against the preda

tion of a government cloaked in the geurb of democracy but 

, which seeks to reln^ose authoritarianism and militarism. 

'Third, the opposition reserves the right to recourse by 

extraparliamentary action, including, for some, violence,
•w’ • _

against conservative parliamentary- oppression of opposition, 

against the "tsrranny of the majority." In brief, the pro

gressives call into dispute the legitimacy of many of the 

bases of the regime and the social order.

The M^xist-based progressive critique of society and

polity has been of greffb significance in the de'rolopment of 

social and political thought in postwao? Japan. It is accepted

in part or in whole by most intellectiials- and has monopolized '
/

respectable Intellectu^- opposition to the conservatives.

Q^o aspects of the spread of the ideology are worthy of special

First is the fact that some of the most^aslc concepts
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; and terms of the Ideology have become part of mass-.culture,

. u^^^ Marxist and non-Marxist alike. Especially prevalent 

is the use of the term ”capitalist'M:o describe Japan. The 

defining' characteristic of contemoorarv Janan that. as -we

shall'see, comes first to mini for many Japanese adn1+p and

teenagers is not ''democracy” but rather "ca-pit'alisni.” a per

spective that derives from the conceptual framework of Marx

ism and which has a decidedly different set of connotations 

and evaluations attached to it than those which 

"democracy."'

accompany

Th'e second aspect of the spread of socialist ideology 

is its influence in education. Particularly important is the ■ 

fact that the Japan. Teachers Union, to which most of Japan's

public school teachers belong, has been one of, the most en

thusiastic supporters of the left and a militant foe of gov- 

. emment education policy. The xmion and the education min

istry have been at bittdr odds over the content of textbooks

and of.classroom instruction in the two subject fields most

closely related to the political socialization process: the

morals and social studies courses. The reinstitution of the 

teaching of morals in the ciarriculum by the ministry "in 1958

was,strenuously resisted by the union on the groimd that the 

::gbverhmerrb would use the morals course to revive Indoctrina-
..■i

tlon in ultra-nationalism and, other reactionary .doctrines 

’5 ; th^ h^^ been thd core of the pre-1945 ethics courses, abolished 
- ^ the. Occupation. The continuing.conflict over the teaching
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' of social studies has centered around vdiat texts shoiald be 

used, whether the-government-* s policy oif permitting only ap

proved texts to.be used amoiints to political censorship, and 

whether the primary objective should be to instill acceptance 

and support of Japan's polity .and society or to develop a social 

"problem-consciousness" that-focuses on the flaws and inequities 
of the, society.

■While most of the principal characterlstics‘~of the tra

ditional counterc^llt^n:>e discussed earlier appear to be in con

flict with the!elements of democratic politicea culture, the 

oppositional counterculture includes both elements that are

■ V

potentially facultative of democracy as well as those \dilch 

are contradictory. On the positive side, the progressive ctil- 

ture and especially its ideological components may cause the 

individual to seek increased political information and knowl

edge, to be more deeply involved, psychologically, in political 

affairs, and to participate more widely and-fully in political

life. In addition, socialist ideology may increase the individ

ual's social and political conscience, making him I'ess apathetic

and less complacent about social, economic, and political ills 
'■and ineqi^tles. Finally, the socialist emphasis on the "un

democratic" behavior of the government may cause the individual

‘ to develop deep-rooted support■for-democratic principles,"esp- 

ecirily.the projection of the rights of the minority anH of 
‘ the in^vidual to oppose and dissent.

It is also not hard to imagine how elements of the pro- 
i: .. gresslve counteroulttire might conflict with the formation of 

,0^ \dilch sT;ipport. democratic politics. The fact that

the-socioeconomic system is capitalist might outweigh the fact

■ c
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fhat its political institutions are democratici leading the 

individual to emphasize his •^ociety's faults and-to minimize or 
; ignore its virtues; such dissatisfaction might spill over Into 

a loss of faith'in democratic processes and institutions.
.w

Like the traditional coiantercialt\n?e, the,, oppositional 
couhtercvature has potent!^ effects i^n^he politipal ;Soclal- 

ization of Japanese teenagers that must be taken into account in a

study of the socialization sources of regime support.'it is also 

usually linked with certain specific segments of Japanese society
- - the urbanites and inteliectuals. And its well known and hi^y

visible impact on the most politically active elements of young 

Japanese, especially in the student movement, certainly qompels 

us to attend to the degree to which it has become a part of the 

more general political cialtiore of Japanese youth.

Research Beslen and Methodology

The majto source of data used in this study consists of 

the-results of.a set.of surveys which I administered in the 

spring of 1969 to nearly a thousand Japanese teenagers and 

their parents. Supplementing this data sure several addi

tional data' Sources: the transcripts of loosely structured 

taped interviews with some forty .of the students from the 

,,e; compositions written for me by forty-three 

graders on their conceptions of ideal Japan;

Md the results of a 1968 nationwide survey of over five

Vtf'

\

\
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thousand children In grades three-throu^ twelve conduc^ 
by Professor'Okamura 'Tadao.^^

In my own survey the Instruments for both the•
students

,and the parents were questionnaires of the pencil and paper,
- seif-Conqjletion variety. (The original Japanese versions iand

the English'translations of both-the student.and the parent 

^estionnares oan.be found In the Appendix to this study,.

■ following dhapter eliht;)- The teenage respondents in the . 

survey were public school students in grades eight, ten and 
^elVe (aged from thirteen to eighteen years), 

were surveyed under my direction or'that'of
The students

my assistant-
a Japanese college student- in their -classrooms during

school hours. ■

The-decisions to use self-completed questionnaires and 
to administer them to children

in their classrooms were 
dictated both by economy and by the objectives of the study. 

.. One Important objective was that the sample be broadly
repre-

'sentative of Japanese families. The. ideal way of assin’lng ’ 
; representativeness, drawing a national random sample of 

families, periiaps strafcm^^ by size of locality, was ruled 

out because the costs of administration of the questionnaire 

enable statls- 

woTfLd have been far greater
ttian n^r research budget would allow. I therefore. Constructed 

sample whose principal demographic characteristics 
^rpu^y representative of the^populatioh at large.

to a sufficiently large sample 'of families to 

tlcal analysis of the results
■t- ,

are

16.;
.dee footnote 8 of Chapter two..'
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I this by Intentionally choosing as sample sites 

middle and hi^ schools.so, located that the over-all sample 

that results had roughly bhe same proportion of families as ■

; the population in regard to xirb^-rural residence, income 

and' education levels, -and occupational types. The urban
' ‘ ' ■' V . . .

schools were located in the shifcamachi (central city) and •'. , 

• yamate (middle-class residential) sections of Tokyo;, the 

rural schools were in two small cities,. Kuroiso and Kara- 

suyama, and two farming communities, Higaslil-Nasimo and 

Kita-Takanezawa, in Tochigl-Prefecture, about 100 miles 

north of Tokyo. Table I-l presents a breakdown of the sample 

by number of respondents,' by category ;and by the principal 

- ■ demographic characteristics. Strictly speaking, of .course,

;since the sample was purposely rather than randomly selected, 

it is representative drily of Itself. Nevertheless, in view 

of its fairly close,demographic similarity to the .^population 

and in view of the fact that this is essen-tially the same 

method of sample selection as has been used in most of the.

. other socialization studies with which the results-of the
V ■

present study will be compared, I will -fcreet the sample as 

: ..representative of'JapajM#e._,^emllles generally.

One In^jortant consequence of conducting the survey in 

^ was that ft undoubtedly contributed to the high

response rate of the parents. The procedure I empiloyed in 

■. the parental survey was to ask the students to take home 

■ ; sealed errvelope .containing two. copies of the parerrtal

a

■■■i* ■
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TABLE I-l .

BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC, COMPOSITION OF-THE SAMPLE
. >■

f:

V •

i\

' A. Totals

students '
fathers.
mothers
father-mother pairs 

> B. By grade for students

Grade 10 
Grade 12

' ■ 942 /■

^ i752: ^ .

282

JS -
C. By sex for students

boys
. .girls

D. By .place of residence for students

-■ , Tokyo; central city.
Tohyo.: suburban ,,,
Tochigi: rural .

(52.2?^} 
(47.89^)

• .492
4504 ■

- 260 27.6%)
29.5%)
42.9%)

278
404

■ E. By family occupation (father's report)

owner of large firm 
. • ' owner of small business 

clefiOal , '
• skilled labor '
,' unskilled labor 
fafm •
other and NR •

45 . 
150?

4.6%37
16.3%
10.6%
15.2%

131
85

^ 122 ■
1.5%12
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questionnaire, tpshave these completed'by their parents , and
t^ return them to the school within several, days,. , The fathers '

i^ere explicitly requested^, to complete their , '
N/ • * • ^ ^

questionnaires Individually and without conferring, with one 

Mother; inspection of .the returnedvqnfefeMonhaireB'-revealed '

— and mothers

V

few cases of obvious mutual .parental consxiltation,-. an* of

Which were.subsequently discarded from the sample. Almost
■ ■ ■ " ^ 

90 percent of the parental questionnaires-Were in fact re- 
• . ' ' ■ . 
turned, but a.-fair number had .been only partially completed.

Nevertheless, the final respqnse rate after I excluded from

the sanple any parent who answered fewer than 75 percent of'

the items was 85 percent (802)' for the fathers and 89 percent 

.(835) for the mothers. In 80 percent (752) of the cases, • 
both parents responded.. These are of course very high res

ponse rates f and it seems clear that they dre'due to the 

fact that the students were Instructed to .return their par-

whlch as an institu- 

occupy an influential and prestigious role

, . ents.' questionnaires back to school 

, tion continues to 

■ in Japanese society.;

•A second major objective of the study is comparability.

^ political and other related attitudes

■ Of Japanese teenagers both cross-natlonailv.vwith findings" 

about-American and other adolescents' •political beliefs,, .and 
>^s-generatlonallv. with.their parents' 5^1 afs and values, 

in view.: of the broad alms of the study .with regard to 

Ing. political. ciaatura;L change, the fixed-choice.'format of the

- ■

assay-

>
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\cLuestionnaii'e.was most appropriate, begause It permiitted ^the..' 
■gathering of data on a wide variety;..of attitudln4 inei:9ures 

- that are iinambl^ously comparable within-the Oontexfc of -the
■ Japanese ■study itse and. whose oross-nationial .pon^ardbility
■ dep.ends only bn the .s4antic’and linguisWc comparability of.

. the items used and-the representativeness of the'' sample

■ I have al^ady discussed.the repr6sentatlveness_^sue.

As to the .question of semantic and linguistic c.oii^ar,abll±ty,
I. took every appropriate 'step to insure that those items in ' 

th? questionnaire: relevant to orientations in regar.§ to .which ' 

.1 intended to compare the Japanese'teenagers with

• '■ ■:

4

• V

■■■>

»rican of ’
. other yoimgsters *w6re as . similar in their Japanese'?^rding to

the meaning of the original English, version.as it was possible 

. to make them. Some of these items were'taken .directly or al-r. 

most directly from "the questionnaires used in American studiea,

. notably the Jennings and. Nleml^work on American high .school
■ ■17 ■ ' • , ' ■

and the various studies carried out by.Dennis,

-Paston, Hess, and their associates.

seniors,

l.Q
The most i%ortant of 

these were the items used in the..political efficacy, political 

trust, and egb'sautono.my'scales, which are'

discussed in detail in ohapter six.
%

Parent Questionnaires, Higih School Senior ^ 
Study, Prodeot 477-, Survey Researoh Center, University of 
Miohig^. Spring 1965. /

' 1 and Judith V.
ment of Basle. Attitudes-, and'.vw

\

.Tomey, The Develoo- 
Toward Government ebd

fiTiTi'------- ''~Cr ii~”~ “*■»" uw.uuj. Years, Part i.
cooperative_^aeseareK t^rodeot No. 1078, 1965, Appendix D; and tTaok Dennis ^ , Civio

.Concepts Survey. Questionnaire, mlmeo, n.d. “ “

.USfi

w . •
■ ■ V-
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There are abviously ’’great .difficulties involved in o^- 

turing ail ^ of the vconnotatipns. of a statement: in English-in . . '

as: disparate'nont^cognate a language as Japanese. Some 

■colloquial English phrases or expressions are.hot'directly" 

translatable'.into Japanese. Okamufa's survey, for .Example, '

. , included an item mSant to be comparable.to one asked in the 

Easton and Hess :-study of American children, ^asking whether.,
• they thought "the President was "doing a good job." “.The lit- 

eral translation of .this egression in Japanese is not col- ' ■

■ i,; Ipquial and the item which OkamuTa finally used-, as the

closest Japanese approximation, was.literally whether the ■

*1r .
T

■',•■5

‘-‘l-

youngster thought the Prime Minister was "carrying oiit hl.s 

■responsibilities." To minimize this kind of difficulty I . • ■ 

.constructed my-questionnaire yia a lengthy series of steps.,

• First, I myself wrote the original Japanese language version 

of the questions:, giving u literal translation of all items 

• taken from English language questionnaires. (Many of the 

•question's, were, of cotirse, . original and some were borrowed 

from Japanese siarveys.) A native Japanese sociologist and 

a political,scientist and their students read the questionnaire 
and revised all items into correct colloquial Japanese. I 

- tested: the linguistic clarity of this "corrected version,

'. well as the -level of cognitive difficulty of the questions,' 

the meaning of each; item, one by one, with a - 

■half a dozen thirteen.to .fifteen year old children in my 
Tbl^q neighborhood. As^ a final preliminary step I adminis- 

tered the questionnaire to some ninety elglf^h graders at a ' 

raiddle school in Tokyo', as a pretest of the instrument. After-. 

exMlnlng the. patterns of responses-, in order to identify

i.

as

:

Jk ■
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problem 115,61118, I Interviewed ten of'the students; who .had 
t^en the; pretext questlonnalre'_;^d diacussed.th#''format of, 

the i^strufueiit and'the individual'questions-With theittj ..As a' 

'.....result of these pretest Stepsi a number of questions were re- 

. worded' or .in. a Instances 4lsc^ded- entiilea/y. In short,

. the questionnaire^.Kfas thorpu^ily tested to. guarantee that 

. teenagers, as yotm'g as thirteen woirld clearly imderstand eacdi , 

item as it was meant to be imd'e.rstoo.d and be able to complete ’ 

- the Jatestlonhaire.in a reasonable period-of time. (The time . ' 

averaged thirty-five to fbrty-> minutes, or slightly less than 

a full class, period.) ■

.. . .^ . Despite the advantages of the fixed choice question

naire with respect to comparability, ease of answering for ■ 

the- respondent and of coding for the'researcher■as.well as 

the variety of measirres which could be included, there are 

obvious disadvantages.' -'Most important,, it does not permit 

the respondent to express his own ideas and Images, and it 

• thus may give a distorted picture, one more reflective pf.

:the researcher's interests than of the respondent's perspect- 

^ iyes.. . In order to prevent that I also conducted, in addition 

1;o the.^q^stionnaire-, .a series of-loosely structured, taped 

■ interyiews-wlth forty of the studehts in the sample. Theso 

interviews last'ed from forty, minutes to an hour. I myself 

:'did ioslj of the interviewing-, but-because Japanese have a - 

strbhg.ponsciousness of the differences between themselves 

I'a^^ took several measure^ to reduce the impact ^ .

•N

m
\

4
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my forel®! hatlpnallty haS on "the interview. First , I had 

several Japtoese 'college' students carry out' a number -oft'the . :

• interviews, the results of which could
:i.' ■ ■■ ' N • .

■n- ■ ■

fis ■ — on the effects of iuy presence" yersus^at of a native

4
serve as eE rou^.

I also usedjthis tactic in .administering'the'- 

'^ ‘ questionnaires, in the classrooms, \ihefe in-'.half'the'classes... ‘

1 was present to e^^lain.the purposes' and proqe'dures of the . 
survey and to answer any questions'and in the ■ other half my . '

interviewer. ]

. ,;

Japan.ese assistant was present. ’ Viewing the' results of both 

.V . seta.of interviews and questionnaire•results later. it ap-

’ peared that my .presence hfd made no appreciable systematic
;

yVvi difference .in either^ case. • .

A second tai^lc I used in the interviews 

i ..the alien atmosphere of
to diminish

my presence was to talk with two

^espcndents in the same'session, 

of some obvious contamination of responses, but had ^several 

advantages that made that a tolerable^cjost.

This had, the disadvantage

The first, was a
.Jdssening of the tension .of the .situation; for .nearly all of

.,::vthe interviewees-I was the first foreigner with.whom tdey had 

and in n't least one of the rural areas, the

in the^ flesh. The presence of two 

■ - student's meant that each could feel reassured and fortified,

produced by .the escperlence 
^^^ng int by m adult male foreigner. The second

"v;^dyantage was , that'it enabled:me to stimulate, and then ob- -

lnt.erchanges between the teenagers with

Si

.

•i.

•

C •" •
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respect ;:to their jyn^es and beliefs about .p6litlca.- OJhls
V . V / • ■ . ' ~ ■ ■ ■ • ■ ■ ' ' ^ ■'

resulted In a more, natural flow of dlBcuasion th^ would ' 

,;iave. been possible In the smewhat -.artificial setting of an 

, indlvij^ual intenrlew. r Often one student's repl^'q^ remark*-^ 

wbuld lead to an Interesting follow-up or counter reply 

from the other.

; •:> ?■

•-.. M •:

V

y

»•,

. jnill.e the Interviews were falrly^’oosely structured, . 

I did attempt to .fosjus them on the. Issues rals.ed In •’the ' - ^

e. They thus"served as a. means for enriching- 

.:the questionnaire results with the students' own-perceptions 

■ and perspectives and as a. check-on the'interpretations 1 - 

have placed on those results. ..Without the interviews, muchj.

• of the. data from the questionnaires would be readily 

oeptible to \mlslnteipretatlon. But the combination^ the. 

two sources of evidence provides- a data base that is both

• -niore contextually reilable and more broadly-useful in the

, questionnaire

r

BUS- .

analysis that .follows, than a.sin^e strategy study* relying • 

either wholly, on questionnaire data from a-large sample, or
• Vdiolly jon intensive interviews with k amell number of 

. ppndents, could have created.
res-

‘j

One, aspect of the research design requires, special com-

I chose..ment , namely the ages .of the youngsters'studied.
, mi|^d;and high sphool students, teenagers from thirteen to 

seventeen or eighteen, for several reasons. Plrst^ 1 sought
- r* ‘to assesa the role of .ideology^ as it eppears in the terms 

& ^ to use about politics and society and Y

■-•jV-



hi ^their political- belief systems, in the political sociallza- 

tioi3r''i)rpcess.. Informal investigation,of younger children,' 

coupled with recent worjc on cognitive development* indicated, 

that prior to. middle school, phrases and concepts such as 

'^capitalism,"tyraainy of the majority," "class," and-the like,

' do.not appear with, any significant degree of frequency fh '
' ‘ 'f' ^ ^ ,

either the speech or the perceptions of Japanese youngsters.-' 

^oreover, ei^th grade-(that is, second year in middle school) . •

is the year 'Just prior to that in which government and politics 

are given.as specific, subjects in the s cial studies curricu- - 

.lum, . Eenbe,,' the" orientations of eighth graders will be likely 

_ .in many respects, especially the area of ideology, to reflect - 

the influence of texts end teachers to a substantially -lesser • 

degree than those of older students.

. Second,;I wish to compare the orientations of youngsters " 

with those of their parents. For the sake of minimizing prob- 

. . lems of comparability and conseqUefit problems of inference,

; it was desirable to employ items and measures for both the 

student and parent samples which are as similar as possible.

This would not have, been-feasible in the case'of elementary 

school children, but cle^ly was-for middle and high school 

^students. Fortunately, Okamiora's survey provided data on the 

u: ^ younger children in ai^njumber of areas vAilch

■ parallele Thus by focusing on adolescents I .

(spuld.maxiM'ze.the information produced in own study and 

:.at ;the same, time make use of complementary data on-the earlier

■!SV.Mm
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stages of the political’socialization process.

: The' StSicture of the Analysis

i -The' study will proceed from an essentially descriptive 

initio section which emphasizes the over-all ■distrl'bi|tive 

patterns of support for the institutions and values of the 

democratic regime, through a middle section concerned with 

■e33>lorlng .the lines of partisan and Ideolbglcal conflict and ' 

con5)etition as they emerge in the socialization process, to 

a final section in which the bases of the political differ

ences among the yoimg are explored as ar^ the so\xrces and 

agencies of soclalizatloh.

The initial section of the study focuses.on the patterns 

of support for the Institutions and,values of the democratic 

regime. At the outset (chapter two) I concentrate on the feel- 

Ings of Japanese children from the ebirly years of ^ade school 

toward political Institutions, The principal emphasis is on 

the potential• role of the major national pollMcal figures, 

partlcul^ly the Prl?ie Minister, as benevolent leaders 'and 

Sources of charismatic personal legitimation of the regime,

I then turn'to-'the ways, in which young Japanese deal 

with jiemocracy, as a concept and as a value (chapter three) ,

What.do thesr conceive it to mean, and to what extent do they 

M yalue it’i^ ‘

I-fooTis partlcnlSr atten'tlo^ ways in vdaloh demopratlc

procedural zniLes, especially majorltarianlsm, interact.^in..... 

their values with traditional norms of consensus and unanimity, •

I

/•

i
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I also examine democracy's potentiea role as a legitimizing 

ideology and symbol of nationkl consensus in conjtmction with 

the role played by $eace in this context.

After considering sources of legitimacy and symbols of , 

consensus I moTO to symbols of dlssensus and > conflict-^—the

impact on-the developing political orientations of^ Japanese -

Here I begin by

exploring the status of party affiliation among Japanese teen

agers and their parents (chapter four). How extensively do 

Japanese youngsters form’ attachments to the political parties, • 

in comparison wi-thr their parents and with adolescents in other « 

societies?- Does the extent of st;5)port for the party system 

. ^ among^ two generations suggest that the party system has 
rooted intseJf in the political cxilture,

youth.of partisan and Ideological cleavage.

as in Britain and 
the. United States., or failed to. do so as in FrSnce before idie '

Fifth Republib? ■ Related to this, I examine the contribution’

- of the family to the continuity arid stability of partisanship

and the party system by investigating the degree, to vdiich teen

agers inherit their party-support from their parents. The
-.j’. , vr”

disctisslen then turns to- a consideration of the extent to idiich 
partisan cleavages dmong teenagers are.grounded in -the social

their society, in particular that between -the a 

posedly traditional cpunt^slde and the progressive ci-ty.
sup-

The Investigation of the inspect of cleavage in the

process then changes to a fociia on the ideological 
dimensions (chapter fivd). Ideology has been asserted to .play

■ .
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fciir-
,little role in the political lives of the mass of aOjilts in 

llga^cfatic "societies;, let alone children or teenagers. Yet 

- Japan is a society riven by ideological conflict and pervaded 

with the use of ideological symbols and labels. The discussion

34

gSiCOMiders several perspectives on the impact of ideolo^ in the 

i- socialization process'. The first is the meaning to the youngs-

of the principal ideological symbols, capitalism and

Hv^bcialism in jparticular, and the patterns of their affective
ff-.,.. ...

-responses to’them. The second perspective emphasizes ideology
.y-
;||as a style- of thought and inquires, as to the degree to which
I hallmarks of that conceptual s-tyle, consistency and causal:.

■_ reasoning, -characterize the ideology-related belief systems of 

I®:Japanese teenagers. The latter concern leads to an investiga- 

Ky tion as Well of the congruence between partisanship and ideology.

The final section of the analysis turns to an explicit 

• consideration of the causal factors affecting the kinds of po-

The focus is,
V. . y

on ;a comparison of the effects of cultural factors with
M^Pse. of cleavage factors on the development of those orienta-

. . . . . . . . . . ■, , , ■

I have earlier referred to. as components of ,^e political

y; self: political interest and.political efficacy, as well as two 
; • , ■ ■

■/..varieties -of political trust (chapter six) . The .analysis of 

I?, -^e influences on these orientations takes into direct account 

l/i^e multiple linkages between, the basic social-sources of

/yiitical orientations that teenagers do develop.

r fi^t,.

||tions ]

i5;
cleavage as well as the partisan and ideological elements. on

the one hand,.and tl^ psychocultural characteristics associated

.: wi-th Japanese character..;jon the other.
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Throu^oiit the study one major continuing concern will 

be with generational similarities and differences in'politi

cal values and beliefs. The final part of the analysis (chap

ter' seven) turns to a more direct focus on the role of the 

family in the creation of Japanese teenagers' political 

“orientations. Various t3T)es of family-political Influence 

on the child are Investigated! Including, the direct trans- . 

mission of parental political orientations as well as in

direct influence•via the Impact of■family authority and 

affective patterns on the politically relevant aspects of . , 

' the child's personality, and via the mechanism of general-*

■ ' izatlpn both in terms of correspondences in the youngsters 

images of parents and political authority figures arid in 

terms of correspondence between his-feedings of personal '• 

influence within the family and in the political sphere.

The special attention to the role of the family stems . 

from the'"widespread emphasis on the. family as a paramount 

Influenoe on the formation of political orientations. This 

7 " assunqptlpn, recently challenged in studies of American 

■children, has been particularly‘common in treatments of 

Japanese oialture and "national character." Family life has 

been ble^d for most pf the "unmodem" and "undemooratlo" 

aspebts of the society and' political cultvire; authoritarieoi- 
Ism, hierarchy, individual subordination to the group., party 

:;dactiorialism, and so on. Despitd this long-time engjhasls
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^n- the family, little empirical evidence has been 

lated cencemlng the effect of various aspects, of family
accvmiu-

llfe on the development In Japanese youth of orientations 

toward politics. Is the usual portrayal of'the Japanese '
. V •

family as the transmitter of tradition^ antl-democratic

orientations accurate? Is the family dominated by an 

authoritarian father? Which parent Is more Influential
. - t - 4

. In the transmission of political attitudes to the child? 

‘ How do paternal and maternal- political Influence 

with the Influence of friends and teachers?

adolescent yeairs I have chosen to study are a time In 
* • ••

vflxlch the youngster Is increasingly expos^to other 

agencies of socialization, agencies which offer jreal 

challenges to .p^ental Influences and values. And It 

Is a time In vdilch the maturing Individual becomes In-

compare

The

creaslngly conceded with hlmi^elf and his . role In 

society, and In vdiicii.'stimuli from the wider world of 

politics and society become .increasingly 

and-more salient to his expanding social, consciousness.

. Adolescence, that is to say, is the threshold of man- 

I hood, and the values and bellefs--of today's adolescents- 

are the con^^ of tomorrow's-cultwe, 

idle analysis of -these values and bellefa In the

more numerous

It Is to

■r*•
-
m
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political realm, to the emerging patterns of political cul

ture in Japan, that I now turn..

\

/
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CHAPTER II

■ YOuSk ' ^IE?OF^^ITicS^S§ioRITY '

The apparent vitality of Japan*s democratic regime seems 

something of an anomaly. '. How does a regime imposed by the 

force of arms of a foreign occupation, ^hich violates tradition 

and history on the one hand while, frustrating contemporary 

opposition on the other, secure .its future? Among ;;the most ' 

influential current theories of the sources of political 

legitimacy is the henevoient leader thesis, for-.which Japan, 

■provides both an. exotic and an appropriate test. 7 '

The pioneering work of Greenstein^.and Easton and Hess^

;• on the political socialization of .American children established 

that they develop their allegi^ce to the American political 

• ’'system through a process^ in which the,.;.President, plays
♦.* .

a central

^^ee Fred T.
Tn,o„ .P T, . Greenstein, "The Benevolent Leader; Children's
Images of Polltipal Authority," American Political Science 

* (December, 1960),. 9^^943; and Children and
Politics (New Haveni Yale ,UniversdJ:y Press, 1^65). .

r.v, .. Se.e ,Robert D. Hess and,David Easton, "The Child's 
- 9^?W”S.^“age of the President," Public Opinion Quarterlv.

n4T¥lnter,J960,), 632-644; Davidiraston ^dTacl? Oenpis;
. Children in^thePollti&al System (New York; McGraw Hill, 1969);

,51a Kobem u. Hess ana judl-th V...Tomev. The'Development of '
V '^litlcal Attitudes in Children (New York;' Anchor, 1967).

f
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and vital' role .From early in his political socialization the ' ' 
child develops his first, deepest» and most enduring political 

priehtation—an .image of the President as wise , .generous,
powerful, and benign. This image of the "beneyglpnt leader” 

• dominates the cognitive and ^fectlve dimensions of the 

child's political world.
young • •

i

Moreover, it sh^es much of the 
..■ character of the child's relationship with his parents, and

. creates a link between the child and the leader which has a ‘ '

, touch of the depth and strength-of these basic human ties.

This image thus serves as a major enduring soin?ce of support ' 

for the political system, onto which its'affect overflows.

Vhile iate.r research among children- of sin Americem rural sub

culture^ ,and among black children^ indicates that the benevolent 

deader syndrome is not a universal one, additional evidence 

from other nations including Britain and\Hollmd^ 'suggests that ■

M » Herbert Hlrsch,; and Frederic J. Fleron,' Jr
_ The .^levolent Leader: Political SocieQ.lzatlon in an American

Science Review. 52:2 (June,
. -. Edward S. Greenburg, "Black Children and the Political '

Sooirilzatlon to Support,” paper delivered 
.AseoSlatibn. " American Political Science *

• >

^ al'.=, ."Queen and Prime Minister 
. The Child's,^Eye View," Hewjocle^, 23 (October, 1969)',
Go?a^«+ ana toerican Children's, Ima^s of

; Folitios," paper delivered at the meeting of the
Association, 1970,- Fred I. GreeL 

■ 0^ Childrens
Technique in Three Nations," Sage 

' TCu°?si®”al-Papers in Comparative Politics. Series 01-0097^
^®n»is» i-®on Llndberg, and Dpnald

' Chi^rtSfi^ among English
grltlsh Jo^al 'Of- Political Science. 1. Iq-hfl: and

Honaid Thglehart, .fiThe Development of

life;::
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■ it is sufficiently common to be' considered as a principal way 

' in which contemporary political systems, including democracies t 
■ create gehereilzed political allegiance on the paid; of children.

• One particular variation .on~the benevolent leader theme 

is of special relevance to the question of how Japan' s;-demo- 

cratic^reglme secxu’es its support.- The evidence of the benevo

lent leader syndrome coupled with other.aspects of political

V-’

. socialization processes} Including such phenomena as American 

children's tendencies to confuse religious and political symbols 

and imagesj. has led.some scholars (notably Sidney Verba) to

.:argue that political systems may secure' legitimacy by function- _

The role of the political leader 

becomes endowed with a Sacred or religious quality and attach- 

ments to the system become couched in symbolism wMch both

ing in effect as religions.

invoices and evokes religious imagery.

That such a process might be exceedingly effective- in. 

creating support for the regime has never be.en demonstrated 

. more telilngly th^ in Japan in the period before 1945. The 

- Emperor wab explicitly a sacredjlpader; and in various waysi 

...^eluding State Shinto} the regime saw to it that political 

.. Vallegiance took on the character^of religious commitment. In 

a very r?al se:^i^'^ Japan's postwar,retgime was founded in ex- 

■ -Plicit repudiation'of that equation of religion and politics,.
• .

6,
- Sidney Verbal, "The Kennedy Assassination and the Nature of Political Commitment," in Brakey S. Greenberg and Edwin B. 

Parker, eds,, The Keimedv Assassination and the American Public 
(Stanford: Stanford University r*ross, 1565) , pp. 34^^366. !fe‘or 
a -^suimnary of many of the findings on vdiloh the argument rests 
as well'as provocative criticism of the possible normative con- 
sequenoes Of .benevolent leadership, see^^Le^s Lipsitz, "If as

. . Vorba. says,, the State Functions as a Religion, What Are We to '
-do to Save .Our SoifLs?" American Political Science Review, 52:2 

• .(June, 1958), ;527r535. :-A-’' .



.Thus, a major question confronting a study of the socializSMbn 

: sovirces of sui)port for. the contemporary regime is to determine 

td what extent support is dependent upon the creation of a new' 

Japanese version of the benevolent leader and upon the inculCa- 

. tion of implicit and..imquestiordng trust in political authority.

'My first,objective here, tiierefore, is to focus on the
■ ^ ' . .

empirical question of whether a benevolent leader exists in the 

political imagetylif today's Japanese children. At the outset' • 

I concentrate on a comparative analysis of yovmger children'si

' images of possible .contenders for the role: the Emperor, the 

Prime Minister., (at the time of tHis study', Sato'Bisaiiu), 

the local leader-
and

A

—mayor or goveraor. TKe principal focus, 

however, is on the Prime Minister as the most important national
■ -i - . _ .

political figure. The analysis copsidere the rpie of children's

conceptions of politics asa-factor affdeting the national

leader's image, and showgjiow that image is conditioned by 

;<certaih important aspects of political reality, in particiilar 

the parliamentary political atructure and the leadership style 

and personality.of the,national leader himself.

My second, objective is to determine whether a spill-over 

of-affect from'the^ national leader, .to other important inatltu- 

tispns of the political system takes place in later childhood. 

Adcor^ngly, I compare the attitudes of older youngsters, in . 

their teens, towai’d the Prime,Minister with those toward other

political Institutions, along several- dimensions of political 

intrust: The teenagers' attitudes are, In each^case, compared to 

.'those-of their pafehts .io.assay the continuity or discontinuity 

llgof sociallz^lon

. 1. ...•’xJ.
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Finally, I consider some of the causes and consequences 

- : of the-presence or absence of .a beneyolent leader,in a politi- 

, cal system. Particular eniphasls is placed on the historical-- 

roots .'of the 'benevolent leadershipi phenomenon to be fovind in

most-societies, but. -which are missing Japan.

Much of the importance of the benevolent leader thesis 

deri-v4s from the generalization in the, study of socialization 

that what is leampd earliest is retained longest. It becomes 

essential, therefore, to determine if such an image of the 

■ ’ leader.do.es Indeed develop in early childhood. Thus, the first 

part of this paper draws to a large extent upon data about 

Japanese grade school children's Images-cf the Emperor, Prime 

-. Minis-fcer, and local leader kindly-^ade available to me by 

Professor Okamin?a .Tadao of Hosei Unisg^ersity from his nation-

r

wide suhrey of over 5,.000 children in grades, three through
■ ' • 7

l^vjplvp conducted in the fall of 1968.'

The Ehiperor; Peri-pheral Monarch

A principal and obvious difference between..the American 

Japanese political systems is the fact that the United 

States, as a presidential system, has^-fche roles of head of 

and head of state uni-Ced in the office of the

'Professor Okamura has published several articl.es in 
.Japanese, based on this data ;and one in English; see "Ihe Child's

WeSif!'
nl okeru Seljiteki Shakalka" (Political Socialization in Con- 
temporary. JaPemV. Nffl-po Seidigaku. 1970, and "Selditeki 
Shakalka ni okeru 'Mlnshushugi' to 'Heiwa,'". ("Democracy" and 
Peace'.',in Political Socialization) , Shakai Kagaku Janaru. 1969.
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President,' while in Japan the roles are divided between the 

Emperor as head of state and the Prime Minister as head of 

goveirnment. There are thus two nationally prominent executive 

offices and figures. In an earlier time there woiold have been 

little doubt as to which of the two would be the more likely 

object of emotional attachment and respect on the part'of 

Japanese, yo\jng and old alike.

Before defeat in the Pacific war so drastically changed 

the Japanese political system"} the Emperor's place was supreme, 

. legally and constitutionally, spiritually and politically. He 

was very nearly the sole legitimate object of political affec- 

His picture hung in every schoolroom and 

■ every school-child was consciously taught to revere and love 

, ' him above all others, including par^ts. This portrayal of 

the. Emperor as a father to whom all owed ultimate.filial piety 

was-part of a broader view of Japanese society as a "family- 

state" imder his benevolent, patriarchal guidance. There is

i

tion and esteem.

, no doubt that ordinary people were profoundly attached to this 

, father figure. American researchers studying the morale of 

:the Japanese army found that the soldiers' faith in the Emperor^

was extremely strbng- so strong, in fact, that the researchers 

concluded that- any propaganda attack on the Emperor would only

9; cause Increased determination to fi^ and would thus..risk " 

; l)^onging’ the war. Attempting ta summarize for an American 

readership -the relative Importance to the Japanese of their

faith in the Emperor, the researchers compared the Emperor to

;:.Sa allele symbol-representing in and of himself all that Americans
■ ■

..1
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of the day held dear: "the flag, the Constitution, a religious 

ideal, and our feelings for the family. . . . 

place in the emotional and s3rmbollc life of his subjects 

they concluded, profound and centrals

«8 The Emperor's

was.

The extent of the belief in the Emperor 
foTjnd to be so wide as to constitute 
logical, CTiltural type of faith strongly 
reinforced in any one individual by the 
sheer pressure of the whole society. It 
wo\ild be In^ossible for one to reject it 
without stepping outside almost all the 
ideas and value systems that are Japanese;
. . . this would,mean a. kind of isolation 
that few human beings except psychotlcs and 
extreme mystics can endure.9

was 
a non-

'.s

^ .
Even though the Occupation heeded^the advice not to attack 

or destroy the Throne, it did make drastic changes in its role 

■ in the new Japan, The Emperor's spiritual status became that^

, of mere mortal; his political status, that of mere ""symbols

^ The Emperor shall be the symbol of the State 
and of the unity of the people, deriving his 

■ position from the will of the people with 
whom resides sovereign power.

—-Article 1 of the Japanese Constitution

The^Emperor shall perform only such acts in 
matters^of state as are provided for in this 
Const it uti on and he shall not have powers 
related to government.

“Article 4 of the Japanese Constitution

What role, then, does the new Emperor play in the Images 

of government held by today's Japanese children? The significance

„ ^ Alexander Leighton and Morris Opler, "Psychological ■ 
Japanese Emperor," in R. Hunt, ed.. Personali- 

= ties and Cultures (Garden Cltys The Natural History Press,
: ,- pb 252,

^Ibid
pp. 255-256,® I

c~
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of this question may best be ixnderstood by reference to some 

recent findings about English children's Images of the Queen. 

In several independent studies researchers have found that the 

Queen dominates the political imagery and perception of yoxmg- 

sters-over a wide range of ages. At younger age levels, many 

English children believe that the Queen is the most important 

person in England (and, for almost as many, the most Important 

person in the world).Fully 72 percent of working class and 
61 percent, of middle-class British eight and nine-year olds,,.ln 

the same survey believed that "the Queen is more Important 

than the Prime Minister in running Britain. Even by age 

twelve, one-third of the middle-class children end fully two- 

.. thirds of the working-class group continued 16' assert the 

Qheen's impord:egice..over the Prime Minister. In another

' sfudy, Greenstein foia^ that 51 percent of English ten to 

tTtel.ve.-year olds responding said that the Queen rules or

■ governs while only 22 percent responded in those terms to a

similar question about the Prime Minister, who was vlqwed 

■.primarily as her legislative helper. 

associates obtained similar results.

Dennis and his 

In short, the Queen 

dominates young Britl,sh children's images of government to a

*. .

-•r
10Greenstein,- et al 

Ghild's Eye VIew^"
^^Ibid.

^%reensteih,'"British, French and American^lldren's 
Images of Government and Politics," Table 3, p. 40.

^%bid.. pp. 19 and 40-.
^\iennisV Llndberg, and McCrone. o^. clt

"Qiieen and Prime Minister—The• I

p. 37. •• 9

ii
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remarkable degree. In a similar Itemi Okamiira asked a nation

wide sample of children, "Who is the most Important in running 
*

politics in today's Japan?" 

for those in grades 3 to 8.
Table 1 summarizes the results

Evident from the table that,the lesson of popular 

sovereignty has been well learned.
V At all age levels expept 

the three youngest, "each citizen" has a substantial lead over

the other responses. This is a most interesting finding, for 
it has been said by many of the critics of the new regime that 

"Populal^ sover-• only Imperial sovereignty suits the Japanese;’

eigntyj" says Kazub Kawai, for example, 
to Japanese thoug}it,"^^

"is completely alien

Ardath Burks conctirss "From the sheer 
historical point of view, some restoration of [imperial] theo

retical authority, with popular controls , . . is almost in- • -
16evitable." But only among the third and fourth graders do 

we f^ a sizable proportion of children who conceive of the

Emperor as ruling as well as reigning, and in contrast to the 

British'case. among these youngest children the Emperoreven

. runs second to the Prime’Minister, By fifth grade, the Emperor 
ip picked less than any of the other responses including "each 

citizen." Although strict comparison between the English and

Japanese datd is. not possible because of differences in the 

items, it does seem clear that the absolute level of attrlbu- 

among

TT-j Ks'waii Japan's American Interlude (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, i960); p. 5T.-------- .
Crowell ,^196iy,^^^|o Government of Japan (New^orks

tlons of power to t'he^pionarch is substantially lower

K-
• {
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TABLE II-l

PERCEPTIONS OF THE EMPEROR'S-IMPORTANCE 
(Percentages selecting each response hy grade)

f ■

"Who is most important in running politics in today's Japan?"

V,

Em- •
Grade (peror Min.

Prime Diet- Each 
men

Other and 
Citizen Don,'t aciow '*^otal (Nf

100 (630)

100 (626)

100 (631)

100 (631)

■ 100 (654)

^ 3 21 32 , 12 

32 ' 19

25 24

7. .28
.

4 21 13 , 15
• r 5 ‘11 23 ■ _ 17 '

. 6’ 4 20 11 

16 12 

15 22

55 10

•7 5 55 12
d5=

8 3 50, 10 100 (732)

SoTorce; Okamura, 1968 Survey
-C

::: ■ >
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even thf youngest Japanese respondents than among their Eng- 

list counterparts.

If power and rule are missing from the Japanese child’s

image of the ^peror, neither is his role as "symbol of the 

State" particularly prominent. Okam\a?a also asked the children 

in his survey to choose the b'est symbol of Japan. The results

The table indicates qxiite clearly that 

- among the various symbols, the Emperor is not a leading con

tender for any age level; indeed, even though he is picked

are shown in Table 2.

more often than either the Prime Minister or the Con^itutlon ; 

he trails far behind the flag and Mount Fuji.

It is- clear that the Emperor does not figure so centrally 

or importantly in the -political life of the Japanese child as • 

tlie Queen does in that of the British child.

Japan of one of the leading benefits of monarchys J:he promotion 

through the socialization process of a sense of identification

This may. deprive

Mth the regime that does not waver even .when partisan oppon

ents control the- elected offices. Abrahamson and Inglehart, 

in a comparative study of the role-of the monarch, point, out

that "O^e presence of a monarchy reduces the chances that an 

individual’s first political perception is'^that government is 

in the hands of the ’bad guys. '"^"^
V

They go on to note that 

' the perception that government .is controlled by the "bad guys" 

is likeliest.to occur where partisan cleavage and. hostility

run deep. But for monarchy in Japan to bridge the partisan

17
Abrahamson and Inglehart, ng. oft., p. 432.

.•_ _
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. goolf it would have to he the object of widespread affection 

among people of diverse political persuasions, and not itself 

a source of partisan division. The symbolic Emperor of post

war Japan gains acceptance and support from most ad\ilts, on

the average about 70 percent as public opinion polls over the
18'

—But for a minority, the presentpast tw0 decades have shown.

status of the Emperor is a source of partisan and ideological 

conflict. On the one hand, a small number of conservatives

wish^the Emperor restored to his former ^lory and authority; 

on the other, a few leftists would prefer that the throne be 

completely abolished. On the whole, however, the ■majority'^ 

of the Japanese support the throne as it is, but with little J 

apparent intensity. So for-a minority the Emperp^'s role-is 

a source of intense division and conflict; for an apathetic 

majority of adults, he is cognitively and emotionally 

salient. It is doubtful, therefore, that the Emperor could 

serve as a focal point in the cementing of the individual* 
alieglance to the political, system in the face of control of

non-

s

. the government by the "bad guys." ' V .

This lack of intense emotional investment in'the throne 

on the part of Japanese adults is reflected in indifference 

and increasing ambivalence among the youngsters. In the mld- 
i950s, Tokyo, high school students were asked to choose among 

several alternatives to describe their feelings when they saw

18,, See, for example, Ishida Takeshi, "Popviiar Attitudes
Inward the^Japanese Emperor," Asian Srirvev. 2 (February,

^®Ibid.

s:
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or heard the word "Emperor." Positive responses far out

distanced negative ones; 52 percent chose "respect" or

"affection" and only 8 percent "a foolish or unneoessary ex

istence." But ,the low "affective Importance of the Emperor to

many youngsters was illustrated by the high proportion-

38 percent- who found it hard"to say what their feelings
were since the Emperor "is far removed from us."^° About ten

years later, in 1964, David Titus, Yoshida Yoshiaki,. and

their associates asked"a simil^ question of residents in the 

city of Ko:^ and of students.at Tokyo’s Meijl. University. 

Their data Indicate an apparent decline^^^over time in 

tive affect and an increase in indifference.

f \

suppor-

Among.the

college students and those Kofu residents under twenty whom

they surveyed, only 29 percent and 39 percent respectively 

responded that they felt "affection," "reverence," or "adora

tion" toward the Emperor, and only 31 percent of the"20-29 

age group of Kofu respondents chose these positive responses. 

For the great majority.of the younger respondents, the re

searchers reported that, the predominant attitude was affective 

uninvolvement and indifference.

34 percent of the Kofu respondents in their teens, and 43
Sixty percent of the students,

f'.ru ^°Harada Shlgeru, "Atarashli Alkokushin "To m Uanl Ka" 
iScIn Patriotism), Seinen Shinrl. 7:2 (February,
1950/I 32.

21
. David A. Titus, "Emperor and Public Consciousness

-—^ih-EaatKar_jTapan»" The Japan Interpreter (Summer, 1970),
^osniaa Yosmaidv, David Titus, and Agata 

' Tennosei Mo Ishlki Kozo" (The Mentality of
the Symbolic Emperor System), Melrli Daisaku Hosei Kenkvuio 
i^yo ■ n.d. ■'
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I
f

.percent of those in their twenties felt neither, affection 

dislike for the Imperial house.

There are, of coilrse, obvious and profound reasons why

nor

a
a

the present Emperor is imable to play the role of benevolent 
leader.

aI
IHistorically, he is th§ very s3nnbol of the old order 

that the new regime supplanted. Owing to that and to his own
' n *

retiring personality and unprepossessing manner, he is much
i

less popiilarly visible than other monarohs, making few public 

appearances. Mord(?ver there is almost no color or pomp and
I
Ia
fS

ceremony remaining in the Imperial institution to deli'^t the 

^yes and capture the affections of the young- no horse guard.
g
g.
Tv

no parades, no crown and Imperial regalia, 

■gone, probably forever.
Those days are

unable to perform the kind of broad- 

gauge legitimation of the regime that was once his most Impor-
i
gA

Itant political function, the Emperor no longer stemds at the 

symbolic and e3qjresslve.^center of the national political 

culture; he has faded into the periphery.

But before we dismiss the throne as a contender for

I
g
g
Ithe role of, benevolent leader, we must recognize that it may 

emerge from its present’ eclipse with the accession of 

Emperor.

I
lAa new

IOne of the most pointed of Titus and Yoshida’s
I
is. 22^e-generation.gap in affect toward the Emperor is 

pointed up dr^atlo^y by the results of a nationwide poll 
conducted by the Malnlchl Shlnbun in January, 1972. Only 
4 percent of the;respondents in their teens responded that 

conscious of being Japanese was being near 
-pheTEmperor-or the-Imperial palace, as compared with 50 per- 
cent of those sixty years.of age and older. That' even to-

oilier group in the sample chose to 
Identify the Emperor so clearly with their-own sense of

idea, of the Impact his benevo
lent leadership once had, See Mainichl Shlnhnn. Jan; 1, 1972. •

sS
i

I
i
gI
g'.'

ij V
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findings was that Japanese of all. age levels woiild like to. 

feee the throne "popularized," with the Emperor made more a 

part of popular life and less a distant and aloof figure.

A decade ago,, the marriage of the Crown Prince to the beauti

ful daughter of a commoner caused an outpouring of enthusiasm

and affection fii^om ail segmehts'^of the people, especially 

from the young. This leads us to ask whether.the feelings of

today’s youth tbward the Crown Prince foreshadow any fut\n?e

Once again, Okamura's 1968popular affection for the throne, 

survey provides data relevant to this additional aspect of 

the benevolent leader role in Japan. The children surveyed 

were asked to describe in their own words what sort of person

they thought the Crown Prince was. Rougfily 60 percent of the 

yoiongest cMldren chose terms of respect and goodwill, while 

.almost none used negative or derogatory words or phrases. The ' 

positive sentiment decreased steadily with age, so that by 

twelfth grade only 24 percent mentioned respect or affection

while another 24 percent used words of antipathy , or disdain. 
Significantly, however^\t] largest .proportion of -fihe twelfth 

3 percent made no comment, 14 per-graders were noncommittals 

cent said they didn't know much aboiit the Crown Prince, and 

25 percent made neutral or mixed'comments. This prevalence 

of high positive affect among the youngest children, turning 

to a noncommittal position among the high school seniors, may 

-indicate., that there is a dormant affect that might be stimulated

^^See .Titus, _02, c^., p. 193.
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by a new. and more positive role in the national life for the 

Crown Prince. It thus seems plausible that shoiald the present 

Emperor.die while the Crown Prince is - still young, the new 

Emperor and Imperial family mi^t be able to rekindle much " - 

of the enthusiasm of the days of the Crown Prince’s wedding. 

Whether that enthusiasm and aiffection endured woiold depend 

on the behavior of the new Emperor and his own attitude toward 

' popularizing the throne. To some, extent he and his wife 

Michiko ^appear to -be moving toward a more visible and frequent 

role in popular life than the present Emperor and Empress.

It is they who are seen most often at the homely sorts of 

public.affairs, visiting hospitals and schools for disabled 

.chiidren, dedicating public memorials, and the like.. For 

some time, the press has been following their life, especially

4the schooling of their children- who, it must be^noted, are ■

attending school with other children rather than being tutored 

at,court as was the custom in the past. Moreover, the Crown 

Prince himself is a wholly contemporary figure, unburdened 

by the public's memories of the past and thus - free of his 

father's historical Impediment to popular affection.

In Japanese tradition, the passing of the old Emperor 

aid the. accession of the new brings a new calendar era. The 

Showa era will end with the death of a now peripheral monarch. 

^The new era is likely to begltf with the enthronement of a

. popular monarch, in the'spirit if not quite the style of his

European counterparts. The high pr^prtlon of young children 

Who feel positively about him and the large proportion of

-■i;
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older children who .profess neutrality^ suggests that there are 

resources of popular support and enthusiasm that a new and 

particularly a young Emperor mi^t he able to tap.

The Prime Ministers Distant and Impersonal Leader

The change in the Japanese political regime that took 

place after 1945 removed the Emperor from the role of benevo

lent leader. Does the Prime Minister fill the void? Let us 

loek first at children's perception of his Importance.

,¥e saw above that comparison with the British case re

veled the Japanese Prime Minister to be apparently more

generally perceived by children as impoirtmt in running 

politics than the Emperor, This contrasted with the British 

cases where the Prime Minister was overshadowed by the Queen,

Additional data on American children's perceptions of the 

President's Importance in politics help to put the"Japanese 

• Prime Minister's image “into comparative perspective, A veiry 

sizable majority of the American children surveyed by Hess 

and Torney (ranging from 86 percent of the second graders to 

50 percent of the eighth graders)> selected the President as 

the "one who does the most to run the country. A second

look at Table 1 reveals that the Prime Minister does not

dominate Japanese children's perceptions of politics nearly 

so-onesldedly. ’While the President'.s lead over Congress as 

most Important drops to two-to-one only by eighth grade, the V
Prime Minister contends with the members of the Piet neck-to-

^^ess and Tomey, op. cit p. 43.,• I
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\ ■ .«r
“neck from as early as fifth grade.

'Japanese Prime Minister seems to fall between his British 

counterpart and the American President in the degree of his 

importaiice anci dominan'ce in children’s imagery of government.

A second, and perhaps more important, question has to 

do with yo\mg children's affect toward the Prime Minister. 

Table 3 summarizes Okamura's findings.

The most striking characteristic of these figures J.s

In comparative terms, the
■ •*

the high proportion of children who chose the neutral res

ponses, especially on the liking and competence items. The-. 

Prime Minister woiild not ap;^ear to be a highly salient figure 

for young children, particularly as an object of affection 

and trust. For those to whom he is salient, moreover, the 

table , shows that his image is strikingly more negative than 

positive, from almost the earliest grade levels, 

the items do we find an outright majority of favorable res

ponses at all gjpades, and only for his competence at his job 

(a point I shall discuss below) do we find such a majority 

at moat levels.. ■

Consistent with findings about children's affect toward 

political figures in other societies, the figures in Table 3 

•; show a marked tendency for positive affect to decrease with 

'age and for negative affect to increase correspondingly.
This is plainly evldenl

On none of,

While this

tendency does parallel findings from other societies, what 

is distinctive about the Japanese case is that the drop in

across all three items.

sjjpportAve responses appears to happen earlier and to reach
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TABLE 11^3

YOUNGER CHILDREN'S ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PRIME MINISTER 

(Percent positive, neutreO., and negative responses by grade)

Honesty®

Pbs Neut Neg

74 22 4 36 58 6 __ 68 25 7

66 26 8 20 63 16 51 40 9

52 -31 . 18 13 61 26 27 50 23

8 61 31 17 '48 35 .■

43 33 24 12 . 58 . 29 10 58 • 31

37 35 28

bCompetence® Liking

Pos Neut Neg Pos Neut NegGrade

3

4

' 5

6 ■ 54 26 20

7

8 5 58 37 7 57 36

Source; Okamura, 1968 Survey; N's as in Table II-1

Positive
ResponseItems Neutral Negative

®"Is the Prime Minister 
carrying out his res
ponsibilities as Prime 
Minister?"

Very well 
+ well

Can't say Not very 
Don't know well + 

hardly 
at all

b
"Do you like the Prime 
Minister or dislike • 
him?"

Like very 
much + 
like

Can't say Dislike 
Don't know + dislike 

very much•j -

°"Is the Prims Minister 
honest or is he a 

' liar?"

Very 
honest 
+ honest

Can't say Sometimes 
Don't know lies + 

always 
lies
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a substantially lower level by eighth grade than Is true, for 

sample, In the United States. . Indeed, favorable replies 

among eighth graders to the llktog and trust Items approached 

the varnishing..point. Cross-national compeirlson helps to put 

these data Into perspective and to point up the dramatically 

low level of Japanese chlldreri’s affection for the Prime
V

Minister. For example, Easton and Dennis report that In 

■ponse to an Item asking American children to choose whether 

they llke’d the President "more than anyone," "more than most," 

"more than some," "more than a few," or "less than' anyone,"

60 percent or more of the fourth through seventh graders and 
/ 56 percent of the eighth graders chose one of the three

[ positive replies,.while about a third of the foiorth through 

seventh graders selected one of the two most positive. Only 

gbout 17 percent of any age level chose one of the-two least 

favorable responses.

The contrast between the American and Japanese findings 

Is vivid. For exan^jle, 25 percent of the American eighth 

graders professed to like the President more than anyone or 

more than most, vhile only 5 percent of the Japanese eighth 

graders claimed to like the Prime Minister

res-

/

or to like him

very much. Though the Items used'differ In wording, Ttinifing 

strict comparison Impossible, Independent, evidence exists

corroborating that many fewer Japanese than American children 

express a liking for their natlonal--paritloal leader.' Japan

^%aston and Dennis, op. clt Table 8-4, p. 179.• I

■
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of six nations included in a study of the socializa-was one
tion of primary school children into "compliance" systems. 

With regard‘to liking for national-leaders'

the Prime ..Minister; in the American, the President-

•in the Japanese

case,

and belief that the natiohal leader would help people who

needed assistance, the proportion of youngsters giving posjL- 

tive responses to the identical items used was consistently ^

The Japanese children were markedlylowest among the Japanese.

less positt*e than -their American, Indian, Italian, and Greek 

Only the Danish children approached their lowage-mates.
levels of affect for the political authority figure. 26.

Turning to another dimension of affective evaluation, 

feelings about the truthfulness of the leader, we discover

that here,' too, Japanese children are more cynical than their

Easton and Dennis asked AmericanagS-inates in other lands, 

children, while Abrahamsun and Inglehart asked Dutch and

French children, about how often the leader (Prime Minister,

Okamura’sPresident, or Queen) keeps his or her promises, 

item asked the children to say whetheh they thou#it the Prime

Though the differences inMinister was hdnest or told lies, 

the items are thus sufficient for us to take note of them.

^^obert D. Hess, et al., Authority. Rules, and Aggres
sion; A Cross-National H^dv of the .Socialization of Children 

mpi.innce Systems (.Chicago; linlverslty of Chicago,
March, 1969, for Bureau of Research, Office of Education,
U.S. Denartment of Health, Education and Welfare), Part I,
see nPART B, Qiapterr5T“Japinese"Data" ■■hy“Aklra'^H^^ .
and "PART C; Cross-National Con5>arisons and Conclusions" 
bv Marla Tenezakls. et al.

into Co
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it seems usefial nonetheless to pursue the comparison, in 

view of the basic similarity in theme.

Grade-by-grade comparisons between the United States 

and Japanese samples make the differences fovind in Table 4 

■ even sharper. Favorable responses among American children 

("always keeps promises" plus "usually keeps promises") never 

fall below 94 percent at any age level; as we saw in Table 3,

' favorable responses among Japanese children regarding the 

Prime Minister’s'honesty ("very honest" plus "honest") 

amounted to a majority only among the youngest children, and . 

plummeted to merely 7 percent of the eigh'th graders, vdiere

fully 10 percent chose the most negative responses ("he 

always lies"). In an earlier study that asked small samples 

of both Japanese and American children identical questions

■about their respective leaders' honesty, similar findings 

were reported. Among, second graders, 90 percent of the 

American children and 70 percent cf the Japanese children 

chose favorable replies; while among eighth graders the pro

portions had dropped to 50 percent of the American and 5 per

cent of the Japanese. 27 ■

One obvious- possibility is that Japanese youngsters' . 

. lack of affection for the Prime Minister is reflective of a 

generally cooler view of him among Japanese advilts than the

27'See Robert D, Hess, "The Socialization of Attitudes 
toward Political'Authortty;-Some-Gross«^National Comparisons," . 

' International Social Science Journal. 15 (1963), 542-559; 
ma Qkamura Tadao, "Political Socialization of Upheavals; A 
Case in Japan," unpublished paper. Department of Political 
Science, University of Chicago, 1962.
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TABLE II-4

CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISON OP CHILDREN'S VIEW 
OF POLITICAL LEADERS' HONESTY/ •

(Percent selecting'most favorable response)

I

U.S.A.^^

Pres.
Netherlands^^ 
Queen Prem.

2a Japan^^ . . . 
Prime Minister

France 
Pres. Prem.■ Am

8-11 > 42

12-14 . 23

• • 65 36 • 48 36 15

71 35 16-30 ■1

Sources: Easton and Dennis, Table 8-43, p. 180.

Table 4, p. 428.

op. cit
O

Abrahamson and Inglehart, op.•clt
,* I

• f

3Okamura, 1968 Survey.

^"Always keeps promises"

^"Is very honest"
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view American advilts have of the President. Okamiira found 

that few of the children in his study believed that the Prime 

Minister was popular with many people. Table 5 presents some 

supporting evidence, comparing the average percentage of 

, popular support reported in major.public opinion polls re- 

celved by each postwar American President and the five major 

postwar Japanese Prime Ministers, as well as the hipest and 

,lowest levels of support received by each.

Wl^le again, item wording differences must be taken 

Intb account in making any comparison, there seems little 

room for doubt that adult pbpvilar support for the Japanese 

Prime Minister is a significant notch loVer than that for 

the American President. Only one Prime Minister, Yoshlda 

Shlgeru, who held office during much of the occupation, has 
^ey^r received more than 50 percent popular, support,^® while 

ail.of the American Presidents have- enjoyed nearly 70 percent 

or more of approval at some point. And, except for Harry 

Truman, the average support for the American Presidents far, 

outdistances that for the Japanese, leaders.
29-

. In short, it

®The major polls on Japan are conducted by the large 
national newspapers. The figures used here, as noted, are 
from the. Malnlohi Shlnbim noils. while the positive per
centages In the As'ahl Shlnb^Jn polls occasionally run a little . 

■ . higher, so that the statement is true for the former but not 
necessarily the latter. Note also that the current: Prime 

• Minister is excluded from consideration, because he tcck 
office several years after the study being repcrted here 
:®oMuct^d._In the most recent Asahi poll, conducted after 
his trip ^0 Peking,’Tihaka achieved the highest popular 

. port ever accorded any postwar Prime Minister—62 percent".
See the Asahi Shinbun. September 18, 197S.
^ ^%imilar polls of adult support for the French Premiers 

of the Fourth Republic show them to have been even less

was

sup-
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TABLE II-5

ADULT POPULAR SUPPORT FOR JAPANESE AND 
AMERICAN CHIEF EXECUTIVES

I

Japanese Prime 
Minister (% 
supporting 
Cabinet)

Minister ,High . Low Avge.

Yoshida 54 31 4l Truman

Hatoyama '50 34 40
Kishi

American President 
(% app. handling 
of job)

President High Low Avge.

■ 87 23 .46

Eisenhower 79 49 66

Prime-

. v-

46 28 ' 37 Kennedy

40 31 35 Johnson - 80 35 54

46 23 .33 Nixon

83 57 70

Ikeda

ISato 68 • 48 57

tOver-all 
aver^tge; 37%

Over-all 
average: 59% !

I
I

Source: Computed from Mainichi
Shinbun. October l8, 1971

Sources Gallu-p 
pinion j^ndex.
March, 1^72,
p. '2.

■ -1
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is clear that the cues that Japanese youngsters receive from 

adults about the Prime Minister are much less likely to be 

positive than, those American children receive.

One fin^ point needs to be made about the figures in 

Table 3: while Japanese children do not like of trust the 

Prime Minister, they apparently think he is doing a good Job^
V

The belief that he is carrying out his responsibilities as '

■ Prime Minister remains predominant throughout the grade school 

years. _> >

The. following comments of a tenth grade TolQro- boy ex

emplify this mixture of respect and "dislike," and Indicate 

that sonie children may begin with a naive, positive image of 

the Prime Minister that is soon overcome’'by the negative tone 

of adult discourse:

I. Well, what about Prime Minister Sato- is he
doing a good job?

R. He stands for the whole country. ... I think 
he does his best, and is right for the job.

I. Saying he's.ri^t for the job means he's ful- 
filli,ng his responsibilities, doesn't it?

R. Yes, I think he's doing the best he can.

I. Do you like him or dislike him?

R. Like or dislike? Well, I've no real reason to 
dislike him, but somehow since everyone says 
they dislike him, I feel as if I do too.

’I. Does everyone say .that? Who's everyone?

popular’than their Japanese-counterparts. De Gaulle, on the 
other hand, enjoyed about as high a le-vel of suppoid: as the 
toerican Presidents. See Nlshihlra Shlgeki, Nlhon-lln. no TU-an 
(^The Opinions of the Japanese), ToIqi-o, 1963, fe'ig.- II, p. 81.
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R. Everyone’S' well, often on television they say 
things like "Sato's bad." And the price of rice 
keej)s going up.

I. They don't often say. "S^ato's good?"

R. I've never h%ard anyone say "Sato's good."

Over and above the obvious implications that the press 

may have a good deal to do with the Prime Minister's popiilar- 

ity, a point we shall return to, this admlxtiu’e of respect 

and dislike may come out of the image of the Prime Minister's 

job \diich emphasizes its Importance rather than its benevo-
m

lence, an image, that is one of the few distinct pictures that 

Japanese children seem to have of the Prime Minister. In 

that image, the kinds of qualities that would stimulate 

affective identification are noticeably lacking. Let us 

turn now to a discussion of that image.

pie Prime Minster's Image; Some Insights from a
Comparison with the Local header

What accounts for the remarkably low over-all level of 

affect that Japanese children show toward the Prime Minister? 

My interviews with some AO teenagers made it apparent that 

underlying much of their feeling was the sense that the Prime

The Prime Minister,Minister is a distant and remote figure.

one fourteen year old Tokyo boy said, leads a "separate ex- 
istenoe" from the ordinary people.^® In that separate

30,^------------- -—------ -—___made-by—a-sophiatioated .-loumal-
1st in the: Asahl i^inbun, July 9, 1971; ". . . it is a ques- '

• , tion of vdiether to call the government 'us' or 'them.' In 
Japan the government is.always 'them,' and the Prime Minister 
sounds as if he is speaking in a different dimension from 

. that sf the people."
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existence, other interviews make clear, the Prime Minister 

is concerned about the "big"'thingsi not ordinary matters; 

about policies, not people.

-I. What does the Prime Minister do?
R. I don't really know what he does- probably

because he does things on a big scale.
Nothing, for me- rather, the nation's
problems.

—Tokyo tenth-grade girl

I. Does the Prime Minister try to help the 
people?

R. He doesn't get around to the little things, 
but he does get around to the. big problems 
like Okinawa.

--Riiral eighth-grade boy
-R. I tfii^ he tries to look after the big 

things rather than the little ones. Not, 
so that people become Individually better 
off, but so that Japan as a whole does 
. . . that's his responsibility.

—Rural eighth-grade girl

I. What sort of person do you think the 
Prime Minister is?

R. Sort of“ not too kind to the common 
people. I feel as if he does things 
that are far apart from us.' I feel I'd 
like him to be closer to us.

—Tokyo tenth-grade girl

' This feeling of distance and separation regarding the Prime 

Minister apparently stems, at least in part, from \wo 

First:is the fact that the Prime" Minister acts on the 

national leyel, from which Japanese youngsters feel far re

moved. Second, he is an impersonal figure, one whose image 

or-moet-Japanese-youngsters-does-not-lnclude the_kinds_pf__: 

personal qualities which are so prominent in American 

children's Images of the President and which give the

sources.
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. . President's Image much the same kind of intimacy and famil

iarity that the image of their father has. These points are 

best illustrated by showing the stark contrast in the images 

children have of the Prime Minister with those they have of " 

another significant authority figure, the local leader.

In the interviews there were frequent spontaneous and 

enthusiastic references from the Tokyo' children to Minobe 

. Ryokichi, the Governor of Tokyo. The following quote is 

symptomatic of his appeal to the youngs

.1. Is there a politician whom you like? 

R. Mr. Minobe.

I. What’s good about Mr. Minobe?

R. Like I said, his seeming like one of the 
people is good. So everyone feels friendly,
and he thinks about everyone’s problems-
perhaps it’s that. He’s on television a 
lot. He listens to everyone’s opinions and 
says, "If it can be done. I’ll do it," I’ve 
seen tl^t , . . and even if I don't know 
vdiether he really does it or not, I think 
even if he i)ust says it, it’s good.

—Tokyo tenth-grade girl

Minobe, has been unusually populkr among adults as well; 

opinion polls have shown that more than two-thirds of Tokyo 

adults support him. His popularity also crosses party lines 

to an extent that is rare in Japans not only do 

whelming majority of Democratic Socialists, Socialists, and

an over-

communists support him, so too do a majority of Liberal 

Democrats. Few politicians in postwar Japan have ever

^^Asahi Shinbun. July 9, 1969.
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enjoyed that kind of suprapartlsan support, so his relative 

popularity with children is no surprise. What is S surprise, 

however, is-that children in other areas accord a similar

level of support to their local political leaders- mayors

or village heads. This is the une3q)ected finding that

emerges from Okamura’s questions about local figures identi

cal to those asked about the Prime Minister. Figure II-l sum

marizes the comparative support for Prime Minister and local 

leader among children in grades three through eight. The

numbers shown are the mean scores among children of each

grade for each authority figure on each of the items, com

puted by scoring one-point for the most>negative response 

category up to five for the most positive.

. As with the'Prime Minister, the local leader is not 

highly salient to most children. But among those to whom 

the two figures are salient, we observe several notable dif

ferences. First, the Prime Minister enjoys a clear lead in 

support over the local leader only among the very youngest 

children, the third graders. By fifth grade, and to some 

ejrtent already by fo\nrth grade, the local leader ehjoys more 

support. Second, whereas support for the Prime Minister- de

clines grade by grade, support for the local leader remains 

fairly constant across all grade levels. Only evaluations 

of the local leaders' honesty show any really marked decline 

and that appears to cease after fifth grade. In other words,, 

for a^ practical purposes, the local leader appears to be 

much less susceptible to the corrosive effects of age on
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FIGURE II-l

HEAR ^ORES BY GRADE FOR IMAGES OF THE ERIME MINISTER AND LOCAL LEADER , 
= ftime Minister; dotted line 

scores rsnge from 1 = most negative to 5 = most positive)
(soXItf^iine « local leader;

hiking Honesty

\
Hean

Score

- 2.60 
-2.60

2.A0

3 A 5 6 7 8
Grade

3‘ A 5 6 7 8
Grade

3 4 5 6 7 8
Grade

>
Source: Okamura, 1968 Survey; N's as in Table II-l. The items are as -given 

in Table II-3 aral are identical for both Prime Minister and local 
leader.

s-
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my?sijpport that plagues the Prime Minister's image 

■ Though firm evidence is lacking, it seems, from a variety

of sovirces, especially my interviews with young teenagers, 

that the factors they identify' as negative and repulsive in

the political world- remoteness, corruption, and the placing

of narrow partisan interests ahead of the public interest 

widely perceived to be operative at the national level

And that distinction begins
are

but not at the local level, 

with the very notion of "politics," which is itself per-

"Politlcs,". a tenthcelve'd as .a national-level phenomenon, 

grade Tokyo boy told me, "is something big." Another Tokyo 

tenth grader, this time a girl, agreed: ""men you talk about

local autonomy, that's something which is-very close to home. 

Politics seems to be on a bigger-scale." If politics seem

■ ■ ..remote,, the notion of "politician" seems somehow "sort of .

wicked" and "imclean" in the words of one rviral high school 
■xo

senior.^ But for many youngsters, however, local leaders 

such as Gtovemor Mlnobe, or the city mayor or village head, 
don't really seem like "politlc.ieiis":^^

^%ls words reflect the feeling of many youths, 
sample of college students chose to describe politicians 
with the adjectives dark, dirty, bold, elderly, i^ntellect- 
ual, empty, closed, and conservative. See. Nishlhira Naoki, 
Gendal Seinen No Ishikl To Rodo 1 (The Attitudes and Be-

Youths l), Tokyo, 1970, p. 103.
analysis of oitlzen partlcipa- 

that the term politician
-local-assembly- -

One

havlor of Contemporary
^^urt Steiner, in an 

tion in local government, foimddid-not-seem’-to-apply-at-the-level—of-the
or-mayoralty races. See his Looal Government in Japan 
(Stanfords Stanford University Press, I9fc>5ji p.
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,1. So things that are right, around you don't, 
seem like politics? ' If that's the case, 
v4iom do you think of \dieh I ask about 
politicians?

R. The Prime Minister.

I..- What’ about Governor Minobe?

R. He and some others have been on television 
a lot recently,, making a fuss. . . 
a way, he's a politician too.

I. But he's different from the Prime Minister? *

R. Yes, more like the working people.

.1. What do you mean by that? He feels closer 
to you?

.R. The things he does are basic,' [sort of 
between doing] things for the country and 
for one?s home. '

I. Things like garbage collection don't seem 
like politics?

In

R. No.

Our teenager is hesitant about classifying the Govemcr 

He is a politician only "in a way," but the 

sorts of things he does are different from those that the 

Prime Mnlster does.

as a politician.

!^e^interviewer in this case, herself 

a Japanese college girl, provides us- with the.clue to the

image of the local leader's job: not politics but "things 

like garbage collection." "Local autonomy" is not politics 

at the local level, but local officials looking after the

practical, eairthy needs of the common citizens. This im- 

cynlcal view of lo^ affairs and local leaders fits in with 

evidence suggesting that alienation does not apply nmong 

adults either when it comes to the local scene. In all
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of Japan, in the otherwise alienated city as well as 

in the countiy, consistently more people vote-in local 

elections than in national ones. It may be because adults, 

like children, feel closer to the local leaders; Bradley 

Richardson, in a 1964 survey of rural and urban adults, 

found that both were more likely to attribute concern about 

the people's needs to local officials and politicians than 
34

to national ones.
Behind the apparently common tendency of youngsters 

and adults to view local level leaders as more benign than 

national ones, lies the fact that such leaders are expected

areas

■1>5 Asto, and commonly do, run and se^e as nonpartisans, 

a result, in contrast to national politics, in v^iich party

conflict and party interests occupy the limelight, at the
Mostlocal level the party label is widely de-eniphasized. 

mayoral and gubernatorial candidates i*un either as independ— ^ 

ents or as supra-partisan-jcoalltlon candidates. Minobe, for 

inst8Lnce, is supported by a SocleO-ist-Communlst coalition 

organization, popularly known as the Tokyo Citizens' Party

(Tomln no to). The nonpartisanship of local leaders has

First, ittwo Important consequences for their support, 

reflects and enhances community ^solidarity and harmony and

^Wadley M. Richardson, "Urbanization and Political 
Behavior, the Case of Japan," unpublished manuscript, 
Pigiire 6, p. 17.

-.V- '• • '
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thus accords wei&^with some long-time cxaltural emphases that 
are still potent, especially in rural Japan. Second, their

nonpartisanship insures that they are less apt to incur

critical treatment by the media, which operate, as Okailiura 

has pointed out, on a principle of neutrality that permits 

the expression of positive support for nonpartisan figures 
only, reserving for partisan figures its negative comments.?^ 

.Supra-partlsan figures like Mlnobe receive generally posi

tive treatment and of coiirse nonpartisan local leaders often 

receive very little press attention at all. Meanwhile, the 

Prime Minister, as the most salient national partisan poli

tician, is constantly criticized. '
g

The local leader's job gets him out»hobnobbing with 

■ the common people, worrying about the kinds of things they 

worry about, like garbage collection. How about the Prime 

Minister? What is the image youngsters have of him at his

work? The chief executive of the United States, France, 

and Britain are all apparently perceived by the children in 

those lands as doing rather''awe-lnsplring things: "rxillng"

or "commanding," engaging in foreign affairs and other 
statesman-like enterprises.^'^ No -such aura of stately 

power and dominance characterizes-Japanese teenagers*

36,
OkamiH’a Tadao, "The Child's Changing Image of the 

Prime Minister," p. 581.
_ . 'Greensteln, "French, British, and American Children's.
Images of ,Goverrmient and Politics," Table. 3, p. 40.

..1
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I';

Imagery of the Prime Minister's job. IRather, the common 

picture is that of one who "coordinates (matomeru) the gpvr-

ernment and 'the opinions of the people," as an eighth grader 

put it.. The picture is neither, an inspiring- nor intimi

dating- one like those of the Westera leaders. Nor is it

a faifliliar and Ingratiating one like that of the loc^ . 

leader. In a generous interpretation, it mi^t be see^as 

a rather idealistic pictiare of a representative leader seek- 

■ ing to harmonise government and people. A more negative 

interpretation might emphasize the power,broker or bureau

cratic manager, a component that may seem latent in the

I

I

h'

I
I
i
I
‘I

r-image. The latter interpretation would 'fit the personal 

style of Prime Minister Sato, who-has been called a "model 
• of the bureaucratic leader."^® ld!s personal appeal and 

identification with the common man were perhaps less than 

any of his postwar predecessors, save only Klshl Nobustake, 

his brother.

ft
rr

I
539 In his book. Today Is the Day Before To

morrow. published shortly before he assumed the premiership, 

Sato perceptively recognized his lack of personal appeal;

ft

I

f
I

I
I

Some say great men seem unapproachable, 
which others say is not so if you try 
meeting and talking with them. . . . 
Someone like me is by no means great.

I38
Shinohara Hajlme, quoted in Yomiuri Shinbun. 

October 13, 1970.
^%lshi was adopted from the Sato family into the 

Kishi family, a common practice among traditional Japanese 
fanilles who have no son to carry on their-lineage.

i

ft
i

I
i.-
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but I stijl somehow seem tmajijroachable
- face-'is dark-con^lexioned and my
eyes glare. Even putting aside vdiat I 
look like, I"have the fault of making 
people feel ill at ease.4G

Whether or ndt-iie was \mapproachable, he was clearly 

distant so far as most yoiangsters were concerned, and he 

did little to reduce that distance. His wife and family 

were sequestered from public view, as were near3^ all Aspects

. of his private' life. The kind of personal image-building 

that American Presidents undergo with the great attention 

focused by the press on their personal predelictions, •

activities, and family lifO, has not been found in Japan. 

Partially, this is because to some exteiit the Imperial 

family has stimulated more public- curiosity and therefore 

■ more press coverage of their private lives. '"But it is also 

due in part to the aforementioned principle of neutrality 

/uhder'‘whlch the media operate, which in seeking to avoid 

favorable treatment of partisan figures downplays the per

sonal aspects of the Prime Minister,

It is of course true that -fehe psychic approachability

and dist^npe pf the recent Prime Minister was related’^to his
/■

. personality. Of all the major postwar Prime Ministers, Sato 

probably had the least popularly; ingratiating personality.

In those relatively Infrequent instances in which he appeared 

on television, for example, he seemed stiff and formal, ill 

.at ease even vdien trying not to be so. Minobe, vdio makes

40,
Quoted" in Yomiurl Shinbun, October 13, 1970.
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frequent television appearances on popiilar talk showsi is

always relaxed, ftill of smiles, witty, and has the ability

to seem sincere and "folksy." The contrast is most vivid.

But Satc<has not been the only postwar Prime Minister " ' 

to have had this public personality problem. Indeed, it is

noteworthy that in my interviews, the only positive pfer- 

ence to a Prime Minister's personal quality was directed 

. at Yoshida Shigeru, the colorful conservative leader who

self-consciously strove to■create an image of himself 

Churchillesque, "one-man" leader.
as a

Of Yoshida, one boy Said, 

"I think he called some newspaper reporter'a damn fool, and

I like people like that." '

In any event, the rich persbnal imagery characteristic 

- of American children's views of the President simply does 

not appear among Japanese children, whose reactions to 

Prime Minister Sato seemed curiously one-dimensional and 

policy-oriented rather than intimate. The following examples 

illustrate this:

Ever since Sato became Prime Minister, 
prices have gone up and up.

—Tokyo tenth-grade girl

He is flurried by' the Okinawa problem 
but he still hasn't made any clear 
decision. I wish he'd pull himself 
together.

—Rural eighth-grade boy

I don't like it much when a Prime Minister 
goes on for so long. After all, in the 
case of Prime Minister Sato, if you asked

people vdiat sort of politics he , 
think there would be few who coiild

all the peo
does, I _ _
say he does this or he does that, because 
his way of doing things has not penetrated 
down to the people.

—Rural tenth-grade boy
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This lack of personal imagery in Japanese youth's 

views of the Prime Minister, which appears to he true also 

of French children's views of their President and Premier, 

while reflective of the psychic distance existing between 

. children and the leader, is not necessarily detrimental to 

his over-all role. Whlit it may imply, indeed, is that his 

image is less Important than his performance as a means to 

■generating support even among the young. If that is so, 

then the kind of support he receives may be a conditional 

kind that helps keep leaders responsible and-responsive,'

rather than'an lincrltical support that fosters irresponsi

bility. The fact that' many children see him as carrying 

out his responsibilities even 'while they ’do not likq or 

'trust him supports such, an-interpretation.
1

And tE6' prob-

. ability that for many children "dislike" is no more than

that- and not hostility or hatred- •may help keep Such a 

critical stance toward the Prime Minister from becoming

bitterly cynical.

An additional factor probably responsible in part 

for the distant and Impersonal image of the Prime Minister 

is the way he is chosen. . The absence of direct popular 

election.in the parliamentary system almost certainly

diminishes the potential support and affection that the 

Prime Minister can generate. Popular identification is 

less epsily created with a leader selected by a vote of

^^Greensteln, "French, British, and American Child- 
rents Images of Government and Politics," p, 20.
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the legislature than by one whose election is the culmina- 

tion of a series of popular campaigns and personal appeals. 

The parliamentary system^ that is to say, depersonalizes 

the leadership selection process; it lacks the drama of ’ ■ 

personal combat for popular esteem by two or more person

alities who actively seek to create nationwide personal 

followerships.
■

In the Japanese case the process of depopu

larization of the leadership selection process is accentuated

by the fact of one-party dominance. The head of the largest 

faction of the ascendant Liberal Democratic Party asslunes 

the Prime Ministership almost as an automatic consequence 

of his selection as' party president—^a process in which 

there is no direct popular involvement and vdilch creates 

little popular excitement.

The contrast with the election of the local leader 

is again noteworthy, here as an instance of how a struc

tural factor may contribute to both the distance of the 

Prime IJinlster and his impersonal quality. The local 

electoral; process is one in which," as we have said, non- 

partisanship is the rule, De-emphasizlng the party label

of course results in emphasizing the personalities of the
Zip

contestants. Moreover, the election is in fact head-to- 

head combat of two candidates who must use their personal

appeal to gain followers.

^%lesearch in American electoral politics has shown 
that candidate appeal becomes more Important in nonparti
san systems. - .See Fred I. Greenstein, The Meric an Party 
^stem and the Merican Peonle (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
prentice-ball, 1970;, p. fa7.
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The young Japanese child's image of the Prime,Min

ister may,, then,, he summarized as basically one of a distant 

’ and impersonal figure, one which inspires neither awe nor 

affectidn but rather mild dislike and mistrust. Comparison 

of the image with that of the local leader makes it clear 

that/a number of cultural,-structural, and personal factors 

conj^n to contribute to the erosion with age-.of the’rela

tively positive evaluations of the Prime Minister that are 

held by the' yotmgest children. But those factors do not 

operate to create the same kind of growth of negative feel

ings- foward the local leader who, in an 'interesting twist, 

may serve to fulfill soni'e of the expressive functions of 

leadership for Japanes'b children that the American President 

and British and Dutch Queens'perform for children in those 

. .lands. It is clear, however, that the local leader is 

hardly a complete substitute for the missing national level 

benevolent leader. And it becomes necessary, therefore, 

to inquire as to whether any na-tlonal level institution is 

able to generate broad-gauge support capable of contributing 

to the legitimacy of the structure of the regime. Or, on 

the other hand., does the negative character of feelings 

■toward the Prime Minister spill over onto the rest of the 

political structure?

_The Spillover of Affect; Support for Institutions '
among Teenagers and Paren-fas

Political cynicism, we are told, is a characteristic 

of adults, not of children. Fred Greenstein reported that
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the most striking finding of his study of New Haven child

ren was that rS

I
s... the prevailing ad\alt. skepticism and 

distrust of politics and the politicians 
simply did not seem to he present. . . '. 
[There] was no evidence even of a frame 
of reference which would make it possible

the

j/:

to use questionnaire items tapping 
dimension of political cynicism.

; V

ii
But of course we have seen that even young Japanese child

ren do exhibit such skepticism and mistmst of the Prime 

Minister. Does that cynicism develop into a systematic 

aversion to all political institutions at’ the nation^ 

level, as we might expect if the spillover thesis is valid?

Do older Japanese yoimgsters, then, develop anything approxl- 

mating adult political cynicism? These are the questions 

that flow from what we have seen so far and to which we 

. now turn our attention.

An essential element in the notion of the benevolent 

leader, and in the wider concept .of political trust, is that 

political authorities care about the people. Table 7 sm- 

marizes how Japanese teenagers and their parents feel about 

the Prime Minister and three other national political in

stitutions with respect to their concern for ordinary 

peoples’ problems.

The table makes clear the lack of any Intense belief 

in the concern of the institutions among the teenagers. 

Especially noteworthy is the fact that fewer respondents

S-

I
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i‘L-x
-^Greensteln, "The Benevolent Leader," p. 935.
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TABLE II-7

COMPARISON OF POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS' CONCERN FOR ORDINARY PEOPLE

"How much does each of the following care 
about the problems in the daily lives of 
ordinary Japanese and try to help them?"

(Percent positive, neutral, and negative 
responses for students by grades and for 
parents as a whole)

Students Prime Minister, Government 
Grade Pos Heut Neg Pos Heut Heg Pos Neut Keg* Pos Neut Neg N 

36 27 37 ■ A4 33 23 39 27 , 34 28 47- 25 282

27 27 46 40 31 29 34 33 33 33 33 34 334

22 19 59 36 24 40 29 26 45 31 27 42 326

Diet . Pol. Parties

8

10

12

I Parents 40 30 30 . 52 28 20 44 34 22 41 35 24 1637

Note: positive = very much + somevdiat
neutral = can't say + don't Impw 
negative = not much + hardly at all

s
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"believe the Prime Minister cares than believe that any of 

..... the other three institutions do. But no institution fares' 

really well among the teenagers, and only the government 

gains consistent approval from a substantial—but not a 

majority——proportion of all age groups. We also note that 

the relationship" between Increasing age and Increasing

cynicism that we observed among children holds true for 

teenagers as well. What is more, it is plainly evident 

that as early as eighth grade they are more cynical abar..i.-.

the concern of political institutions-, than are their' parents „ 

Indeed,-more parents responded favorably than unfavorably 

regarding the concern of all four institutions, while 

twice as many i^arents were favorable about each institu

tion than were the twelfth-grade children.

. , Another'component of the concept of political trust

is belief that political authority is responsive. The wlli'

of the people plays a large role in the democratic Ideology

and the widespread belief of Japanese youngsters in popular

sovereignty mderlles the importance of their being able

to feel that the people are listened to. Table 8 shows

teenagers’ and parents’ evaluations of the responsiveness

of the four institutions compared in the preceding table,
«=«•

plus elections. It confirms a number of the same points 

seen in Table 7., Once, again we obsei*ve that the students 

are more cynical than their parents and that in so far as

the Prime Minister, government and Diet are concerned 

cynicism prevails over trust among the students. But only
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TABLE II-8

COUPABISON OF POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS' RESPONSIVENESS

(Percent positive, neutral, and negative responses 
grade for students and for p^ents as a whole)

Pol. Parties, Elections 
■ Pos Neut Neg Poo Heut Keg Pos Keut Keg Pos' Heut Heg. Pos Neut Neg 
23 *2 35 22 50 28 21 52 27 38 53 5 36 53 11

21 37 A2 23 42 35 ' 19 43 38 47 38 15 46 ■ 38 16

41 11 48 . 22 34 44 14 37 49 53 32 15 50 37 13

DietStudents Prime Minister Government

Grade

10

12

38 ■ 37 25 38 '39 ' 23 23 37 ' 40 -60 -30 10 61 32 7Parents

Bote: B's are as in Table II-7. Respondents were asked to agree strongly,, agree, disagree, 
or disagree strongly to individual items asserting that each institution either pays 
attention to the wishes of the people or makes the government pay attention. The 
Items are:

Institution ■Item Responses scored positive
"When the Prime Minister decides on a 
policy, he gives a great deal of con
sideration to what the people-wish."

"Over the long run; the government gives 
a good deal of consideration to v/hat the 
people want, when it decides on policy."
"When it comes to deciding what to do in 
the Diet, most“ Diet members pay very 
little attention to the wishes of the 
voters vdio elected them."

Prime Minister
agree + agree strongly

Government
agree + agree strongly

Diet
disagree + disagree strongly

Parties "The political parties play an Important 
role in making the government 
attention to. what the people think." agree -f agree stronglypay

Elections "Elections make the government pay 
attention to what the people want." agree * agree strongly

-r
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the Diet fails to get more positive than negative .parental 

A new note has been added, however, in thatresponses.

. both parents" and students exhibit markedly greater, support

for the responsiveness of the political parties and elec- 

than for the Prime Minister, Diet and government.tions

Moreover, there is a'most significant reversal of the.trend

teenagers toward increasing cynicism with age, beliefamong

.in the responsiveness of these two institutions that is.

■their ability to make the govenmnent pay attention actually

In this finding, we have the first. increases with age. 
evidence of what I believe to be an important source of

support for the regime among Japanese teenagers; the belief 

that the input in^itutions of politics, those like parties ■ 

an'^ elections which mediate the political participation of 

the^ citizenry and convey their demands, are worthier of 

support than the institutions that represent authority, 

like the Prime Minister," government, and Diet. Parties

and elections seem to some extent to be seen rather in the

If this,light'of the peoples' allies against authority.

' is so, then the apparent alienation from the output insti

tutions and particularly from the primary political authority 

figure, the Prime Minister, may represent not an undiffer

entiated cynicism toward the institutional structure of 

the regime but rather a skepticism toward authority among 

a generation of Japanese brought up and socialized in a 

society that has repudiated but not forgotten authoritari

anism.
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A dimension of political trust that is particularly 

relevant to a society like Japany vdiere partisanship,

. cleavage, and factloim often overshadow the idea of the 

corranHeal and the cocnnon-interest, is that of the inclus- 

Iveness of political institutions. Do they represent all 

the people or are they beholden to narrow interest groups? 

Table 9 cos^ares the institutions on this dimension of 

evaluatlony but ttie items, it should be-noted, all differ
4 . •

■ substantially from one another, sharing only the common 

tbfT** of ■<Tir>Tiigtnn veTSUs exclusion of the people.

The trends in the table are clearly like those in 

TflMgg 7 end 8 .and need no detailed exposition save to note 

again that parties and elections, especially the former, 

receive core favorable evaluations on the vftiole than do the 

■ oQier institutions. The Diet sxiffers most, as indeed might 

be^ expected from the kinda of remarks made by the teenagers 

I interviewed. A particularly common complaint against the 

Diet was that its members often got there by mefflis that were 

less than fair play, such as having a lot of money or being 

the son of a Diet member, bhile the interviews produced a 

persistent stream of this particular variety of comment, 

there ware also a number of references to the Diet's cor- 

-Qas rural school senior, for example, be- 

mmfmmA. cot CBly the foct that "Diet members seem to have a 

lot of cajssy*—end thus were tmlike the common man—but 

also that "no catter how often they do something wrong [i.e
j •

: tresh Jean's. strict election laws] they win time and again

■' *1

e >
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TABLE II-9
COMPARISON OF POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS' INCLUSIVENESS

(Percent positive» neutral* and negative responses 
by grade for students and for parents as a whole)

GovernmentPrime Minister Pol. Parties

Pos Netrt Neg Pos Neut Meg Pos Neut .Neg Pos Neiit Keg Pos Neut Neg

29-. 35 36-- 3a 30 .32 22 33 ft5 39 37. 24 '27 41 32

14 39 47 30 38 32 17 29 54 40 40 20 37 26 37

Diet ElectionsStudei^ts

Grade

8
10

24 32 44 21 34 45 18 18 64 - 34 37 29 33 39 3812

35 35 30 32 29 39 18 25 57 33 34 33 34 24 42Parents

Note: N's ere as in Table II-7. Respondents were asked to agree strong,•agree, disagree, 
or' disagree strongly to individual items asserting that each institution was more 
or less inclusive. The items are: '

Institution Item Responses scored positive\
Prime Minister "The Prime Minister truly works hard for the 

sake of all the people not Just for himself 
or his party."

.government * s policies are increasing the
.'gap between rich and poor, 'and wprk only for 
the benefit of’ the rich."
"In the Diet, the majority Ignores the rights 
of the minority, and the minority impedes 
majority decisions, so I don't think it is 
carrying out its responsibility to the people."

"The political parties are all nothing more 
than groups of factions and influential men 
^0 think only of their own interests."
"Since the same one party always wins, 
general election results don't really 
represent the will of the people."

agree + agree strongly

Goverziment
disagree + disagree strongly

Diet
disagree + disagree strongly

Pariies
disagree + disagree strongly

Elections
disagree disagree strongly

Responses scored positive were those which supported the 
belief that the Institution works -for all the people.

9
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But there were also some teenagers whoin the elections." 

felt that the Diet is not all had;
■!

Altogether, with the uiper and lower 
houses there are close to 700 people,

' among them maybe one person is 
corrupt. Then the ordinary, person says 
that with even just one such person the 
Dleh is'bad. I think you shouldn't 
decide from one out of 700.

1

—Tokyo ei^th-gr'ade boy i

This same kind of argument was made for politicians in gen

eral by several of the interviewees. Including one Tokyo 

girl who pointed out that "if there weren't any politicians 

then politics in Japan wouldn't get along very well." 

theless, however, the issue of graft in the government and 

among Diet members, which has been a recurring thorn in the 

side .of Japanese politics, especially since the "black mist" 

' scandals of the mid-1960s, has made its mark on Japanese 

youngsters as well as their parents, as Table 10 Indicates.

The intearvlews revealed no clear-cut patteni about 

vdiere teenagers believed cormaption was greatest, although 

•some had a feeling that, as one twelfth-grade Tokyo boy ex-

s

Never-

. .pressed it, "People in the government are more in the shadows.

This feeling ofv:; and so I think they are more dishonest."

hiddeh corruption was not confined to the government', how-

Slmllar comments were iriade by a few Interviewees 

•vfewv : about the parties, althou^ only one comment specifically

This is some-

surprising in view of the fact that the Liberal Demo- 

cratffc Party is widely Identified with the government in the

ever.

;|SiO; ;iinked graft to the Liberal Democratic Party.

I'
’

i-
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TABLE II-IO

CQRRUPTION IN THE GOVERNMENT ANB BIET

(Percent positive, neutral, and negative 
responses by grade for students and for 
parents as a whole)

Students GoverTiment 
Pos. Neut Neg.

17 35 A8
14 25 61

Biet
Grade Pos, • Neirt

8 28 , 32 40
10 . 9 33 58
12 13 789 7 21 72

Parents 19 26 55 4122 37

Notej N»s as in Table II-7.
Responses
scored
positiveInstitution Item •

"A good many people in the 
government are dishonest 
and Involved in corruption."

"Most Biep members are 
trustworthy, honest men, 
who do not get Involved 
in things like graft."

Government disagree + 
disagree 
strongly

agree + 
agree 
strongly

v:;

, Biet

fill
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■ press (it is common for the two to be made a single word-

selfu .iiyvimlnshuto. or Government Liberal-Democratic Party), 

■ and that a few of the students themselves made this identi

fication as well.

In discussing attitudes toward the responsiveness of 

the institutions we remarked that elections and parties 

seemed, at least in the context of the questions asked in 

the siiTvey and in the Interviews, to be viewed with much 

less suspicion and skepticism than the other institutions.

We drew from this the implication that they elicit more, 

support because of their character ^s input institutions and 

that they thus ml^t serve as important legitimizing agents 

for the structure of the democratic regime. Table 11. 

presents some additional evidence relevant to this hypothesis.

The items in ,the table share the common theme of ten- 

. Sion between diversified popular Involvement in the political 

process and centralized authority. We note Immediately that

in contrast to the preceding tables it is now the parents 

who are more negative about the institutions. Pew teenagers,

far fewer than parents, are willing to leave,the people out 

of politics and leave politics to the leaders. Few would

abandon elections and the multiple party system in favor of

more haiiraonious and authoritarian modes of politics.

The other evidence that is available on this point is 

on the vdiole supportive. Okamura's data, for instance, In- 

? asking whaf would be the best thing for people

to do to get their views reflected in politics. Among the
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TABLE II-ll

WnXINONESS TO ABANDON POPULAR INPUT INTO POLITICS

(Percent agree, neutral, and disagree by grade for 
students and for parents as a whole)

Single party would 
be better

Agree Neiit Disagree

Abbndori- elections
‘Grade Agree Neut Disagree Agree Neut 

16 19

Disagree

66 24 48 2428 53 238

76 499 15 20 25 55 32 1910

24 28 48 16 56. 2812 . .8 11 81

46 42 3A 44• 36 31 27 22Paients 18

\
;■ :

Note: N*a as in Table II-7. 
Iteos:

"If we get good leaders, the best way to improve the country 
is for the people to leave everything to them rather than 
for the people to discuss things among themselves."

■It would be better if instead of all the present political 
parties there were only one political party which represented 
"'ll tee people and really did its best for tee country.”

■Since there 'are always so many election law violations, it 
%fould be better if our representatives were chosen by some 
other means such as competitive examinations, Instead of 
elections."
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^igh school sttideirts in the sample, voting in elections led

' the way followed by writing to the newspaper and supporting

Appealing to the Diet or thethe party of one's choice.
44

Prime Minister were chosen by few of the teenagers.

It woxald, of course, be blindness to deny that Jap

anese youth is on the whole quite cynical about politics.

The opinion polls show time and again that in Japan the 

young are more skeptical and distrusting of politics and

Nevertheless, it seemspoliticians than are older people, 

evident that much of that cynicism, in so far at least as 

adolescents are concerned, is grounded in idealism, in 

widespread belief among the young in the validity and

legitimacy of the _essential structural principle of deimj-

But that idealism iscratic politics: rule by the people.

‘ accomp8uaied by a skepticism about reality, a belief that

' f*

. I
government in a once anti-democratic system remains uncom

mitted to,democracy.

The authoritative institutions of government in this

regard may siiffer particularly from being linked with the 

past. In the new regime not only are the names of the in-

; stitxitions the same- which is not true for the parties and

■but so are manyis irrelevant for elections and newspapers- 

of the faces, or at least many Japanese so believe, 

instance. Prime Minister Klshl-was not only a high-ranking

For

civil servant in Manchtiria under the old regime, but was

Prime Minister Satotried and convicted as a war criminal.

^^oitamura, 1968 Survey, unpublished data.'
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was also a biireaucrat and thus a government official In 

i^erlal Japan, (Governor Minohe, on the other hand, has 

a link with, the past too, but a most, decidedly ."democratic" 

link. His father was the author of the famous "©rgan Theory," 

which characterized the Emperor as simply one of several 

organs of the state, • fpr. vdilch he was found guilty of lese 

ma.ieste. The Governor thus is a personal' symbol repudiating 

the past.)

It follows, I have argued, that for Japanese youth 

only those institutions that represent not authority but 

rather the people's levers against authority can secure the 

kind of support that gives a grounding in institutional 

legitimacy to democratic politics in Japan, 

leader is net the answer, for which history is in large 
^part responsible.

The benevolent

The Missing Leader and the MissJjig Hero;
Seme Speculations on the kele of HlstogV

As in eveiTy nation the political regime of contem- 

porary Japan'- is rooted, symbolically as well as institu- 

• tionally, in a partlcvaar set of historical events, 

events that define the contemporary Japanese polity are the 

defeat in World War II and the subsequent American Gccupa- 

S'.'< of the country from 1945 to 1952. “It is this his-

torical definition of the contemporary political regime 

that is in large part, responsihle for the absence of a 

benevolent leader in Japan.

The

.'Vi
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Among the most common and effective ways in which 

V political regimes seek to create allegiance is by sancti

fication of their-historical roots. In the days v^en 

monarchs ruled as well as reigned the history of the mon

archy played this role and the monarch was the benevolent 

leader as a matter of course. But throu^out the contem- 

porary political world there has taken place another pattern

■the emergence of new political 

orders.. The broad outlines of this new pattern are roughly 

The new order is portrayed as growing out of a 

great victory which is almost invariably depicted as a 

popular, national victory.

common to many societies'

the same.

It may be a nationalist revo

lution, a victory over ..a colonial occupation, as in' the

case of the many new nations that have emerged from among 

the former Eiiropean colonies in Africa, India, Southeast

Asia, and Latin America, as well, of course, as the United 

States. Or the victory may be a popiolar defeat of the

anoien regime. as in the cases of China, Russia, and France, 

^ among others. Whichever the case may be, the pattern is 

for the new regime to be the product of a revolution, in

the broadest and commonest ^ense of the term.

The profound changes that were effected by the

Occupation in the social, cultxiral, political and institu

tional life of Japan certainly qualify as one kind of revo- 

B'ut it was a revolution without a victory. not' 

the-culmination of a heroic struggle of patriots against 

the old order but the result of a defeat at the hands of a

;;S;i;;;;lutipn.
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.* foreign conqueror. As a result the new political regime 

has lacked many of the means available to other regimes

: to create psychological bonds of allegiance among their 

members. The events of the origin of the democratic regime 

are not a source of national pride; there is little in them 

to serve, as the catalyst for political emotions; no storm- 

±ng of the Bastille, no Long March, no Talley Forge to 

stimulate the patriotic urge and tie the new regime to the 

national Identity. Thus, although Japan is a land of fes

tivals, there is no real celebration of the democracy's 

founding. Constitution Memorial Bay, May 3rd, is an almost 

entirely formal occasion with little or none of the power 

to kindle popxilar pride in the historical event and the 

regime it created that characterizes such days in other 

, ■ countries. Similarly, the flag and the national anthem are 

unrelated to, and therefore not directly supportive of, the 

new regime; they remain as holdovers from the ancien regime. 

as does that regime's foremost symbol, the Emperor.

In creating a new political regime, the Occupation 

was inevitably limited in the means it could muster to 

legitimize that regime. It was able to create support-for 

the new regime among some Japanese by reason of their belief 

in either its ideological or its structural legitimacy 
(to use David Easton's terms^^), their conviction, that

<1

^^avid Easton. A Systems Analysis of Political Life 
(New Yorks -1965)f pp. 266 ff. ^

i:

J-

iilii
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; ^is, that the moral and political principles of the new

regime were right and proper for Japan or that the new 

institutions and norms were Inherently worthy of acceptance, 

—But for most people, it is not principles or institu

tions that catalyze political affection and create legiti

macy for a new order.
i-

Rather, it is a leader. Thus we

come to the second and perhaps most important character-
!

. 1'

I

Istlc of the fovinding of Japan's new regime; it was a 

revolution without a hero. It was perforce a profound 

change of political regimes; but it was accomplished with

out a leader to embody the new values and to personify the
I' ^

new institutions. The mission and purpose of the Occu

pation was of course not to create a regime based on such

personal legitimacy. It was to destroy one—-the Emperor- 

• system of Imperial Japan. As a result, not only did no new 

Japanese leader arise to serve as the personification of 

the new order; Indeed, the popular identification of any, 

prominent Japanese figure as the hero of the revolution 

and the creator of the new order was rendered impossible 

. by the American authorship of the regime. There was no 

Washington, Lenin, Mao or Nehru to create for his successors

^^In his discussion of means for creating legitimacy, 
David Easton points out that abstract ideologies and ideas 
j^r SO; are usually ineffective in eliciting mass sxipport.

^ Rather, he says, "Typically, this has been achieved in part 
by the eprgence of vigorous and trusted leaders vdio . . . 
embody the Ideals and stand for the promise of their ful
fillment. They are the personal bridges acting as ties to 
the new norms and. structures of authority." Ibid., pp. 30A- 
305
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m/'-
0' ^ the mantle and aura of person^ legitimacy that charact

erizes the institutionalized leadership roles of many con

temporary political systems. Today's Japan_is, in“short^. 

a nation without a pantheon of political heroes,’
.*4

A comparison of pre and postwar children's heroes 

wlll serve to underscore this Important point. In>1905 

and 1915» children asked to name the "greatest man lii 

Japan" overwhelmingly chose the Emperor, vdio-was followed 

by a small number of national military leaders and famous

warriors- Admiral Togo,, General Nogl, Salgo Takamorl, and
the fourteenth century warrior, Kusunoki Masashlge,^"^ Post

war grade school children, in 1958 and I960, were asked a

similar question- to name those whom they thought were

great men. No single figure predominated in the responses, 

• but Noguchi Hideo, the Nobel Prize-winning physicist, was 

chosen most often by both samples. Very few children 

(about 6 percent of one sample, and 4 percent of the second) 

chose the Emperor and even fewer (5 percent and 0 percent 
, respectively) chose then Prime Minister Klshl.^® No.mlli- 

, • taiy figures were cited, while from history, a nmber of
!

children chose the agrlcultur^lst Ninomiya Sontoku instead'

But an even more telling dlffer-pf the warrior Kusxmoki. 

ence wets : the'appearance among the postwar children of for-- 

In the I960 sample, it was Abraham LincolnSign herpes.
r-.y

‘47
'Karasawa Tomitaro, AsuJNo Nihoailn (Tomorrow's 

§> >>: Japanese) (Tokyo, 1964), pp."52=557
64.

itm
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S wiio was second only to Noguchi. In 1968 another sample, 'tl^s 

time of Tokyo middle school pupils, John F. Kennedy was over-

3;':

. iwhelmingly picked as the political leader whom they most res

in the same year students at four universities--

were asked the same

-. question. Between 55 percent and 68 percent (the latter ■

figure being of the students at Tokyo University, the alma 

mater of nearly every Japanese Prime Minister) replied that 

there was no political figure whom they respected. Moreover, 

. those \flbo -did name a figure most frequently picked foreign 

leaders, of \diom the four most often named were Kennedy, 

Lincoln, Lenin, and Churchill. Only two Japanese Prime

Mnlsters were mentioned- ^Yoshida Shigeru, vdio piloted

Japan thrpu^ the Occupation, was tied for fifth place with 

Charles de Gatalle, and Ito Hlrobimil, one of the founders of 

the Meljl regime, was tied for twentieth place.If asked

pected.^^

Tokyo, Nihon, Doshisha, and Kyushu
i':

a similar question, no doubt most American children would 

choose American Presidents- •probably Lincoln and Kennedy; 

Chinese children woTild probably choose Mao Tse-txmg; and

most French children, de Gaxalle. But the fac1;_^s that the 

political heroes of young Japanese either do not exist or
v: are foreign leaders. i'.

:•

49

^^Asahi Shinbun. November 24, 1968.

!■
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Conclusion

Is democratic Japan the worse for having no revolution- 

^ no benevolent leader? The answer depends greatly ..

upon the success of. other means for creating legitimacy.

Japan has now been a democracy for nearly a generation. As 

we have seen in this paper, diu?lng that time the political 

socialization process has Inculcated among many young people 

a profound skepticism of goveiviment. But it has also incul

cated in many of them a commitment to popxilar sovereignty, 

to the principle of popular participation in government and

hence to support for ^ Important element of the democratic 

ideal. Although space does not permit further discussion 

here, additional data from my sxjrvey makes it clear that 

commitment to democracy as a value in Itself and to demo

cratic norms qf political behavior are widespread among

This ideological commitment to democ-1
j;apanese teenagers.

: racy is supplemented, I have argued, by a concomitant com- 

mlttment to those elements of the structure of the regime—^ 

; alections, parties and the press—that mediate popular par- 

y ;^ioipation in politics. Moreover, I found evidence that 

gi' 1^ level si;^p0rt may serve as a sxjrrogate for national

level alienation, that the local leader in Japan may be an

; s^ortant and safe personal agent of regime legitimation.

The very success of the Japanese democracy thus far 

■ must prompt us to ask the comparative questions how do most

^^See chapter 3» below.
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Iriew regimes perform? Of coiorse, there are too many imusual

l^aracteristics in the Japanese case to permit facile com- 

7 piarison with the experiences of new regimes in other nations - 

—-the Occupation itself, the high level of socio-economic 

development .of Imperial Japan, her extensive bureaucracy, and 

even some domestic tendencies toward democracy, among others. 

Still, it is obvious that all too often new regimes fail not 

in spite of the revolutionary hero and the benevolent leader, 

but in part because of him. The history of the postwar world 

is filled.with the skeletons of young democracies and the 

ghosts of revolutionaiy heroes. Pakistan, Indonesia, Ghana,

, and others tell us of the sad but common tale of the revolution 

that is either betrayed by its own hero or omable to endure 

his passing.

We might also ask vdiether, from the perspective of 

democratic theory, Japan is indeed not better off because of 

; the missing leader. If the consent of the governed is to be 

ah effective means of democratic control, then the presence 

bf a benevolent leader vho elicits a profound emotional res- 
7; ponse from those to whom he is responsible might ]^ove someday 

too a price to pay for stability. Japan already knows 

;how high the price of the benevolent leader can be.

if 

lii
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CHAPTER III
V-

SYMBOLS OF CONSENSUS: 
DEMOCRACY AND PEACE

V

¥e have seen that the origin of the democratic regime 

in an alien military occupation effectively rendered impos

sible legitimation. of that regime throu^ the person of a 

Hbnce it was vital, if the r^ew regime'v?e5’e. national-hero, 

to survive, that it become the vehicle of its own legitima

tion, by instilling in the Japanese not merely acq'ulescence

but also conviction in ^d enthusiasm for its principles 

arid values. Thus the occupation authorities atten^ted to 

make, democracy the legitimizing ideology of a new order in

^dth political and social life. In this chapter, I assay
tile success of that attempt in a survey of the role democ-

the political orientations of today's Japan- 

; vir ese, bothi the youngsters vdio have been vdiolly socialized 

v ^purider the new order and their parents who have been re-

sob'i'alized \mder it.

This, chapter addresses itself to two broad questions.

In today's Japan?'- What-does, it mean?

. The'analysls tegiiis with the latter question,: concentratihg

100• i'i: i
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%;-^;the oiitset on the cognitive aspects of democracy, flhat 

do Japanese teenagers imderstand by it and how do their con

ceptions differ from those of their parents?

But the main focus of the chapter involves the role of 

democracy in the values of today's Japanese. Has democracy 

become positively valued? This Involves asking what are the 

sources of resistance to its acceptande in Japanese culture? 

Since a standard answer is that "traditional cultiare" is the 

major inhibitor of democracy in Japan, I compare reactions 

to it among those elements of Japanese society in which tra

ditional ciolture allegedly persists most strongly, the older 

generation and rural residents, with those among whom it is 

thought least influential, the yo^ang and the urbanites.

The analysis of affective feelings about democracy 

■ considers reaction to two aspects of democracy. The first 

is the term or symbol itself. The second is the democratic 

. system of making decisions. Japanese cultxore traditionally 

placed a high premium pn consensus and harmony, and as a 

result sought unanimity in decisions and their acceptance 

by all concerned. The democratic rules of the game prescribe 

that decisions are to be based on the principles of majority 
J&e and respect for minority rights. The question thus

ii

;

I jgbecomes to Tjdiat extent the majorltarlanism and tolerance of
conflict or dissent of democracy have run afoul of the
preference for Goonaenfltis,' In short, does

;iS;Mtha; eurtl^ norm still obtain in contemporary

Sii.

and imanlmity.
••I

:>
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CTJltxire, and if so how does it affqct 

feelings and conceptions about democracy?

. The latter part of the chapter deals with the value of 

democracy to today's young Japanese and their parents from a 

rather different perspective. After estabiishing democracy’s 

role as a symbol and value, I txma to its relative role in 

the hierarchy of values and Ideals that form the,framework 

within vdiich the Japanese define national Ideals and national 

goals. Here, as we shall see, another value propagated by 

the occupation must be considereds pacifism. The chapter 

ends with a consideration of the place,of these two symbols 

and values in the emerging political culture and some specu

lation on their role in national consensus and national 

identity.

i

The materials on which thlg chapter is based include, 

in addition to ttje questionnaires administered to the teen

agers and their parents and the interviews with forty teen- 

.agers, a set of compositions on the theme "Democracy, Cap

italism and Socialism" written for me by an ei^th grade
1^ in a middle-class Tokyo middle school. The conqpositions
1

were done at home, without any supervision from either myself

or the teacher, orther than the instruction regarding the f

-/topic. As a resifLt, the contents quite often manlfedt/not 

the spontaneous ideas. Images, and attitudes of the young- I
■a

B-ters themselves ■, but rather their reading of materials
ireadily available at home

“

.. encyclopedias—-on the three belief. systems.

-books, magazines and frequently 

They are thus
i
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; less as indicators of the yoimgsters

-cognitive-and affective states of mind re democracy or cap- 

' italism and socialism than as reflections of the substantive - 

content of some important ambient socializing influences at 

play in adolescence in today’s Japan.

ovna stable

The Meaning of Democracy

The democratic politics Imposed on the Japanese by 

the occupation were, as Japanese and American skeptics of 

the progress and the prospects of democracy in Japan have 

often noted, alien to the Japanese experience. Apart from 

a brief flirtation with the charms of democratic government

on the part of a few elite political activists in the 1920s 

- the so-called "Talsho"democracy" democracy had played

■ no real role in the Japanese political heritage prior to 

1945. Without the legacy of symbolism and Imagery that in

fuses the concept of democracy in some of the Western nationsi

•• "ttie United States and France in particiilar, the question 

; thus arises as to how Japanese perceive and conceive of

democracy. One particularly salient dimension of the ques- 

tion concerns the generational differences, if any, in Jap- 

anese views of the meaning of democracy. Older Japanese

were raised under a political system tha6 rejected democracy

as Inimical to traditional Japanese customs and values, and
’

which portrayed it in negative terms and sy^ols such as 

"individualism." Yoionger Japanese have, on the other hand, 

,been_ explicitly indoctrinated into the democratic belief

Sifil®
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: ,syfftem In their schooling.

We Bsw in chapter two that popular sovereignty, esp

ecially the normative belief that the people should rule, - 

was "d major theme in Japanese youngsters* conceptions of 

the prominent actors in the political process. It is thus 

no surprise to discover that popular sovereignty is dlso a 

major. Indeed the predominant, image in Japanese youngsters* 

conceptions of democracy. It was with a sense of fascina

tion. that I heard repeated in Interview after interview in

almost ifl,enfci'cal words that democracy was where "the opinions

Compare, for ex-of the people are reflected in politics." 

ample, the .following:

. . . when all sorts of peoples* opinions, 
the opinions of everybody in Japan, are 
brought together and the will of the people 
is emphasised.

—rural eighth grade boy

. . . a form of society where the govemmeht 
of a state listens to what the people say 
and reflects this in politics.

—subiiTban Tokyo twelfth 
grade boy

. . . Where the people are made the basis 

. . . where what the people think is res
pected.

--rural tenth grade girl

In-a pretest of the questionnaire, which I conducted 

■ amp]^ mbfe than ninety Tokyo eighth graders, 54 percent 
^oae 'the people have sovereign power" as the response 

, which best expressed the meaning of democracy over seven 

other responses, none of which was seleotev yy more than

9
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, Comparative data here is scant, but Hess and

their nationwide san^jle of
9: percent

data show that among 
American children, equality and voting were the most com- ..

'A
monly perceived components of democracy while the people

• ' -1 
rule" trailed in third place.

The stress on popular sovereignty in Japanese youths

The new demo-

I

conceptions of democracy is hot surprising, 

cratic regime, ecfter all, was 

based on imperial sovereignty and, as

created to supplant a regime

a result, the Con- 

the role of thestitution itself lays great stress on
emphasis is reflected in the stress laid uponThis

rule in the incul.Q|ition of the young into the demo- 

Okamura Tadao and his associates

people.

popular

cratic belief system, 
v found in a study of primary, middle and high school social

texts that by far the principal emphasis in thestudies
.definitions of democracy given in those tejcts was popular

sovereignty.^

looked that the very word for democracy in Japanese, miji-

"the principle of popular rule"

Moreover, of course, it must not be over-

shushuel. literally means
lUillke the Greek-derived English word, it needs no 

linguistic explanation but is directly understandable.

^Robert B. Hess and V. Toraey, g^Dej^^Ement
' ■ nhlldren (Garden City, N.x..
Table 13». P- 75.

iisof; Political Attitudes 
Anchor Books, lyoo;,

.2ok^airadao, ^ eD^, "Seljlteki ^akaika nl^e^ 

pp.4«-

SSSw':-;
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In the interviews, few of the youngsters were spon

taneously concrete as regards how the people rule or get 

their views reflected in politics. But those who did clearly 

understood the idea of representative democracy. Witness the 

following definitions of democracy:

But in fact '. . . politics of the people, 
each one of the people can't dlhectly par
ticipate in politics, so in Japan it's the

—suburban Tokyo twelfth grade girl
Diet.

. . . when everyone's opinions are consid
ered. But in Japan there are so many people 

■ that each person can't give his, and so there 
are representatives and poll-jblcs is left up 
to them.

—iirban Tokyo tenth grade boy

While popular sovereignty is obviously a prime com

ponent of every classic and contemporary definition of 

democracy, it is far from being the whole of the concept.

To get at the other elements of the democratic conception 

in the minds of young Japanese (and those of their parents)

I included an item in my questionnaire asking the respondent 

to select the two statements from- a group of eight vdiich 

b'est express the meaning of democracy. Table III-l pre

sents the responses chosen as most expressive.

The responses in the table include foxn- broad cate

gories of definitional emphasis: (1) libertarian, including

safety to criticize the government and respect for human

gv; :pi^sj (2) egalitarian, including the absence of poverty

was intentionally excluded on 
the basis of the results of the pretest.

.gimsm
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TABLE III-l
THE MEAHIHG OF DEHOCRACY

(Percent of sl^dents ^ grade and of parents as a vdiole choosing each response)

“There are many ideas about democracy. From the following, pick in order 
* the two you think best express the essence of democracy."

Free
Majority Respect of No Party

• Voting Criticize Rule Ri^ts Poverty Com. Equality Peace NR Total

Students: A. First Choice

Grade

la 10 3. lOOJSS 13 12 18 17 1 13
A lOOJfi10 . 7 21 19 1 21 1 9 17 1

16 100S«12 5 8 23 28 1 9 11 1

16 10095Parents: 23 5 25 15 2 5 7 2

B. Second Choice

Students:

Grade

8 • 3' - 3A 100953 9 11 7 273 3
2610 1 5 10 lA 18 A 1009521 1

1009512 2 5 10 21 15 5 22 19 1

A A 10095Parents: 3 lA 18 7 20 219

: Toting; all adults can vote in elections; criticize; the people can freely and'safely 
. criticize the government; majority rule; the nations' politics are decided by the opinions 

of the majority of the people; respect-of rights: such basic human ri^ts as freedom of
speech and assembly are respect; no poverty; there is no poverty- the government attempts

,, to make it possible for everyone to lead a life with minimum basic health and cultural
standards; free party competition; political parties, including those opposed to the 
government, can freely compete in elections to take office; eoualitv; there is no discrimina
tion; everyone has an equal chance to get the place to live, the education, and the Job that 
he choosea; peace; the people have the right to live in peace.
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discriml^ participatory, including the right

of all adults to vote, politics decided hy majority opinion.

snd free party competition; and (4) pacifist, the right to 

These foxor elements and the individual res-live in peace.

ponse categories themselves were derived from articles in

The first three are familiarthe Japanese Constitution.

components of most descriptions of democratic ideals, 

fourth, peace, was Included because it is a most important

The

theme in the new Japanese regime and is given a place of 

prominence in the Constitution; and because early inter

viewing revealed that it was frequently closely linked in 

, the minds of some youngsters to democracy.

Inspection of the table reveals no single dominant 

response among children or parents. On the whole, in so 

far as first-choice responses go, the engxhasls among the 

students tends to be rather evenly split among the partici

patory (majority rule), libertarian (rl^ts), and egalitar

ian (no poverty) elements. The parents, however, tend much 

■ more strongly than do the students to emphasize-the par-

. ticlpatory element; and indeed, the only clear generational 

is over the In^ortance to democracy of voting, 

difference vdiich shall be discussed shortly. 

When we look at the distribution of second choices.

we may note that there is a marked tendency among

As weSf;Ml^i^ox:^s to choose the right to live in peace.

j , shall see later in this chapter, this theme of peace as a

llilic
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1
ri^t aiid an ideal will occur over and over again in the 

images that yoving Japanese, and to a lesser extent even 

their parents, have of their ideal society.

Taken together, then, the cognitive orientations of 

Japanese youngsters with regard to democracy tend to,he 

dominated by the notion of popular rule; once that is taken 

as a given component of their conceptions of democracy, the 

other constituent democratic values tend to draw roughly 

equal support both from parents and from students in all 

grades. A look at age trends, however, siiggests that as 

the age of students increases they become less likely to 

choose egalitarian and pacifist ideas of democracy’s essence 

” and more likely to choose participatory and libertarian ones. 

Democracy, then, is a familiar concept to Japanese, 

young and old alike, and the range of cognitive content 

which it takes on among them appears to be quite close to 

; : that found among .Americans, even if the emphases differ.

;; But the more in^ortant question is vdiether democracy has 

come to be valued in Japan. There are reasons of history 

a^ of culture why democracy should be alien to Japanese 

life and values, and it is to the success of democracy at

^ establishing itself in the hierarchy of values in Japan in

iiiie face of such obstacles that I now ttim.

The Value of Democracy

The values and virtues that have been emphasized in

traditional Japanese cultiire, as many have noted, are
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essentially undemocratic and in some respects even anti

democratic. Japanese culture gives precedence to the 

^oup over the individual, demanding unanimity and harmony, 

abhorring dissent and conflict. Before 1945 it was widely

felt that the Ideals of collective harmony and democracy
>

were antithetical, that democracy indeed was the \iltlmate 

manifestation of Western individualism and hence not only 

unsulted for Japan but directly opposed to the basic thrust 

of Japanese norms and social Ideals. The dlscredltation of 

the old ways cavused by the defeat in World War II led many 

Japanese to seek a new basis for social conduct as well as 

, for politics. But old values and symbols do not vanish 

ovemi^t and the negative image of democracy continued to 

persist in the new Japan. An American sociologist found 

that even as recently as the late 1950s urban vdiite collar 

families in Tokyo tended., in their search for a new value 

system, to see democracy and individualism as "only a Justi

fication for selfishness and therefore not a solid basis 
for morality."^

Nevertheless, democracy is the formal ideal and value 

of the political system, and an ideal that is widely and

''

uriifonriy propagated in the educational system and in the 

media The result has been a constant recession of antagon-
- '. . . .  _ , . . . . . . . . . .

ism toward it and_^an Increase in public acceptance a£^it^aarer

%zra Vogel, Japan’s New Middle Glass (Berkeley and 
Lo& A^^ University of California Press, 1963), p..l42.

WM',
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f &^postwar;period, as the Japanese political scientist

In 1946 over 93 percentI Sliihohara Hajlme has docvunented.
nationwide sanple of adiilts felt that democracy had ’of a
too far; in 1955, 64 percent of another sample he-gone

lieved that there were aspects of democracy unsuited to 
Japan that needed to he corrected.^ .Nevertheless, it was 

Shlnohara points out, that by the 19600 democ-clear, as
The Research Committeeracy had become a positive symbol, 

of the Study of National Character of the Institute for

Statistical Mathematics conducts a naticnal survey asking

In both 1963many of the same questions every fivO years, 

and 1968, 38 percent of those surveyed thought that democ-

gOQd, while rou^y half felt that it depends onracy was
circumstances.^ This acceptance of democi^cy thus appears

For comparative pur-to be a qualified one for many adiilts.
poses, the same organization asked the same question of Jap-

SeVenty-fo\ar percent of themanese-Amerlcans in Hawaii.

^ democracy was good, while only 21 percent believed it
^ To gauge the comparative ex-on the circumstances, 

iy; "%ent of attachment to democracy as a concept or symbol

3^'; nmnwg Japanese of both the prowar and postwar generations, 

i asked the respondents in my survey whether they had a

’^Shlnohara HaJ ime, Nihon No Sei.li Fudo (JaDanese 
Political Culture) (Tokyo; iwanami SkLnsho, 1968), p. 74.

^Tokei Suri Kenkyvido, Kokuminsel Chosa Ink^, Dal;; 
Nlhondin No KokumlnsS^apanese National Characterj Second 

■ Stui!^ ({Uokyo; Shiseiao, 1970) , p. 443.
^Riniehl Shinbuh, June 10, 1972.
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they heard the word democracy. 

Table iII-2 presents the resxilts.

As the figures make clear, both generations report 

favorable reactions towatrd democracy. But two things are 

.noteworthy abopt the findings for both young and old. First,

almost no one of any age rejects democracy outright; it has 

become in a sense sacrosanct. Second, and conversely, the 

support is surprisingly restrained in view of the duration

' and intensity of pro-democratic socialization in postwar 

Japan. The proportion responding "very favorable" is in

all age groups substantially smaller than that respondisig 

"favorable." It is of interest to note, however, that the 

more positive response Increases with the age of the stud

ent, reflecting, perhaps, the intensified exposure of the 

older youngsters to social studies texts, newspapers, books 

and other sources vdiich frequently sing democracy's praises. 

Resistance to democracy is invariably asserted to
• •Ci

stem from the traditional elements of Japanese ciilture.

Hence we would expect, and it is often singly assumed, that 

those segments of Japanese society most closely identified 

with the traditional culture woxad be most likely to show 

the least acceptance of democracy. We have, however, seen 

that generation makes no significant difference. But if 

/'generation is one si^sposed cultural watershed, another such 

-watershed^ and one of in?obabIy longer run signifi

cance, is that of place of resident. The "real" Japan of
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TABLE III-2

REACTI0NS TO THE WORB BEM0CRACY

(percent of students iDy grade 
and parents as a vdiole choosing 
each-response)

Very
Fav. Fav.

Bon*t Know Very
Can«t Say . Unfav, Unfavo Total

Students!
Grade

8 .24 44

32 50
29 2 1©05« 

100?^ . 

10096

1
.A10 116 1

12 39 47 13 1 0

Parents! 31 52 15 2 100960

•Jm

IS*
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traditional custom and culture is rural Japan. It is here 

in the fishing or farming village where traditional Japan

ese culture evolved and where it is alleged to retain its .. 

greatest hold. The village is the archetype of Japanese 

soplety, and its himan relatipnsthe classic models of the 

norms and values governing Japanese social conduct. »We 

woiald ea5)ect therefore that rtiral Japanese would be less 

receptive to democracy as a symbol and value. But we 

would expect, also, that the universal propagation of the 

democratic faith throvigh Japan's uniform national educa

tional system would lessen the difference in reaction to 

democracy on the part of young virban and young rural Jap- 

aiese by comparison with that between their parents.

Table III-J presents the evidence of how urban-rural resi

dence and generation affect reactions to the term democracy.

. It is plain to see that in fact urban versus rural 

residence makes utterly no difference among the adults.

The rural youngsters, however, exhibit a significantly 

more positive reaction than do their urban fellows. This 

is df course directly contradictory to the hypothesis that 

those who live in the countryside are less likely to value 

democracy than their city citizens. Two points must be 

PIill "tiiis connection. To begin with, as we shall see

in later chapters, rural youngsters tend to be generally

more supportive of the Institutions of politics and govem-
|sS!?fmert, Their more positive stance toward democracy may

KiiS-
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TABLE III-3

fe^JRB^RURAL RESIBENCE AND REACTION TO DEMOCRACY BY GENERATION

Students* Reactions

Very
Don’t Know UnfaVo Unfavi. Total

100% 

100%

Very
Fav, Fav.

1149 2029Urban

146 11537Rural

- p. = <o05

Parents* Reactions

Very
Unfav. Total

Very
Fav. Fav. Don’t Know Unfav.

100%

100%
02155231; .Urban 

Rural 021531 52
p. = n.s.

...

lliK
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Secondly, expressed attitude and actual te-:;;®;reaect^ t^^

. ;®liavior may not agree. The rural Japanese may in fact be less

I shallattracted to democracy than appears to be the case, 

return to this point shortly in the discussion of consensus

that follows.

In so far, at least, 

is concerned, there seems to be widespread agreement.

as the general abstract term itself

across

generations and across the main social line of cleavage in

But democracy cai;riestoday's Japan, on its positive value, 

with it an important set'of associated concepts and ideals

with quite specific inplications for the behavior of individ- 

Let us turn now to one of these, a centraluals and groups, 

element of democracy, majoritarianism.

Consensus versus Ma.iorltv Rule

The emphasis on majority rule that we have observed to 

be prominent in Japanese youngsters' first choice of ideas 

expressing the meaning of democracy is a significant problem 

for the analysis of the present and future role of democracy

in, Japanese pollt-ical cultxu?e, because it runs head on into a

■a preference forwidely noted cult\aral norm of the Japanese, 

deciding by a consensus of the whole group and avoiding deci-

. sions in which one part of the group, even a majority, wins

Robert Ward's description of this preferredand another loses.

' ' "decision pattern is thorough and lucids

The traditional Japanese system of decision
the adversary system

of the West], It operates by consensus, thatsRisi::
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is by \jnanlmous agreements. A problem la 
posed and Is then discussed by the group con
cerned vd.th a minimum of open commitment to 
positions by participants. Eventually a sense 
of generally acceptable compromise emerges 
from the discussion; this is formulated by a 
senior member of the group and is then adopted 
by unanimous consent. In such a system no one 
is openly defeated or humiliated, "face" is 
preserved, at least the semblance of unanimity 
is achieved, and group harmony la thus maxi
mized. Also the explicit recognition of min
orities is avoided. Reciprocally, if the 
system is to operate along traditionally 
approved lines, it becomes an obligation of 
the majority faction not to ignore or.ride 
roughshod over the opinions of the minority 
elements which do in fact exist. If they do 
so, the minority can then raise the cry of 
tyranny of the majority and solicit and obtain 
public sympathy on this ground.7

In order to ascertain the extent to which the prefer

ence for consensus exists among Japanese of both pre- and 

postwar generations and has for each group the implications 

. . it appears to have, I included a rt\jmber of 'items in the ques

tionnaire dealing with group decision making and followed 

these up in the individual interviews. Table III-4 presents 

the results of an item de.signed to evoke preferences toward 

tl^ee varieties of group decision making—authoritarian,

; consensual, and majorltarlan.

The results appear unquestionably to accord with the

anti^majorltarlan thesis. The teenagers overvAielmlngly prefer

Hr
Ward, "Japan: The Continuity of Modernization," 

in Lucian W. Pye and Sidney Verba, eds., Political^Culture and 
, ^litlcal Pevelopment (Princeton. N.J,; Princeton university 

. wess, , p. b2.
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TABLE III-4

PREFERRED METHOD OP (310UP DECISION MAKING

(Percent of students by grade and parents 
as a whole choosing each response;

"Let's suppose you belong to a certain grdv^ (such as a 
club, etc.). Suppose that groi;^) had decided to go on a 
trip. But there were some people who wanted to go- to the 
mountains and others who w^ted to go to the seashore. 
Circle which one of the three ways of deciding where to 
go that you think wovild be best.

a) One person says that since the group's affairs have 
been put in the charge of its leaders, you should rely 
on them and have them decide. [Authoritarian]

b) Another person says that everyone should give his 
opinion, and discussion should be continued until all 
agree on one opinion. [Consensual]

o) Someone else says that it should be decided by majority 
_ rule, even if there is a large minority. [MajorltarianJ

Authori
tarian.

Majori-
Consensual tarian DK, NR Total

; Students; 
-Grade

' ' 8 6712 16 100%

100%

100%

5
16L'-'. 72 10 2

10 .1671 3

:®;f/fP^ehts: 12 2658 4 100%

iilli
ssisS-
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. /^vtihe consensual path to decision. So tod do their parents,

, V-? hut in a surprising reversal of vdiat we would expect and pre

dict on the basis of presumed change in the content of politl- 

c^^ socialization in childhood and adolescence, especially in 

School practices—the parents were more apt than the-teen

agers to choose the majoritarlan mode., '

That consensual methods are preferred by the great 

majority of yoimg Japanese, and majority versus minority con

tention avoided, in day-to-day life is clearly evident also 

from the results of the individual interviews I conducted.

When I asked how they themselves made decisions in their 

, school clubs, etc., the great majority of the students inter

viewed replied that they all talked it over until they came 

to an agreement. Interestingly enough, several of the students

noted that their clubs had strong leaders and so decisions 
tended to follow the leadei^s preferences, 

jprltyvrdli

Deciding by mar

•1^ . choosing sides and taking a vote or a show of 

hands—i-was, with only one or two exceptions among all those

interviewed, felt to be a disagreeable solution, to be used 

only as a last resort. Nevertheless, it was apparent that in 

the students' own group es^erlences instances did arise in

,^ch consensus was Impossible and majority vote decisions

were taken,

Eu^ for the aversion to the majoritarian

p-Siinode of decision making among young and old Japanese is to be 

- found in the responses, shown in Table III-5, to a follow-up
gl^estlbh to that just discussed.

'mfm
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TABLE III-5

SIZE OF A FAIR MAJORITI

(percent of students by grade and of parents 
as a Vifaole choosing each response)

>
"Let's suppose that that groun had decided to 
determine vhere to go by taking a vote. If

everyone?"

V

Nearly About 
Everyone A/5th 

' • (27-30) ' '

About About About 
. 2/3rds 3/5ths 1/2

(24 or +) (20 or +) (18 or +) (16 or +) NR Total

Students: ■
Grade

8 18 4717 5 100?«13 0

10 18 25 47 2 8 100^0

12 13 28 51 63 100550
\

Parents: 11 15 652 1 1009515
I

■:

>

iiiirsi
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Both for parents and for students at all grade levels 

by far the predominant preference is for a two-thirds majority. 

82 to 91 percent of the students believe that two-thirds

or more of the group members shoiold agree for the decision to 

be fair t.d all. Again, Interestingly, the parents are; slightly
V

more prone to the majorltarlan position, with a slightly higher

proportion of them than of any grade level of students choos

ing the bare majority. This generational difference Is qiilte 

sli^t, however, and what Is of more Interest Is that this 

predominance of a preference for at least a two-thirds majority 

evidently Is clear secondary corroboration for the antlmajorl- 

tarlan thesis. But It must be noted that this finding does

not set Japan apart. In comparison with other cifLtiires, as 

peculiar. Social psychologists researching small group deci

sion processes In the United States have reported that American 

;; subjects’ In experiments strongly tend to seek decisions agreed 

to by two-thirds or more of the group members. 8

The emphasis on vinanlmous consensus In Japanese cultvire 

-Spears to have two major Implications for democracy In the 

Japanese setting. These have been sqjtly summarized by Robert 

g;|ci|l^lno who, noting that "Japanese society denies the moral

;|s||va|ldlty of majorltM-lanlsm," asserted that "the right of the

i
®The social psychologist Lee Levy found that American 

_ - /.college students believed that In a group decision Involving 
AO people, a split of 30 to 10 wotild be reqtilred to Indicate 
a clear mjority. Cited ^ William W. Lambert and Wallace 
E. Lambert, Social Psychology (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.s 
Prentlce-Hall, inc., I9b4;, p. 42.

liill
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aaji^ity to govern is not,accepted by all, nor is the right

Two fundamental democratic 

^principles, the majority's right to make its position law 

’and the liberty of the individual and the minority to dissent 

:ahd oppose, are thus alleged to be jeopardized by the
♦

sensus norm. Let us examine each of these in turn.

The first problem for democratic politics has to do

;of the minority to oppose,"^

con-

with the right of the majority to Impose Its will on the 

minority. It dees seem cleeir that the Japanese preference 

fer unanimity both hampers the operation of this principle 

in Japan and that the principle itself is not vdiolly accepted

among influential elements of the public. In particular it 

fias been the case in national politics for most of the post

war period that the governing party has held a majority that 

while clear has been a good deal less than the two-thirds 

most Japanese apparently recognize as fair. Hence vdien con- 

j; treversial Issues, such as the renewal of the U,S,-Japan 

Security Treaty, have arisen, the opposition parties in the

;;; Diet have either forcibly resisted the taking of votes or 
jiave refused to take part, claiming that the imposition of 

^e government position as national policy in such contro

versial matters is "tyr|mny of the majority," Some of the

.popular feeling on thi.s point is suggested by the following

of one of my interviewees, a twelfth grade Tokyo^boys

A, Scalaplno and Junnosuke Masuml, Parties and 
PglAtios^to Contemporary Japan (Berkeley and Los Angeles:

' Ijniversity or uaiirornla tress, 1962), p, 152,
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I feel this way a bit about the force of the 
_ majority. Our teacher has said that at times 
when a decision is made in the Diet, you can 
tell even from the beginning i^at the outcome's- 
going to be. I think.I read in a book that in 
England the people yflio hold the majority opinion 
don't Ignore the minority; it said that they 
intensify talks until they're unified. I think 
that's‘-ideal, but in Japan it feels as if it's 
like war, somehow, and sometimes there're* 
fights, and the majority always cmshes the 
minority, and there's the feeling that the 
minority can never make- Itself heard.

As the quote suggests, not only does the imposition of 

the majority rule principle seem illegitimate, but it casts

something of a blight on the perceived moreil cheucacter of the\
Diet and the actors in the political prccess and induces a 

feeling of political impotence. These are serious conse

quences for the prospects of democracy in Japan.

among young Japanese sind their parents is this rejec- 

tion of the legitimacy of majority rule in the face of a 

large minority? Table III-6 presents the results of an item

Just how
■ :common

in the questionnaire designed to get at this question.

The table leaves little room for doubt that among both

youngsters and adults there is little taste for majority rule

p£v in a close contest. Scalaplno's assertion that "the right of 

govern is not accepted by all" would appear

- to have some validity among both generations of Japanese. We

might esqplaln the rejection of majority rule here on the part 

of the adults by reference to traditional cultural norms and 

., .practices. But how can we explain its also holding for the 

- students in the survey vho have been raised \inder the new
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TABLE III-6
ATTITU^^OWARD MAJORITY RULEg

(Percent of students by grade and parents as a 
whole choosing each response)

THE LARGE MINORITY

"When you're trying to decide something, If there Is a rela- 
lively large number of people In the minority, those In the 
majority shouldn't Insist on their own opinion."

Strongly
Strongly Agree Don't Know Disagree 
+ Agree_ _ _  No Response + Disagree Total

Studentsg

Grade

■458 24 lOOJi

100%

100%

31 s.

10 57 22 21

6612 1420

61Parentsg 1623 100%
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®j (i^mocrsrtic regime and presumably schobled in the values and

beliefs of democracy? One important explanatory factor may

. be traceable directly to the school experiences of Japanese 

In the questionnaire, I asked the students 

I %ether they had ever in the past three years been candidates 

^or club or school office and if they had ever served as ■

While only 27 percent had ever run for office, 

fully 65 percent had actually served, as officers, 

words, it would appear that elections for office do not occur

Frank Langdon’s assertion that "Japanese social

officers.
In other

in most cases.
oj^erience does not'provide sufficieni: socialization in the

ritualized hostility that lies behind the operation of party

would appear to be correctpolitics in Western comtrles"

^ so far as schooling in the process of electoral competition

\ is concerned.

To put another perspective^'on the resistance to majori- 

tarianlsm, however, it might be useful^.,:^ consider^®^^ role 
that consensus is supposed to play.in democracy by contemporary 

theorists. Robert Dahl, to take a well-known demo- 

>|;D cratlc theorist as an exanple, lists consensus as one of eight 

feife of achievement by which the democraticness of a po

litical process should be Judged?

Consensus in political discussion and 
decision making [is necessary] in the 
sense that solutions are sought that

. ^°Frank Langdon, Politics in Japan (Boston: Little,
- Brown and Co . ,1^7) , pT^57

iii.-•i



will minimize the size, resentment 
coercion of defeated minorities, and will 
maximize the numbers of citizens \^o con- 

• elude that their goEO.s.have been adequately 
met by the soloitloh adopted.il

may be that in a political system, such as that in 
f|||K japan, in vdiich: government and opposition are deeply divided 

over fundamental policy Issues, and vdiere their respective

■forces are fairly evenly split with but a slight edge to the 

' former, bare majority rule without any atten^rt at considera

tion of the opposition's views would be likely to produce

fLlct too severe for the system to resolve peacefully.
\

fact is, of course, that the parties have worked out' a system 

of majority-minority consultation and accommodation of min-

S}-::

con-

The

. ority principles on most Issues, so that the frequency of vdiat 

’ ^ might be called majority-minority confrontation on fundamentals 

has been sharply reduced.

The second lng>llcatlon for democracy in Japan of this 

cultural preference for unanimous consensus is that it res

tricts the freedom of the individual or of the minori-ty to 

oppose and dissent. It allegedly attacks, that is to say,

; not only the majorltarian but also the libertarian 

, democracy.. As Ezra Vogel has put it with respect to the urban
basis of

A

middle class;

iiM: • • • .■fcb®*’© is no fully legitimate basis for 
W- standing against the group. Once group con

sensus is reached, one should abide by the

^&bert A.
Political Opposition in Western 

^aJemocracies (New Haven; VfliA Tiri-iiroT»a^-«-y ^ 337^

3|S4@S> mmsim.
.r;
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decision. Although some deviants atten^t to 
dnstify their failxire to follow group consen
sus in terms of democracy or, freedom, these 
values have not been internalized sufficiently 
to justify the deviant's behavior to himself, 
let alone to other members of the group.12

This subordination of the individual to the group is a 

classic theme in treatments of Japanese culture. But there 

is evidence from several sources to indicate that in some 

inqportant realms the principle of the freedom to dissent and

to oppose is in fact now widely recognized and practiced in 

Japan. In- the first place, comparative studies of support for 

civil liberties of high school and college students in Japsin 

and the United States have shown that young people in today's 

Japan are much more likely than their American fellows to ex

press support for civil liberties, especially the rights of 

minorities and of individuals to espouse and eatress unpopvilsir 

In a less abstract, perhaps more salient'issue con- 

itpxt, Whitehlll and Takezawa foimd that Japanese workers were 

imore likely to resist vdiat they considered illegitimate grou^ 

pressures toward conformity than were American workers. 

Certainly there is clearly no suppression of dissent in the

n-z
views.

■Japan's New Middle Class. p. 148.
-See Elliott LMcGlnnies, "Attitudes Toward Civil Llb- 

v frties Among Japanese and Merican University Students,"
Psychology. 58 (1964), 177-186; and Kato Takakatsu, 
Attitudes of Japanese Adolescents in Comparison 

■ with American," Psyohologia (Kyoto), IV (December, 1961), 
198-200.

.. 13,

>:

V /Arthin^ \toitehall and Shln'ichl Takezawa, The ■ Other 
Worker (Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 1965).

,

liiga
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The Japanese goverTament is prohahly criti-politlcal realm.
^Seized more'often and more bitterly by both the press and the

How do Jap-opposition than that of almost any other nation.

youngsters, view the ri^ts of the minority to persist;^.:Vv;;^dttese

y :tn their views in the face of grovip pressure to conform? 

Table III-7 presents the results of an item used in the

q.ue,stionnaire expressly designed to get at this.

It is immediately apparent that here, in contrast to

the case of the large minority, there is a decided genera-

Sllghtly more parents agree than .tional split in attitudes, 

disagree that the persistent small minority shoifLd be con-

■the traditional anti-llbertarlanlsm. demned as selfish- 

alleged to be an important element in the consensus norm.

^ teenagers, on the other hand, overwhelmingly reject this

U; position and their rejection Increases vdth age, suggesting 

that a new libertarian nerm may have taken the place of the

We have already seen in chapter two thatA': bid conformist one.

^ is strong evidence that young Japanese reject the sym- 

'^bls of authority. Here is evidence that they also reject

When wecoercive, aiithoritarlan aspects of consensus.

ll^cbnsider this in comparison with the other avallsODle -evidence

■'Mrph Japanese youngsters' reactions to authority- the Kato and

studies of attitudes toward civil liberties and the|i|W51nnles
, WKltehill and Takezawa study of workers' attitudes toward

it woxild appear that there may be taking placetheir bosses 

;|S|0b'#ajcKr shift, in Japanese culture away from the authoritarianism

s
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TABLE III-7
ATTITUDES TOWARD MAJOKETY RULE; THE SMALL MINORITY

(Percent of students' by grade and parents as a 
vdiole choosing each response)

•'When you're trying to decide something, and only a very few 
people disagree, for those people to continue Insisting on 
their opposing opinion should be condemned because It Is 

■selfish."

Strongly 
Disagree 
+ Disagree

Strongly 
Agree + 
Agree

Don't Know 
No Response Total

Students:

Grade
1Q0?6

100?^

100%

4931208

57271610 •

622414' 12

100%3236 32:v Parents;

/

S
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PI; the past to a new emphasis on the liberty of the individ- 

Robert. Frager, a social psychologist , found in repllca-

■tibns of the famous Asch conformity tests among Japanese 

College stxidents that a substantial proportion had to be 

• clarified as either "autonomous" 

coirect judgments in the face of an Incorrect majority-

■those who disagreed with the majority
15

when the majority opinion was correct, 

the psychological aspects of this question as they bear on 

the political personality of young Japanese in a later chapter.

those who made•i.e •»
.*

or

as "anti-conformist"
We shall explore

Suffice it to say here that the old stereotype of the Japan- 

ridden with conformity and hence incapable of govem-ese as
Ing themselves freely appears to be Inaccxirate and inappli-

, cable as regards the young people of today.

What still might be the case, however, is that the de-

of coercive conformity and the other anti-democratic

might be confined to young
Cline

aspects of the consensus 
people in the most "modem" sectors of the society, J>articu-

norm

Indeed, much has been written aboutiarly the \arban areas.
,the Japanese rural village as the prototypical social system.

■as the starting point of all commu^tiesttie original source' 
iin japan-r-of the "national characteristic" of consensus. In

the village the good of the community took first priority,

ahd the will of the commimlty was decided by a consensus that

” ^%obert Frager, "Experimental Social Psychology in 
-Japan: Studies ih Social Conformity," Rice University Studies, 
.56:4 (Fall, 1970), 250.

•■V v'
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was expressed 137 the village head. But Tjrban society is

neither so tightly knit nor so commun^ly interactive; the

individual belongs to several disparate worlds, as it 

Were, working in one place and living in another, and the 

f eles of friends, co-workers, and neighbors are not mutually 

overlapping as they are in the country. The sanctions im

pelling the urban adult to subordination to group consensus 

in any of the urban adult's spheres of life are thus less 

significant than those faced by the rural adult.

De we in fact observe a ciesr^gap with both generations 

between lorban and rural dwellers as regards consensus and 

, conformity? Cross tabulation of the items just discussed by 

urban versus rural place of residence for each generation 

separately reveals some Interesting findings. Table lil-8 

presents the cross tabulation for each of the fotn? items.

The tables show that the Impact of -urban versus rural 

: residence is not a decisive one on the students' attitudes 

;; toward majority rule and consensus. On none of the four items 

;Ls l^ere a statistically significant difference between iirban 

students. Rural students did choose the.authorl- 

j^Htarian .responses in the first and last items to a slightly

; greater eartent than did urban children, but not sufficiently,

' more frequently to make the difference statistically slgnlfi- 

cart; On the other two items, there is almost no discernible

^ difference between the proportions of vtrban and rural young-

stars choosing each response. But among the parents, maralVi--':

Hi
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TABLE III a

IMPACT OF UHBAH VERSUS RURAL RESIDERCE ON ATTITUDES TOWARD CONSENSUS 
AND MAJORITY RULE AMONG STUDENTS AND PARENTS 
(Percent of each groi^j choosing response)

ParentsStudents

'Decision Modes
Total Authorlt. Consensual Hajorlt. 
100)4 
100)4

Total
100)4
100)4

Authorlt. Consensual Majorlt.
14 5414 3275Urban

Ihn^
11

68 2016 69 1215
p. -<.001p. - n.s.

6 - h: Item 2, Size of Fair Ha.iorltv
Nearly

1/2 Total . All 
a 100)4 
10 100)4 15

Nearly
4/5 2/5 3/5
13 56 7

49 5

1/2 Total 
16 100)5
13 100)4

4/5 2/3 3/5
48 3

23 49 3

All
Urban 17 24
Bural 15

8
18

p. -<.002p. - n.s.

6 - o; Item 5. Bare Halorltv Shouldn't Impose Its Will
Strongly 
Disagree 
+ Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Total + Agree Neutral

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral * Disagree Total+ Agree
100)4100)4 64 1518 21Urban 57

Rural 57
25

100)4100)4 58 24 • 1823 20
p. - n.s.p. - n.s.

6 - d; Item 4, Small Minority Oonosltlon Is Selfish
TotalNeutral DisagreeTotal Agree

100)4 36
100)4 36

62SSS.
Urban 14

Rural 20

Neutral Disagree

100)4323228 58
34 100)426 54 30

p. = n.s.-p. - n.s.

IS-'
iisiilM:

WSMk
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indeed significantly more likely than urban par-pare«t8were

: ll^s to choose the consensual decision mode and to opt for a

In each case, however,large size for a fair majority.

^ difference between the urban and rural adults is a matter

of degree, re the size of the proportions supporting the old ■ 

rather than a matter of direction. A substantial maj-

ority of both urban and rural advilts chose the consensual

Moreover, there is noresponses ■*0'' the' twbi' .questlfinas. 

significant difference between the virban and niral adults or

the other two questions.

It would appear then that in so far as patterns of 

'decision making and the rights of the majority and those of 

the minority are concerned, torban-rural residence,has no 

significant Impact on the attitudes of young Japanese; while 

older Japanese attitudes are significantly distinguished by

urban-rural split only With regard to vrtiat we might refer

to.as the "harmonizing" aspects of consensus, but not its co- 

On balance, then, the stereotype of the tra-f g'- ercive aspect.
•;v'-

dltional consensus norm as finding its most intense and anti-

|SM;^aemporatlc form in rural Japan no longer eqjpears valid.

Whether expressed attitudes and actual behavior are congruent

It may be that village Japan is still
,! .

ridden With conformity and suppression of the Individual, but

„> the norms^of today's culture no longer permit the verbal ex-

That fact in and ofpresslon of antl-demooratic attitudes, 

itself is noteworthy r because it indicates that at a minimum

■X:-'
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;::?Sth6 attitvidlnal supports for traditional modes of sv^pression

::0f dissent and subordination of the individual are giving way,

: said without such supports the behavior itself is unlikely to

continue unchanged.

In the analysis of the value of democracy, and^of sup-- 

port for democracy, among Japanese teenagers and their parents,

.I have discussed both reaction to democracy as a general, non

specific symbol and reactions to democratic procedures and- 

"njles of the game," and how each has been affected by ele

ments of Japanese ciilture that are often asserted to be in- 

: herent Impediments to democracy in Japan. The analysis has 

shown that the Impact of these allegedly Inhibiting factors 

is neither particularly great or consistent. Positive feel

ings about democracy in general appear to prevail even among 

those, the older generation and the rural folk, to whom they 

'are alleged to be most alien and repugnant. And the old values 

of consensus and confomity appear to have bent to accommodate

;; t^^ new; the pattern of responses suggests a blending of a 

K; (iesire for harmony with an acceptance and tolerance of non- 

:'v conformity and dissent.

if democracy has become, an integral part of the value 

siructure of contemporary Japanese political cultirre, how 

S'S®cehtr6d.ly located is it in that structure? One answer to 

Kthat m^ be gained by conqparlng it with other positive valties.

If there is a national set of ideals and values in today’s

Japan, and psirtioularly among today's youth, how does
'
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vdemocracy rank in comparison with the other val^les? Indeed, 

S^at other, values are to be found there?

: Democracy. Peace, and National Identity

There is little question that democracy as a political 

. creed, a set of Ideals and principles of political conduct 

end blueprint for government is widely accepted among the 

young.ft Nearly every interview and composition revealed a 

piotwe of an ideal Japan governed by democratic prccedures 

and institutions. In chapter five I discuss the perceived 

relationships of democracy to other belief systems, in par

ticular socialism and capitalism. Here it svifflces to note 

: that it is unquestionably accurate to describe democracy as 

the accepted creed, the system of principles and institutions 

within vdilch the overvdielmlng majority of Japanese yoimgsters 

not only, desire but expect that politics will take place, and 

the criterion against which they feel political conduct should 

be Judged.

Democracy as a creed is thus a legitimating ideology in 

the sense that Dav^d Easton uses the term. For American 

youngsters, democracy's role as the pre-eminent political 

; :cree<3. and legitimating ideology is supported by its role as 

, the central political symbol. The very word evokes in the

a host of great events, rhetorical phrases, and

Jl^^^eroic figures; the Constitutional Convention, Washington at

Forge, and Lincoln at Gettysburg; "Give me liberty or

give me death"; "We hold these truths to be self-evident « • •
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v-:lSl|iiew nation conceived In liberty and dedicated to the prop- .

H The single word
'.■;5

osltion that all men are created equal.
is thus magical because literally in a word itdemocracy

encapsulates the political heritage and the national identity

It defines him toof -^e American who'hears or' utters it.
in similar fashion to the way in vdiich a devout be-hlmself. 

never derives a substantial part of his identity from his

faith. \
)

Democracy in this sense is more a symbol than a creed, 

it must, be said to be the central symbol of American 

It is what has been called by Harold Lass-

/

Indeed,

|K3lltloal life.
well a "key sign," a symbol that "provldeCs] a unifying ex-

; perience fostering sentiments that may transcend Imitation
Murray.,16

of cultvire, class, organization, and personality.

Edelmah in tv»a symbolic Uses of Politics has referred tc such

symbols as "condensat^n symbols”;

Condensation symbols . . . condense J^to one 
symbolic event, sign, or act patriotic pride, 
Seties, remembrances of past glories or 
humiliations, promises of future greatness; 
several of them or all of them.17

given its history in Japan, could hardly
'V

Ik iilay such a role there as it does in America.
Democracy,

In a sense.

^%arold D. Lasswell, "Key Signs, Symbols, and loons," 
in L. Bryson, et al., eds., Symbols, and Va^es;
Study Mw YorF^aSa London; 'dboper Square, ruoxisners, lyW.

: . ’ -P*

17M„T.T'nv-KdfllmanM:The Symbolic Uses of Polltlos 
(Urbana, IllH University of iiiinois tress, P

■111
p. 6.
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democracy has the flavor, for the Japanese, of an In^ortant

li’^lesson to-be learned, and mastered almost, it might be said.

like a catechism lesson rather than having the evocative

^ of the sotirce of national identity and pride. But 

there is a Japanese political condensation symbol that brings 

forth something of the same kind of emotional response among 

Japanese yoinigsters, and indeed among many adults, that 

democracy evokes from Americans. That symbol is peace.

Something of the importance of the role played by 

peace in the political lives of yotmg Japanese is suggerted 

by the contents of pon^josltlons written for me by some 43. 

Tokyo eighth graders. They were asked to discuss their 

.11 ideal Japan" and the role therein of democracy, capitalism, 

and socialism. Nearly all of the children did, as expected, 

describe democracy as a requisite of their ideal Japan. In

addition, however, and despite the complete lack-of any men- 

t^^^ of peace by me or by the teacher when he gave them the 

assignment to write the essay, 23 of the 43 Included peace 

; . essential attribute of their ideal Japan, and most

treated it as the sine qua non, prior to all other attributes.

^ following excerpts from the compositions are Illustrative:

I think that provided Japan always has peace, 
• freedom and prosperity, that any kind of 

"ism" is alright.

I think that no matter vAiat, peace is the 
most ideal.

ideal is a country like this: first, a 
country Tidiich is peaceful and v^ere there 
is no war. That is because, T^dien there is
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children who have committed nowar, even - - , ^
crimes end up being entah^ed in Ito

t
I think that an ideal Japan would haves
1) Lots more play founds . . .
2) No traffic violations . . .
3) Not going to war.
My favorite country is Switzerland. If 
you ask' vdiat I I'ike about it» the first 
thing that comes to mind is that it ah- ^ 
solutely does not go to war*

Table III-9 presents the reactions of students and parents 

to the term pacifism as compared with their reactions to 

democracy by way of fvirther evidence of the Importance in 

contemporary Japan of peace as a symbol and value.

■While the great majority of both students and parents

respond positively to both terms, it is clear that pacifism 

enthusiastic reaction, especially among the 

While very few students (or
evokes a more

young, than does democracy, 
parents) responded negatively toward either of the two terms, 

twice as many students were imcertain about democracy (19 *'

The centralpercent) as were abo'ut pacifism (9 percent). 

difference, however, is that many more students felt '*veiy

favorable” about pacifism than did so about democracy, or 

for that matter about any other of a group of "isms” that
p .

also included liberalism, capitalism, socialism, and com-

- Pacifism was the only symbol with respect to vdiich

(I shall discuss
munism.

favorable” was the modal response.

the reactions to the other "isms”-in chapter five.) It shoiild

be noted that the parental response to pacifism was also more

liii'pMitive than that for democracy, though among the parents

Hi"
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TABLE III-9

REACTIONS TO PACIFISM AND DEMOCRACY COMPARED

Very
Unfav. Total

Don't Know 
Can't Say* Unfav.

Very
Fay. Fav.

Students:
1009^

100%

0254 35

32 47

9Pacifism

1119Democracy

Parents:
100%

100%

1237 42

31 52

18Pacifism

■ 2 015Democracy

^Includes a small ntimber of non-responses.

, <

IK:- Kfc-.:
imIS
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i:the ge®) 'between the two symbols was much less than among the

students {an 8 percent difference versus a 22 percent differ

ence in the proportion of parents and students choosing very 

■favorable versus favorable in each case).

• These responses to the terms themselves shovild.not, of 

course, lead us to overlook the size of the majority'of both 

students and parents alike who felt positive about democracy. 

The point to be made here is only that democracy, vdiile highly 

prized, is second to peace as a s3raibol and value, especially 

among the young Japanese of today. The historic experience 

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the renunciation of war in the 

. Constitution continue to evoke in Japanese, young and old, a 

sense of a special mission and role for Japan in today's 

'troubled world. Indeed, the Constitution of 1946 is often 

referred to as the "Peace Constitution," an Identification 

: 'vdilch has been most significant for many yoimgsters, as the 

; words of one eighth grader’s conpositlon suggests

Ideal Japan, for me, would be peaceful. 
Since this is even now decided by the 
Constitution, if we really obey the Con
stitution, it will be airlift as things 
stand.

Table.III-IO presents data to show that indeed this

renunciation of war is for many Japanese teenagers the Con-

stitutlon's most Important feature.

.  While we see in the table evidence for the Importance;

. of popular sovereignty and liberty in the abstract political 

creed of Japanese youngsters, the Importance of peace as the
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TABLE III-IO

ROLE OF PEACE IN THE CONSTITUTION

(Percent of students by grade 
choosing each response)

"Please choose the one thing that you think is the most 
important thing written in the Constitution."

Em-
perer

Pop. Renuncia- Respect of Peoples’ D.K. 
Sov. tion of War Rietots' Responsi. 0th. Total

Grade

428 2 15 14 100%

4 100%

3 100%

18 9
24 3610 340 2

2612 0 33 37 1

... Source; T. 0kamura, 1968 Sxirvey

Ill®:
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central element of the Constitution of the new regime Is 

ywen clearer; it predominates in the. two younger age groins 

remains very higdi among the twelfth graders.

To test the relative values Japanese youngsters and 

their parents place on peace and on democracy in a more 

direct fashion, I Included in my questionnaire an item ask

ing them to choose between the two in a hypothetical dilemma.

Table III-ll shows the results.
The results are interesting in a number of respects.

a
I

S'i-

21

I

Im

j2.

f2To begin-with, for no group in the table is there any ques

tion that peace is by far the preferred value, 

erational difference is noteworthy; it is somewhat of an 

anomaly that the parents, nearly all of whom experienced 

'world War II, should be less inclined tc prefer peace over 

democracy than their children, who are, as the Japanese them-

f'
But the gen-

|C

If

I-:
2^

I

selves frequently remark, without any direct knowledge of 

. But inspection of the age trends in the students' res

ponses reveals that there is a distinct shift as age increases

Hence it may very

2:s;2 2 ; war
r.

toward the parental pattern of responses.
well be that the difference is attributable to age rather 2

2 than generation, and that the preference for peace
The slight decline with

over

2
democracy may diminish with age.

in the percentage choosing the renunciation of war in

Table III-IO is further evidence that this may be the case.

important consonant of the explanation of the pre- 

UFiiminence of peace in the hierarchy of Japanese youngsters'
One

:-2!'

wt
illiS. ■■ ■,

•Vi
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TABLE III-ll

PEACE VERSUS FREEDOM

(Percent of students Uy grade and of 
parents as a whole choosing each 
response)

S'

f
S
£■

HEveryone would like to live in a peaceful and free country. 
But ui^appily, not all countries are always peaceful and 
free at the same time. Suppose you had to live ^ one of 
the two covmtries given here. Which would you choose?

government severely restricts the liberty of the 
people. Hence the people of tMs coirntry can live 
in peace but not in freedom. [PeaceJ

b) In this country, there is freedom; fundamental hman 
ri^ts are guaranteed, so its people don’t have to • 
worry at all about tyranny. But tMs country is at 
war with another coimtry. Hence the people of this 
country can live in freedom, but not in peace. 
[Democracy]

s

I
I
s

I

TotalN.R.DemocracyPeace

'S Students;

Grade
100?«

100J4

100J6

123768
3277010

34 36312.
as

100?«83656aaParents;
a--.'

‘
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;.t:end to tMnk of democracy as something of an "intellectual
igiame" -that is not directly linked to their own lives, 
over, heing^invariably described with Western referents-i it 

the, texts as ah "import."

More-

comes acrosi My data also sug- 
.. gest that Jap^ese, young and old, do continue to. perceive

B •
democracy as an import. Thirty-two percent of the eighth and 
tenth graders and over 40 percent of the twelfth graders and
the parents agreed that "Japan's democracy is not a real 
democracy because it was forcibly Imposed by foreigners," in 
contrast to less than 25 percent (or 30 percent in the case 
of the tenth graders) of both generations who disagreed.

Doubts as to the democraticness of a foreign-imposed democracy 
have been widespread and persistent throughout the postwar 

period. But, I would argue, they do not augur ill for Japan's 

democracy. On the contrary, they keep the Japanese more con

cerned and sensitive to inadequacies and failings in the 
Crete process and institutions rather than cause criticism 
of democracy per se. For many Japanese, especially the young, 
democracy is a cherished ideal that will require effort and 

.commitment to attain. It is the commitment of Japan's leaders 
0 to attain that ideal, not the desirability of the ideal it- 

. self vdiich they question. Forty percent of both students and

con-

parents alike agreed with an item in my questionnaire stating

-ir that Japanese politicians don't really believe in democ-
'

racy; they only pretend to."

Si:
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conclusion

■ ;: - iUhe question to vdxioh this chapter ultimately has been 

addressing itself is whether in the emerging political culture 
of Japan,the central elements of vdxLch will be the political 
values and beliefs of those ydio have been bom-and bred in 
postwar Japan, democracy will be able to establish itself 

firmly as the legitimate principle of government and of po

litical life. !l!he question is all the more in^ortant because 
of the absence in Japan of an historical heritage and con

temporary leadership that would provide the kind of personal 
legitimation that has been so instrumental in cementing the 
allegiance of citizens in other lands, and especially in the 
United States, to their democratic regimes.

As we have seen, there is substantial and consistent 
evidence to Indicate that democracy has become established 
in the attitude structure of young Japanese, and indeed of 
their elders as well, as the preferred system of government. 
The sjrmbol itself draws an overwhelmingly favorable response 
among members of both'generations. Moreover, although it

■ was hypothesized that rural residence would tend to diminish 

acceptance of democracy as a value given the presumably 

greater persistence of old anti-democratic norms and values

in the village than in the city, no difference vftiatever in
its acceptance dinong urban and rural adults was. observed.

■ ■■

and among the students the difference that was observed was
gifta the opposite direction from that expected, rural children

'iS'S
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more positive than iirt)an children.
At the more specific level of the actual application of

democratic rules for decision making, however, the data showed
that hoth generations retained the traditional preference for

The preference for consensus.consensus over majoritarianism. 
however, held across the urban-rural gap as well, and, although
the moral adults were more inclined toward consensoos than the 
urban adoilts, it was only a difference in degree rather than 
in direction. The one sui>prising finding was that, although 
the bxilk of both generations favored consensus options in the
various questionnaire items, more'parents than children chose

This finding of course mons counter 

The explanation may lie in the fact that
majorltarian responses.

to expectations, 
many parents have experienced decision-making situations.

including voting, in whioh a desired (or \andesired) outcome 
has come about as the result of simple majority rule. The

children, on the other hand, clearly lack experience with
Even school exdecisions involving contest and conflict, 

perlences do not appear to socialize Japanese youngsters into
: m^ for, as I pointed out, the data on school

ya office-holding indicate that many offices are filled by means
other than contested elections. The greater preference for 
consensual decision making on the part of the children may

'0 thus reflect more strongly the influence of general cultural
' values, in comparison with the Influence of experience with

on the. voting and decision making in the work place, etc

'

ills

• f
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part of parents. The fact that far more parents than child- 

j^reh chose voting as one of the two principal meanings of
tends to reinforce this interpretation, and suggests 

; that socialization into democracy also takes place as the
result of adult experiences in the political system and.not 
siinply as the result of pre-adult, pre-political learning.

The general pattern of responses to the consensus 
versus majority rule items suggests, however, that while

consensus has retained its significance in Japanese political 

■ culture, it has become modified so as to be compatible with 
the main elements of democracy. In turn, democracy, as 
assimilated into the value structure of the two generations
of Japanese, has also become adapted to incorporate elements 
of consensus. In this new s3mthesis of democracy and con

sensus, only the ameliorative and harmony-inducing aspect of 
consensus has been retained; the oppressive anti-libertarian 
intolerance of individual or minority group dissent that was 
characteristic of pre-1945 consensualism is no longer appar

ent. Indeed, what is remarkable about this new blend of con- 
> s^^^^ and democracy is that it seeks to remove even the

slightest vestige of auth(^itarlanlsm from democracy. "If,"

. the position of most yomg Japanese seems tq be, "the maj

ority cannot persuade the minority of the rightness of the

majority view, or if the two cannot agree on some compromise, 
then it is preferable that nothing be 
the majority iiig>ose its will."

done rather than that

Conversely, \ander no circumstances

iltii■I
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should the minority be silenced or coerced or ignored, 
other words, there is in this area oi beliefs about the rules 

of the ^ame, a widespread and prevailing belief in the legiti

macy of minority dissent and resistance to authority covgjied 
with a belief in the■illegitimacy of the use of majority rule 

■ to coerce dissenters. This is fully consistent with the 
attitude found in chapter two, where we saw a prevailing 
pattern in which many youngsters support the input institu

tions of politics that may be viewed as "on the peoples’ 
side" but are suspicious of the authoritative institutions 
of government.

This ideal of a consensual democracy is, of course, 

but it is also problematic. Government

In

understandable'

often must take decisions that offend substantial minorities. 
If aversion to majority rule is untempered by the realization 
that consensus is often unattainable, then 'it is possible 

that "tyranny of the majority" woifLd be thwarted by an even 
■ more objectionable "tyranny of the minority." But nearly 

all of the youngsters I interviewed, with few exceptions,

: were willing to concede, however reluctantly and grudgingly,

that sometimea, no matter vdiat, unanimity is impossible and 
■then the majority view should and must prevail, 
v^e legitimacy of the majority's right to prevail is not

In -the end,

rather, the majori'ty is denied -the right to ignore 
, or casually override the minority view. Only ^en the maj-ii::Jftjprity has tried consultation and discussion, and found

; ■ '
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/ sa@reemeirfc op compromise to be beyond achievement, can it
_

legiti^tely impose its will. Such a notion of consensual 
based on consultation and accommodation between 

‘conflicting sides in a dispute, is most appropriate to Japan. 
‘ It is appropriate first of all because it is in’keeping with 

her'cultural norms. ' But even more importantly, it is appro

priate because it provides a political cultural rationale 

for: democratic politics in a system that is so polarized 
ideologically that dissensus rather than consensus is the 

, rule. The more frequently that majority and minority 

accommodate one another's interests in the face of their 
Ideological differences, the smaller and less dangerous the 
tides of dissensus become.

Finally, it has become fashionable of late to speak of 
Japan as a nation in search of an identity on the one hand; 
and, on the other, as undergoing a rebirth of militarism.

* In so far as the beliefs and images and visions of Japan that 
the youngsters harbor are concerned, neither of these 

:v :eralizations is anyvdiere near the mark.

It is clear that Japanese youngsters overvdielmingly 
share a belief in and desire for a Japan in which democracy 

0B,-the operative principle of politics and of social conduct,

peace. The importance of peace in 
and ideals of young Japanese, its centrality in 

their conceptions of the requisites of an ideal society, arid 
belief that Japan

can

gen-

and vdiose major goal is 
SHyjiihe values

is specially and uniquely entiTusted

iii
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with the mission of peace make it clear that for the great
iPjOTity of young Japanese, Japan's national goals and
national identity are hound up with peace. In the emerging

; Japanese political ciiLture, peace and democracy serve as the
.*
: : central elements of national consensus.

\

\
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CHAPOER^IV

SYMB0LS OP. DlSSEflfeyS; THE CKOWTH 'OF PARTI^SHIP

■ In the preceding chapter we saw that there are symbols 
and VEdues, notably peace aiad democracy, that are widely in- 

. elusive to their appeal to.todsy's Japanese youth, and to
, .the m^ority of their, elders' as well. These symbols may be. 
■said to constitute the nuclear elements of consensus to 

:temporary Japanese political culture.
con-

This chapter,-in con

trast, is concerned with those symbols that divide rather

than integrate,the sources,of the conflict that is the fuel 
of much of the political ^ooess. Specifically, the focus 

here is on the development of party identlfioEftion.
' . • In Japan, as to many polities, the scope of national

;■ bonsensus often appears to be exceeded by that of cleavage 
;md dissensus. Partisan conflict extends over a broad
\r^e of Issiiea, and is often- 
:;abcompBnied by hostility and harsh rhetoric. An important ■

■perhaps even usually—^

^ : ^fference-ft-om American-partisan politics is that in Japan,

the most significant partisan division is based 
. and profound ideological cleavage,. .The ruling Conservative 

, ; ->pai«ty and the capitalist economic system-it supports 

Ijljlw^pted by the challenge of a "progressive" camp, led by

on explicit

are

ilfi:,. 
iilis:,.-
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the Japan Socialist Party, whose philosophy of society and 
|g§cpiwmics is explicitly Marxist. Much of party politics,

then, and by extension party identification as well, takes
' ^pn a decidedly ideological character, and our analysis of

the origins of partlsansljip must of necessity give careful 
;^;attention to the development of ideology in adolescence

For analytic purposes, however, it is useful to treat 
ythe development of these two orientations sequentially 

. since, as studies of American youth have shown, and as the 
evidence of Japanese youth will corroborate, party identi-

as

: well.

fication occurs substantially earlier in the life cycle than 
even the embryonic stages of ideology. In this chapter, 
therefore, I shall deal with the development of party iden

tification, reserving discussion of the emergence of Ideology 
for the chapter that follows.

The first part of this present chapter,' however, pre- 
;sents an abbreviated introduction to the Japanese party 

system, and to the ideological themes and overtones of Jap- 
mese political life as reflected in the party system and 

, M sectors of the political arena, particularly the
;;;:^udent movement. Hence, this brief discussion of the main
■

;gr0ups Involved in Japanese partisan politics and their be

liefs, "while part of this chapter, is meant to serve as a 
. background for the next chapter as well.

After setting the stage 1 tiam to four substantive 
questions about Japanese youngsters' acquisition of party

*

it
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identifications. First, how many young Japanese develop 

w^JiaiTey identification and from how early in childhood?
;:?ec6nd, vdiat role does the family play in transmittii^

^partisanship? Third, to what extent do Japanese yomgsters’

;|:KF^isan loyalties reflect the Impact of sources alterna

tive to, or supplementary to the family; in particular, to 
are they grounded in the major social bases of 

political cleavage, urban-rural differences and
: Status differences? And finally, what does having a party 
.identification mean in terms of affective feelings as well 

as of cognitive awareness of policy and ideology differences? 
Let me ej^and on the significance of each of these 
before I turn to the data.

concerns

The questions of how many Japanese youngsters from 
.how early an age acquire party identification are important 

j. because each bears on the potential stability of the party 

system. The age at \dilch partisanship develops is signifl-
; V cant because it has been shown that the strength of an in

dividual's attaohmdnt to his party depends on how long he 
-/ has had it. In partic^ar, if the attachment was formed 

early in childhood it is,‘like the attachmeny"to 

‘ 1 discussed in chapter two, especially apt 

■. color the political learning and experiences that come later.

a deeply-rooted part of the individual's politi- 
llloil self-identification.

The widespread existence among the elbctorate of per-

the leader
to endure and to

liji' SQnal attachments to political parties vdilch date from
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childlaood has been linked to the stability of the American^
, and British^ party systems and its absence to the turmoil of

partisan politics-in Third and Fourth Republic France.^' New

have found it extremely difflcifLt to gain a foothold
In the American and British systems, whereas in pre-de Gaulle

V ^France the great reservoir of unattached loyalties made 
possible the sudden emergence and equally sudden demise of 
^ parties often concerned with only a single issue, 
donversely, the continued instability of the French parties 

■ meant that few French adults formed party loyalties and, in 
particular, those French children received little in the 
of socialization into partisanship from the family.^

The Japanese case bears a certain resemblance to that 
of France. The partied have only a short history, most of 

■ them, and during the relatively brief period of the postwar 
: : , there have been new parties which have emerged and others

way

«« „ identification and its effects
op politics in the United States is vast. The seminal source

u^ne- Amerloan Party System and the American People (2nd ed.; 
lingleiyooa Cliffs, N. J.; Prentice-Hall, l^Vo), provides
useful overview of the literature.

■%ee David Butler and Donald E. Stokes. Political 
Change in Brltein (New York; St. Martin's Press, I971;.

«y;jpp::::r^ee milp Coperse and Georges Dupeux, "Partioipa- 
- ? °^x.^® Ei®oJorate in Prance and the United States,"

^^1^291*~ 'fchs Political Order.

^IMd., pp. 279-280.

■j:

a
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which have passed 
lihive: either'

Moreover, those that haveaway.

changed their names
survived

or split apart and merged 
Since about i960 or'ao, however, ;vhen 

- the Democratic Socialist Party and the Komeito 
, appearance, no significant changes have

^ll^d split once more.

made their 
occurred. Still, 

or even the existence of 
Thus a major concern

for many Japanese adults the depth
; v;;;iaieir party loyalties is problematic;

of this chapter becomes whether the 
: ^ electorate

members of the present
transmitting loyalties to the existing 

or whether, as in pre-

are

parties to the upcoming electorate.
de Gaulle France, Japan*s party system 

in a state of flux and volatility.
is likely to continue

Hence, I pay particular 
correspondences between parents* party 

identification and those of their children.

attention to the

A third focus recognizes that there are Important
sources of partisanship alternative to, 
mentary to, or compensatory for. 
Specialists on Japan have long noted the 
politick attitudes 

Country or in the city.

and often supple-
family socialization.

profound impact on
and behavior of whether one lives in the 

Since rural residence andj:;: conserva-

as do urban (though to a 
and attachment to one of the

tive partisanship go hand in hand, 
l^er degree) residence

Ig^osition parties, it
may well be that the family's trans- 

is reinforced by the social
lli^sion of party Identification 
■' milieu \daen it

compensated for vdien it does 
An examination across generations

not.

of this relatlon- 
' ship between urban-rural residence and partisanship is
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vgSlTOortant, too, because on the strength of the association
treats the continued validity of one of the mador themes of 
iJ^anese mass politics, namely that the status politics of 
^^Btems like England and other Western European systems 
do-.fnott apply in Japan, where partisanship is rooted not
in class or status but in culture—the two ooietlng cul

tures of city and countryside.^ Hence my discussion of the 
social bases of partisanship oomparesiihB effects 
these social characteristics

of both of
on the patterns of party loyall-

ties of both generations of Japanese.

Finally,. I turn to the cogrktlve and affective mean

ing of pa^ support to. young Japanese 
discussion of ideology that follows in the

as a prelude to the 

next chapter-, 
on politics in theMuch cf the impact of party support 

United States derives from the strength of the affective 
identification with the party, its..; attachment to and 

- V ii^ tone"
"feel-

flo to,.speak. Conversely, the cognitive bases of 
paitisanship, awareness of policy differences 

;j:: - bf: ideological differences,
and especially

appear to play a lesser role.
In, Japan where the parties have 
Bhallower roots and

shorter histories and 
are also more divided ideologically, 

of affective arid cog- 
1 on a special in-

j|he question of the relative' weight
||r»ltive components of party support takes 

■ terest and significance.

Pordry jI|aS®"^fs Contemn .
i*SystemB Rotoan, eds.. Party

ifo/i, p^W-”br^ ■ Press—
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Parfci^ and Ideologlea; ,

■ Tne nature of yoli-fcleal Can-Prr.T'-trn-n ^.,,0

The present p^rty system in Japan Is the product' of a

over

occurred
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series of evolutionary changes that have taken place 
1*e postwar period. mie most important of these 

; in 1955, vdien the Liberal^Party and the Democrai^Lo Party, 

the two leading conservative parties. merged to form the
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), vdilch has held 
power ever since. Ihe Liberal Democrats

national
are usually por

trayed as the chan5)ions of capitalism, of big business, 
and of farm interests, 

pin any ideological label
It would be difficult, however, to
on them, other than the generic 

term of conservative, with a small "c." Under their rule, 
and that of their postwar predecessors as mentioned above, 

a nationalthe Japanese government has actively pursued

6 ■ •The literature in English on the Japanese partv svs- 

fs wmeXt drted

iSvgrx ■
Pukul°®p|^w^4 /B® oonsvat; LDP—.Harahlro

lusaies: university of flaliior^a Pre^s, 1967)!^ ^ ^

tem is

■=v:

i

i
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2'i0l:icy of placing priority on economic growth before all else.
Indeed, if one were coiig)elled to-specify their particular

: te of socloeonnomlo philosophy, "growth capitalism" mi^ 
■ be the most appropriate term. It is Important to note that 
- these conservatives do not share the American riot's 'ideals 

, of "rugged individualism" and laissez-faire. Government con

trol and care of big business is overt and manifest in LDP 
policy. Nor are the Liberal Democrats averse to having the 

Under con-government run certain Industries and services, 
servatlve mole there has been a government monopoly on 
tobacco; the largest railway is nationally owned and operated,
as is the major radio and television network; and the govern

ment has placed great stress on economic planning. In short.
the Japanese conservatives a pragmatic political party, 
a "catch-all" party. Interested above all in conWnuing to 
win at the general elections.

are

Ideology plays no role vdiat- 
eyer in their rhetoric and very little if any in the sub- 
stance of their politics.

There could be no greater contrast to these pragmatic 
conservatives than the major opposition party, the Japan

Although there remain a few right ' 
wing socialists in its midst, the mainstream of the party 
is firmly committed to Marxist principles

IgASocislist Party (JSP).-

of socialism. The
■ , ■„ party identifies Itself with the proletariat, proclaiming 

® "class-based" rather than "mass-based" move- 
Its oan^aign themes are invariably ideological inipiS.
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tone and content, and nearly always focus on Japan's alliance 
kltlr the "imperialist camp" (via the U.S.-Japan Mutual 
purity Treaty), and on the allegedly repressive, 
cj^atio, and militaristic nature of capitalist society, and 
rule by the conservatives.

Seo-

anti-demo-

The pre-eminence of ideological considerations within 
the party has caused it to suffer several major schisms. 
Like the conservatives, the socialists' right 
wings coalesced in 1955 after a major split several years 

earlier. But by I960 the tension between the two wings 
eventuated in the secession of most of the right wing,

and left

vdiich
in that year formed the Democratic Socialist Party (DSP).

The DSP is an evolutionaiy rather than revolutionary 

ist party, differing from the JSP principally in its object

ive of achieving reforms within the capitalist system, vdille 
the JSP .seeks to replace the capitalist system entirely. 
The.Deinocratlc Socialists, often called the 
eervatlve party," have gained little airport from .the 
electorate.

soclal-

"aeoond con-

Most Japanese political analysts believe that 
this is the.result of the party's lack of a clear image.

Sharing the middle of the spectrum with the DSP is a
Ipp^y that does not really fit neatly into the classic 

left-right classification. The Komeito (literally "clean 

government party") appeared on the scene only in the early 
1960s. Since then, it has made strong inroads into the 

|^||;#|PPprt for the socialists -and conservatives among the

urban working class. The party is not readily classifiable
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because, though it often advocates positions 

those, of the socialists and communistsit is religiously 

based, having until this past year been the official po

litical arm of a popular hew Buddhist 
; (^^value creation society"), 

over

similar to

sect, the Soka gakkai
This sect has caused a furor 

its nationalistic principles ("Japan is destined to 
lead the world to salvation in Buddha"), the pressure tactics
it employs in proselytizatlon, and the authoritarian, 
para-military, complexion of its organization, 
electoral support for the Komeit9 comes from the bloc vote 
of Soka gakkai adherents.

almost

Much of the

But the success of the party,' until 
107210®third largest in the Diet, has also been due in
large part to the fact that its candidates 
*’^5®<i-and-butter issues and taken stands 
kinds of problems—such as hygiene in the w^iolesale food

markets- that have broad appeal to ordinary citizens.
party tries to project the image of a working man's party 

,^that cares more for day-to-day, down-to-earth problems, 

abstract ideologies.

have stressed 
on the practical

The

■ The third of the smaller parties is the Japan Com- 
; ^ Party (JCP), an orthodox Marxist-Leninist party that 

found farthest to the 
- lltios.

left on the spectihim of party po-

Of the five parties that now constitute the Japan- 

BBULB nameese party system. only the JCP has maintained the 
-and the same organizational continuity from the beginning 

Pos'bwar period and before. The party, of course,

»p'mss
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: in^es extensive use of ideological ilietoric. But its real
l^act on politics lies not in its membership or in its

strength, which is growing birt still slight, but
; rather in its influence ^ong Intellectuals, scholars, and 
teachers. Of particular note for ovir purposes here is that
the party is extremely influential in the Japan Teachers 
Union, the nationwide organization of school teachers, 
fact, and the fact that the party maintains

This

a large youth
organization, popularly known as the Minsel or "Democratic

. Youth," magnify its potential importance in the political 

socialization process far beyond its numbers in the Diet or 
supporters^in the electorate.

The Japanese party system, then, is one with a diver

sity of parties, and with a history of changing party labels 

and changing party structures and organizations. In its
present five-party line-up it dates back only a dozen years

or so; But the basic cleavage between two camps, "conserva- 
. V tlves" versus "progressives," has been a continuing charaot- 

; .eristic of partisan politics throughout the postwar period. 

It would leave the picture of the partisan 
logical forces in present-day Japan very much imfinished if 
I were to ignore another major element—the student move-

ment. From the earliest days of the postwar period right
■

and Ideo-

y,•^®.s*|fdent movement has been the subject of 
; n^er of books and articles in Japanese. Among those most 

®-'' Takahashi Akira, "lEaltaiideka fekusei* Sbno_ UhdoieNo Dokl" (The Activist Students; Their MoWrotion ^r

a. vast
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the present, the student movement has been 
and, in diverse ways, more influential in national 

politics in Japan than have similar movements in,any other 
developed country. The movement is riven with innumerable

factions, and' is split into two camps- that of the JCP's
Minsei and that of the groups the left of the JCP. Des

pite these splits, all Important segments of the movement 

share a common commitment to Marxism, differing on the whole 
on abstract points of doctrine and on whether to follow 

. Lenin or Trotsky with regard to implementation. Probably 
more than any other element in Japanese politics, the 
student movement has been responsible for the infusion of 
ideological terminology into the vocabulary and discourse 
of politics.

' The student movement's impact on the political social

ization process has been diffuse but significant. In the 
most extreme case, the movement has spawned a high school 
student movement patterned after it. The high school radi

cals have worn the same helmets and masks as their elders

more

Joining thetovement), Chub Koron (June,■1968), pp. 170-187;
Hiro, Gakusel Undo (The Student Movement) (Tokyo; 

Fbk™ura Shiqjpan, Igba; and the works cited therein. In 
■ English, see Ichiro Sunoda, "The Thought and Behavior of 

Zenga^en," Aslan^Survey (June, 1969), pp. 457-474. There 
is nothing in lingiish on the high school student movement 
Md very little In JapanOse of a scholarly nature.
SuzuM Hiro, Kokosel Undo (The High £ 
ment) (Tokyo; feUkumura Shuppan, 1969).

See
School Student Move-

\
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in the college level movement, have adopted the

school bi^ldings and, harassing teachers, 
shouted the same slogans, and have even printed their ovm 
journals dealing with questions of Ideology and dialectics. 
But their numbers have been small, and their activities 
have waned sharply since 1969, when their takeover

same tactics
have

of sev

eral prestigious high schools in Tokyo and elsewhere made 
headlines in the national newspapers, and caused the Prime
Minister to c^l for bringing them under control.®

• Probably the more In^jortant Impact of the student
movement on the political socialization of youth has been 
twofold. First , among many of those who go on to college, 

■' the student movement has been the direct cause of ideological 
Secondly, for pre-college youth, 

the college student radicals are in a sense prototypes who 

as. highly salient models for political behavior and 
political thought. Whatever the way it makes its impact on 
the individual, however, it is clear that the student 

a: ment has made a major contribution to the infusion of

"consciousness-expansion."

serve

move-

ide

ology into the political climate and. culture of today's 
; Jeq>an. ‘>:g:

The Extent of Party Id6ntlflFiHt^nn5

Partisan conflict is of course endemic in democratic 
nations. In varying degrees, depending on the party system

v'v;-"-'"
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of the nation in question, the involvement of individual

up in his■ citizens in the political process is deeply bound 

. to and self-identification with a political party.
In the United States and Great Britain such party affilia

tion is extremely widespread among adults,
75 percent and 90 percent respectively.^

;Identification with the political parties has two important 
consequences.

running about 

Such widespread

First, it strengthens the stability of the 
party system, and hence of the political process generally.

■ by making abrupt changes in the loyalties of the electorate
>

unlikely, inqjeding the easy formation of new parties. Second, 
at the individual level, political participation becomes
primarily, even perhaps exclusively, mediated through the 

partisanship, which is the single most influential determin

ant of political and especially electoral behavior. 
for the political life of both the system in 
the individual citizen, party identification 
in^jortanoe.

Thus, 
general and of
assumes major

The Democratic and Republican parties in the United
States, and the Conservative, Labour and Liberal parties in 
Britain, are long-established organizations with 
in the histories of their respective countries.

, deep roots 

extending

back, in some cases, several generations. They have, that 
is, been stable and din-able objects around which popular

could crystallize.
K-Kv':;' ' ' '

As I attempted to make clear

%reenstein
, 0£. oit p. 33, and Butler and Stokes,• »
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ijv^he preceding section of this chapter, the Japanese ' 

/V jparfy system has been arorthing.bufc stable, In either the 

of the parties or the nunibers of parties, in the 

period. Such frequent changes in the composition 
and labels of parties', Frank Langdon argues.

. . . lesqen the chance of strong or long- 
continued party attachment. In the more 
frequent party reorganizations before 1955, 
mmy politicians could carry their voters 

despite a switch in their party 
affiliation. Some informants even admit 
to identification with a party faction.
Th^ suggests an underlying stability of

y®'‘= ■*=0 transferred to the party.10 >

If Langdon is correct, Japanese adults are unlikely to be

queath enduring party identifications to their children. 
Such a lack of early socialization into party identifica

tion was found to be the case in Prance, as I have men- 
tioned above.,.and was blamed for the proliferation of 
"flash parties" vAiose rapid appearance and disappearance 
in pre-de Gaulle France engendered much of the instability 

.. of French parliamentary politics.

But the data cn the \diole do not bear out Langdon's 
assertion that partisanship has not been transferred to the 

I : Examination of the national opinion polls
question of party liking or support establishes that between

on the

. ^%rank L 
Brown and Co Politics in Japan (Boston: Little, 1957), pTSIT. ^

^onversg- and Dupeux,
• f

0£. Oit.
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65 and 70 percent of the national samplea polled consistently 
;;proclaim their si^ort for one or another of the five par-

And.a nationwide survey of adults conducted for a
University of Michigan project on the Japanese voter, 
^leling that done on the American voter ; likewise fovind 

that 6l percent of the san^jle, in response to a Japanese 

adaptation of the standard party identification item used 
in the United States, considered themselves to be Liberal 
Democrats, Socialists, or identified with one of the other

paiN^ •

parties, idiile another 5 percent were classifiable as 
Cleaners. These figures portray adult partisan affilia

tion as being nearly though not quite as widespread in 

.Japan as in the United States. This implicitly contradicts 

Langdon's assertion, as, in more direct fashion, does the
fact that over the 17 years between 1955 and 1972, siq)port 
for the .Liberal Democratic Party has remained remarkably 

constant in the polls. Indeed, up to 1968 (the time of 
the present study), the peroentage of respondents -vrtio 
classified as LDP supporters or "loaners" (i.e 
"liking aside" they would vote for the LDP in an election) 

nmer went below 45 percent or above 51 percent. Support 
for the JSP showed a similar constancy, taking into account

were
said that• I

If
Shlnbun andHailtttioMi Shinbun polls, both

iiii
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the entrance onto the scene of the Democratic Socialists.
THhat the figures do show, however, is that the proportion 
of those ^dl0 olaiin to sv^port: no party or v*o will not 

are neither party identifiers 
an average of-20 

to 10-11

Euiff»er—-those, that is, i&o 

or leaners—has dropped in half, from 

percent during the period between 1955 and I960 
percent during the latter part of the 1960s and the early 
years of the wyos.^"^ m other words, ,^le the two 

parties have caused some moderate defections
new

among suppor
ters of the JSP, their major impact appears to have been 
to decrease sharply the proportion of non-identifiers in 
■the electorate. Though the time frame is too short to 
mlt firm prediction, the direction of the

per-

evidence rune
counter to the thesis of tinstable partisanship, 

support of the emergence of a five-party system with 
healthy roots in the political culture.

and in

To vdiat degree has the institutionalized basis of 
conflict become stabilized in Japanese politics? 
going evidence on the extent of partisanship among Japan- 

p adults has provided seme evidence bearing 
A- ^Int. Perhaps more telling evidence.

The fore-

on this
and certainly the

of this study, 
of party identification by 

Japanese children. i noted in chapter two that in his 
study of the socialization of American children.

fflopt ia^ortant evidence from the perspective
tos to do with the acquisition

Fred

_ .

1972
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tJreenstein felt the most striking finding to be that of the
Of nearly equal note, however, 

his finding that American children typically acquire a 
party identification at an early age; in his New Haven

' :v '

benevolent leader syndrome.
i/'-ms

sample he found that'already by fourth grade 60 percent
V

of the children chose to .call themselves Democrats or Re

publicans despite their inability to describe how the two 
parties differed. This was a percentage not much less than 
the percentage .of. adults professing a party identification.
and. Indeed, equal to that of young adults in their twenties 
\*io did so.^^ Greenstein concluded that since partisan

ship, like the image of the President, 

it was likely to have an enduring Impact on the political
was acquired so early

self-definition, attitudes, and behavior of the Individual, 
and ultimately therefore to form an enduring basis for
party stability.

Do we find a similar pattern of early acquisition of 
partisan affiliation in Japan? Let us begin to answer this

Okamura'sty looking at Table IV-1, which presents data from 
1968 survey relevant to the question. Unfortunately, the

^ wording of Okamura's question does not conform to either

the standard U.S. party identification question or to the 
- standard questions used in the public opinion polls in 

Japan. It also includes a response category (would vote

■■ HavenGreenst^, Chlltoen and Polltica (New 
. Haven: Yale University PressT , ppT Vl-72.

lilM^
lliS
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TABLE IV-1
PARTY SUPPORT OF JAPANESE CHILDREN

(percent choosing each response by grade to the item, 
"If you could vote* which party would you vote for?")

Vote
w7out
rela.

grade lOT ^ DSP Komei JCP party 
; 3 10 24 8 9 5 3

4 13 20 8 13 3 ^6

5 17 22 6 11 2 10

6 22 - 20 6 7

7 23 14 5 6

23 14 4 7

%
D.K.
Other Total

with
I.B.

41 100 56

35 100 58

34 100, 58

3 15

2 18

28 100 58

32 100 50
8 2 21 28 100 51

, 1968 Survey.Source; Okamura

V

■V:
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relation to party) that has normative connotations 
the best man regardless of party".

-explicitly in the more typical residual categories of 
"independent" or "sxrpport no party." Nevertheless, the 
figures are useful because they probably represent minimijm 
proportions of party identifiers among Japanese children. 
In any event, as a glance down the final column in the

■not found so

table will reveal, from the early days of primary school
close to 60 percent of the children were willing to name 
which party they would vote for. These are close to the
proportions of American school children in the primary
grades who, Greenstein found, identify with the Republicans 
or Democrats. Moreover, as Greenstein also found to be the 
case, the proportion of identifiers among the children
closely.approximates the proportion of party supporters 
among the youngest adult voters. For instance, 60 percent 
of those between twenty and twenty-four in a 1972 nation

wide sample of voters "liked" one of the five parties.

A somewhat broader cross-national comparison is pre

sented in Table IV-2, using data from my survey as. well as 
:|v; Okamura's in an adaptation of a table on conparative pro

portions of party identifiers among American and European 
at various age levels. The Japanese yoimgsters

g; evince a propensity to affiliate with parties that appears

Ilyrto approximate the degree to vdiich their age-mates in the

16
Asahi Shlnbun. September 18, 1972.
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TABLE IV-2

CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISON OF PARTY IDENTIFICATION 
AMONG JAPANESE, AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN YOUTHS

(percent■o^ preadults at each level by 
nation who professes a party affiliation)

Age Level* 
MiddleNation Youngest Older

a■Japan; 1968 
1969^ 

■United States 
I Britain 

West Germany 
Jtkly

58 49 46
53 59

49 56 64
80 79 79
50 62 68
45 51 55

Sources: (a) Okamura 1968 Survey.
(b) Massey 1969 Siu^vey.

Comparative Political Studies 3:2 (July, 197G), 252,
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vjptted Strtes, Germany and Italy do so, particularly if the 
figures for the middle and older children are based on the

:^ffta. from my survey rather -Mian Okamura's.^'^ Only the
: youngsters show a markedly higher degree of party

^ Mentifioation, and that is reflective of the significantly

greater prevalence of partisanship found among adult English

men than among adults in any other nation so far studied.

. The specific items used in the ccuntries other than
■ Japan canj^be found by consulting the citations in'Jack

"P^sadult Development of Politi- 
Western Democracies," Comnara- 

#15 S-budles (July, 1970), p. 257. OkamuraTi—

■ mother, his teachers,
Ms friends. In addition to the five parties, the other
"doMt^to ’^®^® "other," "support no party," and
in ®°“® obvious dangers in using the data

• ages- of the children Included in each age level differ
Japanese and American 

groupe are identical in age across all three age levels.
“®”® ®^^®“ identification

also-differ from country to country, and even within
^®^® ”® ''®y estimating how

^fect the validity of the findings, and
■ ^ oreLnfc +hi ?® '^®^ °'^y caution, ^t at

present this is the only comparative data available IIherfL^n^^ bkterdata.^malM? tolGlSlt that
'+n®£5 reason to believe Japanese youngsters

^ with political parties or fail to do so.
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The Inheritance of ParfcjaBng>1^T»^ 
cffl^-Ilie'gaffli^ Source

f:-; ; In so far as children's ovm identifications

oemed, then, Japan appears to have as extensive preadult 
partisanship as mast of her Western counterpart democracies.

are con-

: But how stable are these likely to be over the long run? 

One obvious approach to an answer to this question is to 
compare the distribution of party affiliations 

erations to see whether the socialization process is re

creating the adult pattern of identifications among the 
young. The Japanese polls have long broken down party 
affiliation by age, and the finding which has been most 
preminently emphasized has been that the youngest members 
of the electorate, those in their twenties, have shown a

across gen-

markedly lesser propensity to Identify with the Liberal 
Democrats than older adiolts.^® 

mary of the over-all distribution of
Table IV-3 presents a sum- 

responses to the party 
support items in both the student sample (as a vdiole and by 

:: grade) and the parent sample in my stjrvey.
We observe that in my survey, as in the polls men-

p tioned, young stqpporters of^the Liberal Democrats, and to 
are proportlon- 

But the disparity between 
appears to be based not on defections

a lesser degree the Democratic Socialists,
ally fewer than their parents, 

generations

'mism



i : : • _ TABLE IV-3
. DISTRIBUTION OF PARTY SUPPORT BY AGE AND OPERATION: 

PARENTS AND STUDENTS COMPARED 
(percent of students by grade and parents by.total)

Other D.K.
; None N.R. Total

30 10056 282

26 10056 334

17 10056 326

grade DSP Komel JSP JCP
8 26 6 5

• 10 :

12 34 53

Total' 30 ” 5 4

N
■13 3 17
15 2 ^19
14 4 24

30 5 3

14 3 20 25 10056 942

Parentff 53 10 5 18 2 7 5 10056 1637

IT
^ TAB wl 9s_followet LDP - 4756,”5SF“- 756,

and
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, young to the left, but rather in the abstention
of many youngsters from support for any party, 
dp show that young adults tend more than their elders to

The polls

;support the parties of the left, 
■showing that very dame phenomenon

But since they have been
i: '■

over the past twenty-five 
years without any significant change in the over-all dis

tribution of partisanship having taken place, the inevit

able conclusion is that even when such defections to the 
left do ocotir they are Impermanent. Young adults give up 
their, support for the left as they grow into middle age, a 
phenomenon apparently unique to Japan among the major party 
systems on which en^irlcal research has been done. and for
vdilch Bonald Stokes has coined the phrase "political 
senescence.

Nevertheless, vdille in gross terms teenagers may not 
yet be rejecting the LDP partisanship of their parents but
rather abstaining from partisan commitment, and despite the

I identical rank orderings of partisan preferences in-the two
generations. It is clear that the socialization 

;V not singly reproducing parents' party affiliations 4n the 
younger generation.

;:;;fc;POreful attention to the 
■affiliates of parents

process is

It behooves us, therefore, to give

correspondence, between the partisan 
and children at the individual level. 

The degree to which an individual's party Identifica- 

famlly tradition bears ultimately on. tlon^ls rooted in a
11
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the stability and durability not only of his own identifica

tion but through it, in mass terms, on the stability and

system and the legislative process, 
study of French and American adults' political 

interest and participation. Converse and Dupeiix found that 

far fewer Frenchmen than Americans acquired their partisan 
affiliations from their parents. This was due in no small
measure to the fact that few Frenchmen could 

::.:imowln^ vdiat party their father supported.
;^eux blamed this gap in the family political communication 

process for the French party systemiS instability.^^

There is evidence that much the same failure of the 
: family to transmit partisan affiliation took place in the 

childhood of today's adult Japanese. Only 50 percent of

even recall
Converse and

the respondents in the University of Michigan survey 
recall-their father' s party affiliation, and even fewe: 
38 percent'

could

•their mother's. Bradley Richardson has argued
V that this is one indication of the low salience of partisan- 

|g:^ip in Japanese political culture. But, of course, it
is not g^rlslng that many of those over forty should be
.unable to i>eoall their parents' party affiliation. To begin

receive the franchise until 1946. And

until 1925, there were property qualifications for voting, 

during the decade before 1945, the parties had

' ^ and Dqpeux,
eg. Pit.

p.. 9.• 9
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been gradually abolished, until, during the years of World
iy’War ll,. there remained only one ."party"- the' Imperial Rule

JK ;? Assistance Association vAiioh was in fact nothing more than 
v an arm of the .government and a device for suppressing op

position. Thiis, the childhood of today's adults would have 
come during the wartime period \dien the parties had been
dissolved, or else earlier, in the twenties and thirties, 
vSien the party system was made up of now-defunct parties.

A discontinuity in the transgenerational transmission
of partisanship is inevitable vdien the party system changes 
from one generation to the next. The more relevant question, 
with reference to the potential stability of the present

■party system, is vdiether today's children know their parents' 
party identifications and vdiether they inherit them.

Gkamura's data show that a large proportion of young- 
sters in-Japan believe they know their parents' party iden

tifications: 4l percent of the third graders cleiimed to know 
their father's party and 39 percent to know their mother's} 

by eighth grade the respective proportions rose to 71 per

cent and 70 percent. But these proportions are undoubtedly 
much higher than the proportions of youngsters mAio actually 
have an accurate knowledge of their parents' partisanship.. 
Okamura's data do not Include Independent data on the par-

I found that 68 percent of 
g|||ttie teenagers gave a preference (including "none") for their 

“Ki 67 percent for their mothers.

■ir

Sfeir 1^®®selves, but my own do.

But vftien the
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child's report was ooi^pared, with the parents' 

their preference it became apparent that many children 
either guessing or in fact misperoeiving; only 43 percent of 
the fathers and 44 percent of the mothers in

own r^orts of

were

W sample had
their partisan preference accurately reported by their

♦ -

children vdien all parents, including those vdiose children 
'"said they

did not know their parents' parties, are included 
Moreover, no doubt some of those 

youngsters vdio did report accurately did so as the result

in the calculation.

of lucky guessing.

A similar pattern of inaccuracy in children's per

ceptions, of parental partisanship has been reported in both 
the United States and England. The consistency across 
cultiares of this finding provides ample reason for skeptic

ism about the value of relying on recall data, such as
adults' recollections of their parents' partisanship during 
the adults' childhood. More important for present pijrpoeee, 
these data on Jaj)anese teenagers' perceptions of their par

ents' partisanship are at the same time preliminary evidence - 
weighing against a determinist role of the family in the 

3 : ..creation of party identification, and evidence that at least

in respect to their apparent knowledge of parental partisan

ship, Japanese youngsters closely parallel their American 
and British peers.

I'll

! ' ;
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. w
A close look at children's reports of parental party 

preferences con^jared with their parents' own reports reveals
some interesting differences^ however, in the degree to 
vaiich adult siq)porters of the various parties are accurately
perceived (or guessed) by their children. It is apparent
from Ifeble. XV^rAlthdt Komeito supporters are strikingly more
likely to be accurately perceived as such by their children 
than are supporters of any of the other parties.

. Komeito si^port is usually linked with adherence to the 
Spka gakkai sect of Buddhism, a religion in which fervent 
belief is accompanied by extensive group activities and 
proselytization, such sv^jport is almost certain to play a 
more prominent role in the self-identification and daily 
life of the Komeito supporter than purely secular partisan

ship would.

Since

Liberal Democratic parents 

mlsperoeived than those vdio identified with the
also less frequentlywere

remaining

three parties. This may be because homogeneoushusband-and- 
wife pairs of supporters are decidedly more common among

:'^Liberal Democrats than 
A- party identifiers

among any other group; vdien only
I

are included in the analysis, 86 percent
of LDP husbands have LDP wives, and 85 percent of LDP 

Ikxf hOTe LDP husbands.
wives

Such partisan homogeneity facilitates 

and hence probablypolitical discussion between parents
lllj^jihoreases the frequency with vdiich the child receives cues 

Moreover, the cues will beabout parental partisanship.
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- TABLE IV-4
STUDENTS' ANB^P^^S'. iffiPQRTS OF PARENTS' PARTY 

IDENTIFICATIONS COMPARED
(percentages across)

A. Father's Party Identification:

Student's 
Report Don't

DSP Komei JSP JCP None Know. Total

‘;^Faiher's
Retort

N
'^IDP 55 3 1 10

39 16 18 0

17 3 67

24 2

2 4 25 1005^ 432
7 29 ■ 1009^ 98BSP. ,

KOMEI 3 0 0 11 1009« 36'
0 36 2 2 34: JSP

1009« 150 
0 29 29 0 18 1009^ 1?

2 16 0 10 43 1009« 49

::.:JCP, 18 6

None 29 0

B. Mother's Party Identification:

Student's 
Report _

- DSP KOMEI JSP JCP None Know

55 2 2 7 1

35 21

Don't
Total N

,.:.:5yLDp: '
3 30 1009^ 453

0 10 0 4 31 10G9« 74

65 . 7 2 2 12

■:;jv

DSP
KOMEI 9. 2 999« 43

^2 34 1 2 34 1009^ 158

0 38 25 12 1009«

1 10 0 4 41 1009^ 79

JSP 24 3

25 0JCP - 0 8
,^^:^«:^Nohe.: 37 ' 8

■ .

SiK*
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irei^orcing, In the sense that the child will have less

^j^FGuble keeping parents' affiliations straight (and also
:;more reason himself to identify with that party).

mpy be true of the Democratic Socialist and Cpmmunist 
siqjporters, l^dio tend more frequently than the others to 
have spouses from other parties.

show» DSP and JCP supporters- 

mothers—are often believed by their children to si^pport 
the ruling conservatives; Indeed, more DSP parents were

The re

verse

As Parts A and B of Table 
•both fathers and

. reported by their children as LDP supporters than as DSP 
supporters. This may perhaps indicate somethJLng of the 
image problem that plagues the DSP, even in the minds of

adult voters, vftio often find its positions hard to distin

guish from those of the LDP. That so many Communist s\flp- 
porters' children can so wrongly perceive their parents' 
Identifications as to put them in the enen^r camp is par

ticularly surprising and raises serious questions about the
validity of Kubota and Ward's assertion that JCP families 
are the most effective in transmitting partisanship from 
parent to child.

'i

More In^jortant than vdiether children know their 
ents' party identifications is whether they share them. 

iKf IV-5 provides us with the basic data on this question

of the extent of partisan inheritance in Japan, through

par-

Kubota and Robert E. Ward, "Family Influences 
2?4.?®^^*^:0?l;So_elallzatlon in Japan," Comparative Political 

- audios 3; 2 (July, 1970), 150. - “- - - - - - - - -
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TABLE lV-5
STUDENTS' PARTy IDENTIFICATION BY 

PARENTS' PARTY IDENTIFICATION

A. Students by Fathers:
Father's Party 
Identification LDP PSP

Students' Party Identification 
Komel JSP JCP Total N

2 16 5 100?« 261

2 21 6 100J« 52

52 16 0 1005« 25
\

4 52 4 1005^ 77

46 27 100% 11

: LDP 69 8

DSP 48 23

. KOMEI 28 4

JSP . 32 8

JCP 27 0 0

Total 56 9 24 5 100%5 426

Goodman and Rruskal's Gamma = .45 
Kendall's Tau-B = .30

B. Students by Mothers:
;;;tothe?.' s Party 
:Identlflcatl Students' Party Identification 

Kernel JSP JCP Total N

17 5 100% 263

18 3 100% 38

7 4 27

1 52 ' 3 100% 94

0 67 100%

6 24, 5 100% 425

LDP DSP 

67 8 3

or>

>:;W'Mjdp

DSP 61 18 ^ 0

22 7 59KOMEI

JSP 33 11

JCP 33 0 0 3
Total 56 9

Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma = .42 
'"Kendall' s Tau-B = .27
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cross-tabiilations of students’ and parents' party affilia- 
; tions.

As the table makes clear, the degree of correspond

ence in parents' and children's affiliations is moderately 
hi^. Expectations, like those Implied in the,quote from 

Langdon cited earlier, that the changing nature of the
party system would result in a breakdovm in the trans

mission of partisanship from parent to child are shown to 
be inaccurate. Neither, however, is there the complete 
identity of the two generations' affiliations that a naive
application of the alleged "Mendelian law" of political 
inheritance luld predict. With the parties arranged from
conservative t^ progressive in the order shown in the table, 

an order based on the parties' own policy and ideological 
positions and on the resifLts of a study by Watanuki Jojl 
on sex, age, education, income and socioeconomic status
characteristics of each party's s\;^porters,^^ the 

order correlations between parents and children that
rank-

result

are the highest of the parent-child correlations 
cal attitudes that occur in my data.

on politi- 
Jennings and Nieml

found this to be the case in their study of American families 
■as well. as did Zurich in his study of English children,

^%atanuki
^okyoka no Seiji Ishiki to

electoral behavior 
materials prepared for the 

Convention of the Japan Socio
logical Association, October, 1968.



and Kubota and Ward in their pilot study of fifteen to nine

teen year old Japanese. 26 Hence, it seems clear that in 
in the United States and England, the family' 

role in the direct transmission of political orientations
s

to the young is at its highest in the passing on of parti

sanship, though the transmission is far from perfect.

The next question that arises, of course, is whether 
the Japanese family plays m Important a role as British 

and American families do in transmitting party identifica

tion. primary objective in this chapter is not to pro

vide a thorough analysis of the family's part in socializ

ing various kinds of political orientations; that I do in 
detail in chapter seven. Nevertheless, it is important for 
present purposes to present comparative evidence on the
fMily as a source of partisanship, 

national comparisons using two kinds of measurements 

relations between parents' and children's Identifications, 
and percentages of children and parents with the same

We can make such oross-

oor-

Identlfioatlon. Table rv-6 presents a summary of both kinds 
of evidence for the ooimtries for vhioh they 

It should be noted that there

■

are available, 
are some problems of oompara- 

bllity that must be faced in treating these figures. The first

Riohapd G. Niemi, "The 
- Political Values from Parent to Child,"
American^Political apjenoe Review 62:1 (March, 1^8)

SE- cit.. P. 2b; Rubota and Vferd, ofi. oit..

iBS:..
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TABLE IV-6

GROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISON OF PARENT-CHILDREN 
AGREEMENT IN PART? IDENTIFICATION

Correlation^Country Percentage Agreement
.30 (.41)2 

.27 (.38)

Japan; with fathers 

with mothers
58% (63%) 

59% (63%)

r eunited States® 
■/Britain’^

: :West .Germany®
:: France®

.47 59%

.45 41%

57%
29%

Kendall's Tau-B

^Figures in parentheses are for high 
school seniors (ages 17-18) only.

Je^gs and Niemi, "The • Transmission of 
Political Values from Parent to Child," Table 1, 

Zurich, "Party Images and Parti- 
' ^ ®“°“® P* 24; (o) Dennis

"Preadult Development of Political 
• Western Democracies,"

- r:,-'

;'-3:

I

j

ill®::
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'■‘=^® ®ees differ from country to countiy. Second,

ils^anese correlations and percentages of agreement

on those students and parents vdio
are

V only

: Identify vd.th one of the five parties; non-identifiers were 
; excluded from the tables- from vtoich the figures 

culated. The American data, however, derived from* a table 

in vdiich Independents were Included along with party identi

fiers. If the independents are excluded, the percentage 
agreement rises sharply, to 87 percent,^® and the correlation

were cal-

Necessarily, becaxose vdiile independents may fit 
neatly between two parties, as in the United Stated there 

knowi^ vdiere they or other non-identifiers 
^o\ild l3e placed along a multi-party spectrum as in Japan.

ordinal correlation could be 
?? correlations, it should betolcS °®“?P“’ison with

f necessary. Apparently vdien
Niemi first analyzed their data no other ordinal 

peaswe of association was available on the Michigan com- 
^ followed, like Zurich and

parent-child Correlations
^ coefficient. Tau-B, however, has no gen-

interpretation for its values, and thus is not
- meaningful except in the most restricted sense, namely in
^ ®"® Mother. Goodman'Ld

^ Gamma, another ordinal measure, is in every res-
?n+ov.^L?®4.?^®^®iT®v’,®^°® Intuitively meLiingful
+?on^? ®^®® '^®^ similar to the inteipi^ta-

£v,*^® measures of correlation of interval-level
data, the value of gamma indicates the percentage reduction 

oomMtted in assigning individuals to ranks on the
in<iependent variable

4^?°®®^ '^® '^®? unknown. In other words,
+v°®£^^®J'®“'''= ®^ress®s in probability terms the proportion

- ^®^° ®’^ ■'=^® depended vari- 
vSiable^^° attributable to their ranks on the independent

?®[fy recalculation 
, aings and Niemi, olt.,of the figures in Table 1 of Jen- 

P. 173.
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rises accordingly. I have not ascertained whether the figures 
for-iaie other nations in the table include independents (non-

> identifiers) or not. If they do, they also must be consid

ered as probably understating the degree of agreement between
:pM>ents and children. .

Nevertheless, so long as these caveats are'taken into 
consideration, comparison is possible, if it is understood 
as being suggestive rather than precise and definitive. This 
must be borne in mind particularly with comparison between 

-Japanese and American figures, the bases of which 
biguous. I

are lonam-

Turning to a comparison with the American case, a
number of things become apparent if we restrict the compari

son to high school seniors and their parents to inswe com

parability at least in this regard. To begin with, there is 
a higher degree of partisan agreement among the Americans 
(87 percent) than among the Japanese (63 percent in the case

: of both parents), vdien only party identifiers are considered.
Moreover, even when we lump the Japanese parties into two 
camps, conservatives (LDP and DSP) and progressives (JSP'and 
JCP), and a middle (the Komeito, for want of anywhere else

to put it), the rate of children's defections from the
. . . . . . . . ■ .

■ ental camp to the "enemy camp" is greater than that found
par-

the Americans: 24 percent from the father's camp and 
percent from the mother's 

(considering only Republicans
camp, con^ared with 13 percent 
and Democrats). Twice as many

Ik
■Ksiii
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Japanese youths as Americans take tlie fateful step Into the 
"enemy camp," as it might be called.

189 . -

Nonetheless, the nearly 
tvro-thirds of the party identifiers among the oldest Japan-

i- ese youngsters ydio share their parents' partisanship is a 
' su^risingly hig^i proportion in view of the strong reasons

to expect a low rate of parent-child agreement on partlsan- 
. ship. At a minimum, then, it seems safe to say that parent- 
child correspondence in partisanship in Japan is neither un- 
usuhlly low nor unusually high by comparison with the Western 
systems. It is clearly substantially higher than is the 

■ in Prance, contradicting the hypothesis that the earlier 
variability in the Japanese party system would result in the 

same absence of family socialization into partisanship. What 
is more, agreement increases with the age of the child, from 
Tau-b's of .21 and .14 between the eighth graders and their 
fathers and mothers respectively, to ones of ,41 and .38 

the twelfth graders and their fathers

case

and mothers.
In other, words, despite the growing teenager's increasing

H^^oaure to socializing agencies other than the family, such 
f|s4s the peer group and the media, the, family successfully 

its influence On partisanship.

®vi<lence from France, vdiere Dennis 
lll^d HcCrone found that the rate of parent-child partisan

This again con-

agreement declined among elder children as compared to 
' younger ones, suggesting, they point out, "low familial rein

forcement for vdiatever partisan ouos'^ are transmitted.

Wiff'rS
iSmsm:

B and McCrene, ep'. pit p. 257.,«»
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: V In discussing children's perceptions of their parents' 
pai*ty identifications, I noted that the aooiaracy of these per

ceptions varied with the parents' actual partisanship. A second 

look at Table rV-5, Parts A and B, will reveal that the rates 
at \diich children retain their parents' identification or de

fect from them also varies with the parents' party. Vfliile

Komelto support was the most accurately perceived parental

Is clearly the LDP that benefits most in so
far as the proportion of children professing the same identi

fication as their parents is concerned. By comparison, the Komelto 
retention rate is rather mediocre, as is that of the JSP, •vdille 
the DSP rate is so low as to suggest serious dlffic\alties for
the party even to maintain its already small following in the 
electorate. Similarly, parents whose Identification is with 
the JCP do not seem, on the vdiole, to be able to entice their 

; children to support that party. ■While JCP families lose many 
of their children to ideological neighbors, the JSP, the Social

ists themselves Ipse a substantial number of children to their 

arch-rival in the opposing camp, the Liberal Democrats. JSP to 
LDP defections are twice as high as those in the reverse direction.

^ bad omen for a party which has laid great stress on its 
p;i^peal to youth.

^ is the significantly greater 

retaining the offspring of its

Indeed, a striking finding in these tables 

success of the conservatives in 
own supporters, and at aoquir- 

Still, in abso- 
a net loss from one generation

«ie offspring of all the other parties.
&lute nimrtjers, the LDP suffers
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'to in the case of fathers and children (Table IV-
5A) for.example, the LDP fathers lost

. t

a total of 81 of their 
ohi^en to one or another of the parties, and gained 60 of

the ohil^en of all the other parties, for a net losff of 21. 
The figures in the case of the mothers were roughly the same:
87'lost to 61 gained, for a net loss of 26. 

the ruling LDP of from 8 percent to 10 percent of its 
porters from one family generation to the next

This loss to

represents

a potential source of major change in the distribution of 
party' identifications in Japan with all the consequences

that would entail for Japanese politics and the 
Japanese foreign and domestic policy.

course of
But, as I.pointed out 

, earlier, many young adults appear to adopt an LDP partisan-
s^p as they enter their thirties and forties, 
that the continuing gradual decline.in the electoral

It may be,

strength

of the LDP reflects a small birt constant net loss in LDP 
identifiers as the result of the two transition processes 
in partisanship, the one generational in nature and'the
other, age-related, that I have outlined here.

We saw earlier that in Japan as elae\diere children 
frequently mispercelve their parents* partisan affiliations. 
Studies in the United States and Britain have shown that

there is a notably greater degree of correspondence in

V children's own identification with their nerc.flp+.iof
their parents' identification than there is with parehts' 
actual identification. They have also shown that the 

M^idhard G. Nieml, A Methodolngj nni study of PoliticalBl,
:;r'V
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dii’eotion of distortion is .typically toward perceiving the 

Figure IV-1 pre- 
.sente the comparative evidence on this phenomenon in Japan,

vpafe^e' party as the same as one's own.

the Itoited States, and Britain.

The Japanese data confirm the American and British 
findings. Children's identifications show a substantially
higher degree of agreement with perceived parental identi

fication than with actual Identification. The percentage 
agreement rises in this case to 65 percent with father's

identification and 70 percent with that of the
mother, as opposed to the 59 percent and 58 percent rates 
•Uiat were ^found between the independently measiored actual 
identifications. However, this difference is related in the 
Japanese case to the age of the child.

We saw earlier that the strength of the association 
between parents' actual identifications and the teenagers' 
identifications rinonaased with age. No such increase occurs
in the strength of the relationship between the child's 
perception of his parents' partisanship and his own, despite
a marked increase in the accuracy of the perceptions from 

;p: T^-B = .22 between perceived and actual parental partisan-
^ip for both parents among the eighth graders to .51 in 
;^e case of the father and .55 for the mother 

twelfth graders. In other words, the Japanese high school
among the

ligs—.—
IlIjMlalizati. on in the PflTn.tiY (unpublished doctoral disseirfcB-■ : - t^olltical Science, UniversltJ S MiSi-

'gan, 1967), p. 117; and Zurich, oe. clt., p. 27/
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FIGURE lV-1
CROSS-NATIOI^ COimaraSON OF CHILDREN'S EERCEPTJIONS 

OF PARENTAL PARTISANSHIP AND 
CHILDREN'S AND Pia^S' ACTUAL PARTISANSHIP

(Kendall's Tau-B's)

Children's Perception of 
Parents' Partisanship

Japan (F) .36 (.51) 
(M) .43 (.55) 

^dtapi .58 •

.59 •

Japan (F) .40 (.39) 
(M) .43 (./iO) 

Britain .56
U^S. U.S. .58

Childrens' Actual 
PartisanshipParents' Actual 

Partisanship

I

Japan (F) .30 (.41) 
(M) .27 (.38) 

Britain .45

U.S. .47 ■

^^ysouroe: Ad^ted from Zurich, "Party Images 
Young Englishmen," p. 27.

( ) 17-18

and Partisanship

S'.
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are_ almost as acoiirate in their perception of their 
parents' p^y support as the American high school seniors 

; ^i^ed by Jennings and Niemi, despite the greater complexity 
of the Japanese party system.

• It would appear then that the younger Japanese teen

agers, following precisely the same pattern as the American 
and British youngsters, tend to exaggerate their partisan 
solidarity with the family; perhaps, as Niemi has stiggested, 
as a result of a psychological need to make it "appear to
^:hemselveB' that they are not really so different from their 
parents. However, this solidarity is often misplaced, 
as the low .correlation of their perceptions of their parents
partisanship with their parents' actual partisanship indi

cates. The older teenagers, vdio are more Interested in 
• politics and more consciously aware of their parents as 

political irole' models, tend to be much more accurate about 
-their parents' partisanship so that there is no appreciable 

difference between the twelfth graders' degree of agreement

with their parents' actual partisanship ahdlwith.theiriierto.eiVed 
partisanship. In addition, as we shall see, the major social 

y forces that influence parent partisanship become increas

ingly operative among the older teenagers, and tend to rein-

influence of the family in pushing the teenager
in one or another partisan direction.

There are diverse and Interesting questions that re-
■ main about the role of the Japanese family in the transmission

cit,, p. 117 ■
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VKS'iof -partisanship and in the broader sphere of cross-genera- ' 

and attitude continuity and. change. Such 
concerns as the relative Influence of the family 

■ ^versus other agencies of socialization, and the influence

195

of fathers versus mothers, ■ ar6 • treated.; i±n.’ detail 
later in this study. The foregoing discussion, however, 
covers those aspects of the Japraese family vdilch have a
direct bearing on our present concern, the family as a 
source of partisan affiliation. Contrary to expectations, 
we have found that young Japanese have roughly similar

aggregate patterns of partisanship'to those of adults, 
with levels of non-identification that approximate those 
among young adults.. They show a level of accurate knowl- 

edge of their parents' partisanship oonparable to that 
found in the United States and Britain, as well as conpar-

I
iable, though slightly lower, correlations witfi. parental 
partisanship. Their partisan agreement with their parents 
Increases with age, and they tend to imagine their parents
jas being more similar to themselves in partisanship than in 
'fact they are.
I

In short, the family does appear to play a 
;; v ;: oonparable if slightly weaker role in the genesis of par- 

. ^tisanship in Japan to that which it plays in the United 
^gla'Stptes and Britain, and a far more important role than in
iSi»-Frahoe.

influence of the family on a youngster's partisan

ship may come about not only by transmitting the partlsan- 

parents to him but also by placing him into a
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social environment, into relationships with other people
iwho tend to share the same values and heliefs and identi-
fibations as his family. Being bom into a family means 

; ; also being bom into a social class, into a village com

munity or the- teeming "city. Almost inevitably,, then, the 
>

influence on the political attitudes and beliefs of the
growing child of the family and the influence of such basic 

social characteristics as social status or urban-rural resi

dence overlap, and it is to the iinpact of these social 
. characteristics on the partisanship of young Japanese that 
I now turn.

Social Detlerminants of Partisanship; 
urban-Rin’al Residence and Socioeconomic Status

In adult politics in most polities, social factors 
—notably whether one lives in urban centers or rural
areas, and one's social status- have ah intact on two
aspects of partisanship. The first is vdiether one identi

fies with a party or remains vincommitted or alienated; the 
second, the direction of partisanship among those vrtio do 
identify with parties. Among the adults in my study, I 

found that typically for Japan, and contrary to the United 
States, urban dwellers and upper status Individuals were

likely than rural and lower status in- 
divlduals to avoid affiliation with a party. Excluding 

. did not respond to the item, 10 percent of the
urban residents supported no party as compared to only

iili '
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4 percent of the rural residents, while 10 percent of the
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upper.SES group expressed no party support as opposed to 
: '^bnly 5 percent of the lower SES group.

The same pattern held true for the teenage sample as 

While urban and rural students had roughly equal pro

portions (25 percent and 23 percent) of those who replied 
"don't know" to the item asking which party they would sup

port if they could vote, substantially more urban than rural

•well.
'A';

yoimgsters (24 percent and 14 percent) chose the "don't sup

port any party" response. 

sdoibeconcSiic status of the teenagers 

identification had a somewhat different pattern.

The relationship between the

families'and non-

Here,

significantly more low status than high status youngsters 
(33 percent to 22 percent) replied "don't know." 

versely, more upper status teenagers (25 percent) chose the
But, con-

intentional non-identification response—"don't support

any party"- than did lower status teenagers (19 percent).
^ the whole, then, the impact of urban-rural residence and 

^ ^-socioeconomic status on the adult pattern of non-ideritifi- 

: , nation appears to be reflected among preadults as well.

The association of intentional non-affiliation (as opposed
to the "don't know" variety) with the upper status and

":iv;vAu:bM teenagers has some interesting comparative implications.

Greenstein found no significant differences between 

and lower status children in the over-all tendency to 

a party, but his figures show a clear trendiSS^'i^i^entify with
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:;;ior more i^per status children to call themselves independ-

Hess and Tomey ^so found that tqjper status child

ren were more apt to opt Intentionally for the status' of
5; independent, vdiile lower status children vdio did not Identify
with a party.had for the most part a less clearly based lack 

V ^ of commitment. A study of British children and' adolescents 
revealed that vdiile among the younger children more middle-
class than working-class youngsters identified with a party, 
the reverse was true among the sixteen to eighteen year olds, 
vdiere there were more non-identifiers among middle-class 
chlidren than .among the working-Class group. The cross

national evidence thus appears on the vdiole to corroborate
the tendency apparent in my data for upper status children
to be more apt than lower statue children to intentionally 
refrain from identifying with a peurty. In Japan, as we shall 
see in a later chapter, this is symptomatic'of the greater

:alienation from some aspects of politics of upper status and 
, ; urban youth.

A seoasnd'important question confronting us here is 
how these two social factors affect the direotlon of par

tisanship. Table lV-7 presents the distribution of parti- 
gj; sanship among both teenagers and parents according to urban-

‘-1

rural residence and socioeconomic status.
0®

si®:-. ; y^^Chreenst Children and Politics. Table 4.3, p. 73;
Tomey, me Development of Po

etical Attitudes in Children (Garten lilty, W.y.7 Anchor . • Books, lyfaS) , p. 190.
^^Zurioh, 0£. oit.. Figure IV, p. 20.

it'
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I

TABLE lV-7:
PARTY IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENTS AND PARENTS 

BY URBAN-RURAL RESIDENCE AND SGCIOECONOmCSTATUS

AV 'By Ui^an-Rural Residence;

Students 
Urban Rural

: i'Partyv ■
; Identification

Parents
Urban Rural

46 61 54 68
DSP
Kernel

,JSP

Total

11 8 16 7
67 7 3I

28 22 21 21
8 1 2 1

1005« 1003< 
(274) (255)

Gamma '= -.26

1009« 100%
(789) (680)

Gamma ■= -.23

(N)

B.-By Socioeconomic Status:
'■.ftParty
■ Identification Hi^ Med. Low Hi^ Med. Low

50' 56 51 60 62 56
15 6 8 19 9 . 8
4 6 11, 4 5 8

25 25 26 ,16 22 26
6 7 4. 1 2 2

(,100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 
dee) (229) (132) (466) (370) (333)

Gamma = ,08

: LDP<

■8

^ ■ JCP 
Total 
(N)

Gamma o -.02

8-

fV
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As Is Immsdlately evident, urban-rural residence does 
^^:f§iiam -&-moierate in5>act on party Identifioation among both

generfftibns. Socioeconomic status, however, appears to-be 
only weakly related to partisanship among the adults, and 
hot at all among the teenagers.
Watanuki Jojl's interpretation of Japanese politics

This appears to corroborate
as

''cultural politics" or "value politics" rather than status 
politics; that is, cleavages in Japanese politics seem to 
be founded in differences in cultural outlooks and values, 
in particular those between the traditional values and norms

of country folk and the modem challenges to the traditional 
beliefs and practioes that have groto up in the oity.^^

• Status differences, however, are not so totally 
irrelevant to partisanship as Table IV-7 would load us to
believe, for, in fact, there is a negative relationship 
between sooloeoonomlo statue and noral residences rural
families have lower incomes and typically lower levels of 
parental education. Hence, we must take account of this 
before sln^sly dismissing any place for sooioeoonomlo statue 
in the molding of partisanship. Table IV-8 presents the
relationship between SES and partisan affiliation among 
both generations with urban-rural residence controlled.

With the impact of area of residence partlalled out, 
it is olear that there is a correlation between the family's

direotlon of partisanship among
Igllloth ohlldren and adults. Higher status families produce

^Sfatanukl Jojl, o£. oit., pp, 456 ff.

ii§i
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TABI^E IV-8
and'SOCIOECONOMIC

.STATUS ON PARTY IDENTIFICATIONS OF STUDENTS AND PARENTS

. A, Urban Residence; 
Pai%

: Jsg» Students' SES 
Hl^ Med.

Parents' SES 
High Med.Low Low

'■f

48L^ 44 39 57 53 39
: IvDSP 

; Komei 
JSP

—UOP—
■ Total

15 8 4 21 11 7
5 8 22 4 8 20

26 30 26 17 24 32
6 11 2_ . 41 2

1009^ 1009^ 1009^

,(144) (107) (23)

Gamma » .12

1009« • 1009« 10b9<
(387) (327) (75)

Gamma = .20
(N)

B. Rural Residence

■ Party 

LDP
:g|;;DSP

.Komei 
JSP 

:r3CB 
5'; Total

Students' SES 
Hi^ Med. Low

Parents' SES 
High Med. Low

62 67 54 77 6271
17 5 9 6 '8 8
0 -5- - - 8 1 2 5

17 21 26 13 2420
4 2 3 1r'.’ 1 1

1009« 1009^ 1009«
(24) (122) (109)

Gamma « .16
Partial Gamma = .14 Partial Gamma jd .20
Zero-order Gamma =■ -.02 Zero-orde^Gama >=

1009< 1009« 10096 
(79) (343) (258) 
Gamma = .20

-

.08
!•

i

y

s:.;:
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:S-;:viniore adults and children \dio affiliate with the

tlves than do lower status families, which produce more 
and communists.

conserva-

But the striking aspect of the 
distributions in the table is that while the drift from

. ri^t to left as one proceeds down the status level is 
' quite olear among rural adults and teenagers, in the urban 
aan^le we note an interesting generational difference. 
Support for the parties of the left (JSP and JCP) does not 
change markedly from high to low status groups among the 
teenagers; it is nearly the same in both high and low 
groups (32 percent and 35 percent respectively), and 
slightly Mgher among the middle group, 

with the parents where, though the proportions of left- 

affiliation are lower than among the children, comparing 
each status level cross-generationally there la a clear 
upward progression of left support as status decreases.

In other words, there is a generational difference 
between urban adults and children, 

simply in the level of support for the parties of the left 

but also in the relationship between status and peirtlsan

This contrasts

This does not-occur

affiliation. It is noteworthy that when the student's age
is added as a second level control, we discover that among

I?: ;' the urban, though not the rural, teenagers, the correlation
between SES and partisanship decreases with age, from .16

|M;Euiipng the eighth graders to .07 among the twelfth graders.
result of concurrent increases with age of the

ill
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Iproportions of upper status virtan youths Identifying with 
left parties and of lower status urban youths identify- 

: :;ing with the conservatives. Meanwhile, in further support 
of Watanuki's notion of the prevalence of "cultural politics" 
over status politics, the correlation between urban—rural
residence and partisanship increases with age, from -.21 

among the eighth graders to -.32 among the twelfth graders, 
vdiich is a stronger association than that found among the 
adults (-.23).

It would appear, then, that the principal social 

correlate of partisanship among both adults and teenagers 
in Japan is vdiether they live in the relatively conservative 
countryside or the relatively progressive metropolis. But 
the social status of the family also makes a difference.
though this is only apparent when the effect of urban-rural 
residence is held constant. For-both parents and teenagers, 
higher social status is associated with increased support
for the conservatives in both urban and rural areas. The

correlation is fairly weak-, however, especially among the 
urban teenagers. Nevertheless, while it is generally true 
that the lines of partisan cleavage among Japanese young and 

old ^e drawn principally along the classic dichotomy ofSI
culture and values in Japan of city versus country, there 
is also a basis for partisan differences in the lines

Mil
dividing economic and social strata. "Cultural politics" 

continues to prevail as the social basis of partisanship.
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"status politics" plays a role as well, though one of
iass injpact and less consistency. ,

ITfae Cognitive and Affective Content of PA^r^^■.^HaT^^V1^p

However they are acquired, party affiliations among 
young Japanese seem to be rather less salient and ego- 
involved than they are for young Americans and Britains. 
Bradley Richardson, in a secondary analysis of the Kubota
and Ward data, found substantially fewer strong identifiers 
than is true of American voters. He also foimd many
fewer adults for whom the party was, the object-of affect, 
of liking or disliking.^-® In my interviews with Japanese 
teenagers, I'obtained the Impression that much the same was

No student I inteiviewed spontan

eously identified himself verbally as a Liberal Democrat,

true for most of them.

or a socialist, or whatever. Clearly this particular com

ponent of the galaxy of groups and symbols that might be 
used to make reference to one's identity is little used
and not very salient for most young Japanese, 

of course, despite its not being at the forefront of their 
self-definitions, their partisanship is significant because, 

• as we shall see, it has a systematic Impact on their ide- 

perspectives and on their attitudes toward other 
political objects, including their support for, the input 
•and output institutions of the regime.

Nevertheless,

;;

r'.■' ^ Richardson, 
^Rbid

02. Pit., p. 5.

p. 6.0 I

I ' v
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Before turning to a discussion of the place of ide- 

"fclie socialization of y.oung Japanese, and its rela

tionship to partisanship,- it is appropriate to ask whether 
: party affiliation is founded on an awareness of vdiat the

parties stand for. Greenstein found that few of his New 
Haven’children could or did distinguish between the Re

publicans and Democrats in terms of policies or ideologies. 
Unfortunately, the kind of spontaneous data evoked by 

Greenstein's open-ended question is not available on Jap

anese children's perceptions of differences between the 
parties. But Okam\n?a provides us with some useful data on 
Japanese youngsters' ability to recognize the positions of 
the two major parties. He asked children in grades 7 
throuf^ 12 to "pick two things that the Liberal Democratic 
Party maintains" from a fixed list of choices and then to 
pick two that the Japanese Socialist Party maintains.
Table IV-9 summarizes the proportions of children vdio 
chose accurately and inaccurately for each party,-by grade. 

The three Issues to which the questions refer have
been among the most debated policies of the entire postwar 
period. The Self-Defense‘Forces and the Security Treaty 
with the United States, especially the latter, are the 
targets of sustained opposition attacks that have continued 

receive wide coverage in the press. At election time, 
abolition of each is almost invariably the principal theme

^"^Oreenstein, Children and Politics, p. 68.

m®
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TABLE lV-9
ACCURACY GF CHILDREN'S PERCEPTIONS OF POLICIES 

OF THE TWO MAJOR PARTIES (LDP AND JSP)
(Percentage of accurate and inaccurate choices 
by grade; two ohoioes were permitted, so per
centages total -to 2005^; nonrespondents are 
omitted)

LDP Positions JSP Positions
% % % %

Grade Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect

7- 98 53 6487
8
'9

117 , 49 99 65
124 49 116 56

10 .157 23 149 28
16211 20 159 20

12 183 17 168 19

. Sourcess Okamura, 1968 Survey; Non-responses not shown here.

f: ‘; Issues and Positions

of Self-Defense Forces
: V y seating of Mainland China in 

the U,N,
U.S.-Japan Mutual Secvirity Treaty

LDP Position JSP Position
Supports Opposes

Opposes

Supports

Supports

Opposes

"4
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;of ,iaia: socialist and communist campaigns. It may be scrne- 
thing of a tribute to the persistent attempts of the opposi-

vtibn parties to keep these issues at the forefront of public

: awwehess that so many youngsters- indeed, a rou^ majority
from eighth grade onward^—are able to accurately, perceive 
(dr guess) the parties' positions on them. But underlying 

the division between the Japanese parties, and the conflict 
over these Issues of national policy, is a cleavage between 
4eft and right that goes to basic questions about the ijature 
of government and society. How far that cleavage has pene- 
t)rated into the political learning of Japanese adolescents 
oonstltutes the subject matter of the next chapter.

Canoluslon

Despite its newness and the changes that have occurred 
in it dxiring the past several decades, the multi-party system 
ijj Japan has apparently laid down its roots in the political 
culture. The evidence indicates that partisanship among 
Japanese adults is comparable in extent to that amorig Amerioana 

and Western Europeans. Similar levels of party allegianoe 
/vrare also found among Japanese children to those iidiioh pre-

V vail in the Western nations studied, from early in childhood 

i adolesoenoe. But there appear, on Impresslonistio
evidence, to be fewer strong identifiers among the Japanese 
youths. The influence of the family on partisanship also

sioila*' in Japan to the Western eetiatries. Contrary
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to expectations f Japanese teenagers not only know their
jasji^erits' party affiliations in proportions that eq^ Western 
;■ teew^ t tut they also share their parents' attachments to 

a degree that approaches that of their Western peers.
Because of the importance of social factors to both 

the ideological aspects of partisan politics and the over-all 
bases for the aggregate balance of party support, the analysis 
then considered to what extent socioeconomic status and wban- 
xural residence fiaictioned as sources of partisanship among 
ypung, Japanese. The evidence pointed to an important inter- 
generational continuity,in the over-all predominance of 

urban-rural "cultural" differences over status differences 
as influences on partisanship. Coupled with the evidence of 
low net transmission rates of defection from the conservative 

parties to the parties of the left, the continued clear Impact 

of urban-rural residences among the yoiang as con^ared to the 
Ihoonsistent and weaker, but still real, impact of status 

differences suggests that change in the distribution of party 
strength in the electorate is likely to occur only gradually 

; ptod incrementally as the younger generation replace their 
P;4 elders in the electorate. i

It would appear, in short, that partisanship,, at both 
the level of the individual's party affiliation and the 
^^Sgragate level of socially-based distribution of party 

being reproduced from one generation to the
; ® ‘IbSfee that exceeds vdiat we might expect in a

party system with such a short and checkered history. But



, the eixplanation of this finding may lie outside the rela-

rtrt^ to particular parties.
: -.the discon.’tinuities of party names and nmbers, there has

For, despite

been vthfoughout the postwar period a basic continuity of the
ideological camps, conservative and progressive, into \diich
the parties fall. It is to an examination of this ideological

aspect of political life and its manifestation in the political 
; ; learning process that I now turn.

r y:;



CHAPTER V-
SYMBOLS OF DISSENSUS; THE EMERGENCE OF IDEOLOGY

role of ideology in contemporary mass societies has
One ele-

The

: been a source of continuing controversy and deb§.te.
of the controversy centered on whetheri during the nine

teen-fifties and early nineteen-sixties, there had taken place 
"end of ideology" in the industrial democracies of Western

:; , ment

an

Europe.^ Another aspect of the question of ideology's role, 

“"-however, has grown out of studies of the American electorate.
in vdiich it has been argued that whatever role ideology plays, 

-the sphere within which it is relevant and significant is a 

very limited one, involving only a small segment of the popu- 

.lation.% This chapter is meant to be a contribution to the 
debate over the role of ideology in contemporary mass societies, 

and in particvilar to that part of the debate involving the 
question of how important ideology is in the political life

-i

^See, for instance, Daniel Bell, TOie End of Ideolop- 
(Rev. ed.; New York; The Free Press, 1962}; and dosepn^

"Decline of Ideology: A Dissent and m Interpre
tation," American Political Science Review, 50:1 (March, 
1966), 5-18; and the sources cited therein, on this debate.

seminal

The Free Press, 1964), pp. 20b-abl.
:
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symbols are very widespread.

One need not look long or far to find the traces of ide-
Japan. They can be found in the headlines of the 

hWspapers, detailing the‘latest acts of urban gueiyilla war- 
committed by the revolutionary students on the left, or 

' -bhe gory ritual suicide of a famous novelist arid his chief 
; lieutenant after the failure of their rightist putsch. They 

. can be found, too, in less violent places: on the spines of
.' countless popular books about the ills of present-day life in

»
the countless bookshops throughout Japan, and in the record 
of the civil suit against government control of school texts 

; brought by a famous historian.
Ideology, highly articulated and logically constrained, 

asserting imiversal social principles and prescribing specific 
courses of action for both society and the individual, is a 
vital and propulsive force in the political life of today's 

^ Japan. Ameng its most characteristic features has been its 
■attraction to the young, a characteristic vdiich demands the 

attention of any study of the socialization process.
This chapter, therefore,‘focuses on the development of

;■ •

¥ ideological thought among Japanese adolescents. More precisely.

1 concentrate on how teenagers think and feel about the ele- 
ments of the ideological dimension that overshadows all others

in; contemporary Japan: the symbols and substance of the con-
■. .......

j;#5|!frontatlon be-tween left and right, socialism

i'v

versus capitalism.
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While there are other dimensions of ideology in Japanese poli

tics /most if not all of them (the role of Buddhism being an 

obvious exception) can be and have been subsumed under' the 
, i left versus right dimension.

nations, political conflict in Japan is characteristically
As in so many of the world's

and framed in support of or opposition to the Marxist 
view of man and society. The Socialist and Communist Parties, 
needless to say, as well as the student movement, employ the 
Marxist framework and terminology in their rhetoric almost 
exclusively. But Ideological rhetoric and a terminological 
flramework within which to articulate a xmified social and eco

nomic philosophy have never been an in^ortant part of postwar 
Japanese conservatism. So, it is in a sense by default that 
the ideological stimulus to \diioh Japanese young and old res

pond, positively or negatively, more than to any other is the 
•leftist oriti(iue of the contemporary sooio-ecohomio system.

This dominance of the Marxist-derived left-ri^t ideo

logical dimension in the rhetoric and substance of, partisan 

'conflict makes Japan of particular Interest for the oompara-' 
tive study of political learning in adolescence. Studies of 

the development of ideological thought during the teenage 
• K years have- so far been largely confined to the United States.^

^See especially the work of Joseph Adelson and his vari
ous asjoooiates and students: Joseph Adelson and Robert P. 
O'Neill, "Growth of Political Idew in Adolescence: The Sense 
of Conmn^'ty," Joynal of Personality and Social Psychology. 
cIm Adoisonr B. Green, ana iobe]rt
O'Neill, "The Growth of the Idea of Law in Adolescence,"

'Bovelenment^ Psvohelogv. 1 (1969), 27-325 Judith Gallatin

fill:
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. But, of course, despite the differences between the two major
V

; ft’partes and the existence of groups and movements like the 
;Students for a Democratic Society and the Black Panthersi it 
bpntinues to be the case that the main currents of American 
■politics are notably devoid of ideological content. In par- 
tioular, the absence of a strong ideologically based socialist 
movement or peurty with a national following sets America apart 
from most other industrial nations. As a result, definitions 
of vdiat is "ideological" in the context of American politics

are .apt to involve high levels of conceptualization and ab

straction. In other political sybtems, such as Japan, however, 

ideology manifests itself not only in the Intellectual's

domain of ideas and abstractions but also in the popular 
domain in \AuLch concepts become political labels which, like 
party labels, serve as simplifying screens throu^ vdilch po

litical complexity can be reduced to readily' imderstandable 
categories by the common citizen.

In this chapter, then, I shall investigate the predom- 
inant ideological concepts and labels, specifically "social

ism" and "capitalism," and their role in the political learn

ing that takes place in adolescence in Japan. The first

ana the same author's "The Development of Policy Think^ in

itical
j,
.’J
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?;3f™;Sdti3ective will be to examine the cognitive and perceptual 

5; '^aspecte of these concepts and Isdiels. What do "socialism" 
and. "capitalism" mean to Japanese teenagers? How do they 
perceive these "issues" to relate to their country? How 
much of the content of-these concepts is tinderstood, and how' 

does age affect the depth of understanding?
A second and related objective will be to assay the 

affective responses to these ideologically-related concepts 
of both the teenagers and their parents. How do evaluations 
of these ideological symbols compare with each other and 
with those of other leading political symbols such as democ

racy and pacifism? How do they rank in the political value
•V

hierarchies of the two generations? What do youngsters be

lieve to be the merits and faults of the two "isms"? To 
what extent do these responses to the labels parallel their 

responses to the unlabeled concepts?
Where a classic ideology, such as Marxism, exerts a 

major influence on important actors and groups in the pollti- 

; cal process, its Impact on the content of preadult political 

attitudes and beliefs is of obvious significance. But there 

is another perspective on Ideology that must also be con

sidered and dealt with. In it. Ideology is taken to refer

. j

to a style of thotight, a way of putting ideas and attitudes

together to form an over-all, integrated view of social, eco-
■'lljS;;!’^ioinlc and political processes. The literature on ideology 

in this latter sense is extensive.^ But running through

-
'%Brelman, "The Development of Political Ideology,"



.nearly all the definitions of Ideology in that literature are 
^feveral elements usually considered fundamental prerequisites

•v'

;|:;-'0f ideological thought. Two that are of particular relevance 
study of teenagers' political attitudes are the con- 

’ sWaint of the attitudes, and the use of causal reasoning 
society and politics, based on general principles or

"Constraint" is a term coined by Philip Converse to 

refer to the degree of consistency between attitudes;

. . . the probability that a change in the 
perceived status (truth,,desirability, and 
so forth) of one idea-element would psycho
logically require . . . some compensatory 
changes in the status of idea-elements else
where in the configuration.5

Thus, for example, in the most straightforward case in the 
present context we woifLd expect that among ideologues, atti

tudes toward socialism and capitalism would be mutually con- 
To the extent that positive attitudes toward 

socialism are coupled with negative attitudes toward capital

ism, the constraint or consistency of the component beliefs 
of an individual's political attitude structrjre or belief

; strained.

■ii system would be high, and an Important condition of ideology

loc. cit., provides a useful introduction to this literature 
In^both the text and the notes. See also Robert D. Putnam,

, "Studying: Elite Political Culture; The Case of Ideolo^," 
American Political Science Review, 55:3 (September, 1971), 
especially pp. b55-b3b.

■' -Philip E. Converse, "The Nature of Belief Systems in 
Mass Politics," in Bavid E. Apter, ed., Ideology and Biscon- 

is«ient; (New Yoi*; The Free Press, 1964),

ilif::
p« 208.
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^ woiild be satisfied.
-A second condition of ideology is that attitudes toward 

political issues and objects be founded on certain basic, 
general principles, what Converse has called "crcwning pos- 

■like premises about the survival of the fittest in • 
the spirit of Social Darwinism."® It will be evident that 

this latter condition is a rather stringent one, in that it 
requires both a fairly sophisticated grasp of abstract con

cepts and abstruse theories as well as the capacity to use 
those concepts and theories in evaluating the real world.

^ Such knowledge .and use of abstract concepts and principles 
in politics obviously is apt to be more characteristic of 
political elites than of common citizens, and more charact

eristic of aduats than of children and adolescents.
The development among Japanese teenagers of these two 

conditions of Ideological thou^t thus constitutes a third 
major focus of this chapter. In this connection I will be

r tures-

partlcularly concerned with how the data fit two alternative
Hie firstmodels of the growth of ideology in adolescence, 

model derives from the work of developmental psychologists,
7

notably Joseph Adelson and. his associates. It stresses the

growth of cognitive capacities, and posits a series of stages 

as prerequisite to the emergence in mid-adolescence of the 

capacity for Ideology.

'6
■Ibid p. 211.
"^See the works cited in footnote' 1.

• 9
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The second model derives from an empirical study of
the development of policy thinking among American teenagers

Merelman found that cognitive capacity8by Richard Merelmano 
alone is inadequate to explain the process through which an
'adolescent forms a style, of political thought which could 
be considered ideological. He tentatively concluded that 
the nature of politically-related stimuli in the environment 
was of greater importance to the development of ideology than 
the adolescent’s cognitive capacities. The contrast between 
the near total absence of vivid and salient ideological 
symbols in American political life,' and their widespread 
presence in Japanese politics (at the national level at 
least) makes this political stimulus model of particular 
relevance, I will argue in particular that the overlapping 

and mutual reinforcing of party labels and Ideological 

labels is a particiilarly important way in which stimuli 
in the political environment affect the ideological devel

opment of Japanese yoimgsters. Thus the fourth focus of 

the chapter will Involve the manner in which the party 
identification that young Japanese develop Interacts with 
their beliefs and attitudes about and reactions to ideologi

cal symbols and values.

Cognitive and Perceptual Aspects of Ideology
It is readily apparent to the observant eye that the 

lexicon of politics in both the popular and elite cultures

8See "The Development of Policy Thinking in Adoles-
oenoe," loo. cit„

'
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I
in the United States. VJhenin Japan differs from that in use 

Americans discuss politics, the terms heard most often are
A

These terms"democracy," "freedom," "liberty," and so on. 
are used in political disooiirse in Japan too.

in American political discussions

I
But there are

^ others which rarely appear
"Socialism," "capitalism," and 

encountered not only in the slogans of
that oocvir often in Japan.

associated terms are
leftist parties and of the radical students but also in 

the titles of endless popvilar books and-articles and even
the

in the social studies texts in the schools.
Capitalism is particularly prominent among the terms, 

refers to the "present economic system which is thesince it
target of the critical ire of the opposition in Japan. Some-

to which this term has become not justthing of the degree
but prominent in political discourse and hence ulti-common

mately in the political learning process is suggested by

Table V-1.
Ask an American to pick one word to describe his 

, country and the likelihood is great that he will choose
chances that he will choose "capitalism""democracy." The 

are remote' ■especially so,^I believe, if the American in 
But as is apparent in Table V-1,question is a teenager, 

capitalism far outdistances democracy as the primary defin

ing characteristic of their society in, the eyes of Japanese, 

teenagers from as early as the tenth grade. Only among the 

^ . youngest teenagers, the eighth graders in my student sample,

VL
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TABLE V-1 i
:3CAPITALISM VERSUS DEMOCRACY 

AS DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS OP JAPAN
(percent of students by grade and of 
parents as a whole choosing each 
•response)

I
I

"What kind of country is Japan? Pick the one that you 

think suits Japan best." II
Dictator- Demo- D.K.-f

Grade Socialist Capitalist shin cratic N.R. Total

46 20 100%

9 100%

4 100%

2410 08

60 54 252' 10
2470 212 0 f

s
45 11 100%41Parents 3 0

I

i
1
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:does democracy prevail. This siiggests that, there may be a " 

learning sequence involved in which democracy precedes cap

italism in the "political consciousness" of Japanese yovmgsters.

Indeed, if we examine the content of social studies 
.texts and curric\ila for primary and middle school we can find 
mention of democracy from very early in the school, years.
But capitalism and socialism do not appear in any significant 
manner until ninth grade, in the "politics and economics" 
course in social studies taken by all students. I cannot 
cite any direct evidence to show that this and subsequent 
social studies courses, which also treat the economic system, 
account for the dramatic shift away from democracy to capital

ism as Japari's primary characteristic among the tenth and
And, indeed, as the teenager maturestwelfth grade students, 

his exposure to the mass media, popular magazines, and other 
sources of political Information also esqjand, bringing to

bear multiple influences on his political learning. Never

theless, probably a large part of the impetus for this change 
in the priority of capitalism and democracy in the perceptual 

screen through which yoimg people view their world comes from

the relative emphasis placed on the two in the schoolroom.
I should point out that it is the precedence of these

When, in the■ two characteristics which I am stressing here.
Interviews, I asked the youngsters to choose two character-

ButisticB, nearly all chose both capitalism and democracy, 
there was no doubt that among the older yovmgsters the maj

ority believed capitalism to be more characteristic of Japan
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than democracy. As one foiorteen year old Tokyo boy told me,
. ''I think capitalism is the more important, because before the 
war. Japan wasn't democratic but it was capitalist. The war 
didn't change that."

Japanese youngsters, then, come by tenth grade to per

ceive capitalism as the most important characteristic of their 
country. The questions arise, therefore, as to what they con

ceive this most important characteristic to mean and how it 
differs from the alternative "ism" offered by the opposition
- socialism. The interviews I conducted with some forty

students as well as the compositj.ons written by 43 Tokyo 
eighth graders provide usefifL data.

It was apparent from the interviews that both capital

ism and socialism were conceived in rather skeletal fashion, 
with little complexity or descriptive richness, by nearly all 

the interviewees. Capitalism seemed to be an especially 
elusive concept for most of the students. Few were as off 
the mark as the rural eighth grader who thought it was "where 
they do foreign trade and such." But even the more accurate 
verbalizations were conceptually limited and sparse in content. 
One relatively frequent definition centered around the image 
of rule by capitalists:

Well, capitalism is where people with 
big capitalists- run the eco-money

nomics of the country.
—8th grade Tokyo boy

With capitalism, you get capitalists, after 
all. ... I have an image of being controlled 
by capitalists when you say capitalism.

—10th grade Tokyo boy
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A number of youngsters, however, showed a somewhat " 
.more specific grasp of a principal element of the concept of 
capitalism, the relationship between work and reward;

o'. . [It»s where] you get the return you 
work for yourself.

—8th grade Tokyo boy

, . . when a person by'his own efforts* 
. o , well, only that person becomes 
better off , , and there is free 
competition.

:—10th grade rural girl

Socialism seemed to be more widely and easily under

stood;

With socialism, there is a planned eco
nomy, and everyone works hard and things 
are divided equally among everyone,

—12th grade Tokyo boy

, , , when the state provides social 
security. The state does everything 
and there isn't free competition,

—8th grade Tokyo boy

■ Well, the people, er , . , land and that 
sort of thing are all controlled by the 
state . . . somehow that sort of feeling, 

—12th grade rural boy

A planned economy, social security, and public ownership of
enterprise- these seem fairly widely understood to be what

socialism is all about and‘ how it differs from capitalism, 

with its Bcmewhat less distinct image of private ownership 
and free competition. Table V-2 provides some evidence from 

Okamura's survey on the extent to which these characteristics 
are correctly associated with each "ism" as well as the ex

tent of mlsassociatlon.
'-y
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TABIE V-2
MEANING OF CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM:

. '-'CORRECT AND'-;INCORRECT ASSOCIATIONS

(Percent of students by grade associating the 
responses .shown with capitalism and socialism; 
each student was allowed two choices for each, 
so totals amount to 2009^*)

Capitalism Socialism

Incorrect^Incorrect^ Correct^Correct^Grade

145637 837

54 62 168 102

49 129 73 107

143 6-1710 159

14811 15 158 5

12 151 15413 5

Source: Okamura, 1968 Survey.

*
Other ambiguous responses were also possible.

^"Private ownership; free competition."

^"Public ownership; planned economy; social insurance.”
I

^"Public ovmership; free competition,"
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I.
It is clear at a glance that a major Increase in the 

frequency of students understanding both capitalism and 
socialism' takes place after ninth ^ade. This is probably 
in large part a consequence of,what is leambd in the latter 
half.of the "politics and economics" social studies coxirse 
given in all middle schools in the ninth grade» It is also 
apparent that at all age levels more youngsters are aware 
of the basic elements of socialism than of those of capital

ism, though the disparity decreases sharply by tenth grade.
The closing of the awareness gap between the two is also due 
no doubt to the aforementioned soci^ studies course. But 
vdiy should so many more youngsters in the earlier middle 
school grades understand socialism than understand capital

ism? Indeed, before ninth grade, more youngsters chose in

correct than correct responses about capitalism, while 

accurate responses about socialism far outdist^ced in

accurate ones.
To begin with, of course, capitalism does seem to pre

sent greater intrinsic cognitive difficulties. Socialism is 
definable essentially by reference to a simple notion, that 
of public ownership. Capitalism, however, is less clear-cut, 
especially since abstract notions of private ownership and 

• free enterprise are confused by images the youngsters have 
of concrete capitalist countries. Almost without exception 
the youngsters I Interviewed qhose Japan and the United States 
when asked to name capitalist countries in today's world.
But in their own country, at least, they are likely to have

i
fJ;'

tii

i
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heard that there is economic planning, social security and 
other forms of social insurance, and they all are aware of 
the publicly-owned railway (popularly called by its abbrevi-

■the National Railway), airline,
.television network, national monopolies and utilities./
Second, again almost invariably the most prominent charac

teristic that the students attributed to capitalism-was-

in a direct translation of a phrase used by nearly all—"the 
gap between rich and poor." Yet their discussions of their 

own country in the interviews revealed little tendency on 
their part to see Japan as riven wfth such a gap, and their • 
image of the United States as a land of affluence and pros

perity- deafly did not mesh with the abstract image of what 
a capitalist state is supposed to resemble.

While nearly every student interviewed quickly named 
the United States and Japan as examples of capitalist nations, 
when it came to naming socialist countries the responses were 
somewhat less quick and sure. Most of the youngsters listed 
the Soviet Union and the Eastern,European nations. But few ' 
knew anything about non-Soviet socialism. None of the inter

viewees had any idea of what'sort of economic system codd 

be found in Sweden, for example. It was obvious that soclal- 

• ism is equated with Marxian socialism, in sc far at least as^ 

the best-known socialist states are concerned. This is not

ated name of Kokutetsn

surprising in view of the emphasis on Soviet style socialism 

in the texts, and the relative Inattention to the Scandinavian 
states.
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More surprising, however, was the olear-out pattern " 
that emerged froin the interviews with regard to communism. 
There was a striking lack of conceptual cl^ity and differ

entiation in the notions of commxmism. Many of those inter

viewed were imable to say anything whatever about what com

munism means. Those who did venture definitions usually 
said only that it was a stronger or harsher form of social

ism. It was apparent that the teenagers' understanding or 
"consciousness" of the relationship between socialism and 
communism was at best a fuzzy one. Interestingly enough, 
however, a number of the students interviewed- even includ

ing those who could say nothing about the meaning of com

munism- - were willing to choose certain nations as communist
nations as opposed to socialist ones. In nearly every case, 
the nation identified as communist.was the People's Republic 

of China, along with North Korea and North Vietnam. Many of 

the youngsters may have carried over their awareness of a 
split between the Soviet and Chinese blocs into their per

ceptions of socialism and communism.

It is also highly likely that the common Japanese 
abbreviations for the Soviet Union (Soren) and the People's

I

Republic (Chukyo) have something to do with this, especially 
. the latter. The second character of Chukyo ) is the
initial character of the word for communism and

term thus is roughly similar to the English phrase 
~ CQlllmln^H^h China. No such reference to communism is associated

with the term Soren for the Soviet Union. Nor indeed is
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communism usually mentioned in discussions of that country, 
which is almost always referred to in the textbooks and in 
the newspapers as a "socialist state" and the leader of--the 

"socialist bloc."
Capitalism, then, is the characteristic most widely

By the mid-

high school years, a substantial majority of yotingsters can 
recognize the basic elements of both capitalism and social

ism, though commimism appears to be much less well understood. 

In view of the importance of capitalism in teenagers' views 
of their society, it is important then that we turn to an 
analysis of their attitudes toward it and toward the other 

concepts associated with it.

I
felt by young Japanese to typify their society.

Affective Responses to Capitalism. Socialism,
and Other Symbols

We saw in chapter three that so many yoimgsters place
a high,positive value on peace and democracy that they may
be considered consensual elements in the emerging political
culture in Japan. But we have also seen here that more
yoimgsters believe capitalism to be Japan's most important

characteristic than believe, that democracy is.
b

In order to know what this implies in regard to their 

evaluation of their society, we must first ascertain how s

they feel about capitalism in comparison with other relevant
I asked the students and parents to Iconcepts and symbols, 

vdiom the questionnaire was administered whether they reacted 5

favorably or unfavorably when they heard a number of political
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Table Y-3 presents a summary of the resiolts for each 
of the terms, ranked In decreasing order of favorable ref^-
terms.

pponses.

The same over-all- preference ranking obtains for both 
generations of Japanese, Peace and democracy, as noted, 
receive an overwhelmingly positive response. But the three 

socioeconomic terms, vdiich are what concern us at present, 
show much less overt support. As I also discovered in the
interviews- where, as I mentioned, some children referred
to communism as a "harsh" variety or stage of socialism-

Table V-3 indicates that communism i\s clearly a negative 
symbol for many. Indeed, significantly more teenagers 
(11 percent) responded that they felt "very unfavorable" to 
it than to any of the other terms.

More important here, however, is that capitalism is 
positively valued by only a minority of students and of 
parents. Almost as many students reported an unfavorable 
reaction to the term as reported a favorable one. Second 

only to communism, capitalism received a higher proportion 
of "very unfavorable" responses than any other terms 6 per

cent as compared, for instance, with only 2 percent who were 
"very unfavorable" to socialism. Over-all, then, capitalism 

■falls near the bottom of the list in popularity, negative 

feeling toward it being surpassed only by that for communism. 

But a large group of students and parents, indeed a majority 
of the former and a near majority of the latter, remained
noncommittal.
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9TABLE V-3-
AFFECTIVE REACTIONS TO VARIOUS 
"ISMS" OF STUDENTS AITO PARENTS
.(percent pf all students and 
parents choosing "react favorably'-' 
or "react unfavorably")

Students Parents

Favorable Unfavorable Favorable Unfavorable

899^Pacifism 2% 79)i 3%
7679 2 3Democracy

13Liberalism 58 10 50

14 2629 22Socialism

Capitalism 29 22 21 31

40 675Communism 11

Q
^The actual order of the terms as they appeared in 

the questionnaire was: pacifism, socialism, liberalism, 
capitalism, democracy, communism. These items were modeled 
on similar ones included in a major continuing study of 
Japanese attitudes being carried out by the Tokei Suri 
Kenkyujo Kokuminsei Chosa lihkal (National Character Study 
Committee of the Institute for Statistical Mathematics).
See Nihonjin no Kol^insei [Japanese National Character],

. Tbkyo: Shiseido, 1$61, pp. 503-504, and Dalni Nihonjln 
Kokimainsel [Japanese National Characters Second Study], 
Tokyo: Shiseido, 1970, pp. 443-444.

no
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Socialism appears to evoke a pattern of reaction 
similarto that brought out by capitalism. But there is 
less hostility toward socialism and an even greater degree 
of neutrality. Nevertheless, there is no evidence in the 
table of a wholesale re;3ection of capitalism by the young 
in favor of socialism. This is in keeping with ot^ier find

ings on the attitudes of the young toward these two compet-
10

ing ideological symbols.
It is noteworthy that despite the relatively primitive 

cognitive content of the youngsters' images of capitalism 

and socialism, they not only hold opinions about each but 

many were willing to make comparisons of the relative merits 
of each with'respect to a set of other values. Table V-4 
shows the percentages of all students who felt that each of 
several attributes was to be foimd more or much more in 
capitalist countries or more or much more in spcialist

^°See ibid. Also see Asahl shlnbun, JifLy 23, 1969, 
where figures are reported from a survey of yomg members of 
the All Communications Employers Union showing that ‘44 per
cent would prefer to reform capitalism as opposed to 36 per
cent who believe that Japan should become socialist. A 1962 
survey showed that fewer of those in their teens than adults 
believed that things wo\fLd improve if a progressive party 
took power. See-Bando Satoshi and Iwai Sadao, eds,, 
ron [On Youth],(Tokyo2 San'ichi Shobo, 1963), p. 174. The 
results of a cross-national survey of teenagers in Japan, 
Germany, England, and France showed the Japanese youths con
sistently more favorable to socialism and negative to capi
talism than their peers in the other countries. . But differ
ences in the size of the samples 'in the various countries , 
and the nature of the items used, make the comparative value 
of the study problematic, Ushijlma Yoshitomo, Seio to lilhon 
no Ninaen Kelsel [Human Development in Western Europe and 
Japan],^Tokyo; kaneko shobo, 1961), pp, 317-333.

Seinen-

li"-
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TABI^: V-4
CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM COMPARED 

ON FIVE ATTRIBUTES

Students Parents

Pro-
Capitalism^

Pro-
Sooialism

Pro-.Pro-
Capitalism Socialism

S6% . 9% 58% 15%Liberty

46 43Democracy

Peace

Inequality^

Poverty^

17 18

2219 32 . 32

67 5411 13

608 73 13

®Pro-Capltallsm: those choosing "found more in cap
italist countries" plus those choosing "found much more in 
capitalist countries," Pro-Socialism; likewise.

'Response categories reversed to accord with the 
direction of favor. That is, the respondents who picked 
"more in capitalist countries" for inequality and poverty 
were coimted as pro-socialist; and vice versa.
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Parental responses are also given for the sake 

of generational comparison.
The table confirms what 1 found in the interviews.: 

liberty and democracy were widely identified as positive 
, attributes of capitalism that are missing in socialist 

countries.

-countries.

When you talk about socialism ... I 
don't know. I get a feeling of some
thing dark, not free.

—IGth grade Tokyo girl
[In socialist countries] there isn't 
any freedom of speech; you can't say 
the things you want to say.

—8th grade Tokyo boy
Socialism is strong. It's really 
tightly controlled. There's no free
dom such as in Japan.

—10th grade Tokyo girl

Conversely, capitalism is believed to promote discrimina- .. 

tion, inequality, and poverty: ■.

. in order to have real, out-and-out 
democratic politics, it is wrong to have 
a social system like capitalism, in which 
the difference between rich and poor gets 
bigger.

—from an 8th grader's composition

[In capitalist countries] people who are 
strong succeed; people who are weak are 
used. That is, there is discrimination.
So, looking at it as a person who isn't 
strong, it isn't a very good coimtry.

—another 8th grader's composition

But, not surprisingly for a people who have been said to 
have a "work ethic," there were also, a number of yoimgsters 
who were put off by socialist-style egalitarianism:

W
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With socialism, everyone is equal, hut I 
think it's sad that people of ability can 
only get the same amount of money as people 
with no ability.

—from a composition
If no matter how hard a person works, he 
gets the same wages as other people, 
wouldn't his will to work be blunted?

—from a composition

So far the analysis has concentrated on the labeled 
concepts of socialism arid capitalism. But what kinds of 
responses to socialism and capitalism occur when their basic 
ideas are presented without the identifying labels? Table V-5 
presents a, summary of students' and parents' responses to an 

item asking that they choose one of three types of society 
as that which they would prefer to have in Japan.

An xmbridled laissez-faire free enterprise system 

with the poor left to fend for themselves wins very little 

support. Gn the whole, the students prefer the controlled 
economy with guaranteed social security for all, including 
the poor, reflecting the positive sentiments many inter

viewees expressed about socialism. But interestingly enough, 
what I have termed "welfare capitalism" wins an increasing 
number of supporters among the older students, so that by

i

twelfth grade there is an even division between those favor

ing capitalism and those favoring socialism. The oldest 
students, however, remain to the left of their parents.

How do these preferences accord with the students' 
reactions to the labeled concepts of capitalism and social

ism? Table V-6 presents the relevant cross-tabulations.

ife-
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TABLE V-5
IDEAL.JAPAN: RESPONSES TO THREE TYPES OF SOCIETY
(percent of students by grade and of parents as 
a whole choosing each response)
"We all have..hopes abput the sort of society we'd 
like to make of Japan. Which of the following 
sorts of society is closest to your hope?"

a. A society in which people can compete freely 
and men of ability can readily become wealthy, 
but where there are people who have a hard time 
earning a living. [Laissez-faire Capitalism]

b. A society, where the government controls the
.economy, so one can't get very wealthy, but 
where a minlmm standard of living is firmly 
guaranteed. [Socialism] - '

c. A society where able men can become wealthy, 
but where such people are highly taxed by 
the government to help look after the dis
advantaged. [Welfare Capitalism]

d. Don't know.

Laissez-faire 
Grade Capitalism

Welfare
Socialism Capitalism D.K. N.R. Total

10 0 1009«

3 1 * 100?«

4 0 1009«

648 5 21

410 57 35

4812 435

100)«Parents 47 6 28 37
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TABLE V-6
COMPARISON OF STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARD SOCI^ISM ^ 
AND CAPITALISM WITH THEIR IDEAL ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

(percentages across)
Ideal. Economic System 

Welfare
Capitalism Socialism Total

Laissez-faire
CapitalismAttitudes

toward:

Capitalism
100%

100%

100%

47458Favorable

Neutral

Unfavorable

62344

70282

Gamma = .29

Socialism
100%

100%

100%

63307Favorable

59374Neutral

52417Unfavorable

Gamma = -.09

i.
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The preferred ideals show a moderately strong rela

tionship with the students' reactions to capitalism. . The 
correlation with reactions to socialism is quite a bit - 

weaker. However, when we control for age, the latter cor- 

.relation rises to -.30 among the twelfth graders, rivaling 
the former, which goes up slightly to +.33. In other words, 
we 'see an association between reactions to ideological labels 
and to unlabeled ideals that suggests that by twelfth grade 
these ideologically relevant attitudes are crystallizing 
and cohering. If that is true generally over the range of 
ideologically relevant attitudes, we will have useful evi

dence of the growth in adolescence of an Important element 
of ideology as a style of thought.

Constraint and Causal Reasoning;
Ideology as a Style of Thought

Intellectuals, academicians, joumalists>>.§nd others 
who think a good deal about politics tend to appraise po

litical issues and occurrences by applying a set of abstract. 
Integrated principles to them. But in doing so they are, 
at least in the United States, in a very small minority.

Among a sample of^American adiUts, Philip Converse 
and his associates found only a handful, about 2-1/2 percent, 

who could be classified as Ideologues who consistently evalu

ated polltiqal issues by reference to such general principles. 

Another 9 percent were classified as "near-ideologues" 

whose use of the liberal - conservatl-ro—or any other ideo

logical—speotrm as a yardstick of evaluation appeared
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either inconsistent or hased on a shaky understanding of 
the terms.

The available comparative evidence suggests that Jap

anese adults as well as adults in Europe are more "ideo

logically conscious" than.Americans, Roughly 30 percent 
of a national sample of Japanese over the age of fifteen 
said that they thou^t in terms of left versus right dif

ferences or could identify their own positions on a left- 
right continuum.

found in Germany, France and Italy, 
greater than the American figures cited above. In another 
Japanese national survey, over 50 percent of the sample 

chose to Identify themselves as either conservative suppor

ters or progressive supporters.

not strictly comparable- particularly in the latter case,

since it does not distinguish between party support and

ideological positions- it is most important to recognize,
as I shall hrgue la$er, that partisanship and ideology 

bolster one another through overlapping partisan and ideo- 
Ibgi.cal labels and a tendency of Japanese to identify with 
"camps." The implication is clear that a significantly

This is a smaller proportion than was 

but is substantially

While the evidence is

^^The Nature of Belief Systems in Mass Publics," p. 218. 
12
Bradley M. Richardson, "Party Loyalties and Party 

Salience in Japan," unpublished manuscript, p. 9.
■ ^^Ibid.
^\atani&i Jojl, "Rodosha no Tohyo Kodo to Seito 

Shiji Taido" [Workers' Electoral Behavior and Party Sup
port], Nihon Rode Evokal Zasshi. Janviary 1969, p. 22.1

III
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greater ntunber of Japanese advilts, probably at least twice 

as.many_as American adults, appear to qualify as "ideologues" 
or "near ideologues." Nevertheless, that still means that 
rou^ly only one advilt in three is ideologically conscious 
r—in today's Ideologically riven Japan,

If only a minority of adults can meet this condition . 
for ideology, how much more likely it is that even fewer 
pre-adxilts will be able to do so. There is, above all else, 
the problem of whether they have the cognitive capacity for 
such abstract and deductive reasoning. Recent studies of 
American children and adolescents sqggest that there are 
stages in the growth of such cognitive capacities, and that 
it may not be until mid-adolescence that the so-called stage 
of "formal operations" is attained, in which the ability to 
apply general principles to specific cases and to reason 
deductively is developed.

This analysis of the antecedents of Ideology in ad

olescence must therefore take into account these two oondi-
constraint and 'the use oftions for ideological thought' 

general principles, and the data permits us to do this, 
though in each case to an imperfect degree, 

first at the problem of the constraint on consistency

Let us look

• between JapaneSi^teenagers' attitudes regarding socialism 
and capitalism. As a standard against which to "the

15See the citations listed in footnote 3 for this 
chapter," especially Adelson and O'Neill, "Growth of Po
litical Ideas in Adolescence."

SSa-'-''
le
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relative level of constraiint among the teenagers' attitudes, 

parents' attitudes will be analyzed concurrently.
Of necessity, my survey could not Include items deal

ing with th'e whole range of specific issues on principles 
relevant to socialism and capitalism. As I have discussed 
briefly in earlier chapters, I put primary emphasis on the 
very terms themselves and on their relationship to other 
symbols and values. Needless to say, however, the correla

tions between reactions to the terms and the other values 
provide a readily interpretable measiu’e of the degree to 
which what must be considered the bas^-c elements of the 
ideologically-relevant attitudes cohere. The developmental 

psychology model of the growth of ideology would predict 
that the coherence of attitudes toward socialism, capitalism, 
and communism will Increase with age. Table V^7 presents 

the ordinal level gamma coefficients of correlation between 

reactions to these three "isms".among the students as a 

vdiole and by grade, and for parents as a whole. This will 
provide a starting point for the discussion.

The level of congruence between reactions to social

ism and capitalism among eighth graders is not only strik

ingly low but is in the onnosite direction from what we

;

s
t

i

!

B

would expect, being slightly positive. The same is true 
for the correlation between capitalism and communism. It 
is not mtil tenth grade that consistency begins to emerge 
in these basic attitudes. But by twelfth grade, the teen

agers evince as much or more congruence as do their parents.

I
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TABIE V-7
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN REACTIONS TO CAPITALISM, 

SOCIALISM, AND COMMUNISM
(Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma)

SocialismCapitalism
and

Socialism

Capitalism
and

CnTtiTtninl.Fim
andStudents

Grade CoTtimunism

<.32.07 .038

-.12 .55-.0810

-.15 .59-.2712

-.10 .50■ -.10Total

.56-.16 -.15Parents

i
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:__j:t_.ls..also evident that there is a substantially greater 
degree of consistency between the reactions to socialism •

"and communism, among both parents and students. I pointed 
out earllbr that a large proportion of all students were 
antipathetic to the term communism. Among those favorable 
to socialism, the proportions favorable and unfavorable 
to communism were about even (26 percent to 28 percent 
respectively). However, those vinfavorable to socialism 
were also overwhelmingly unfavorable to communism (5 percent 
favorable to 78 percent unfavorable). On the whole, as a 
second glance at Table V-3 will remipd us, the students
were neutral toward capitalism and socialism. Few- only

.about one in seven- reported an unfavorable reaction to
socialism. But that so many of them shoid.d reject communism . 

as well hints at an unexpectedly strong stream of anti-left 
coherence among the students in so far as attitudes toward 
these conceptual labels are concerned.

Attitudes toward communism are not our central concern 
here. Rather, we are Interested in attitudes toward social

ism and capitalism, which are more widely employed and legiti

mate terms and ideas. Thus, it is important to reiterate 
that despite the modest value of the correlation between 
reactions to these terms in comparison with that between 
reactions to socialism and communism,-the correlation does 
point to a pattern of consistency prerequisite to the devel

opment of ideology as being present among a significant 

minority of the oldest teenagers. Does a similar pattern
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/
! of-emerging consistency ajjpear.-in the relations hetween other 

attitudes as well? Let us take the reactions to the terms 
capitalism and socialism once more, and this time compare, 

them to Evaluations of whether a number of values are to be 
found more in capitalist or in socialist countries. Table V-8 

presents these correlations for both parents and students, 
with the latter again broken down by grade.

The over-all student correlations (zero-order gammas) 

on the whole show a moderate degree of association between 
the evaluations of the attributes and the two terms. But 
while the correlations with reactionjs to capitalism show an 
increase with the age of the student in four out of five 
cases, no such developmental pattern is evident in the cor

relations with reactions to socialism, where Indeed there 
seems to be a small but uniform decrease in the strength of 

association with age. Part of this anomalous finding may 
be due first to the fact that there takes place an increase 
with age (grade) in the-proportion of students who are non- 

committal toward socialism,.from 52 percent of the eighth 
graders to 61 percent of the twelfth graders. Fewer of the 

older than the younger students, on the other hand, are non

committal about capitalism.
Second, many of the youngsters appear to be trying to 

be objective; that is, to judge the two systems bn what they 
believe to be the systems' merits rather than giving their 
own preferences. What they know of the relative merits of 

j■; . the two systems is often a set of generalized images,
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TABLE V-8
CORRELATION OF STUDENTS' AND PARENTS' REACTIONS TO 
CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM WITH COMPARISON OF VALUES 

JN CAPITALIST VERSUS SOCIALIST COUNTRIES
(Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma for students by grade 
and as a whole and for parents as a whole)

Reaction to Capitalism

Students!
8Value 10 12 Total Parents

.36 .32 .40Liberty .19 .33

.36.23 .39Democracy .33 .33

Peace .22 .37 .38 .32 .28

Inequality .22 .12 .25 .13 .23

Poverty .29 .28 .02 .17.13

Reaction to Socialism

Students! /Value 8 10 12 Total Parents

Liberty

Democracy

Peace

-.16 -.22 -.31 -.22 -.27

-.42 -.36-.32 -.28-.33

■ -.42 -.36-.19 -.38 -.33
i

-.26Inequality.

Poverty

-.24-.20 -.22-.31

-.26 -.16-.29 -.21 -.28

li-.-
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reinforced through the social studies courses, if the con

tent' of _the texts is reflective of the tenor of the courses, 
and through stereotypes they absorb from adult political 
discourse;' Capitalism is often connected with war and 
socialism with tyranny or suppression in such stereotyped 
thinking. A good many yoimgsters seem to have absorbed 
both such anti-capitalist and anti-socialist images. One 
twelfth grade rural boy, for instance, told me that "social

ism is better than capitalism and democracy [sic] so far as 
equality is concerned, but . , . the people don't have 
freedom."

Third, if we examine the intercorrelation of the 

evaluations themselves,'by age, we also note almost no in

crease with age in the average strength of the relationships.

One implication of these facts is that vdiile develop

ment of the capacity for ideology may take plac.e during 
adolescence, concurrent development of actual attitudes 

and stances toward ideological objects and of consistency 
between such attitudes does not necessarily occur, 
evidence from the Japanese case is mixed; some pairs of 
attitudes show, increased congruence with age, and others 
show decreased congruence. Clearly other influences supple

mentary' to and in some instances unrelated to age and the 
development of cognitive capacities are at work in shaping 
the ideological tendencies in Japanese teenagers' thought.
I Shall return to this Important point shortly.

The
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The second requisite of ideological thou^t is that 
of arguing from general principles about causes and conse- 

- quenees in social and political life. An excellent example 
of such cSuse and effect analysis based on "crowning posturess" 
to borrow Converse's phrase once again, is this passage from 
one eighth grader's compositions

In modem Japan, capitalists with lots and 
lots of money give out money to use laborers 
for their own profit. And then, because no 
one says anything to those capitalists, they 
compete with each other. So, because there 
is free competitionj there is no planning 
in society as a whole, and there are the un
employed who have met with misfortune. So 
the gap between the rich cApitalists and the 
poor laborers gradually becomes wider.

Such an articulate, sophisticated grasp of causal reasoning 
about economics and politics is unlikely to have been 
achieved by a thirteen-year old, and this statement no 
doubt reflects the influence, if not the hand, of an adult 
or elder brother or sister, or even perhaps a book. But 

among high school seniors one can find youngsters with such 
ability to discuss society with full competence in causeil 
reasoning and a reliance upon general principles. I inter

viewed the editor of one of the "organs" (journals) of the 
high school student movement. The son of working-class 
parents ■■vdio had had little formal education, he himself was 

nevertheless impressively well-versed in the basics of
Marxism, and claimed to have begun to read Das Kapltal in 
ninth grade. In our discussion of the state of world 
politics and of Japanese politics and society, he brought

■*>
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to bear in his positions many of the central concepts and 
principles of Marxist and Leninist thought. His beliefs 
were manifestly ideological in the sense of both being con

strained and in being derived from a set of general principles 
that he applied in analyzing contemporary problems.

But of course, neither the eighth grader's composition 
nor the wide-ranging, well-integrated beliefs of this high 
school activist are representative of the caliber of most 
Japanese teenager's causal analyses of political and eco

nomic reality. Much more typical are the statements about 
the merits and debits of capitalism and socialism that I 

noted earlier on pages 232-233. Often the causal link in these 
expressions Is^only implicit. But, as is apparent even in 
those statements, a number of the teenagers linked socialism 
or capitalism in a cause-effect relationship with democracy; 

"Capitalism promotes a gap between rich and poor, so it is 

opposed to democracy."
Since a major concern of this study is to examine the 

sotirces of support for democracy in the political attitudes 
of young Japanese, I decided, after several pretest inter

views in which teenagers linked democracy and socialism or 
capitalism in a manner similar to the above, to incorporate 
a set of■items on this theme in the questionnaire. First 
of all, on an abstract plane, I' asked the respondents to 
agree or disagree with consecutive items stating that democ

racy was impossible in a capitalist country; or in a social

ist country. Then, they were asked in specific terms about
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Japanese democracy, and whether they agreed that it required 
socialism or required capitalism. The actual items to 
which they were asked to agree strongly, agree, disagreej or 

. disagreer-strongly were as follows.

Real democracy.is impossible in a capital
ist country.

Real democracy is impossible in a social
ist country.

trapbn is not really a democracy because 
the capitalists hold power. For Japan to 
become a real democracy the socialist 
forces must take power.

In a socialist country, individuals do not 
have freedom, so it is nebessary to pre
serve capitalism in Japan.

Table V-9 presents a summary of the students' res

ponses to these four items, as usual broken down by age and 
accompanied by the responses of the parents.

As I anticipated, a substantial proportion of the 
students at all age levels responded "don't know" to each 
of the items; more, in fact, than the proportion of parents 
who did so. Even so, given the fact that, in Okamura's 
survey, only one eighth grader in four, including those 
who responded "don't know," was able to choose the correct 

characteristics of capitalism, it seems likely that many 
of the youngest students who did not reply "don't know" 

exemplifying the dictum that "affect precedes information." 

It is also interesting to note that markedly fewer students, 
especially among the eighth graders but also at nearly all 

grade levels, replied "don't know" to the items about

are
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TABLE V-9
ATTITUDES TOWAPID THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ■ 
DEMOCRACY AND CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM

XEeroent of students by grade and of 
parents as a whole choosing the 
responses shown)

A. In the abstract;
Democracy is *Impossible in:

Capitalist Countries
Agree Neutral Disagree

Socialist Countries

Agree Neutral DisagreeGrade

1824 5826 15598

285249 21282310

30521842 2912 29

34 45 2134 • 39 27Parents

B. In Japan;
To be democratic, Japan should have; 

Capitalism

Agree Neutral Disagree

Socialism

Neutral DisagreeAgreeGrade

■ 2526 4926478 27

3614 5045 2310 32

454045 153012 25

4024 21 394135Parents

' •

i:, V
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democracy and capitalism or socialism In Japan than those 

about the Interrelation of those principles In the abstract.
The use of general principles as a basis for politic 

cal and social judgment would, of course, have to be con

sistent to qualify an individual's thought as ideological.
Once again, the pattern of Intercorrelations of items re

veals a moderate degree of association, an average gamma of 
about .29 for all students as compared with .31 for the 
parents. When cross-tabiolated with reactions to capitalism 
and socialism we find these items showing stronger degrees 
of association than did the evaluations of socialism and 
capitalism with regard to the five values. In this sphere, 
the area of prescriptive attitudes as opposed to the more 
descriptive character of beliefs about relative distribu

tion of attributes, it would appear that affective and 
emotive responses to the ideological stimuli play a more 
influential role in shaping even teenagers' attitudes.

It is particularly noteworthy here that the strength 
of the relationships between these four items and reactions 
to the two economic systems increase sharply with age in 

six of the eight cases. By twelfth grade, students' atti

tudes toward the relationship between democracy and capital

ism and socialism are as strongly related to whether they 
are favorable to capitalism or to socialism as are those 
of their parents. But in a reversal of the previous find

ings, it is the relationship between these attitudes and 
reaction to socialism that shows the strongest increase
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i with age.
Even among teenagers, then, there are those whose 

attitudes toward socialism and capitalism are so organized.
that they satisfy the criterion of constraint. The evi-

-indeed,dence indicates that similarly, some teenagers-
prohahly more than levels of information would suggest-
respond to ideological argtuaents based on "crowning pos

tures" or the deductive application of general principles
However, it is likewisein political and social affairs, 

clear that the model proposed by developmental psycholo

gists, in which political learning oepurs in stages, does 
not serve as a wholly adequate guide to the Japanese data. 

We saw that consistency in attitudes and beliefs relevant 
to socialism and capitalism increased with age generally, 

but that there were a niimber of cases in which increased
age did not yield larger proportions of teenagers with con- 

Moreover, there dM not seem to be agruent attitudes, 
greater increase between the fifteen year olds (tenth
graders) and the thirteen year olds than between the fif-

Indeed, it was more oftenteen and seventeen year olds, 
the case, with specific reference to ideologically related
beliefs and attitudes, that the real jump in attitude co

herence came in the last yeai- of high school. The growth 
of Ideology in adolescence woiild appear to be influenced 
not merely by the individual's capacity to absorb ideo

logical learning but by the nature of those factors in his 

environment vdilch reinforce or dilute the ideological
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s-bimuli themselves. In Japan, where ideology is at the 
heart of_partisan politics, party support takes on a special 
significance as a potential source of and reinforcement for 
ideology.

Ideology and Partisanship-

Much of the path-breaking work on the political 
socialization of American youth was concerned with the ex

periences and learning undergone by young children. One 
important reason for this focus on political learning in 

early childhood was the belief that those attitudes and 
values acquired early in childhood become deeply rooted and 
endure as determinants of adult values and behavior; that .. 
they endure to a greater degree than those acquired later
in life; and that they pervasively affect and color what 
is learned later in pre-adult life. It was quickly estab

lished that party identification was one of the'orientations

that developed early in the socialization process and that 
ideology was not. Even the oldest of Greenstein's sample 

of New Haven grade school children made so few "ideological" 
references to the differences between the parties that he 
concluded that there was probably a stage of childhood

before which the acqtiisition of so abstract and complex a 
thing as ideology was impossible for most.^^ Hyman decided
that much the same point was the general conclusion to be

^red I. Greenstein, Cliildren and Politics (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 19fa5), p. 70.

*
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17
drawn from a variety of studies, 
ing the.same low level of ideological consciousness among 
their ei^t to thirteen year old sample of American children, 
suggested that the tendency of young children to identify 
with the personalities of key leaders mi^tin some way be 
compensatory for this inability to ideologize.

Richard Merelman has pointed out that these findings 

imply ideological Instability;

Because the earliest stages of himaan 
thou^t are not conducive to . . . 
ideological development, it seems fair 
to speculate, accepting the Freudian 
position bn the psychological dominance 
of earliest modes of thou^t, that adult 
political ideologies always rest on an 
unstable base.19

Hess and Tomey, not-

18 \

But of course, such a consequence is most likely where 
party and ideology are only weakly related, if at all. 
Such is true in the United States where one can be either
a conservative or a liberal Democrat or a conservative or

In Japan, however, the lines ofa liberal Republican, 
partisan cleavage overlap to a great extent with the lines

As the evidence cited earlier'of ideological cleavage. 
shows, substantially more Japanese than American adults

^'^Herbert Hyman, Political Socialization (Glencoe-, Ill.: 
The Free Press, 1959), p. 4b.

^®Robert D. Hess and Judith V. Tomey, The Develop
ment of Political Attitudes in Children (Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday and Go., 19bS), pp. 19-22.

^^"The Development of Political Ideology," p. 755.

sitfe.
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think of politics in ideological terms! the left-right 
cleavage, and the division of the parties into two oppos

ing camps; The central point is that in Japan, unlike the 
United States, the nature of the parties and the party 
system, and in, particular the imambiguous ideological 
position of most of the parties, means that party support 
supplies both an intense and tinequivocal stimulus to the 
development of Ideology, as well as a stable basis and re

inforcement for that ideology.

To begin the discussion of how party support and 
ideology interact in the political spcialization of Jap

anese teenagers, let us look at Table V-10, which summar

izes the correlations between party support and a capitalism-
versus-socialism scale, made up of a number of the items 
just discussed.^® For convenience, I shsill refer to the 
composite scale as the Ideology scale.

As the table makes clear, there is indeed a strong 
general association between the students' partisanship and 
their over-all ideological tendency. Inspection of the

20The scale was formed as follows: a factor analysis 
was performed on the responses to the political attitude 
items of the eigjith graders in the sample, and a varimax 
rotation performed on the principal components. Eight 
Items-loaded at a level of .30 or higher on one rotated 
factor. These were all related to attitudes toward capi
talism and toward socialism, and included most of those I 
have mentioned so far. All of these were five point 
Likert-scale items. I recoded them all so that a strongly 
pro-socialist response was given a score of 1 and a strongly 
pro-capitalist response a score of 5. The scores on the 
eight items were then emulated for each Individual in a 
summary index. This index was then trichotomized into the 
three-point Ideology scale.
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TABLE V-10
STUDENTS' PARTT SUPPORT AND IDEOLOGY
(percent of students supporting each 
party who are pro-capitalist, neutral> 
or pro-socialist)

Ideology Scale

Pro-
Socialist

Party 
Support .

Pro-
Capltallst TotalNeutral

100% ' 
100?« 
100% 
100% 

100%

40 1744 •LDP

3416 50DSP

402634Komei

533017JSP

60337JCP
f

Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma = .50

i
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, breakdovm by each party, however, reveals differential 
, . patterns of party-ideology correspondence. One particular

hypothesis suggests itself in this regard. We would ex-" 
pect that supporters of the parties of the left, the JSP 
'and JCP, would show the highest degree of party-ideology 
oongruity. To begin with, these are the parties which 

use ideological rhetoric in politics, and the very terms 
of that rhetoric derive from their philosophical and con

ceptual vocabulary. Moreover, these two parties carry 
primary ideological terms or labels as their names. I 
have already suggested that ideological labels, like 
"socialist" and "communist," play the same sort of slmpJLi- 
fying role that party labels play: they reduce complex ideas 
and complex realities to images that are easily compre

hensible and have strong affective color. A common pair 
of such images is the fat capitalist with his cigar, and 
the idealistic and dedicated socialist working for the 

good of all. Vflien such ideological labels as these,, which 
are the real "build-ing block" elements of ideologies, are 

also the labels of political parties, they create a syn

thesis of party and ideology'that forms a unified object 
of support and affection, or of rejection and hostility.

This hypothesis is supported by the figures in the 
table, as it is generally in the cross-tabulations of
party support with nearly every Individual item relevant 
to socialism and capitalism. Interestingly enough, when 
we examine the relationship between party support and
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reactions to the terms socialism^ capitalism and communlsm> 
we observe that \diile Indeed more JSP and JCP supporters 
are favorable to socialism and commvinism than, for example, 
the proportion of Libereil Democratic si;5)po37ters favorable 

' to capitalism,.we find that significantly fewer of them
are unfavorable to capitalism than were favorable' to 
socialism and communism. Apparently, the reinforcement 
of positive party and ideological labels that takes place 
is stronger than the generation of hostility toward the
opposing label.

The Importance of party suppbii: to ideology among
Japanese teenagers is underscored by comparison with other 
relevant potential influences. Neither the student's age 
or sex conrelates with ideology to any great extent, the 
gammas being -.08 and .00 respectively.

^residence is only weakly related (gamma = -.15). Once

Even urban-rural

again, as in the case of partisanship itself, we observe 
that there is little direct impact of socioeconomic, status 
on Ideology (gamma = .03). 

residence results in the emergence of a fairly weak link 
(.17) between socioeconomic‘status and ideology among the 
urban teenagers, but not among their rural peers (.01).

Although these other factors have little or no 
direct influence on the teenagers' ideology as measured

Controlling for urban-rural

by the composite scale, they do affect the relationship 
between partisan support and Ideology. Table V-11 presents
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TABLE V-11
PARTIAL AND CONDITIONAL GAMMAS BETWEEN STUDENTS' 

PARTY SUPPORT AND IDEOLOGY SCALE WITH 
OTHER FACTORS CONTROLLED

Conditional Gamma^Partial Gamma^Control
12108o50Grade 7557^7^

GirlsBovs
.35.61.51Sex

Rural- Urban
.43.49 .53Urban-Rural ■

HighMed.~Low
.67 .39.30.52SES

HighMed.Low
.66.48.27.50Media Exposure

^Partial gamma = over-all value of gamma between 
party support and ideology scale when the effects of the 
control variable are held constant.

^Conditional gamma = value of gamma in each category 
of the control variable.

&
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: of the correlations between party support and

the ideology scale controlling for other factors.
. The emphasis on the growth of cognitive capacities - 

with age in the approach of developmental psychology to
thf emergence of ideology would lead us to expect an in-

in the correlation between partisanship and ideology
There is indeed an

crease

with the age or grade of the student, 
increase, but only a modest one- since even among the

It isyoungest the relationship is already quite strong, 

clear from the table that other factors have an even
greater impact in'specifying the correspondence of party 

The correlation is much greater dmong boysand ideology.
than girls, and somewhat greater among urban than rural
children. These differehces reflect, indirectly I believe, 
the same influence on the development of ideology that is 
more explicit in the case of media exposvire. The more 
the student reads magazines and newspapers and watches 
television programs about politics, the closer the fit 
between his party support and his ideology, as I am using 

the term here. One obvious reason for this is that in 
following politics in the media, the student increases his 

information and knowledge about the symbols and the posi

tions associated with the party he supports and with those 

vdiich he does not support.
The sex difference reflects this same point, because 

politics in Japan is a man's world-
than a handful of women political leaders, none of

•there are literally
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Moreover, women in Japan generallythem being well taiown. 
show less interest in politics and express fewer political 

21
opinions than men. Girls, then, receive markedly less

impetus toward political Interest than do boys.
Similarly, the urban teenager comes in daily contact 

with more political stimuli than the rviral teenager as a 
function of the constant presence of Intense.and fairly 
pervasive partisan conflict that is missing or muted in 
the village, where nonpartisanship and an overwhelming pre- 

of conservatism stifle the flow of partisan anddominance
22

especially ideological stimuli. ,

In short, it seems evident that in so far as the fit
between party support and ideology is concerned, the fre- 

and strength of relevant stimuli seem more inpor-quency

tant than age in influencing the ideological development
To account for the developmentof the Japanese teenager, 

of ideology, in the simple sense that I have been using

^^See, on this point, for example, Yasumasa Kurod 
"Aspects of Community Political Participation in 
Influences of Education, Sex and Political Generation, 
a paper delivered at the American Sociological Association 
Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CalifoxTiia, August 19o7, 
p. 8.

^^A substantial part of the explanation for the 
curvilinearity of the party-ideology relationsh^ when 
SES is controlled is due to the same factors. The low 
SES group, a substantial part of ^ich is made up of rural

tion of youngsters who intentionally abstain from partisan 
ship.

SES
I n
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that term to mean the set of reactions to symbols and labels 
associate_d with the classic left-right, socialist-capitalist 
continuum plus a set of attitudes and beliefs about how - 
other values relate to these s3nnbols, it is. not enough to 
look to the emergence of cognitive capacities, Richard 
Merelman has theorized that such cognitive development 
would be of central importance in the creation of ideology
only in the absence of strong and unambiguous ideologically- 
related stimiili in the environment. In Japan, the ideo

logical nature of much of partisan politics provides a

basis for such a stimulus in the very, process of party 

identification, and that stimulus is accentuated and rein

forced by factors associated with increased political 
interest. 23

Conclusion

The frequency and intensity with which ideological 
ssrmbols and rhetoric are employed in Japanese politics 
give to ideology a significant place in,the political -

Bradley Richardson, in a secondary analysis of 
the University of Michigan survey on Japanese voting be
havior, reports that in Japan strength of party identifi
cation is highly related to political interest (gamma =
.41 as compared to .04 for the 1968 Siirvey Research 
Center's-sample of American adults). Unfortunately,'ngr 
da^ do not permit direct measurement of the strength of 
party identification, but there is a clear parallel between 
■this finding about adults' partisanship with the evidence 
in my data that political interest increases the fit 
between party and Ideology among teenagers. See Richard
son, 0£. Pit.

if
fti:
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From their mid-teens,leapming of Japanese teenagers.
most conceive of their country as primarily capitalist and

At the heginning of adoles-.only secondarily democratic.
their conceptions of capitalism are ill-formed andcence

nebulous, while socialism appears more readily and clearly 
By age fifteen or so, however, the great ■majority 

to tinderstand the fundamental characteristics of 
But neither evokes the widespread

grasped.

appear
both these "isms."
positive reaction accorded to peace and democracy, 
theless, a substantial proportion, on the order of one-

Never-

half those in the study, reacted aff,ectively to the terms.
There was widespreadeither negatively or positively, 

agreement among teenagers and parents alike on the merits 

and fatilts of the two systems; on the superiority of cap

italism in promoting liberty and democracy, and on the 
superiority of socialism in advancing equality .and dimin

ishing poverty and the "gap between rich and poor."
Analysis of the consistency with which teenagers 

held attitudes relevant to the left-right ideological con

tinuum revealed moderate over-all correlations, 
of correspondence in such attitudes did appear to increase 

with age, in keeping with the model of the development of

The degree

political thought as dependent on a process of progress
But thefrom one stage of cognitive capacity to another, 

increases in consistency were not uniform across all atti-
Thetudes, nor were they generally large in magnitude, 

evidence on the relationship between party support and

IS®
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ideology suggested that for Japanese teenagers, the 
acquisition of an ideology is closely linked to the 
acquisition of partisanship, and that age and developing- 
cognitive capacities are leas important determinants than
in situations where sadient and potent external st^uli 
are lacking. This finding parallels the tentative'find

ing, of '.Richard Merelman, cited earlier, that American
adlescents develop modes or styles of political thought 
characterized by consistency and argument from broad 

principles not so much as a function of increased cogni

tive capacity but as a response to powerful and unambigu

ous stimuli from the political envircnment.

I emphasized that, in particular, ideology is made
both salient and readily conrprehensible in Japanese poli- 
■tlos by the wide-ranging use of simple ideological labels 
like socialist and capitalist. In turn, these -labels
become closely associated with the parties, being in 

ir^ortant cases the very names of the parties and in any 
. event unambiguoxis in their party referents, imuifP

some

con-

seirvative and liberal in American politics- words vdiich
are totally unrelated to the party names and largely 
dear as to how they relate to party positions, 

stimuli' to a synthesis of partisanship and ideology 
Japanese teenagers are intense and clear-cut.

In the preceding chapter we found that "cultural" 
factors, in particular urban and rural residence, lie at

xm-

Hence the

among
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the root of partisan cleavage, 

witnessed the emergence in adolescence of an Ideological 

cleavage paralleling and overlapping that partisan cleavage 
and deriving from it. How that politico-ideological 
cleavage interacts with other lines of cleavage and with 

cultural factors to influence adolescents' support for 
the institutions of democratic politics as well as orien

tations affecting the political self is the question to 
which the chapter that follows must address Itself.

In this chapter, we have
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CHAPTER VI

THE POLITICAL SELF; SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL INFLUENCES

So far this study has concentrated mainly on what Jap

anese teenagers learn about politics. But an equally impor

tant question is how they acquire their political beliefs
values. One answer of obvious importance is that they 

may acquire them from other people with whom they interact, ■

socializing agents like the family, the school, and the 
group which communicate political ideas and values, 
an avenue of approach vdiich I shall explore fully in the 
next chapter.

peer

That is

A second answer is that they may also acquire them by 
virtue of their own identities, by being members of cate

gories of people, social strata, sexes, or generations, for 
Instance. A great part of the body of social science litera- 

on politics is concerned with the effects of such 
of identity on political beliefs and behavior. In this 
chapter, I examine how belonging to an Important set of such 

categories affects the political values and beliefs that 

tiapanese teenagers acquire. Specifically, the question is

"ture
sources

264
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S :■ how "basic social and personal backgromd characteristics, 

r sex, age,urban_or rural residence, and family socioeconomic 

status, affect the development by Japanese teenagers of three 
■ political orientations that are important as elements both 

of theories of democratic political culture and of compet-, 
ing models of political man among adult Japanese: political 
interest, political efficacy, and political trust, here 
broken into input support and output support.

Because democracy is predicated upon the participation 
of citizens in the political process, theories of the atti- 
tudlnal and other psychological sources of support for democ

racy, or of democratic political culture, usually place
great emphasis on the importance of political participation 
mid the attitudes associated with it. The ideal typical 
model of the participant democrat is one who takes an active

part in politics as the result of his interest in events in 

the political realm, confident that his voice and his action 

can influence both the process and the outcome of decisions, 

and being essentially optimistic about the responsiveness

and the general fairness and morality of'the actors, insti

tutions, and processes involved in politics' ■though with a
healthy skepticism of, and independent attitude toward, 
authority.^

j:':

. . . . .  ^Thls composite ideal type of the democratic partici-
• ' , pant can be found in numerous discussions in the literature. 

See for the most frequently cited example, Gabriel Almond 
Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture (Princeton: Princeton

IK
■::r
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Now any observer of politics in the real world will 
recognize that_this is indeed an ideal, and idealistic,
.image of the actual attitudes and behavior of citizens in 
democratic system. Many people are apathetic, many feel 
powerless, many are cynical, many never participate at all. 
And indeed in Japan there are two alternative ideal typicE^L 
models of political man which are widely supposed to be

a

more

accurate representations of actual adult political attitudes 
and behavior. These 1 shall call "mobilized traditional
man" and "alienated mass man."

Traditionally, politics in Japan was the domain of the 
privileged, the elite, the influential; it was not for the 

common man. The political participation of ordinary people 
was the result of mobilization by local influentials, rely

ing on the traditional social norm that valued participation 
for its own sake and which manifested itself as a social

pressure to participate, rather than the spontaneous result 
of the Individual's own political interest, 
terest was usually low to nonexistent.

Political in-
Nor was the ordinary 

man likely to feel Influential in a political system that 
emphasized the exaltation of the officials and the degrada

tion of the people (kanson mlngi). The citizenry were 

basically oriented to the output side of poXitioa, trusting 
in apd bowing to the superior wisdom of government and

“Id ed.;, p. 94 and the works cited there.
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officials while being wary of and skeptical about the motives 
and interests of the political parties and other actors in

volved in the input process.^

Modern day mass society is also alleged to have created 
another alternative ideal type in competition with the par

ticipant-democratic citizen: alienated The cpn-
verse of the "subject" orientation of the mobilized tradi-

mass man.

tional inan is that of the alienated He is likely
to be interested in politics, but not in participation, at 

least not within the established framework of participation.

mass man.

He has lost faith in the morality of the ^actors and institu

tions in the political process and in his ability to have 
his voice heard in that process. Much of the most visible 
politics of youth in^Japan, as well as of the Japanese left 
in general, appears to fit many of these descriptive indi

cators of alienation.^
'2
The best statement of the assmptions and hypotheses 

from which this model derives may be found in Watanuki Joji, 
"Social Structure and Political Participation in Japan," Uni
versity of Iowa, Department of Political Science, Laboratory 
for Political Research, Report No. 32, May, 1970, especially 
pp. 2-3.

^The literature on alienation is vast but diffuse. An 
excellent introduction to the subject can be found in Joel D. 
Aberbabh,"Alienation and Political’Behavior." American Po- 
litlo^ Science Review. LXIII, 1 (March, 1969), 8b-99, See 
^Bo Aaa w. Pinli'ter, "Dimensions of Political Alienation," 
-^orlcan Politic^ Science Review. LXIV, 2 (June, 1970), 
389-410'; dames White, "The Political Implications of City- 

: ward Migration in Japan" (unpublished manuscript, 1971),
:presents an excellent review of the literatxire on the city as 

: a_souroe of alienation. His The Sokagakkai and Mass Society
(Stanford; Stanford University tress, l9'?'6) also discusses 
~ i theories of mass man and mass society,
notably that of William Komhauser, to an important group of 
conten^orary Japanese adults.
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Now it will be noted that these two alternatives to 
the democratie participant model of political man in Japan
are closely linked to some important social and personal 
differences, in particular urban-rural residence, 
generation.

sex, and
Rural residents, women, and the prewar genera

tion tend to be associated, in Japanese political stereo

types, with the mobilized traditional model; while urbanites, 
men, and the postwar generation are associated with the image 
of alienated man. These stereotypes reflect also another 
dimension of assumptions about the sources of political atti

tudes and behavior; namely, that two gener^ kinds of influ

ences are at work. The first kind Includes cultxjral or 
rather psychocultural influences, in which, in the case of 
the mobilized traditional man, traditional Japanese culture 
allegedly inhibits both his political interest and his 
eral sense of efficacy, and ultimately therefore throws a 
pall on his view of the input aspects of politics, all by 
creating in him a sense of self-suppression, of subordina

tion to tlje group and a loss of autonomy, 

also alleged to discourage sociability beyond the limits of 
the immediate group and thus to engender distrust 
vfliioh in turn contributes to distrust of the

gen-

The ciature is

in others, 
remote and im

personal world of politics, as well as skepticism about the 
possibility of being able to affect decisions taken there.

The second set of Influences associated with the models 
of mobilized and alienated men-are those related to social
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and ideological cleavage. Urban-rural residence is known 
to be the major source of difference among-Japanese adults 
in partisanship and ideology.^ While urban life itself 
have direct influence on political man different from the 
effects of rural life, lurban-rural differences appeeu’ to

may

operate as influences on political man to a large degree 
through the intermi ate effects of party and ideology on 

asjtioipation, and support.
Since all teenagers are part of the postwar generation, 

the generational differences I mentioned do not play any 
direct role in e:q>laining differences

political interest, p

among them. But as in
previous chapters shall compare their political orienta

tions with their parents. In addition, however, %■shall also 
examine the effects on the dependent political a-^tudes.

and

the intervening psychocultural and cleavage factors of the 

. age of the teenager. Preceding chapters have shown rises in 
both political cynicism and partisan and ideological sophis

tication concurrent*with increased age.

At the outset, the chapter examines the interrelation

ship between the independent and intervening variables in 
order to pave the way for the multivariate 

political orientations that will follow. ' 
themselves will then be considered individually and

analysis of the 

The orientations 
in a

sequence based on a set of assumptions about their relationship

A
See the discussion on these points in chapters four•and five.
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to one another. This is done because the 
will be to develop several multivariate

over-all objective 
models of the sources 

youth relevant 
of political man.

and structure of the orientations of Japanese 
to the democratic participant' ideal type 
In order to arrive at such models I make use cf the technique

• of path analysis, 
of the

a variety of causal modeling. The analysis
correlations between the Independent, Intervening 

dependent variables, therefore, 

tabulations, as in previous chapters.

and

will present not only

but also product-moment
cross-

correlations between variables. Appended is a matrix of the 

used in the analysisintercorrelatlons of ali of the variables
at the end of the chapter (Appendix VI-1).

The Intervening InfluencsB;
I... -Psyohoouitural unaracierlaticH

An Important strain-in modem democratic theory has

it reqviires sup- 
serves and in the per- 

The current conception of a 
compo'sed of patterns of

emphasized that for democracy to flourish
port in the culture of the- society it 
sonalities of its citizens, 
political culture of democracy, 
specifically political attitudes and beliefs and of other

to such politicalpsychological orientations clearly mlevant
attitude and beliefs, is the outgrowth of a 
theories of how culture

long history of
and personality affect politics.

Before the political culture approach, there was the psycho- 

many o'f the political 
experiences with their parents

cultural approach, which attributed
characteristics of adults to
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in infancsy and earliest childhood, 

characteristics of entire societies 
reference to patterns of child rearing, 

were made of Japan. They exhibit the flaws that

Thus, the political 

were interpreted by

Many such analyses 

caused many
social scientists to direct intense 

culturalism on methodological, epistemological
tive grounds- lack of concern with the
of the sample; the absence of evidence

criticism at psycho- .

and substan-
repre sentativenes s 

testing the general 

char-

of characteristics of 

especially 
more complex level of pol-

applicability in a society of asserted psychooultural 
acteristics; the naive generalization

relationships at one level of human Interaction, 
those of the family,-to the much

itidsf;and the Inattention to the effects on adults of life
experiences after childhood, among others.^ 
psychooultural approach is heavily flawed, 
an emphasis on factors that

But while the 
it does provide

may lie deeper and endure longer 
by affecting more specifically 

political orientations, may be important links in the causal 
chains that lead to adult political

than attitudes, and which.

behavior.

Ego-autonomy and social trust 
characteristics which play leading roles

^e two psychooultural 
in both theories

of democratic personality and theories of the Japanese 
national psyche. Let us look first at ego-autonomy.

litloai^qvo+om* Inkeles, "National Character and Modem Po- 
Pnii+f" ' reprinted in Nelson Polsby, et al . ed^

- and Houghton, mmin, 1963),’
Ir2-192, ana Almond and Verba, o^. oit., pp. 34 ff. '
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The democratic personality, to use Robert Lane’s 
phrase, or the democratic character, to-use Harold Lass- 
well's, is a man in control of himself and confident 
ability to deal with and control the environment, 

use of this concept of inner and outer control, which he 
terms ego-strength, in his conception of the democratic 
personality derives from his view that without these two 
capacities

of his
Lane's

... it is possible neither to pursue a 
long-term course of action nor to effect 
much social change. Equally important, 
without the inner experience of control, 
a man hardly understands how control pro
cesses can work; he projects anarchy or 
conspiracy upon the world.6

Lasswell's notion of character strength, 
aspect of democratic character enabling the individual to 
"maintain the self-system despite environing conditibns 
which are adverse,"'^ or, in Greenstein's-phrase, "to with

stand environmental pressure adverse to one's values,"® 

veiy similar to Lane's formulation and is particularly ap

propriate in the context of Japanese culture, 
tion of the Individual to the grotp, the coercive character

a basic

is

The subordina-

Press,^962)t 412®’ Ideology (New York; Free

Social Science. — —- - - - - - - - - -bl (Septemcer, I9b5;i p, 95.
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of consensual decisions, and the use of shaming 
technique for inducing conformity are all commonly asserted . 
to be characteristic elements of traditional Japanese culture.^ 
The potential corrosive effect of these 
istics on the external aspects of 
A similar corrosion of internal 

of the male child and the authoritarian

as a principal

cultural character- 
ego strength are obvious, 

controls by the indulgence 

character of the

is asserted 
cause for suicide among Japanese

father-child relationship in the Japanese family 
by Iga Mamoru to be the

10youth.

What then of contemporary Japanese?
. this alleged cultural characteristic 

tence? in a comparative study of American 
school children

Do they exhibit
of personal incompe-

and Japanese grade
an American anthropologist found the Japanese 

to be "other directed" and dependent on the group in compari- 

But a study 
revealed that

son to the self-directed autonomous Americans.
of conformity among Japanese college students

others, Ruth Benedict, The Chrvsanthfim,™yr.r. ..lag
Stnioture in'throrlenr,"

PP. '325-359^ ™ ’ eti-» Japanese Character and Cultured

and the
reprinted in B.S. Sil- 

Unlver-
J^^^yh2;^pp. 3-; Weston LaBarre, "Some

' reprinted

10

iiJ-
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not oiay did many of the students make judgments independejit 
of those of the group, but about a third of them even dis- 
a^eed with the group when the group judgment was correct. 
Robert Frager, the author of the study, called this phenom

enon "anti'-conformity" and argued that since it constituted
a reaction against the group it was in effect another variety

12of group controlled behavior, 

interpreted as evidence for an assertiveness of the self that 
is hard to square with the characteristics of the weak ego.

Similarly,, the finding of Whitehill and Takezawa that 
Japanese blue collar workers are more likely than American 
workers to resist an order from a superior which they be

lieve to be illegitimate does not bespeak a culturally based 
inability to withstand pressures opposed to the values of the 
individual in contemporary Japan.

• In order to tap this particular psychological dimen

sion, I included in my survey four items related to external 
control, or ego autonomy, and one related to inner control. 
Table VI-1 presents these items with a comparison of child

rens' and parents' reactions to each.

indicators of ego-autonomy are concerned, there appears to 
be no dramatic and consistent generational difference.

Nevertheless it can also be

In so far as these

But

^%obert E. Frager, "Conformity and Antioonformity in 
Japan," Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. 15:3 
(1970), 203-210.

^^Arthur Whitehill and Shln'lohl Takezawa, The Other 
Worker (Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 1965).M'
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TABLE VI-1
EGO-AUTONOMY SCALE ITEMS VrtTH RESPONSES .BY GENERATION^

% Non-
AutonomousAutonomousItem

a. When your friends and others 
belittle a movie or TV program 
that you liked as "dull" or 
"stupid," it is best to keep 
silent and say nothing

-b. Do you often lose confidence when 
many of your friends and others 
disagree with you?

(Agree) *

1^% students 
parents

(Disagree)

Wo

(Not very (Very often 
often— 
hardly ever)

and often)

50% students 
35% parents

(Very often (Not very often, 
and often) hardly ever)

64% students 
42% parents

(Very often (Not very often, 
and often) hardly ever)

55% students 
60% parents

(Very often 
and often)

40% students 
25% parents

50%
6^%

c. When you make plans do they often 
. work out as you planned?

36%
57%

d. V/hen you have disagreements with 
others do you often get yoinr own 
way? 45%

40%

(Not very 
often— 
hardly ever) 

60%

e. When you have made up yovtr mind 
about something do you often 
change your mind if someone 
tries to argue you out of it?

74%

^Percentages may not total to 100% in some cases 
because the table omits neutral responses (don't know) to 
the first item and non-respondents to all items.

; _
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let us focus more specifically on the ego autonomy of members 
of the younger generation and factors associated with their 

■ differences in this respect. Table 71-2 presents the above 
five items cumulated into an ego autonomy scale broken down 
by the four personal and -social background variables. (The . 
scale, like all others used here, is trichotomized so that ' 
roughly one-third of all the students fall into each of its 
three categories.)

The table shows that neither grade nor sex correlates 
with ego autonomy to any substantial degree. (Indeed, since 
in each case the value of r is less than .10, neither can 

be said to esqjlain even as much as 1 percent of the variance 
among the teenagers on ego autonomy. For present pvurposes, 

^a v^Lue of r = .10 will be taken as a minimum criterion

for any correlation to be deemed to exist.) That sex and 
ego autonomy are so weakly related may seem something of a 

surprise in view of the stereotypical image of the Japanese 
woman as being bred to submissiveness and docility. On the 
other hand, however, the Japanese mother is' alleged to cause 
the male children- specifically the oldest boy- to develop
an emotional and physical dependency on her, leaving the 
daughters and younger sons to develop into stronger, more 
autonomous individuals.^^ Thus there may be offsetting in

fluences at work here that are responsible for the fact that

^^ichard K. Beardsley, "Personality Psychology," in 
John W. Hall and Richard K, Beardsley, eds., Twelve Poors to 
Japan (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Con^jany, 1963), pp. 378-379.
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TABLE VI-2

JAPANESE TEENAGERS' EGO AUTONOMY 
BY PERSONAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND VARIABLES

A. By Grade B. By Sex
Ego-Autonomy

High Med. Low Total N

Ego-Autonomy

Hiph Med. Low Total N 
12 33 37 30 1005^ 325 Boys 37 34 29 100% 489

10 38 33 29 100% 329 Girls 30 , 36 34 100% 444

8 29 34 37 100% 279

Gamma = .07; r*'= .05 Gamma = .12; r = .07

C. By Urban-Rural Residence 
Ego-Autonomy

High Med. Low Total N

D. By Family Socioeconomic Status 

Ego-Autonomy

High Med. Low Total N 
Urban 37 36 27 100% 532 High 40 35 26 100%,. 312
Rural 29 34 37 100% 401 Med. 32 36 32 100% 4l4

Low. 27 33 40 100% 207

, Gamma = .17; r = .14Gamma = .17; r = .12

r = Pearsonian product moment correlation calculated 
on the uncollapsed distributions of all variables in this 
and succeeding tables.
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boys are only slightly more autonomous than girls. Similarly, 
the increase of self-reliance and confidence that we woiiLd 
expect to occur between *the ages of thirteen (when the in

dividual is in many ways still a dependent child) and seven

teen or ei^teen (when the individual is on the verge of 
adiiLthood) may be countered by continued socialization by 

family and especially peer group pressures to conform. In 
..any event, though the observed difference in the proportion 
of twelfth graders high on ego autonomy by comparison with 
eighth graders' is in the expected direction, it is slight 
indeed.

In the classic.view of Japanese society presented in 
many anthropological studies of Japanese culture, and in 
many of the psychooultural analyses of the Japanese "national 
character," the village is depicted as being the archetypal 
coi^ormlst society, due in the main to the close-knit inter

action of its residents and their inherent conservatism and 
preference for harmony and consensus. Recent studies, such • 
as that mentioned above of the tendency toward conformity 
among college students, have suggested that traditionalism, 
a preference for these old consensual, harmonious, and hier

archical patterns of value and behavior, is associated with 
conformity. Thus we would expect that low autonomy will 
be associated with.rural residence and with low socioeconomic
status, since traditional ways and values are most likely to 

^Frager, o£. clt., p. 206.
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be found among the groups which have lower levels of educa

tion, are employed in manual occupations, .and are thus less 
exposed to stimuli to pull them away from the old to the new.
These two hypotheses seem to hold, but the relationships 
fairly weak.

are

In the first case,' 37 percent of the urban 
children as opposed to 29 percent of the rural children rank
high on ego autonomy, with a gamma of .17 and a product- 
moment correlation of .12. A similar, fairly weak correla

tion exists between family socioeconomic status and ego
autonomy, where gamma = .17, r = .14, and 40 percent of the 
high SES students ' atfe high on autonomy as against only 
27 percent of those from low SES families.

Since neither sex nor grade meet the minimum criterion 
of correlations with ego autonomy, jsf the four Independent
variables only urban-rural residence and SES are correlates 

■ of this psychocultural characteristic. However, these two 
social characteristics are fairly strongly Intercorrelated 
(r = .47) and it is likely that the correlation between

either one and ego autonomy may be due to this intercorrela- 
^ tion. In fact, the partial correlation (r) between urban- 
rural residence and autonomy controlling for SES drops to 

.Q7 while that_between SES and autonomy with urban-rural 
residence drops only to .11. 
beoaus^ as we shall see it is usually the case that urban- 

irural residence explains a link between SES and some other 
variable. In any event, it appears that if "traditionalism"

This is an unusual outcome
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is a cause of low ego autonomy, it is a traditionalism that
derives basically from low socioeconomic status- probably

from the low educational level of the family, and that the 
link between urban-rural residence and ego autonomy is due 
in large part to the presence of a high proportion of families 
with low educational levels among the rural group.

The second of the psyohooijltviral intervening variables

in the analysis, social trust, is also one which plays a
Two of theleading role in conceptions of democratic man. 

three components of the self-system of the democratic char

acter in Harold Lasswell’s classic model are related to the 
capacity for trust in other people. Democratic man, Lasswell, 

postulates, is characterized by "deep confidence in the 

benevolent potentialities of man" and the "maintenance of 
an open as against a closed ego" in which the individual's 
attitude toward other human beings is warm rather than frigid, 
inclusive and expanding rather than exclusive and constrict- 

Almond and Verba likewise' accord to the sense • 

of social trust the status of one of the foundations of the 
democratic political culture.

Pew observers have asserted that cynicism or misan

thropy is a major element in the Japanese natlonsil character. 
There appears to be little of the corrosive cynicism and the

„17ing . .

^"^Lasswell, "Democratic Character," pp. 495-502. 
^®Almond and Verba, The Civic Cultxjre. p, 287.
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"associational incapacity" claimed to characterize the 
French or of the ."amoral familism" of the southern Italians. 
It is clear that the Japanese have traditionally been capable 
of civic cooperation and of forming highly effective and 
durable groups. Nevertheless, it has been asserted that the 
group life of the Japanese tends to be dominated by a single, 
intimate group whose closed boundaries play a significant 
role in determining the individual's social self.
Chie has argued that the Japanese divide the world into

(we) and yoso’ (they), -one of the consequences of

Nakane

which is a degree of suspicion about others not part of 
one's group. "To say that someone belongs to another group 
is to in^ly a moral censure of him. A second consequence
is that multiple group membership is inhibited. "The nature
of group formation in Japan, the total 'emotional partici- 

• patlon,' the sense of group oneness,' the separation of

19
, See on France: Laurence Wylie, Vlllaae in theAfau- . 

chase (New York: Harper & Row, 1964), and Sidney Tarrow,— 
Fred I. Greenstein, and Mary F. Williams, "Associational 
Incapacity in French Children: Some Evidence from a Study of 
Political Socialization in France and England" (unpublished 
manuscript, 1971); on Italy: Edward C. Banfield, The Moral 
gasis of a Backward Society (Glencoe,‘ Ill.g Free Press,- -

20
"Nihonteki Shakai Kozo no Hakken" (The Discovery of 

a Ja^^ese-style Social Structure), Chuo Koron (May, 1964),
PP
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'we» and 'others' leaves no room for the cultivation of 
sociability. •Ezra Vogel has made essentially the 
point in his study of Japan's new middle class:

same

. Because [the member of the new middle 
classj ordinarily belongs to only one 
or two intimate groups to which he is 
absolutely devoted, these groups tend 
to absorb his total personality. He 
has no clear conception of himself 
part from the group. He rarely belongs 
to special interest groups with specific 
and limited purposes.22

My questionnaire included four items relating to trust 
in people, to see to what role, if any, genferal cynicism 
plays in the attitude structure of Japanese youth. The

items are given in Table VI-3, with responses by generation. 

On the whole, the students appear somewhat less cyni

cal than their parents, a finding that would not be sur-

prising except that, as we saw in chapter two, they were

substantially more cynical about some aspects of politics 
than were their parents.

We would expect that each of the four Independent
variables in the analysis would have an intpact on social 
trust. Table VI-4 presents the cross-tabulation of each 
variable with trust. With regard to age, the obvious hypo

thesis is that the older teenagers ou^t to be more cynical.

^^Ibid.. p. 61.
22

TTrn-.r»,. New Middle Class (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of dalifomia tb^ess, 1963), p. 118.
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TABIoE VI-3^^

SOCIAL TRUST ITEMS AND RESPONSES BY GENERATION

% % %Item Trusting Neutral Cynical 
(disagree) (d.k,)a. Given the chance, 

most people will 
try to take ad
vantage of you.

(agree)

50 students 
^ 35 parents

(disagree)
31 students

33 parents 
(agree)

35 students 
59 parents

(agree)

34 students 
62 parents

26 24
44 21

b) Most people can 
be trusted.

(agree) (d.k.)
31 58

, 28

c) It is necessary to (disagree) 
take adequate pre
cautions when deal
ing with people.

d) Other people can't (disagree) 
be depended upon.
When you get rl^t 
down to it, the 
only one you can 
rely on is your
self.

39

(d.k.)

33 32
17 24

(d.k.)

41 25
14 18

^^See Appendix VI-II for the matrix of 
tions of students' responses to these items. intercorrela-

It,:
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TABLE VI-4

JAPANESE TEENAGERS' SOCIAL TRUST 
BY PERSONAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND VARIABLES

-'^t^ii;;-Bjr.:GEacLe B. By Sex
Social Trust Social Trust

Higdi- Med. Low Total N Hifdi Med. Low Total N 

12 25 • 40 35 100?$ 325 Boys 32 42 26 1005$ 491

10 31 43 27 1005$, 333 Girls 23 > 42 35 1005$ 44?

8 26 44 29 995$ 280

Gamma = -.05; r = -.06 Gamma = .19; r = .10

C. By Urban-Rural Residence 
Social Trust

. D. By Family Socioeconomic Status 
Social Trust

High Med. Low Total N

Urban 28 4l 31 1005$ 536 High 31 40 29 1005$' 316

1^^^ 27 44 29 1005$ 402 Med. 27 4l 32 1005$ 4l6

Low 24 47 29 1005$ 206

Gamma = .05; r = .03

High Med. Low Total N

Gamma = -.01; r = .00
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if the increasing political cynicism that we observed in 
chapter two holds for general cynicism as well, as if they 
become more like Japanese adults. But in fact, there is
onl^ a very weak negative relationship (gamma = -.05, r = 
-.06) between grade Ih school and social trust. Cynicism

increases only very faintly with age during adolescence.
The hypothesis must be considered disconfirmed.

We would expect, secondly, that urban residence woiold 
tend to lower teenagers' trust, since the evidence is that 
rural Japanese have substantially more extensive social con

tacts than their urban peers.

central factor in many theories of alienation.On the 
other hand, of course, the urbanite is more used to inter

action with strangers euid might be less likely to the sus

picion and cynicism about the "others" of which Nakane'was 
speaking. In any event j the data her^show no difference 
whatever between urban and noral teenagers' social tmst 
(gamma = -.01, r = .00). Nor does family socioeconomic

• 24 Moreover, in’ban life is the

^^radley M. Richardson, "Urbanization and Political 
Behavior, The Case of Japan" (unpublished manuscript, 1971), 
forthcoming in the American Political Science Review.

^^See White, "Political Implications of Cityward 
Migration," esp. pp. 1-10, for an extensive discussion of 
the role of city life in various theories of alienation 
and, conversely, of alienation as a major consequence in 
theories of the effects of urbanization.

lilw
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status have any effect (gamma = -.05, r = .03).

It is striking -that among the fovir independent variables, 
only sex has any relation to how teenagers feel about other 
peoples' trustworthiness, with boys more trusting than gii*ls 
(32 percent to 23 percent high in trust, respectively). The 

relationship is, however, fairly weak (gamma = .19, r = .10).
A similar weak positive relationship between sex and the 
social tnist scale is observed among the adults in my san^jle 
as well (gamma = -.12). This may be the effect of the widely 
noted indulgence of the male in Japanese life and the rela

tive deprivation of the Japanese female, whose traditional
role has been to serve men- the father and the eldest son
in particular. Despite Improvements in the "woman's lot" 
in Japan, there are still many areas of sex discrimination. 
Nationwide svirveys have shown that a substantial number of 
women would prefer to be men if they could be reborn, and
believe that men have much more pleasure in life. Many

27
and the futixre lifefewer teenage girls go on to college.

^26

^"^The Institute of Statistical Mathematics quintennial 
surveys of Japanese attitudes in their continuing study of 
Japanese "national character" have included several questions 
on woman's lot in Japan. They have found that many more 

■ women would prefer to be reborn men than vice versa. How
ever, there has been a steady drop in the proportion of 

: women who would rather be men over the period of the four
surveys they have conducted (1953, 1958, 1963 and 1958) 
from 64 percent (1958) to 43 percent (1968). Moreover, in 

survey they found that a clear majority (58 per- 
jj:e cent) of the youngest women, those in their early twenties.

See the discussion in Beardsley, o^. cit.

so*
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opportunities of a young woman tend to be much more constricted 
than those of her male peer. It is no wonder then that women, 
young and old, tend to be somewhat more C3mical than men.

Ego autonomy and social trust, then, are only weakly 
related to the social and personal bases of identity among 
Japanese teenagers. Nevertheless they are important because, 
as we shall see, each has a direct effect on several of the 
political orientations of Japanese teenagers that I am here 
discussing, and each also specifies the indirect impact of 
an Independent background characteristic on those political

I

orientations.

Intei^ening Variables!
11. Partisanship and Ideology

Chapters four and five dealt.in detail with the nature 
of party support and of ideology among Japanese yomgsters.

I shall not go over that ground again, but a nmber of points

Nevertheless, the proportion of men viho say they would pre
fer to be reborn women has continued to be miniscule, remain
ing in 1968 as in 1958 at the same mere 5 percent. Men in 
their eply twenties were only very slightly more likely (7 
percent) than those in their sixties (56 percent) to be dis
satisfied in being males. Likewise, very few men or women 
(10 percent and 16 percent respectively) ‘responded that they 
believed women have more pleasures in life, and in this case 
the yoimger the woman the likelier she was to say that men 

, hdd more pleasure. - See Tokei Strri Kenkyujo Kokuminsei Chosa 
■ Inkai (Japanese National'Character; Second Study), Dai-ni 

-M^on.1ln no Kokuminsei (Tokyo; Shiseido, 1970), especially ' 
the tables on pp. 436-438 and the discussion on pp. 111-124. 
^alysis of the earlier data on these questions is given in 
the same authors, Nilion.lln no Kokuminsei (Japanese National 
Character) (Tokyo; Shiseido, 1^64;, pp. 253-272.
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do need to be madehere about how these variables intei^relate 
with one another and with the independent variables under dis

cussion in this chapter. To begin with, since we know that 
party support emerges as a political characteristic of pre

adults, in Japan as elsewhere, earlier than ideology, there , 
is no doubt that the direction of the relationship revealed 
by the moderate correlation of r = ,35 is from party support 
to Ideology.

I showed in chapter four that teenagers' party support 
and Urban-ruffel residence are related; urban residence cor

relates, as we have seen, negatively with conservative (IBP) 

partisanship among the teenagers at a moderate level (gamma 
= -.26; r = -.16). As we also saw, socioeconomic status 
appeared to be completely vinrelated to partisanship (zero 
order gamma = -.02; r = .00), but in fact when the, 

effects of urban-rural residence were partialled out, there 
was a rather weak positive relationship between high statue -

and conservative partisanship (partial gamma = ,14; partial 
r = .09). This apparent anomaly of a weak but actual partial 
relationship between socioeconomic statue, and partisanship 
vdien the zero order relation appeared nonexistent is due to
the fact that urban residence is positively related to high 

socioeconomic status but negatively to conservative party
support, vdiile socioeconomic status and party support are 

i-;;~ 'themselves positively related. There is thus a mutual damp

ing effect between lorban-rural residence and socioeconomic

*ii»
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status in their respective correlations with teenagers’ par

tisanship. Thus the partial relationship between place of 
residence and partisanship, controlling for socioeconomic
status, is also greater than the zero order relationship 
(partial gamma = .35; partial r = .20).

Neither age nor sex are related to partisanship, but 
there is a relationship between age and ideology, though for
reasons related to those set out in chapter five, that cor

relation is only a weak one (gamma = .08; r = ,10). Finally,

a glance at the matrix of interrelationships,(shown in Ap

pendix VI-A) shows that neither of the psychocultural vari

ables is related to either of these two political variables.

Before turning to an analysis of the dependent political 
orientations whose explanation is the objective of this chap

ter, it will be useful to summarize the analysis thus f^r. 

Essentially, the analysis establishes two sets of intervening 
variables, psychocultural factors- 

trust; and political cleavage factors-

The fcrmer two factors are not related to

V

■ego autonomy and social 

-party support and
ideology. one

another and vary with different background factors, ego aut

onomy being related to socioeconomic status and Indirectly
through SES to urban-rural residence, while social trust is 
associated solely with sex.^® The political cleavage factors 
are, conversely, moderately interrelated and are related to I

28
_ According to the latest available figures only one 

college student in five is female, althou^ four out of five 
■ e^er^S^^igyi® female. Yomiurl Shlribun. Dec-
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both urban-rural residence and family socioeconomic status
either directly, as- in the case of partisanship, or Indirectly 
through partisanship in the case of ideology. The teenager's
age (or, more accurately, his grade in school) is also re

lated, though weakly, to his ideology, with older youths tend- 
■ Ing to be more pro-socialist. Such is the nature of the 
Interrelationships among the independent and intervening 
variables which make up the context of the analysis of Jap

anese teenagers' political selves that follows.

The Dependent Variables; The Teenager's Political Self 
A. Political Efficacy

The norms of democratic Ideology not only prescribe 
that the individual citizen should participate in political 

life but that his participation should be based on the belief 
that he is capable of Influencing the course of events in' 
politics. This latter concept, political efficacy or politi

cal competence, has been the subject of- a large body of re

search on adult political attitudes and behavior. As David 
Easton and Jack Dennis have pointed out, several important 
studies of the political attitudes of adults, such as The
Voter Decides and The American Voter, have concluded that 
political efficacy is an orientation of a deeper and more 
stable variety than most political attitudes and predisposi- 

, tlons, one approaching the status of a personality component.

29
- TTf-ri f Acquisition of Regime Norms: Political

^e American Political Science Review. Tyio 
(March, 1967), 33. - - - - - - - - - -
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In their view, this, suggests that political efficacy "is 
likely to begin to form in childhood, when personality 
development is at its peak."^° They concluded that their
data on American-children confirmed this hypothesis, as they 

found substantial evidence of the development of political 
efficacy as an attitude with coherence and structure from 
as early as third grade. My own data include evidence
that is directly comparable to theirs, and which, as I shall 
show, tends to corroborate this finding. Table VI-5 pre

sents the political efficacy items used in my survey and the 
over-all responses of students and parents to each item.

The students appear to be slightly more efficacious 
than their parents, but the edge though consistent on three
of the four items (all but c) is slight, 

appear to be quite evenly split into politically efficacious 
and inefficacious groups.

Both generations

Since it is often asserted that 
Japanese traditional political culture relegated ordinary
citizens to the role of subjects or supplicants vis-a-vis 
the powers that be, the nearly equal proportions of effica

cious and inefficacious respondents in the older generation 
as in the younger indicate that the characterization 
less generally applicable than in the past.

Turning to the way in which youngsters differ in this

may be

orientation, however, let us begin with the question of the 
Impact of age. Easton and Dennis's conclusion, mentioned 
above, that political efficacy becomes an established psycho-

' 30Ibid. -
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TABLE Vl-5

POLITICAL EFFICACY SCALE ITEMS AMD RESPONSES BY GENERATION

Mon- -
Efficacious"Efficacious Neutral

(disagree & 
disagree 
strongly)

(don't know 
& no res
ponses)

(agree 
& agree 
strongly)

a. What ordinary people 
like my family s'ay has 
no effect on what the 
government does.

b. Things like politics 
and government are so 
complicated that people 
like myself can hardly - 
understand how they work.

c. Ordinary people have . 
no. opportunity to get 
their views reflected
in politics.

d. What the government 
does is like the 
weather; ordinary 
people can't do anything 
about it.

42% 21% 37% students

29% 29% 42% parents

38% 24% 38% students

31% 30% 33% parents

36% 15% 49% students

40% 22% 38% parents

45% 25% 30% students

39% 28% 33% parents

32
n-p +V, Appendix VI-II for the matrix of interoorrelations
of the students' responses to these items.

ii
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logical orientation early in childhood was in large part 
founded’ on their discovery that' the items they 

dividual indicators of efficacy converged to form 

identifiable., attitudinal dimension vdjen a factor analysis 
was performed on the responses of the children to the politi- ' 
cal attitudinal items in their questionnaire.

used as in-

a separate

From third
grade on, the same factor emerged when the analysis 
formed on the

was per-
responses Of children in each grade, and the 

loadings (correlations of responses to individual items to
the faictor) remained quite constant from year to year.^^
Since three of the four items I used were virtually identical 
to those used by Easton and Dennis, I decided to perform a 
factor analysis on the responses to the political attitude
items of the eighth graders in my sample, to see if the same 
pattern held among my youngest respondents, who were in the '

same age group as Easton and Dennis's oldest respondents.
The procedure I employed was to perform a principal compon

ents factor analysis on the matrix of product-moment correla

tions between all of the political attitudinal items in my
survey, based on the Llkert-scale scores of each item. or in
a few instances on dichotomous "dummy variables" created from 
the categories of some of the non-scalable Items. The princi

pal components were then put through a varlmax orthogonal
rotation taking an eigenvalue of 1.0 as the minimum criterion

33
"The Child's Acquisition of Regime Norms," p. 30,

Table 1.
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for rotation. The procedure duplicated that used by Easton 
and Dennis in every' detail except that they used tetraohoric 

correlations. Table VI-6 presents the striking comparative 
results.

The three nearly identical items used in both studies *

show an uncanny level of similarity in the strength of their 
relationship to the political efficacy factors in the 
data sets.

two

The Japanese data thus provide strong corrobora

tion that political efficacy emerges as a distinct component 
in the individual's structure of political attitudes 
dispositions by at least the beginning of adolescence, 
equally important impliodtlon suggested, but of

and pre-
An

course not
shown, by the similarity of the American and Japanese 
is that political efficacy may be a measurable component of 
"political-personality" that is culture-free.

evidence

Like nearly 
culture, po- 

and cul-

all concepts used in the analysis of political 
litical efficacy is the product of American thought 
ture . But the Japanese data show that not only does it 

an Independent dimension of the political attitude structure 
or political "personality" of Japanese yotmgsters.

emerge
as

as it does
among American youngsters, but that its elements cohere with 
one another (load on the same factor) in a manner so nearly
identical to that in which they cohere among the American 
children that we might almost be talking of one component in 
a single factor analysis rather than componemts on totally 
Independent factor analyses performed on two different cultures.

: -
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TABLE VI-6

EFFICACY COMPONENT ON THE POT iTTfiT 
ATTITUDINAL STRUCTURES OF JAPANESE AND AMERTCAH

ON VARIMAX-ROTATED PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

Factor Loading
Japanese 
Children

American
Children

Item

Japan: What ordinary people like my 
f^ily say has no effect on what 
the government does.

U.S.; ^ family doesn't have any sav 
about what the government does. .70 .71

Japan; Ordinary people have no 
opportunity to get their views 
reflected in politics.

U.S.; Citizens don't have a chance 
to say what they think about 
running the government. .61 .71

Jap^; What the government does is 1 
the weather; ordinary people can't do 
anything about it.

U.S,.: Tfeat happens in the government 
vail happen no matter what people 

like the weather, there is 
nothing people can do about it.

like

do.

.59 .59

, Japan onlj;; Things-like politics and 
goverament are so coiig)lioated that

myself can hardly under- 
. stand how they work. .64 not used

; , . the whole thing and they 
ordinary people.

' are running 
do not care not

used .73
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Japanese
Children

American
Children

V : :Item

I don't think people in the ' 
government care much about 
what people like my family 
think, ^ not

used .76

\

Dennis, "The Child's
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Let us return -now, however, to the question 
Japanese teenagers differ among themselves

of how
on political effi

cacy. Table VI-7 presents a cumulative scale of political
efficacy based on the above four items, broken down by grade, • 
sex, place of residence and family socioeconomic status .of 
the students. '

Having, established that'political efficacy is an identi

fiable component of Japanese youngsters' political attitude 
structure by eighth.grade, it is appropriate to begin the 
analysis of the sources of difference with age. 'Easton and
Dennis found that a substantial and consistent increase in
efficacy occurs with age among American grade school children 

as many eighth graders as 

Among my Japan

ese teenagers, however, there is but a slight increase with ' 

age; from 30 percent of the eighth graders to 38 percent of 
the tenth graders scoring high, while

so that proportionally three times

third graders score high on the variable.

no fiurbher Increase 
occurs after tenth grade, suggesting that if the variable
does indeed lie at a deeper level of the psyche, dts direc

tion may become fairly set by age fifteen or so.

Despite the Implied link between rural residency and 
low efficacy contained in characterizations

X.

of traditional

'-5'srsif

..
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. TABLE VI-7

JAPANESE TEENAGERS' POLITICAL EFFICACY 
■ BY PERSONAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND VARIABLES

A. By Grade B. By Sex
Political Efficacy 

High Med. Low Total N

12 38 31 31 1009« 326 Boys 42

10 ■ 38 30 32 100?^ 334 Girls 29

8 30 "37 33 100% 282

Gamma = .07; r = .08

Political Efficacy 
Hi^ Med. Low Total N

29 29 1009« 492

36 35 100?^ 450

N

Gamma '= .20; r = .13

C. By Urban-Rijral Residence 

Political Efficacy’

High Med. Low Total 

Urban 37 29 34 1005^ 538 High

Rural 34 37 29 1009« 404 Med.

D. By Family Socioeconomic Status 
Political Efficacy 

High Med. Low Total N

40 29 31 1009$ 316

35 32 33 1009$ 417

Low 31 37 32 1009$ 209

Gamma = .06; r = .06

N

Gamma = .02; r = .00
i

■' -y,'.
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i

Japanese sfflciiinapMiiiegDir deling with political authority as 
"citizens" rather than' "subjects," there is little evidence 
of any correlation between urban-rural residence and political 
efficacy among adult Japanese. Neither Watanuki Jojl^^ nor 

Bradley Richardson found any tirban-rural difference; although 
Richer,dson found evidence that urban adults were somewhat 

more efficacious with respect to national politics while 
rural adults felt more capable of influencing local politics. 
The teenagers in the present study also do not differ in 

efficacy by place of residence (gamma = -.02; r =? .00). Nor 
do they differ consistently, by socioeconomic status; while 

40 percent of the upper status but only 31 percent of the 
lower status youngsters scored high on efficacy, the propor

tions scoring low were nearly identical at 31 percent and 
32 percent respectively, so that there was only a very weak, 
correlation, gamma = .06; r = .06. This again mirrors find

ings showing a lack of any socioeconomic status based dlffer-
•*7

ences in efficacy among Japanese adults, but contrasts 
markedly with Easton and Dennis's data on American youngsters, 
which showed a moderate and consistent relationship between 

the two variables (Pearson's r ranging from .16 to .22).

i-

i
!

I

I

!

38 „

^^"Soolal Structure and Polltloal Participation in 
p. 51 Table 1.

^^"Urbanization and Political Behavior," p. 14. 
^"^Watanfikii o£. oit. .

^®"The Child's Acquisition of Regime Norms," p. 56.

Japan
I

■
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One basis on which American, European, and Japanese 
adults have all been observed to differ with regard to their 
belief in their ability to have an impact on politics is
sex- almost without exception, women have been found to feel
less politically competent than men. However, the exceptions 
to this general rule are significant because they affect ex

pectations about how Japanese boys and girls might differ 
with regard to efficacy. Kuroda and Kuroda found in one 
study of the political participation and related orientations 
of Japanese men and women that while women in general scored 
lower on efficacy, women of the postwar generation actually

■XQ
scored higher. In addition, Easton and Dennis found no
difference between American boys and girls, but were loath 
to accept the finding at face value since they also fo\md 
that in such other areas' of political Involvement as political
Interest and political participation, girls were markedly 
lower. No such anomaly is present in the case of Japanese 
teenagers; the boys are notably more efficacious, with 42

percent of them versus 29 percent of the girls scoring high, 

and 29, percent of the boys scoring low as opposed to 35 per- 
cent of the girls, for a correlation of gamma = .20; r = .13.

i

^%asumasa Kuroda and Alice K. Kuroda, "Aspects of 
Community Political Participation in Japan; Influences of 
Education, Sex, and Political Generation," paper delivered 
at the Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Assocla- 

“ tion, San Francisco, California, August, 1967, p. 23.
^0"The Child's Acquisition of Regime Norms," p. 37.
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The preadult's belief that ordinary people like his 
family and himself when he becomes an adult exert some con- 

^trol over politics shoifLd, we would expect, be affected by

If he feels
incapable of dealing with the world immediately around him 
and of influencing the course of his own life, he is inilikely

his own sense of himself and of the environment.

to feel influential over the more remote, complex, and harder, 
to \inderstand realm of politics. Similarly, if-the world is 
peopled with unscrupulous and threatening strangers then

politics, which for the Japanese yoxingster, as w;e have seen, 
is often associated with strangers out for their own Interests 
and nonresponsive to ordinary folk, should be beyond the 

capability of people like himself or his family to influence. 
In short, the^psychocultural variables of ego autonomy and 
social trust can be expected to affect Japanese youths' 

political efficacy. Table VI-8 presents the evidence bear

ing on their influence in this respect.

As the table makes plain, each of these two psycho- 
cultxiral variables does have an effect on teenagers' political 
efficacy. Nearly half again as many of those scoring high 

I on ego autonomy as those scoring low are politically effi- 
, cacious (43 percent' to 30 percent) but the correlation is 
fairly weak. In comparison the effect of social trust is 

, markedly greater, with twice as many of the trusting young-^^
; sters being efficacious as those who are cynical, and nehrly 

three times as many of the latter as the former scoring in

-4
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TABLE VI-8
JAPANESE TEENAGERS' POLITICAL EFFICACY BY 

PSYCHOCULTURAL FACTORS
(percentages across)-

A. By Ego Autonomy
. Political Efficacy 

High Med. Low Total

27. 100%

32 100%

34 37 100%

Ego
Autonomy N

High'

Medium

43 30 313

34 34 325

Low 30 295

Gamma = .15; r = .14.

B, By Social Tioist

Political Efficacy 
High Med. Low Total

17 100% 
31 100% 
46 100%

Social
Trust N

High

Meditim

52. 25931

32 37 395

Low 26 28428

Gamma = .34; r = .28

!
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the lowest rank on efficacy. Clearly, then, how ready teen

agers are to place their trust in other people has an impor

tant hearing on their sense of ability to influence politics.
The almost total monopoly of national governmental 

offices and power by the conservatives throughout the post

war period makes party support and ideology also of obvious 
potential relevance to Japanese youngsters' feelings about 
the power of the ordinary citizen to make an impact on poli

tics. The fact that the opposition parties have been shut 
out of power for so long and can realistically foresee no 
imminent end to their minority status might be expected to 
engender some level of polifical powerlessness among their 
adult supporters, and thereby through the socialization pro

cess to their teenager supporters as well. In a similar vein, 
the continued predominance of capitalism can presumably be 
expected to have deleterious effects on the efficacy cf the 
believer in socialism. Table VI-9 presents the relevant 

evidence.

- 1

The evidence firmly rejects both of the political 

cleavage factors as influences on youngsters’ political effi

cacy. Not only do the supporters of the parties on the left 
not evince any greater feelings'of political powerlessness 

than their conservative fellows, indeed, the JCP supporters 

among the students are the most efficacious, and more among 
the pro-socialist youngsters than among their pro-capitalist 

B-i -: peers rank high on efficacy as well. It may be that the
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■ TABLE VI-9
JAPANESE TEENAGERS' POLITICAL EFFICACY BY THEIR 

POLITICAL PARTY SUPPORT AND IDEOLOGY
(percent across) .

A. By Party Support

Political Efficacy 
High Med. Low Total

29 1009^

30 1009^

40 100%

35 100%

27 100%

Party N

LDP 38 33 281

DSP 38 32 50

Komei 29 31 35

JSP 37 - 28 133

43JCP 30 30

Gamma = .04; r = -.02

B. By Ideology
Political Efficacy 

Hlgii Med. Low Total

29 100%

30 100%

36 ‘100%

Ideology N

36 269Pro-Capitalist

Neutral

35

35 35 319

26Pro-Socialist 38 308

...Gamma = .03; r = .01

o:
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progressl-ves "gaining” power at the local level on the big
cities has resulted in the supporters of the left parties 
coining to feel able to make an impact cn politics at that 
level. In this connection, the fact that it is the Komeito 
youngsters who feel most powerless is especially Intriguing. 
The Komeito, as I have noted earlier, is the political arm
of the most influential of a number of "new religions" in 
Japan, the Soka gakkal, whose military-like organization, 
pressure tactics used in proselytization, and nationalistic 
rhetoric, coupled with its appeal to the lower and lower- '' 
middle classes in the urban areas, have caused many observers 
to liken it to the European fascist movements of the 1930s.
It is widely felt that the Soka gakkai adherents, who 

stitute the overwhelming proportion of the Komeito's sup- 
porters, are one variety of mass man, alienated from demo

cratic politics, politically suspicious and, distrustful, and 
afflicted with feelings of powerlessness that make them prey 
to the appeals of an all-encompassing, mass movement founded 
on an irrational, intolerant and fanatic belief in their sole 
possession of the true religion. But James White, in his 
study of the Soka gakkai, found evidence from several surveys 
that was contrary tothis stereotype and to his own hypothesis

con-

Terry E. McDougall has pointed out that 40 percent 
of all Japanese now live in cities or mimioipalities in which 
there is a progressive mayor or governor. "Local Politics 
and the Emergence of a Viable Political Opposition in Japan,"in 
a... paper prepared for the Seminar on Japan by 1980, Yale
University, 1973, p. 26.

Bi;mm,:
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based on his application of Kornhauser's theory of mass man,
that the advilt Soka gakkai members were actually more likely
to be politically efficacious than other adults, despite the
fact that they were also found to be more susceptible to
feelings of personal incompetence and futility than other 

42
But among the teenagers in the present study 

the figures in Table VI-9 indicate quite unambiguously that 
the Komelto supporters are Indeed substantially less politi

cally efficacious than those of the other parties. Para

doxically, however, I found no difference between the teenage 
Komeito supporters and supporters of the other parties on 
ego autonomy; but the Komeito support’ers were significantly 
less likely to score high on social trust than were the others.

An additional perspective on the way in which party 
^ support might affect political efficacy is that those with

out any partisanship might be expected to be especially prone 
to powerlessness, being, as it were, without any champion at 
all. The questionnaire included two categories which the 
respondent could select to indicate the nature of his non- 
identification with a party; "I do not support any party

A

whatever," which expresses a positive and purpose rejection 

of partisanship and "don't know," which merely indicates that 
no decision has yet been made and suggests apathy or a low 

level of political "consciousness" rather than the alienation

Japanese.

J

^^The Sokagakkai.and Mass Society, pp. 187-188.

(
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: in5)lled. by the more direct rejection. The,two groups do ex

hibit an interesting-difference with regard to political ef-
*

ficacy. Those who reject the parties tend to fall into either 
the hi^ (36 percent) or the low (40 percent) efficacy cate

gories, with relatively few in the mid-range (24 percent).
Those who "didn't know" their partisanship tended to be both 
less efficacious (30 percent) and less nonefficacious (28 
percent) and to congregate in the mid-range (42 percent).
The image of the latter group as being less politically minded, 
more apathetic, seems, thus, to find support in the neutral 
complexion of its members' over-all level of efficacy. The 
bimodal distribution on efficacy of those who reject party 
identification, conversely, suggests that the group may in

clude- both traditional, conservative, apolitical independ

ents, who feel comfortable with the established political 

process and those alienated from the parties and from the 
established political process itself. But because the evi

dence is only indirect and suggestive, it will be necessary 
to examine the effects of these two patterns of nonpartisan

ship on political interest and political trust as well before, 

deciding whether they reflect apathy and alienation, or in 
the one case, both.

In general, as we have seen, then, Japanese teenagers' 
feelings of political efficacy vary little with social and 

^political sources of cleavage and tend to be associated more 
' psychocultural or personality characteristics and that
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and immutable variable of sex. 
f^^^ to be the strongest correlate of efficacy among the 
variables in the analysis, followed by ego autonomy and sex. 
But political efficacy itself, if we treat it as part of the 
political personality, should play a role in Influencing

Social trust was

other aspects of the political man emerging within each of
One obvious and important such aspect is thatoip teenagers.

•of political interest.

B. Political Interest J
As I pointed out in the introduction to this chapter,

\
interest in vdiat happens in politics, a concern with follow

ing the course of political events, is a pivotal variable 
not only in the conception of democratic man, but in the

ideal typical- or rather, perhaps, stereotypical
of political man in Japan. The participant democrat's po

litical participation is sparked by his political interest; 
the alienated mass man's high political interest either 
never materializes in political action or else is associated 
with extra-system participation- violence, mass demonstra

tions, and other sorts of anomie; the mobilized traditional 
man's participation in the established modes is not due to

•models
;
i

s.

his own inherent Interest in politics, but to social pressures 
to participate. The measure of political interest I shall 
employ here is based on four items given in Table VI-10, 
which as usual shows the responses of both students and 
parents to each item.
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"m
TABLE VI-10

POLITICAL INTEREST SCALE ITEMS AND 
RESPONSES BY GENERATION

Item High Interest Low Interest
(Very + 
Somewhat)

(Not very 
+ hardly at 
all)

k9% students 

399^ parents

(Not very often 
+ hardly at 
.all)

40% students

27?^ parents
(Not very often 
+ hardly at 
all)

425^ students 
219^ parents

(Not very often 
+ hardly ever)

65% students

45% parents

51%

60%

(Every day 
+ sometimes)

b. Do you often read
articles about politics 
in the newspaper?

60%

73%

(Every day 
+ sometimes)

c. Do you often watch TV 
programs or listen to 
the radio about politics?

58%

78%

(often + 
sometimes)

d. Do often read articles 
abpiit politics in weekly 
and monthly magazines?

35%

54%
'i

v:.,. ,
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Not surprisingly, the teenagers are lower on each of 
the individual measures of political interest than their 
parents. It is noteworthy that newspapers are as frequently 
the media through which youngsters report following politics
as television-is, and this roughly equal reliance on these 
two media is true throughout the teenage years. But, taking 
professed interest and the items on following politics in the 
various media together as a scale of political interest, how 
do the teenagers differ among themselves? A number of hypo- 
theses immediately present themselves for our scnitlny. All 
of the independent variables and several of the Intervefiing . 
variables can plausibly, and for good theoretical reasons, 
be ejipected to make an Impact on teenagers' political in

terest. Let us turn first to the effects of the Independent 
variables, which are presented in Table VI-11.

If the years of adolescence are a time in vdilch the 
social and political consciousness of the individual is ex- 
pending and he becomes more fully aware of stimuli from 

beyond his immediate sphere of existence, as he grows, that 
is, into political as well as psychological adulthood, we 

can expect that he will also grow increasingly interested in 
what is happening in this wider world. Hess and Tomey, in

their study of American grade school children, foimd that 
their political interest increased with age.^^ The Japanese

Robert D, Hess and Judith V. Tomey, The Development 
, of Political Attitudes in Children (Garden City, N.V.Do 

, day and Co., l96S), p, I'/r, fig. 43.
uble-

#
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TABLE VI-11

JAPANESE TEENAGERS' POLITICAL INTEREST 
BY PERSONAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND VARIABLES' 

(percentages across)

A. By Grade B. By Sex
Political Interest Political Interest

Med,. Low Total N 

12 44 32 24 1009$ 326 Boys 4l 31 28 100?$ 490

10 -28 38 34 100?$ 334 Girls 22 42 36 100?$ 449

8 21 -41 38 100?$ 279

Gamma = .25; v = .20

High Med. Low Total N

Gamma = .28; r = .19
■J

C. By Urban-Rural Residence 
Political Interest

D. By Family Socioeconomic Status 
Political Interest 

High Med. Low Total N 

Urban 34 37 29 100?$ 536 High. 35 35 30 100?$ 316

High Med. Low Total N

Rural- 29 35 36 100?$ 403 Med. 31 36 33 100?$- 415

Low 26 39 35 100?$ 208

Gamma = .09; r = .07Gamma = .12; r = .05

iliiS
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data likewise confirm the hypothesis; twice as many twelfth 
graders as eighth graders (44 percent to 21 percent) score 
high on political interest and the proportion of youngsters
with low interest drops nearly as much (38 percent to 24 per

cent) , for a gamma of .25 and r of .20.
Sex, too, should have an impact. Adult women generally *

are less interested in politics, as researchers have found 
in numerous countries. Japanese women have not been notable
exceptions to the rule, as studies by Kuroda and Kuroda^^ 
Watanukl have fotmd.^'^

and

The adiilt women in the present study 
are also less interested than the men, whether the criterion
be the present scale or any of a number of alternative meas

ures such as, for example, the proportions who have political 
opinions, as against those who chose the "don’t know" res

ponse. But sex differences in political interest and associ

ated political orientations have been noted among preadtalts 
as well. Greenstein reported that whenever there were dif

ferences between the boys and girls in his sample, the former
Ao

were "invariably." more political. Hess and Tomey also 
found that the girls in their sample were less politically

^^See Robert E. Lane, Political Life (New York: The 
Free Press, 1959),. pp. 209-2ib for a good simimary of sex- 
related differences in political attitudes and behavior.

^^"Aspects of Community Political Participation in 
" p. 23.Japan,
47
'"Social Structure and Political Participation in 

" p. 5, table 1.
^®Fred

i;;;;;. , Japan,
I. Greenstein, Children in Politics (New Haven: 

Yale University Press, 1965), p. 115. '

ii'"
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active and less concerned about politics than the boys.^^ It 

would'be surprising,-then, if Japanese teenage girls were 
more Interested than boys, and indeed, as the weight of■ the 
other evidence would lead us'to ejqpect, they are not. Nearly 
twice as many -boys as girls seemed high on Interest (A-1 per

cent to 22 percent), while substantially more girls were low 
on the scale, 37 percent as opposed to only 28 percent of 
the boys.

Since the models of alienated mass man and the mobilized 
traditional man are usually associated with urban and rural 
residence respectively, there is theoretical reas'on to hypo- 

- thesize that virban teenagers-will be more likely to be po

litically interested than their country cousins. But it must 
be said that there is empirical evidence that no urban-rural 
difference in adult political interest exists. Wataniaki Joji’s 
data on social structin’e and political participation show 
political Interest unaffected by the urban-rural variable.
Data reported by Bradley Richardson from various nationwide 
surveys conducted by the Komei Senkyo Renmei (Clean Elections 
League) and others also show no clear-cut urban-rursil differ

ence in political-interest. Urbanites appear to be slightly 
more Interested in national politics than rural folk, but 

less interested in local politics. But, Richardson points 

out, "Rural residents showed almost as much interest in

Aq
^Hess and Toraey, o£. clt p. 232.,• 9

50^ -^Social Structure and Political Participation,"
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national elections as contrasted vri.th 'politics'- as urban f

residents and similar tendencies can be seen in concern
The data in my study

3
about' national election outcomes, 
support the finding that urban-rural residence and political 

interest are essentially unrelated. IUrban teenagers do

sii^tly hi^er than their rural peers (34 percent to 
29 percent high, and 29 percent to 36 percent low, respect-

. score

ively, for urban versus nn-al youngsters), but the correla- 
gamma = .12; r = .05.tion is very weak-

Many studies have shown that among adults, those in
the upper status groups, with better education, iore income, 
and in the white collar, mental labor rather than physical
labor occupations tend to be better informed and more iri^

52
terested in politics. In Japan, as well, Watanidci reports

that there is a moderate positive correlation between socio

economic status and political Interest 
Kuroda.^^

as do Kuroda and '•

With respect to comparative evidence, Hess and 

Tomey reported that socioeconomic status did affect the po

litical interest of their American grade school children. 
Socioeconomic status, however, appears to have only a marginal 
impact on the political interest of Japanese teenagers. True,

^^ichardson, ’o£. cit., pp. 13 and 14.
.^^ane, o£. cit., pp. 220-234.
53"3ocial structure and Political Participation in 

Japan," p. 5» table 1.
3 ^ ^^"Aspects of CcWiunity Political Participation in

J^an," p. 22.
^%ess and Tomey, op. cit., p. 176,

:3;-33,

is
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more upper status than lower status yotjngsters score high 
: on interest (35 percent to 26 percent) and fewer score low 
(30 percent to 35 percent). But while the positive direc

tion of the relationship is confirmed, it is very weak, 
gamma = .09, r‘= .07, too weak- indeed, -as in the case of 
urban-rural residence, to be statistically significant.

If the intense interest in political matters that 
characterizes the leftist students whose own special kind 
of political participation has been so visible in postwar 
Japan, and who are clearly one important variety of the 

alienated mass man, can be taken as a guides, we woiold expect 
that among the young left party support and left Ideology 

would 1)0 associated with political interest. Table VI-12 
presents the relevant evidence.

The direction of the relationship is in both oases in 
line.with the hypothesis, but only partisanship exhibits an 
appreciable correlation, the 5 percent difference in high 
political Interest between pro-capitalist and pro-socialist 
teenagers being too small to produce any notable correlation. 
The direction of partisanship on the other hand does have an 
impact; the communist supporters are the most interested, 
followed by the Socialist and Democratic Socialist youths. 
Bringing up the rear are the Liberal Democrats and the Komeito
supporters. The low level of interest of the Komel group is 
of particular interest since, as we have already seen, they 
were similarly low on political efficacy as well.
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■ TABLE VI-12
JAPANESE TEENAGERS' POLITICAL INTEREST BY POLITICAL CLEAVAGE 

(percent across) ■

A, By Party Support

Political Interest 
High Med, Low TotalParty N

LDP 29 3635 1009^

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%'

100%

280

42DSP 36 22 50

Komei 26 43 31 35

JSP 44 - 33 23 132

JCP 48 31 21 29

None 42 32 21 185

D.K. 16 42 42 216

Gamma = -.21; r = -.14

B. By Ideology

Political Interest 
High Med. Low TotalIdeology N

Pro-Capitalist

Neutral

Pro-Socialist

30 100%

100%

100%

38 32 267

3431 35 319

35 38 27 307

Gamma = -.08; r = -.10
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Over-all, then, the direction of partisanship has a 
moderate impact on teenagers' political interest, while that 

of ideology is much weaker and nearly disappears when party 
support is■controlled (partial r = .01), indicating that the 
weak zero-order correlation that does exist reflects in large 

part the indirect influence of partisanship.
Once more, however, it is ing)ortant to examine the 

effect of nonpartisanship as well as that of the direction 
of partisanship. Among those who explicitly reject the 
parties, 42 percent score hi^ and 26 percent low on interest. 
In sharp contrast only 16 percent of those who "dbn't know" 
viiat party they support are hi^ on interest, vdiile 42.per-

Iri effect, then, the former group resembles >cent are low.
the supporters of the DSP and JSP, whereas the latter are 

far more apathetic than any of those who support one or

another- of the parties.
The interest Japanese teenagers have in politics, then,

.' depends in several ways on how they relate to the lines of
But how does that inpolitical cleavage in their society. 

tere"st relate to the psychociiltural factors affecting the 

teenagers' personalities? Table VI-13 presents political 

Interest broken down by ego autonomy and social trust.
As Lane's statement, cited earlier, suggests, the In-

^ dividual with a sense of personal control and mastery of 
the environment is likely to take an active interest in the

In contrast, as I noted.control processes of his society.

^^ane, cit.
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■ TABtE VI-13

JAPANESE TEENAGERS* POLITICAL INTEREST BY 
PSYCHOCULTURAL FACTORS

(percent across) .

I

A. Bv Ego Autonomy

Political Interest 
Med. Low Total

34 22 100?4

38 32 1009^

43 100%

Ego
Autonomy NHi^

313•44High

Medium
32430

29320 > 37

Gamma = .31; r = .-25

- - Low

B. Bv Social Trust

Political Interest 
Med. Low Total

42 24 100% 
37 36 100% 
30. 3k . 100%

Social
Trust NHigh

25934High

Medium 39227

28436Low

Gamma = .05; r = .05
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I.
the stereotype of the mohilized traditional man was neither
interested in politics nor endowed with an ability to with-

As the table indicates,stand social pressures to conform, 
there is indeed a clear-out relationship between ego autonomy

This sense of personal 'competenceand political interest, 
has more of an impact on the student's political Interest

Since it also affects political effi-than any other factor, 
cacy it thus plays something of a central role as a person

ality or psychocultural source of an important side of the 
political man developing among Jfapanese youngsters, 
the lack of any link between trust in people ani political 
interest is rather surprising in view of the major impact

Thus

trust has on efficacy.
Finally, with respect to the correlates of teenagers' 

political interest, it seems plausible to expect greater 
political interest among those youngsters who feel that they 

or those with whom they most closely Identify can make 
their voices heard in politics than among those who feel 
politics is beyond their understanding and influence. Table 
VI-14 shows that political efficacy and political interest 
satisfy this expectation; nearly twice as ihahy politically 
efficacious youths are highly Interested in politics as 
those who- feel politically powerless, and the over-all rela

tionship, though only moderate in absolute terms, is fairly 
strong in compeiriaon with the average strength of the rela

tionships among Japanese teenager^' attributes and attitudes.■ •: r--'
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■ TABLE VI-14
JAPANESE TEENAGERS' POLITICAL INTEREST BY THEIR 

POLITICAL EFFICACY
(percent across)

?''

iS
it"

Political Interest 
Med. Low ■ Total NHighEfficacy

t
999^ 335

100% ' 303

100%- 301

34 2342High

Medim

ii

s.4342 ,26
I

33 42 is25Low
f;
ii
a
f'

Gamma = .25; r = .25 ri

ft

1
}
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By now I have presented the relationships between four .. 
. personal,and social backgroundindependent variables, four 

intervening psychocultural and political cleavage variables, 
and two political orientations. As a means of both summar

izing the discussion and of establishing how each of these 
variables fits into the emergence of the political self 
among Japanese teenagers, I have put them all into a path 
analysis model of the development of political efficacy and 
political Interest. Path analysis is a variety of causal 
modeling in which the direct effect of each antecedent vari

able on a succeeding variable is calculated with the effects
of all other antecedent variables affecting the succeeding

(57
variable held constant. ' The particular utility of path

57Strictly speaking, path analysis■requires one to 
.make five assumptions about his data: that the variables are 
measureable on an interval scale, that their relationships 
are linear, additive, and asymmetric; and that the other 
causes of each of the variables in the model are uncorrelated 
with the other variables in the model. Social scientists 
routinely m^e the first assumption even when using ordinal 
or nominal level data. The data I am using are, of course, 
ordinal level cumulative indices. In the three models I 
present in this chapter the causal sequence of the variables 
is, in most instances, not problematic, social and biological 
characteristics earliest in the sequence, "personality" level 
orientations next, and political orientations last. The 
ordering of the political orientations is of course arbitrary 
but, 1 believe, reasonable, and the absence of relationships 
between the political cleavage variables on the one hand and 
the psychocultural variables avoids any problem on that score. 
The assumption that is probably least well-founded is additi
vity, since as might be esqjected in a study of teenagers' 
developing political orientations, there is a certain amount 
of .aift'erabtion,, especially on the part of age. But the 
interaction effects are mild and scattered and do not pro
duce major changes in the main effects. A clear and useful 
introduction to the social science use of path analysis is
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analysis in the present case is to reduce the complexity of 

the many interrelationships among the Independent and inter

vening variables to a set of .meaningful links in a causal 

pattern that explains why some Japanese youths are more po

litically efficacious or politically Interested than others.
As will be evident in the model, moreover, path analysis per

mits us to .rank the correlates of the dependent variable by 
the strength of the direct impact on it of the independent 
variables and to view both the direct and the Indirect paths 

between causes and effects, a characteristic that is especially 
useful when the objective is to show the developmental rela

tionship between "sociological" characteristics like in^ban-
rniral residence dr socioeconomic status (or biological 
like sex), and "psychological" characteristics such as social

ones

trust, ego autonomy, and party support, in an explanation of 
political attitudes.^® Figure VI-A presents the path analysis.

Otis Dudley Duncan, "Path Analysis: Sociological Examples,"
Blalock, Jr., Causal Models to the 

(Chicago and New York! Aldine-Abherbori,
> PP« 115—138.
58

Grsenstein, Personality and PnH-h-tr.g 
(Chicago; ^rkham Publishing Co., 1969), pp. 36-‘!»0. Green- 
steto points out that it is essential to reco|nize that 
sociological and psychological characteristics are often 
related developmentally as intrinsic parts of a causal 

, sequence affecting some third variable rather than being 
. competing explanations of that variable. The mediation of 

' sociological, biological variable by the
psychologic^ one is of obvious concern when one is trying 
to depict the process through which pclltlcal man emerges 
in aaolescence.
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FIGURE VI-A
■-f

PATH ANALYSIS MODEL OF JAPANESE TEENAGERS' 
POLITICAL TEFFICACY AND POLITICAL INTEREST
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To tegin by examining the specifics of the model, it is 
apparent that political efficacy is directly affected by only 
three factors; sex and the two psyohocultnral variables, ego 
autonomy and social trust. Social trust is the single most 
influential of these determinants, while sex exerts both a 
direct effect and an indirect effect through social trust. The 
impact of ego autonomy, though slightly greater than that of
the direct effect of sex, is substantially weaker than that of 
social trust. Taken together these three factors account for 
only 10 percent of the vari^ce in Japanese teenagers' feel

ings of political competence, and it is clear that I have to 
seek out other influences on this important dimension of 
emerging political man in Japan. This I do in examining 

— family influence in the next chapter.
Political interest- is affected directly by five of the 

variables; in order of their respective impact they are: ego
, V

autonomy and political efficacy, grade (or age), sex, and 
the ciuration of party support. Whereas political efficacy was 
largely unrelated to the social and political cleavage factors 
in the analysis, being linked only indirectly throu^ ego 
autonomy (which is related to socioeconomic status), political 
interest is clearly the outcome of both psychocultural and 
cleavage factors, as well as maturational influences. But 
the impact on interest of the cleavage elements in the model 
is not great, as will' become apparent by comparison with the

: models of input and especially output support that will be
-y presented later. Most of the influence on political interest 

involves the psychocultural and personality characteristics

S'
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of the youngsters. It is noteworthy, nonetheless, that while 
there are essentially two streams of causal links, one. psycho- 
cultural and one relating to•cleavage, hoth streams are re

lated to urban-rural place of residence, a sociological dif

ference but also, as Watanuki Joji has emphasized, ultimately 
a cultin?al .one,^^ As we shall see, again in the. case of politi

cal trust, urban-njral differences play a consistent role in 
■the genesis of political differences among Japanese youngsters; 
but it is in how that influence is mediated, whether directly 
or through its effect on the personality-related variables, 

or through its influence on partisanship and Ideology, that 
a major part of the differing causal patterns of individual 

orientations develops.

C. The Nature and Sources of Political Trusts
Input and Output Support
A pervasive sense that politics is corrupt, that poll- ■ 

ticians are dishonest, that the processes through which de

cisions are made are under the influence of special interests,
, that the miles of the game are disregeirded or flaunted or 
"fised," are some of the elements of the phenomenon known as 
political cynicism. On the opposite end of the spectrum is 
implicit trust in government, deference or even awe toward 
political leaders,and a spirit of submissiveness and obedience 
toward the authorities that was said to have characterized

KQ
-'^See "Patterns of Politics in Present Day Japan," in 

S.M. Lipset and S. Rokkan, eds. Party Systems and Voter Align
ment (New York; The Free Press, 19b?), pp. 447-4hfa, esp.pp.45fa ff.
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the ordinary Japanese before 1945. Somewhere in the gulf
between these two extremes the ideal-typical democratic citi

zen steers his course. On the one hand he needs a fundamental 
belief that democratic political institutions and processes, 
and the men who are engaged in politics, are essentially 
moral, concerned with and responsive to the needs and desires

On the other, he must feel able to dealof ordinary citizens, 
with government not in awe and obedience but confidence of
himself and his rights as a citizen.

Chapter two dwelled at length upon the beliefs and 
attitudes related to political institutions and authority 
figures of Japanese youngsters, from children in the earliest 
school ^ades to thoie at nearly the end of adolescence, high 
school seniors. As both Interviews and the responses to the 
questionnaire made clear, children from early on give short 
shrift in general to the Prime Minister and the other insti

tutions of authority in political life, in their evaluations 

of these institutions' responsiveness. Inclusiveness, recti

tude, and concern for ordinary people's problems. But atti

tudes toward the political party system and the electoral 

process, as well as the institution of popular participation 

in the political process, appeared markedly less negative. I 
concluded that there were in effect two kinds of political 

support in the attitudes of young Japanese, depending on 
whether the figure or Institution toward which the attitude 
was directed was Involved in the authoritative, "output" side
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iof government, or in the demand-making "input" side of the 
political process and throu^ which popular participation in 
politics was mediated. The most straightforward test of this 
dichotomous classification of political support attitudes 
would he the correlate attitudes toward the various institu

tions and ascertain whether two clusters of related attitudes 
emerge. Table VI-15 presents the matrix of correlations be

tween summary indices of support for all the various institu

tions discussed in this context in chapter two.
It is readily apparent that two such attitude cluster's 

do exist. Attitudes toward the Prime Minister, Diet,^ and 
government intercorrelate strongly with each other, but con

's
JE
’t:':

t;'

i;

i;I]

K

p;
K
I

relate with those toward the other institutions at sharply 
lower levels.

If
aSupport for party system, elections, and popu

lar participation also correlate with each other more strongly if

1=than with the first three, but the coherence of these atti

tudes is somewhat lower than that of the other group, 

would appear that to a certain extent attitudes toward the
I
i

It

spolitical parties are less distinctly separate from output 
attitudes than are those toward elections and popular par

ticipation.

I
ri:

IThis somewhat ambiguous status of the parties 
in the attitude structure of Japanese youth is understandable.
of course, since in some' respects the parties, especially 
the LDP, do play "output" roles as well as input roles. 
Nevertheless, the strength of the correlation between attitudes 
toward the parties and party system and those toward popifLar

I
*i

6f

ii: 'I

IrV;
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TABLE VI-15
MATRIX OF INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT SCALE CORRELATIONS 

(Goodman and Kruskal's Gammas)

PopularSupport
for;

Party
P.M. Diet Govt. System Elections Partic.

Prime
Minister 1

Diet .70 1

.73 .74Government 1 \
Party
System

Elections

.33 .36 .33 1

.35 .36.27 .29 1

Popular
Partic. .06 .63.04 .09 .57 1

li
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participation (.63) makes it clear that the former belong,
on balance, to the dimension- of input support.

The correlations in Table VI-15 provide firm evidence, 
then, that input and output support exist as separate dimen-.

To ascer-sions of political.evaluation for young Japanese, 
tain .how these two kinds of support differ in their origins,

I have created a summary index of each; output support as 
used hereafter will refer to the scale created by sxjmming 
the Prime Minister support, Diet support, and government sup

port scales; input support will represent a similar summary
of scores on party system, election and popular participation 

These two scales do correlate (gamma = ,44; r = .46)support.

but are clearly separate dimensions of political evaluation: 
less than half (47 percent) of the sample fall into the same 

ranks on both'variables when each is trichotomized.
Given, then, that two separate dimensions of political 

trust (or support) exist among Japanese youngsters, how do 
they differ with regard to basic differences among the teen

agers that I have been examining in this chapter so far?
Table VI-16 presents the first set of relevant evidence: a 
breakdown of each kind of political support by^the students' 
personal and social background characteristics.

It is Immediately evident that the correlates of the 
two kinds of political support differ. Neither is signifi

cantly affected by sex, in contrast to political efficacy and 

interest. Age, however, shows a dramatically different effect

fife
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on the two types of support: a very weak positive relation

ship with input siq)porti, and a much more substantial negative 
relationship with output support. a?his reflects the finding 
of chapter two that a persistent decline in support for the 
Prime Minister, government and Diet occurred with age, while 
the level of support for elections, the party system* and 
popxaar politics remained generally constant or slightly in

creased. In short, then, the political cynicism that emerges 
during adolescence is mainly directed toward the output insti

tutions rather than toward the input institutions.
The distinction between output support and input support 

is equally salient when we consider the impact of place of 
residence on teenagers' political trust. The stereotype of 
the traditional Japanese, whose support for political insti

tutions as based on deference and uncritical acceptance, is 
often associated with rural culture. That of the politically , 

alienated and cynical mass man is equally closely associated 
with urban life. Bradley Richardson foimd on the basis of a 
large number of sxarveys that urban adults^were consistently , .

less positive than rural adults about politicians' and insti-
As wetutions' responsiveness, rectitude, and concern, 

observe in Table VI7I6, urban teenagers are more negative 
than their rural fellows toward both input and output insti

tutions. But the impact of urban-rural residence is sub

stantially greater on output support than on input support.

^^"Urbanization and Political Behavior," p. 17, fig. 6.
l-.'S'

lil:
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TABLE VI-16
JAPAMESE TEENAGERS' INPUT AND OUTPUT SUPPORT 
BY PERSONAL AND SOCIAL' BACKGROUND VARIABLES

(percentages across)

“Input Support Output Support
A. By Grade

High Med. Low .Total N

38 26 36 10C»6 325 12

38 30 32 1009^ 333 10

"29 • 33 39 1009^ 273 8
Gamma = .07; r = .03

High Med. Low Total N 

20 33 47 1009« 325

31 38 31 1009^ 274

49 31 20 1009« 274

Gamma = -.36; r = -.26

12

10

8

B. By Sex

Boys 38 28 34 1009^ 485 Boys 32 31 37 1009« 486

Girls 32 32 36 1009^ 446 Girls
Gamma = .08; r = .04

33 37 30 1009« 445
Gamma'= -.08; r = -.06

C. By Urban-Rural Residence

30 40., 1009« 531 Urban 21'Urban ■ 30 33 46- 10095 531

35 17 10095 400
Gamma = -.53; r = -.35

Rural 42 29 29 10095 400 Rural 48
Gamma = -.22; r = -.14

D. By SES

High 33 31 36 10095 313 High

.Med 34 29 37 10095 4ll Med

Low 41 29 30 10095 207 Low
Gamma = -.08; r = -.06

25^ 34 41 10095 314

36 32 32 10095 410

37 38 25 10095 207
Gamma = -.19; r = -.14

/
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' Since the output institutions have a partisan coloration,
especially the Prime Minister and government, this is not

conservatives predominate among the ruralsurprising, since
and opposition party supporters and those who reject.group,

all of the parties are found mainly in the urban group 
ardson found, however, that the effects of the urban-rxiral

. Rich- I
i

differences on political trust were not wholly or even mainly 
attributable to partisanship, since urban adult IDP supporters

62
less politically trusting than rural LDP supporters.were

Family socioeconomic status also appears to have an
Yoimgsters from upper statusimpact on political trust, 

families are more cynical about both aspects of politics.
This parallels findings by Greenstein, Hess and Tomey and

status American youngsters are more positiveothers that lower
about the President and other aspects of politics than are

^3 jiie relationship appearstheir more advantaged fellows.
of output support (gamma = -.19; r = 

-.OS; r = -.06).
stronger in the case 
tbsTi that of input support (gamma =• 
cases, however, the relationship between socioeconomic status

In both

rural residence isand support disappears when in-ban versus

■ ^%bid., pp. 20-21.

York teenagers found no relationship

SloSSlon,
New York, September, 1969, PP. 14-15.
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controlled (the partial gammas are -.04 for output support 
and .03 for input support^. Thus it appears that in the Jap

anese case'the prevalence of political cynicism among upper
!

status youngsters is due not to the inherently alienating 
effects of higher status but rather to the.effects of urban 
residence, which is the major determinant of social status. 
Among \irban youngsters there is almost no difference in

i!

i

cynicism by socloeoonomfo status, and the same holds true
The absence of any clear and conslst-for rural youngsters, 

ent status-based differences in the political cynicism of 
Japanese adults that is observed in data reported by Bradley

64
■Richardson is corroborative in this regard.

Of the basic personal and social characteristics of the 
teenagers, then, only ijrban-rural residence has a major impact 
on both input and output support, while age affects only out

put support. Turning from these predetermined characteristics 
of the inner man, let us examine the impact on political trust 
of the psychocultural variables, as shown in Table 'V'l-l?.

The total absence of a correlation between ego autonomy 
and political trust is not surprising since it seems plausible’ 

to expect two contradictory effects of a feeling of personal 
incompetence or powerlessness on the young person's view of 
political Institutions and processes. On the one hand, he 

might be pessimistic and cynical about politics, suspecting

^^"Urbanization and Political Behavior," p. 19, fig. 7.
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TABLE VI-17
JAPANESE TEENAGERS' INPUT AND OUTPUT SUPPORT 

BY PSYCHOCULTURAL CHAMCTERISTICS
(percentages across)

A. By Ego-Autonomy
. Input Support

■ High Med. Low Total N

31 34 I00J6 309 High 34
100J4 322 Med

1

Output Support 

High Med. Low Total N

32 34 100% 311

29 39 32 . 100% 321 
31 34 100% 292

Gamma = .00; r = .04

High 35

Med 35 31 34

Low 36 26 38 100% 293 Low 35

Gamma = .02; r = .00

B. By Social Trust
High Med. Low Total N 

High 44 28 28 100% 257 High 42

Med 35 33 32 100% 391 Med 35

27 27 46 100% 279 , Low 21

Gamma = .21; r = .23

High Med. Low Total N

31 27 100% 257

36 29 100% 388

34 45 100% 282Low

.23Gamma = .25; r =

'M'
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that it lies beyond both his influence and his understanding, 
as does the course of his ovm life. Or he might be trustful 
especially of the output side of politics, government and 
authority, as a result of deference to authority based on 
his inability to assert himself against the vforld. 
trust of politics and politicians has been widely linked to 
personal cynicism, as a particular manifestation of a deep- 
seated, general distrust of others. Such a relationship, 
between personal cynicism and political cynicism, has been

65
Dis-

documented in a number of studies of American and European
Thus the find-adults, as well as of American teenagers.

- ing that Japanese teenagers' general trust in others affects 
their political trust comes as no stirprise, but does add' 
corroborative data to the accmulating store of evidence that 
this personality characteristic, or psychocifLtural characteristic.

^^Edward
Greenberg, however, found that there was a 

'Significant tendency for black grade school children who felt 
"powerless" to reject various components of the American po
litical system more than those who felt "powerful." But 
there was also some evidence of greater socialization of the 

■ President among those feeling powerless, "Black Children
and the Political System; A Study of Socialization to Support," 
paper delivered at the 1969 Annual Meeting of the American 
Political Science Association, New York, September, 1969,
pp. 17-18.

66See Morris Rosenberg, "Misanthropy and Political 
Ideology," toerlcan Sociological Review, 53 (December, 1956), 
X650-695; Robert E. Agger, tlarshall Z. Goldstein, and Stanley 
A. Peart, "Political Cynicism: Measurement and Meaning," 
Journal of Politics. 23 (August, 1969), ^95-499. Edgar Litt, 
'*lPolltlcal Cynicism and Political Futility," Journal of Poli
tics. 25 (May, 1963), 312-322; and Kenyon, op. clt.~ '
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has a significant impact on political man. As I showed 
earlier, trust in people is also related to political effi

cacy among: Japanese teenagers. But the particularly note

worthy fact about the ingjact of their social trust on politi

cal trust is that the relationship is equally strong in the 
case of both input and output support, Ihe other correlates 
of political trusty both those I have already discussed and 
those which I present below, differ significantly in the 
strength of their relationships to the two kinds of political 
support. That social trust correlates with each almost 

equally indeed does suggest that a portion of political 
cynicism is an extension of personal cynicism unrelated to 

the political institution, figure, or process to which it 
attaches.

The imusual nature of social trust's ingiact on political 
support is well illustrated by the markedly different levels 
of association that the political cleavage factors have with 
input and output support, as shown in Table VI-18.

It is, of course, to be expected that support for po

litical Institutions will be greater among conservative sup

porters than among supporters of the opposition parties. And 
it is also to be expected that the disparity between right and 
left supporters should be greatest with regard to the output 

institutions, which, as I have pointed out, have continued 
to be dominated by the Liberal Democratic Party. The input 
side of politics is much less closely identified with any
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TABIJ; VI-18

JAPANESE TEENAGERS' INPUT AND OUTPUT SUPPORT 
BY POLITICAL' CLEAVAGE VARIABLES 

(percentages across)

A. By Party Support

Input Support 

High Med. Low Total N 

LDP . . A4 29 27 100?^ 280 LDP

DSP 48 28 24 10094 50 DSP

Komei 29 26 46 10094 35 Komei ,15 32 , 53 10094 34

22 32 46 10094 132

14 34 52 10094 29

Gamma = .42; r = .35

Output Support 
High Med. Low Total N

47 35 18 10094 281

40 34 26 10094 50

34 25 41 10094 131 JSP 

37 30 33 10094 ' 30 JCP 
Gamma = .16; r = .23

JSP

JCP

s

B. By Ideology

High Med. Total N

Pro-Cap. 40 29 31 10094 269 Pro-Cap. 45

Neutral 38 30 32 10094 314 Neutral 32 36 32 10094 316

Pro-Soc. 30 28 42 10094 305 Pro-Soc. 20 34 46 10094 307.

Gamma = .15; r = .14

High Med. Low Total N 
34 21 10094 266

Ga^a = .33; r = .27
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I
single party; thus suhstantially larger numbers of teenagers

are able to feel trust and I
who support the opposition' parties 
respect for one major part of the regime while rejecting an-

or more Komelto andAs the table shows, twice as manyother.

JCP supporters, and half again as many JSP supporters.are 
hi^y supportive of the input institutions as of the output

ones.

It is again noteworthy that the Komeito youths are the 
supportive of all the party identifiers on both dimen

sions of support. Althou^, as I have said, more Komeito 
supporters score hi^ on input support than on output support, 

the largest proportion falls into the low sup-

least

in both cases 
port category, 
whom this is true are the JSP supporters.

The only other group of young partisans of
The Communist
the other hand, areparty identifiers among the teenagers, on 

the clearest case of a group which is overwhelmingly negative- 
authoritative , output side of politics while tend-toward the

Since the CommunistAng on balance to support the input side.
Party has been particularly diligent in creating organized

"movements" including both partisan and supra-partisanpopular

adult "citizens' movements," and a youth organization (popu

larly known as Mlnsel. the ''Democratic Youth League), the

' moderately high level of input support among the JCP identi-
Only those whofiers in the sample is not at all svirprising. 

reject identifying with any party score
put support (56 percent low in both instances) than the Komeito

lower on input and out-
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supporters (46 percent and 53 percent low, respectively). 

Interestingly enough, those"youngsters who "don't know", their 
party support are much less negative; only 32 percent and 
24 percent score low on input and output support respectively.'

The Impact of political cleavage on teenagers' politi

cal support is also evident : in the relationship between 
ideology and the two varieties of support. We would antici

pate that youngsters favorable to capitalism would tend^more 
than their pro-socialist fellows to support the output insti

tutions. This they do, and to a lesser degree with regard to 
input institutions as well. '

In addition to the background characteristics, and the 
psychocultural and political cleavage factors, the analysis 
of the social and psychological Influences on political trust 

requires looking at the impact of one finrther variable. If 
as appears to be the case political efficacy lies deeper in 

the personality than most other political orientations, it 

can and probably shovild be considered as a potential influence 
on political trust, as it was earlier considered a potential 

influence on political interest. Table VI-19 presents the 
teenagers' input and output support broken down by political 

efficacy (and by political Interest to round out the delinea

tion of the over-all structure of attitudinal relationships).

As the table makes clear, political efficacy is related 
to both kinds of support, but its effect is particularly 
marked on input support. This is understandable since while
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TABLE VI-19
JAPAMESE TEENAGERS' INPUT AND OUTPUT SUPPORT BY 

POLITICAL EFFICACY AND POLITICAL INTEREST
(Percentages Ao-ross)

- A, By Political Efficacy 
Input Support 

High Med. Low Total N 

High 51 29 20 1009^ 332

Med, 34 31 35 100?6 302

Low 18 29 53 10096 297

Gamma = .42; r = ,37

Output Support 
High Med. Low Total N

High 42 30 28 10096 331

Med. 35 37 28 10096 301

Low 20 35 45' 10096 299

Gamma = .26; r = .24

B. By Political Interest 
Input Support 

High Med. Low Total N

High 40 25 35 10.096 292

Med. 36 30 34’ IOO96 338

Low 28 34 38 10096 298

Gamma = .10; r = .06

Output Support 
High Med. Low Total N

High 31 24 45 10096 293

Med. 33 38 29 IOO96 338

Low 33 40 27 10096 299

Gamma = -.13; r = -.12

SK : -

'I.-,.:.,
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we would expect whether one feels capable of influencing 
politics to affect his feelings of how concerned and especially 
how responsive government is (and vice versa, of course), we 
would expect it to be even more important in shaping whether 
one believes that citizen politics and the whple process of 
making demands on the system is worth while and estimable or 
useless and suspect. Such is the case, and indeed not only 
does political efficacy correlate more highly with input sup

port than with output support; it is the only variable which 
does so, as well as being by far the strongest correlate of 

input support. '

Finally, it is interesting to note that while weaktb-hegli- 
gible strength of the relationships between political interest 
and the two varieties of support is svirprising, the differ

ence in the direction of the two relationships is as would
As we have seen, factors which increase politi-be expected.

cal interest, in particular age, decrease output support while
tending to increase input support, albeit very weakly.

. I have examined the impact on the two varieties of* po

litical support or trust of an exbensive number of factors. 

As in the case of political efficacy and political interest, 

path analysis models of input and output support will serve
to summarize and clarify the multivariate causal influences

Figures' VIr-B and'on these two aspects of political trust. 
MmC; pthsehtothei two .models.
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Seen adjacent to each other in graphic form, the dif

ferences in the patterns associated with the two kinds of 
political support are distinct. Once again, as in the case 
of the model of political efficacy and political interest, 
a psychocultural causal stream, now including political ef

ficacy as- well as social trust and the antecedents of both, 
and a social and social cleavage stream comprising tirban-rural
residence and party support, are involved in each case, 
there is a striking difference in the role the two: causal,

The dominant stream in the

But

streams- play in the two models, 
case of output support is the cleavage stream reflecting, as
we have said, the partisan hue of the output institutions.
The psychocultural forces are relatively less influential. 
Indeed, the model understates the impact of partisanship 
since it includes only the direction of. party support with 
no consideration of the effects of rejection of the parties. 

Age, too, has a substantial negative effect.
In the case of input support, however, the balance of 

causal forces,is quite different. Not only does the influ

ence of age disappear, but the dominant causal stream is the 

psychocultural one. Not only does ideology play no role, but 
both urban-rural residence and party support have 
less impact than on output support. The main Influence 
affecting Japanese youngsters' siipport for the process and 
institutions of popular politics is politiijal efficacy, sup

ported by trust in others and a sense of personal- competence 

and autonomy.
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In chapter two I argued that teenagers’ tendency to be 
relatively supportive of the_institutions and processes medi

ating citizen participation in politics builds into the emerg

ing Japanese political culture an avenue of support for demo

cratic politics that counters the predominant stream of cyni

cism toward authority and government. Here I have presented 
evidence that this input support is also relatively immune, 
in congjarison with output support, to the influence of the 
cleavages that divide the Japanese socially and politically

- the two cultures of city and countryside, and especially
the giJlf between left and ri^t. In effect, I would argue, 
this provides a sound support for an important element of the 

democratic regime that both transcends those cleavages and 
lessens their corrosive effect on political tiust vdien, for 
the sij^jporters of the left, the government and the authorities 

are controlled by the opposition.

Conclusion

I began this chapter by asking how the Japanese teen

ager acquires his political orientations, and more specifically
to vdiat extent each youngster's political self derives frcm

As the analysis hashis personal and social characteristics, 
shown, each of the four basic characteristics is indeed in

volved in one way or' another in molding the emerging political 
man. It is appropriate now to summarize the over-all effects 

of each of these characteristics.
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Sex, that most elemental human difference, is also 
among the most pervasive sources of difference in the. politi- 

cal attitudes and behavior of people everywhere. Among Jap

anese teenagers, as we have seen, its effects are relatively 
muted. Its greatest iiftpact comes on political interest, boys
being markedly more Interested- prefiguring one of the major
sex role differences in the political lives of adults. A 
similar but less strong direct effect is true also of feelings 

, of political efficacy, where again boys, like men, are more 
efficacious. In both cases, the influence of sex is also felt 
indirectly through the greater tendency of girls toward per

sonal cynicism which in tiim contributes to lowered efficacy 
and lowered Interest. And it is oiily indirectly through this 
effect on social trust and on political efficacy that sex has 
any effect on input or output support.

Age, like sex, affects some political orientations more 

than others. Its most marked effects are to diminish support 
for output institutions and to increase political interest. 

Twelfth graders are notary more interested in politics and 
notably more cynical about government than the ei^th graders. 
Age effects that cynicism indirectly as well by nudging the 

teenager to the left, ideologically, as he matures.
The effects of age per se on the other political orien

tations dealt with here are negligible. But it would under

state the role that Increasing age plays in molding the
>• teenager's political self if I were to ignore a different
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^ kind of age-related effect. In a few instances age either 
; / ^ increases or decreases the impact of one of the other factors 
• ■ on a political orientation. An increase with age in the

strength of the relationship between partisanship and output 
support.is a case in point. So is a decrease in that between
social trust and output support. But these interaction ef-

/
fects of age with the other variables are relatively few and 
do not alter the main effects shown in the path analysis.

Of all the background variables', however, that of 
greatest Interest with respect to its effects on adolescent
political man in Japan is, ofcoiu'se, the urban-rviral dimension.

\
At the outset, I pointed out that Japanese political stereo

types identify rural residents as "mobilized traditional men" 
essentially not motivated toward playing the role of the par

ticipating democratic citizen; while tirbanites are seen as 

alienated. As the analysis in this chapter has shown, the 

urban-rural dimension does indeed play a role in the back

ground of Japanese youths’ political selves. To begin with, 

it explains almost all of the effects of socioeconomic status 
on youngsters' political orientations. But its own direct 
impact is limited to those spheres that are tinged with po-

i

party support > ideology, and support forlitical cleavage' 
the authoritative institutions. While it does^play a role 
as one source of the other main causal stream identified in 
this chapter, that of the psyohocultural influences, that 
role is ruiexpectedly small and indirect. The image of the
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village as the perpetuating source of the subordination of 
the individual to the group appears to be of declining validity, 
if we judge by the fact that the- urban-rural dimension has only 
an. indirect effect on ego autonomy. Although ego■autonomy 
itself does have an impact on both of the two orientations

r.

most directly tied up with the nature of democratic partici

pation, political efficacy and political interest, in each 

case its impact is relatively small.
In short, then, despite the greater tendency of rural 

youngsters to support the conservatives and the output insti

tutions, and of urban youngsters to reject both, the over-all 
differences between them across the broader range of political 

characteristics are too small for us to accept as valid a
classification of the emerging Japanese political culture as

And itbroadly divided into an- urban and a rural subculture, 
is most definitely not the case that the pattern of differences
accords with the stereotypes of rural apathy and mobilization 
versus urban alienation and political withdrawal. Politically 
Interested and efficacious youngsters exist in both the country

side and city in proportions that differ only insignificantly, 
and nearly as' many urban as rural youngsters support the input 
processes and institutions of popular politics.

It woxfLd appear on balance that maturational and per

sonal factors. Including what I have termed "psychocxiLtural" 

influences are more important sources of difference among 
Japanese'teenagers when it comes to the main indices of the
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self versus apathy or alienation. It is thus 
particularly noteworthy that only one readily ideutifiahle 

.. group of'youngsters clearly and consistently manifested an 

over-all rejection of the major characteristics of democratic 
man——the supporters, of the Komeito, who scored low on po

litical interest, political efficacy, and on both kinds of 
political support, and on trust in other people as well. It 
may he that the elements of both mass alienation and tradi-, 
tional apathy and authoritarianism converge in the cifLture 

_  of the Soka gakkal and Komeito, Happily for most other Jap

anese youngsters, where one aspect of the political sel;E may 
be caused by external cleavage or the internalized legacy of 
past culture to reject the democratic participant model, the 
other elements of the political self usually embrace it.
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APPEOTEC VI-II
- MATRICES OF.INTER-ITEM CORRELATIONS IN FOUR ATTITqpE SCALES 

(Goodman and KrueJsal's Gammas)

0

H-

Social TrustEgo Autonomy■V

dd be a ca c

1 1aa

b. .15 1 b .20 1

c .15 .40 1.15 -.37 1c

d .22 .39 .34 1d .18 .21 .16 1

.18 .45 .17 .13 1e

See Table VI-3 for itemsSee Table VI-1 for Items

Political InterestPolitical Efficacy
dbb d a ca c ii

11 aa
. I:

b . .34 1

c .40 .25 1

b .81 1 I

c .66 .74 1

d .67 . 74 . 64 i:.

See Table VI-10 for items
d .50 .33 .39 1

See Table VI-5 for items !

;

!
i
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CHAPIKR VII

SOURCES OF THE POLITICAL SELF: 
THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY

Preceding chapters have detailed both the patterns of 
Japanese teenagers' political orientations and the ways in 
vdiioh social, cultiirali and psychological factors affect 
them. The ma^or remaining question concerns the sources of 
those orientations. Where do Japanese teenagers acquire their
attitudes, values, and beliefs about the political world?
This chapter deals with the ma;|or agents vdiich may influence 

the political orientations of young Japanese, and in particu

lar with the diverse ways in vdiich one principal agent of po

litical socialization, the family, affects the development of 
political man.

The maturing individual is exposed to a variety of 

potential socializing agents. These may be face-to-face rela- 
tionships with people such as the teacher, or one-to-one con

tact with others within a primary”'group context such as the 
peer group. Other agents are more Impersonal, and formal, 
especially the mass media and the school, including the social 

: studies curriculum. While I shall deal to some extent with
the intact of such agents, particularly the students' personal

352
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relationships with teachers and the peer group, the primary 
■ focus of the chapter is on the role of the family in the po

litical socialization of the Japanese youngster.
The family occupies a central position in theories 

about the development of political man and also, in well-known 
interpretations of Japanese society and politics. The old 
familiar saw that "the hand that rooks the cradle rules the 
world" reflects a view that has been long and widely held, 
that the family is preeminent among the forces that mold po

litical man. During the formative years in the life of the 
individual not only does he spend more time in contact with 
the family than with any other individuals, but his relation

ships with the family, and in particiaar with his father and 
mother, are*’ among the most profound and intense emotional 
relationships he will ever have. The fundamental natxjre of 
family ties confers on the family a special influence over 
the values and attitudes the child learns. Moreover, the 
family's role in the life of the individual is at its height 
in his early years when he acquires very basic attitudes, 
values, and identifications, which are apt to become more 
deeply rooted and enduring than others acquired later, and

t

which therefore are likely to become elements of a political 
screen through which later learning is likely to be filtered. 
As the child mattires, he will come into contact with other 

agents; the school, the peer group, mass media, etc. From 

these he will also acquire political values and beliefs; but
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foundations of his political self will have h.een laid 
within the' family, and the later learning will he heavily in-
the

I
tfluenoed thereby.. Such, in general, are the outlies of a ■ 

of the role of the family in the molding
i

widespread picture 

of political man. 
The role

■ i.

of the Japanese family that is commonly de

picted in interpretations of Japanese society and politics, 

and particularly in psychocultural or
5,

"national character" 
For many writers 1

analyses., parallels and extends this view, 
the family has been the sole key, sufficient in and of itself, 

understanding of Japanese behavior and institutions. ^

the "family writ large."

i

to an
Society and the state were seen as 
The authoritarian "family state" of the pre-1945 "Emperor

of the family.system" reflected the paternal authoritarianism 
Submissiveness to political authority was forthcoming as a

learned in the family toward paternal 
the factionalism

result of submissiveness
Even such aspects of politics asauthority.

of the postwar parties have been explained as consequences of 

affective relationships between superiors and 
first learned in the parent-child context.^

the nature of
subordinates

Interpretations of the role of the Japanese fairily in 

affecting politically relevant characteristics of Japanese
quite wide-ranging. They have usually hinged 

the structure of Japanese social and
analogous to the structure of the

have thus been 
V;; on a view vriich sees

political institutions as

^Frank Langdon, Politics in Japan (Boston: Little, 
1967), p. 207.Brown Co • > r

1
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family. Ultimately, most interpretations have been based on 
unsupported assertions linking adult political behavior to
early childhood training- weaning, toilet training, and
other elements of child-rearing in which the parent-child 
relationship undergoes a change in the balance of affection 
and authority.

This chapter attenqpts to provide firm evidence on the
role played by the Japanese family in the development of po

litical man by considering family influence from several dif-
At the outset, I deal with the familyferent perspectives. 

cong)aratively, in an attempt to assess, the degree to which it 
prevails over other sources of political learning, particu

larly the school in the person of the teacher, and the peer
The view that, as Hyman put it, the family is "foregroup.

2
most among agencies of socialization into politics," has

been challenged by several recent empirical studies of Ameri

can youngsters. In a study involving a detailed comparison 

of the political attitudes of pairs of grade school age bib- 
lings with mairched pairs of unrelated children, Hess and 
Tomey found little evidence for family preeminence. While 

noting that "in early years the family's role is to promote 
attachment to country and government,"^ their over-all

%erbert H3rman, Political Socialization (Glencoe, Ill.; 
The Free Press, 1959), p. b9.

^Robert D. Hess and Judith V. Tomey, The Development 
of Basic Attitudes and Values Toward Government and Cltizen-

 during the Elementary School Years, Pam l, orrice oi
Mduoatlon Cooperative Research Project No. 1078 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1965), p. 191.

ShlB
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conclusion was that "the family transmits its own particvilar 
values in relatively few areas of political sooifaization 
and that, for the most part, the in^jact of the family is felt 
as only one of several socializing agents and institutions."^ .

A seconds challenge to the belief in the family's pre

eminent role in political socialization came from the results 
of a study of the political attitudes of American high school 
seniors and their parents by Jennings and Niemi. Aft.er find

ing that the degree of correspondence between parents' and 

children's attitudes was, with the exception of party identi

fication,, low to moderate at best, Jennings and Niemi con

cluded that it is "clear that any model of socialization 

vdiioh rests on assumptions of pervasive currents of parent- 
to-ohild value transmissions of the type studied here is-in 
serious need of modification."^ The second section of this 
chapter, therefore, is devoted to an analysis of the degree 
to which parents' political orientations are transmitted to 
Japmese teenagers. I examine parent-child correspondences 
over a broad spectrum of political orientations, ranging from 
partisanship and ideology to output and input support and 
political Interest and efficacy.

In this second section of the chapter, the analysis is 
shaped around several general hypotheses. One of these is

i

^Ibld

Kent Jennings and Richard G. Niemi, "The Trans
mission of Political Values from Parent to Child," American 
Political Science Review. 62:1 (March 1968), 183.

P. 193.• 9
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the prediction of a decrease in parent-child correspondence 
as the age of the child increases. In addition to the.effeots 
of age, the discussion also considers the effects of a number 
of factors which mi^t be expected to lower the congruence in ■ 
political orientations of parent and .child. One central issue 
revolves around the political role of the mother versus that 
of the father. Conventional wisdom has long portrayed the 
father as the dominant'political model for the child, both as 
authority figure and as political opinion leader. But the 
alleged political dominance, of the father has been shown to 
be illusory in studies of American and Jamaican famlliesi^

Thus a major concern of the chapter is with determining which 
parent is more effective in transmitting political values to 
the child, and in identifying those factors which work to 

intensify or to blunt paternal and maternal political in

fluence.

In addition to considering the transmission of specific 

political orientations from parent to child I also consider 
the political role of the family in a broader sense, one that 

centers on the view that the structure of affect and authority 
in the family serves as the prototype for the political system. 
The analysis of this variety of family influence takes several 
en^phases. The first is on patterns of contact and affection

^See ibid.,' and Kenneth Langton, Political Socializa
tion (New York":' Oxford University Press, 19b9), especially 
pp. 52-83.

7^^
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Thebetween peirent and child and their political impact.
second en^phasis is on the patterns of authority and decision

Is the family still an authoritarianmaking .in the family, 
patriarchy where the father rules by fiat? An opposing view
suggested by some writers is that the father has withdrawn

Which view more acc\xratelyfrom involvement in the family, 
represents the prevailing patterns of authority and decision 

making in the contemporary family?
An additional question dealt with here is that of the
and extent of political rebellion against parents on

One persistent hypothesis in
nature

the part of Japanese teenagers, 
this regard has been that youngsters from authoritarian fami

lies, forced to conform and obey at home, will seek autonomy
Such a view isby rejecting their parents' political views, 

echoed in the reoiunrlng interpretations of the radical student 
movement in Japan as essentially a manifestation of rebellion

against the authoritarian family.
The "family writ large" view, has witnessed something 

of a renaissance in studies of political socialization at 
least insofar as the conception of generalization is con- 

Almond and Verba andi.others have argued that with■cemed.

particular regard to the feeling of political efficacy the

individual who experiences a family decision structiu'e open 
to his efforts to exert influence on decisions affecting him

self will be more likely, ceteris, narlbus, to believe that 

he will be' able to make his voice heard in the political
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process as well. The chapter investigates the evidence bear

ing on this hypothesis.
The filial element of the analysis continues "toe focus

on generalization, again in the context of the "family writ* . .

large" view of politics, this time concentrating on the gen

eralization of affect from parent to political authority 
figiire. One major element of the theory of the benevolent 

■ leader discussed in chapter two is that the leader gains much
of his emotional significance from being invested by the child

The analysis of family in-wlth the qualities of a parent, 
fluence ends with a consideration of the diverse ways in 
which Japanese teenagers' Images of and reactions to the
Prime Minister parallel their affective responses to their 

parents.

The Family in the Wider Nexus of Socializing Influences
By the time a child enters his teens the near monopoly 

over his social and political learning which the family en

joyed during his youngest years has given way tp a situation

in vdaioh there are various institutions and agencies to which
He is likely to have learned both cog-he has been exposed, 

nltlve and affective orientations about politics at school,
7

from his friends, from the newspapers, from television, etc.

7'A full scale analysis of the inpact of agents outside 
the family is beyond the scope of the available data. How
ever, the data do include indirect evidence on some important 

^5; aspects of the role played by these agents in the political 
socialization process.

.‘I
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of political learning svtpplantTo what extent do these sources
Table VII-1 presents evidence hearing on thethe family?

question in the form of teenagers' responses to an item ask- 
ahout Worn^m fot advice on politics.

If

-ing

The figures show a fairly clear-cut trend: among the
sotirceyounger teenagers the father is clearly th^ preferred 

of advice. Among the twelfth graders, however, he is dis

placed hy "other," an open-ended category in which by far the 

largest number of write-in responses were "myself."
continued strength of the father even among the

Never-

theless, the
oldest group, where he is named more often than teacher or

s
not support the hypothesis that these otherfriends, does

agents come to supplant the family.
sharp decline with age in the respondents' naming 

their mother as the one whose opinion they would most
into account, however, accords with that ele-

The
res

pect and take
meht of the hypothesis which suggests a general decline in

Here we have our first evidence that earlyfamily influence, 
in their teenage years Japanese youngsters discern the po

litical role differences between their parents. The finding

Greenstein's finding that American youngsters namedparallels

their fathers more frequently than their mothers as the person
8-^

. whose advice they would seek in regard to voting.

®Fred I. Greenstein, Children and Politics (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1965). p. 119.
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TABtE VII-1
TEENAGERS' SOURCES OF POLITICAL ADVICE

(percent of-, students by grade choosing 
each response)

6’

I

"When you don't yet have an opinion about 
some political or social problem and want 
to clarify what you think, whose opinion 
do you most respect and take into account?"

i;

Mother Teacher Friend . Other N.R. Total 
16 14 5 10096

22 ’ ' 18 ■ 17 4 ' 10096

18 30 4 . 10096

Grade Father

1936 108 P
34 510

2026 212

!

‘

I

i

i
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It is interesting to note that there is little change 
with age in the proportion of. yoimgsters who chose the two 
extra-family sources, teacher and friends. While there is 

oialy scant comparative evidence, from the eighth graders in 
Greenstein's study, it would appear that the teacher’s role 
as source of advice is not strikingly different; Greenstein 

■■ found that 11 percent of the eighth graders from higher status 

families and 15 percent from the lower status families would 
seek the teacher's advice on how to vote, in comparison with 
the 19 percent of the Japanese eighth graders who most res-

Q
pect the teacher's opinion. >

The strong showing of the teacher in this rather hypo

thetical situation, however, should be contrasted with the 
following evidence on the frequency with which the teenagers 
report they actually discuss political and social issues with 
their teachers as well as their parents and friends. (Cf. 
Table VII-2)

S:

is

6;-

1

Not surprisingly, the proportion of youngsters who re- 
, port discussing politics with their teachers is substantially 
lower thah in the case of the other agents. The legal nonns 
of the eduoatlonal system proscribe teachers from advocating 
partisan positions; civic education is supposed to' be neutral, 
and there is thus little room for the teacher to discuss po

litical and social questions individually with students.
The trends in the figures on the youngsters' discussions 

with the other agents are interesting and revealing. The 
father contends with friends for the discussion partner most

iK

'! :-V'

i-

i

%bid.

I'Ifc.
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TABLE VII-2
TEENAGERS' DISCUSSION OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES 

WITH PARENTS, TEACHERS, AND FRIENDS

(percent of students in each grade 
who report discussing such issues 
"often" or "sometimes" with each 
agent)

,1

Grade Father Mother Teacher Friends

8 2435 3413

10 2639 4111

4712 25 6610 i

J
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often chosen among the ei^th and tenth graders. But by
twelfth grade friends are cited substantially more often;

5

indeed, fully two-thirds of the high school seniors repoii: 
discussing political and social issues with their peers, 
signalling the emergenpe of a new crop of political men who 
now are beginning to relate, politically, primarily with one 
another rather than to their parents. Strikingly, while there 
is a rise with age in those reporting discussing politics 
with their fathers as well as with friends, no such rise 

_ occurs vis-a-vis discussions with mothers, reflecting once 
more the IpW salience of the mother as a political role mpdel 
for most children.

Table VII-3 changes the focus slightly from the fre

quency of youngsters' political contact with the various

I

I

I

I

I:

agents to their knowledge of the political opinions of the 
four agents and their identification with them. iIHere, the
peer group, "friends," stands out from the rest of the agents. 

■ Markedly more students report that their friends share their
I
Si

opinions than report that any of the other agents do. More

over, this perception of the political similarity of one's 
friends increases with the student's age, while in.the other 
three oases there takes place a decrease. By twelfth grade 
twice as many students feel a sense of political identifica

tion with their friends as with their fathers, the agent next 
most frequently picked as having the same opinions. It is 
noteworthy that the perception of political difference from

I
t
I

r.

fi
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I

I

TABLE VII-3
I

TEENAGERS' PERCEPTIONS OF PARENTS', TEACHERS', AND EHIEOTS' 
SOCIAL OPINIONS AS SIMILAR TO OR DIFFERENT 

EHOM THEIR OWNPOLITICAL AND

(percent of 'students by grade 
choosing each response)

Father Mother

D.K.D.K.
N.R. DifferentN.R.Different SameSameGrade

11 ,5914 3054328
14612524492710
20592141 302912

FriendsTeachers
D.K.
N.R.' Different

D.K.
N.R. SameDifferentSameGrade

544 51616 788

' 44 9477801310

113158118212 ■ 7
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of all of the agents,others increases with age in the case 
even friends. This parallels the finding noted earlier that

■ there is a marked increase with age in these who say they 
would rely only on themselves in forming a political opinion.
But while the ratio of respondents who perceive friends as

different remains quitesimilar to those who perceive them as
many youngsters see theirhigh, by.twelfth grade equally as

different as those who see them as sharing the sameparents as
There is, however, an illuminating differenceopinions.

between the patterns of perception of fathers* and mothers' 1
6
i;opinions. More youngsters at each grade level perceive thei,r 

fathers as dissimilar than any of the other agents, including 
father is thus salient both as a positive andthe mother. The

and this salience increases with 

in the proportion responding "don't know" 

There is no concurrent decrease with age in the

as a negative opinion source.

age, as the decrease

suggests.

proportion of youngsters responding they "don't know" their 
mothers* opinions, constituting further evidence of the

The highmother's low political salience for the teenager.
in the case of the teacherslevel of "don't know" responses

again, that they too play only a minor, role assuggests, once
overt sources of pclitical opinions for most youngsters.

The evidence bearing on the relative influence of par

ents, teachers, and friends-has thus far been rather general 
Table VII-4 presents more specific evidence 

comparison of the teenager's inability to identify the
in character.

—a
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TABLE VII-4
TEENAGERS' INABILITY TO NAME THE PARTY SUPPORT 

OF PARENTS, TOCHERS, AND FRIENDS

(percent of students by grade 
responding "don't know" to 
party support item for each 
agent)

Grade' Father Mother Teachers Friends

4l8 45 63 63

10 33 5433 57

12 21 4720 55

I:
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party support of each parent and of the majority of their 
teachers and friends.

The three previous tables, based on the youngsters' ' 
general reactions to the four agents as political role models 
and opinion leaders, seemed to establish a hierarchy in which 
father and peer group occupied the positions of greatest in

fluence. Teachers were- Important mainly only in the hypo

thetical case of a need for political advice but not in actual 
political contact with the yoimgsters. And mothers played 
the least central role, one which decreased severely in sig- 

■ niflcance as the youngster's age increased. Table VII-4, \
however, does not support such a picture of paternal and peer 
group dominance. There is no significant difference in the 
proportion of youngsters who can name paternal and maternal 
partisanship. Those proportions are much higher than in the 

case of the two extra-family agents. ’ Even taking into con

sideration the mispdrception of parental partisanship that I 

discussed in chapter four, the fact remains that when asked 

about ah important specific political characteristic many 
more of the students felt able to identify their parents' 

position on it than that of the majority of their teachers,
i

and especially than that of the majority of their friends.
This finding is most useful because it helps us interpret the 

impact of the students', perceptions of their relationships 
-with the agents on their evaluations of the agents as opinion 
sotirces.

i
• ■ '..V,
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Despite the over-all decline in the pattern of reliance 
on parents for opinions found in Tables VII-1 and VII-3 as 
well as the rise in the reported political contact and iden

tification with the peer group found in Tables VII-2 and 
VII-3» Table VII-4 shows that apparently a much greater in

crease in awareness of the parents than of the peer group as 

political "cue-givers" in this particular regard takes place 
during the teenage years. It would appear that the increase 
with age in orientation toward the peer groupi and the con

current decline in orientation toward the family, represent 
not a diminishing in the actual flow of political communica-i 
tions within the family but rather an increase in extra-family 
contacts accompanied by a tendency for older youngsters to 
give themselves in their own eyes a greater sense of autonomy 
and Independence from the family. They accomplish this by 
overstating their political differences with the family at 
the same time as they overstate their political similarities
with their friends, despite their greater ignorance of their 
friends' actual politics. While I believe that such a process 
of imagining oneself to be'"politically more similar to one's

friends and different from one's parents as a means of achiev

ing a sense of autonomy is probably cheiracteristic of many 

Japanese teenagers, an alternative explanation of equal 

plausibility is that the peer group may come to have sub

stantial Impact on some political attitudes and values but 

In particular, as analysis of peer groupnot on others.
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influence on the political attitudes of American high school 
seniors has indicated, the peer group may he ahle to influ

ence "short term" opinions such as reactions to political 
candidates and particular issues hut is much less influential
vis-a-vis more basic and, enduring orientations such as party 
identification. To the exbent that the peer group supplants 
the family in transmitting such short-term opinions, of course, 
the family's monopoly of political influence declines, 
even though we lack direct evidence, the indirect evidence 
suggests that if indeed a rise in the influence of the peer 
group as a source of political cues does occur, it does not^ 
intrude in any major way into the main area of the family's 
direct transmission of political values, namely that of par-, 

tisanship.

But

Table VIl-4 also hears on the thrust of the evidence

vis-a-vis the Influence of the teacher. The relatively high 

proportion of youngsters at all grade levels vdio are unable 
to name the party preference of most teachers is a finding in 
keeping with those from the earlier tables. Teachers do not 

appear to be perceived by most youngsters as salient cue- 
givers in the realm of political opinions. As I have said, 
this no doubt partly reflects the taboos on the overt and 
direct intrusion of teachers' political opinions into the

10Susanne K. Sebert, "Friend and Peer Influences on the . 
Politics of the High School Senior," paper delivered at the 
Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, 
New York, September 1969.
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educational process. Of course, the teacher does carry out 
a number of important activities relevant to political 
socialization: the teaching of cognitive skills and knowledge 
regarding politics, thenatijre of democracy, the meaning of 
capitalism, socialism, and communism,, to name some. But 
while the specific teaching about such political phenomena 
may be neutral, my discussions with Japanese teachers tended 
to reinforce the impression that many believe their responsi

bility involves imbuing Japanese youngsters with a critical 

awareness of the .gap between political ideals and political 
reality,coupled with a critical attitude toward authority. ^

A thorough assessment of the Impact of the school'

on the political socialization of 
Japanese teenagers is regrettably beyond the scope of the 
present study; but it is clear that the school plays a major 
role in the transmission of cognitive learning about politics 
in Japan, and serves as well to instill in many youngsters a- 
focus on the flaws and problems in the political system.

On the whole, then, it would appear that the increase 
in the transmission of political cues from beyond the bound

aries of the -family that accompanies and stimulates the rising
i

political interest of Japanese adolescents does not entail a 

general diminishment of the family's political influence.
But it does appear that one aspect of the family's role is 
affected as the teenager matures: the mother becomes increas

ingly less salient as a perceived source of political opinions.

■texts,
curricula, and teachers-
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I say as a "perceived" soiaroe because, as Table VII-4 sug

gests, she may continue to be an important source of politioal 
leaning, but one whose influence is unrecognized by the 

teenager, vdio no longer regards her as a model for his own 
politioal opinions and behavior.

Fathers versus Mothers as Political Role Models
We have seen that only one eighth grader in ten and 

one twelfth grader in fifty names his mother as the person 
\diose political and social opinions he would take most into 
consideration' in determining his own opinion on some q,ues-

1

tion; and that 60 percent of teenagers at all grade levels
claim not to knpw their mothers’ opinions, while substantially 
fewer students report discussing politics with their mothers 
than with their fathers or friends. The reasons for this
low salience of the mother in the politioal consciousness 
of youth are well known. As I pointed out.in chapter six, 
women in Japan as elsevdiere are much less involved in politics
than are men. They tend to partlolpate less, to be less in

terested, and to have fewer opinions, 

at both elite and mass levels, is a man's game.
Politics, in short.

The mothers of the students in my sang)le are no excep

tion to the general rule. Only 34 percent of them report 

that they discuss political and social questions with their 
friends, as opposed to 71 percent of the fathers who do so,

' In regard to participation, only 24 percent of the mothers

■■•'i
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as opposed to 4l percent of the fathers had attended a po

litical speech or assembly in the previous three years. On 
each of five.other measures of political participation, sub

stantially fewer mothers than fathers reported having taken 
part. The sex differences, in parents’ reported political in

terest follow a similar pattern. Four times as many fathers 
as mothers (45 percent to 12 percent) say they read newspaper 
articles about politics on a dally basis, and nearly three

I

times as many (34 percent to 13 percent) say that they watch 
television programs about politics every day. Altogether 

over three-fourths of the fathers (76 percent) say that they , 
are interested in politics as against less than half of the 
mothers (44 percent). This systematic difference in political 

interest is reflected in a consistently lower level of mothers 
vho express political opinions. In 51 of 58 relevant items 
in the parent version of my questionnaire, for instance, 

more motbers than fathers replied "don’t know" or did not 
respond; the mean difference between the percentage of mothers 
without opinions and fathers without opinions was 7 percent.

That Japanese youngsters early become aware that their 
mothers and fathers play different political roles is clear 
in Table VII-5, which presents students' perceptions of their 
parents' political Interest. As we see, from as early as 
eighth grade far more Japanese youngsters view their fathers 
as politically interested than view their mothers as such. 
Strikingly enough, while there is little change in the
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TABLE VII-5
STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF PARENTS' POLITICAL INTEREST

(percent, of students by grade 
choosing responses shown)

"Do you think your father and 
mother are interested in politics?"

Not very + 
Hardly at all

Very + 
Somewhat

Grade Father Mother Father Mother

68 468 8 . 19
10 72 35 8 33

12 71 4330 13

Parents' 
Report 
of own 
Interest

44 2475 56
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proportion of youngsters in the hi^er grades reporting pa

ternal interest in politics, a sharp decline takes place in 
the n\mber reporting that their mothers are interested^ This 
parallels the same trend that we observed in several of the

earlier tables in the chapter, where mothers are seen to lose 
ground as salient sources of political opinions, either in 
terms of an absolute decline in the proportion of youngsters 
naming the mother's opinions as those most reported (Table 
VII-1) or by virtue of the lack of any increase in the pro

portions of older teenagers who know their mothers' opinions
(Table VII-3) or who report discussing political and social 
questions with them. It would seem likely, then, that the 
mother's political influence would be less than the father's
and would decline as the teenager matures.

But it would be premature to accept any such hypothesis 
simply on the basis of children's images of their parents as 
political role models. In the first place, there is the 
seeming anomaly that the proportion of yotingsters vdio report

knowing their mother's party identification is as hi^ as the 
number who report knowing their father's, and both proportions 

Increase with the age of the child. Moreover, as we discussed 
in chapter four, the youngsters' own party identifications 

correlate almost as highly with their mothers' as with their 

fathers' identifications and the mother-student correlation 
; shows as substantial a rise with the age of. the student as 

f-; does the father-student correlation. This one area of

V- .
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be one in which the mother ispartisanship might of covirse 
uniquely influential, a possibility that I shall ejtplore

But there is also substantial alternative evidenceshortly.

to suggest why the mother might be e:q)fioted to play at least 
as large a part in transmitting political orientations to

The nature of that evidence can bethe child as the father.
or contact. The Japanesestated simply as relative exposure

great deal more of his mother than he does 
This is shown in Table VII-6 in the form of

teenager sees a 
of his father.
the proportion of teenagers in each grade who report having
talks with each parent often, together with the proportions > 

of fathers and mothers who also report often talking with

their children.
One of the major implications of the apparently greater 

mother-child interaction is that the mother's influence on 

the political orientations of the child may derive at least

in part from the child's feeling closer to her than to the
Here the manifestI deal with this question later.father.

importance of the figures is that they indicate the persis

tently greater exposure to the mother that most youths have.
only implicit in the figures, however, is that .greater 

to the mother in general may also very often mean a
V/hat is
exposure
greater exposure to her political orientations.

We saw in Table VII-2 that substantially more teenagers 

: reported discussing political and social questions "often" 
"sometimes" with their fathers than with their mothers.or

X
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TABLE VII-6
STUDENTS' AND PARENTS' REPORTS OF PARENT-CHi{lD DISCUSSIONS

(percent of students by grade and of 
parents as a whole replying "often")

a-

Students:
Grade

Discussions with: 
Father Mother

8 23 32

10 22 •35

3412 19

Parents' 
Report

41^23a

^Father's report of his discussions with child 
^Mother's report of her discussions with child

'i

?n

fif:a®fa-'
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; But we have just seep that the reverse was true .when the 
question asked only kbout discussions in general.

is illuminating in the li^t of a further datum:

This dis

crepancy

. . ^hen the parents were asked how often they discussed politics

with their children, more mothers than fathers (44 percent
"often" or "some-to 38 percent^ responded -positively, i.e

In short, then, there are two processes at work
• 9

times."

during adolescence which appear to bear on the relative po

tential capacities of the father and mother to transmit their
On the one hand, teen-political orientations to the child.

appear to be early and increasingly aware of the a-agers

tendencies of their mothers and Jo ignore or rejectpolitical

them as political role models, 
in much more frequent contact with their mothers and with

But at the same time they are

their mothers' ideas and attitudes than with their fathers'. 
Yet because they see the father as the salient political role 
model and political opinion leader they tend to magnify their 
political Interaction with him and to diminish in their own 
minds the equally frequent or perhaps even more frequent po

litical interactions they actually have with the mother.
It is clear, then, that the mother has a role to play 

of political orientaHiions to be absorbed by theas a source
child. Obviously we must now ask how important an influence 

she is in comparison with the father, in the context of the
role in transmitting po-broader question of the family's

■ litical orientations.
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Parent-Ctilld Agreement on Political Orientations
Having set the stage with the preceding discussion, it 

is time to see just how Japanese mothers and fathers compare
in their ability to transmit political orientations to their

There is, of-course, from one perspective, reasonyoungsters.

'to believe that Japanese teenagers will be \mlikely to absorb
either parent's political values and beliefs to any great de- 

I will not reiterate here in any detail the argmentsgree.

about the different socializing eiqjeriences and value systems
h

xinder which the two generations have been raised. The dis

cussion of partisanship in chapter four, hpwever, established 
that in regard to the transmission of this important political 
orientation Japanese parents were very nearly as effective as 

their American and British counterparts. TOiat about the 
broader speotxran of political orientations? Table VII-7 pre

sents the correlations between students and fathers and 

mothers on six important political orientations.
As we see, partisanship is the area in which both par

ents are most effective at passing on their.political char- 
''' acteristics to their children. Only the student-mother cor-r

V

I

t

i

relation on output support is at all close to the strength
This is in keeping withof the associations on partisanship, 

the findings of Jennings and Niemi on toerican high school
I

seniors, and those of the Kubota and Ward pilot study of Jap- !
[

!11
anese 15 to 19 year olds.

^^See Jennings and Niemi, 0£. cit and Akira Kubota,• >
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TABLE VII-7

PARENT-STUDENT AGREEMENT ON SIX POLITICAL 
ORIENTATIONS BY SEX OF PARENT

(gammas)

Pol. Pol, 
Int. Effio-.

Input
Support

Output
Ideology Support

Correl. Party 
with I.D.

.18.15.13.20Fathers . 45 .15

.14.17.36 .17Mothers .42 .21

■i’

.■if®:
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. As to the relative influence of the two parents, there 
appears to be little difference. .The father's sli^t over-all 
advantage in transmitting partisanship is duplicated in the 
case of political efficacy. But, at least in the case of 
partisanship, even the sli^t paternal advantage is negated 
when, rather than looking at the over-all figures, one con

siders only those oases in vdiich parents disagree on party 
support. In those instances, slightly more students agree 
with their mothers’ than their fathers' partisanship (25 per

cent to 22 percent respectively) as was also found, to be the
12

case among American teenagers, 
orientations in Table VII-7 we observe that the mother-student 

correlations surpass the father-student ones. However, only 
in the case of output support is there a difference of more 

than 10 points in the gamma coefficients.
Although the Japanese father is more politicized than 

the mother, and is widely perceived by teenagers as the more 
salient adult political role model, his actual influence, as 
measured by the correlations between parents' and students' 
political orientations,is not generally higher than that of 
the mother. On the contrary, the mother appears to hav^e an

Moreover on four of the

and Robert Ward, "Family Influences and Political Socializa
tion in Japan," Comparative Political Studies, 3:2 (JifLy 
1970), p, 152.

^^angdon, o£. cit p. 65.,• f

IS
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equal impact, perhaps even a sli^tly greater one, althou^
the differences between the two are for the most part very 

The American and Jamaican evidence on parent-childsmall.

political correspondences indicated a clear rejection of the
hypothesis of paternal dominance and indeed, showed a clear

The Japanese data confinn theadvantage to the mother, 
rejection of the paternal dominance hypothesis but also in

dicate a balance between the influence of the two parents.
This finding that neither parent clearly prevails in the 
transmission of political orientations to the child is sup

ported by Kubota and Ward's study of 15 to 19 year old Jap- 
youths in which they found that in the first wave of 

their multi-wave study the father-student correlations on
anese

partisanship were higher than tfie mother-student ones, vdiile
In sum, then.on the second wave the reverse was true.

Japanese parents, seem to have roughly equal levels of politi-
That influence, however, is 

centering mainly, as in the American 

family, on the creation of students' party identifications.
Under what circumstances is the correspondence in po

litical opinions and values between parents and childrenslikely 

to be at its highest? Do the circumstances that intensify the 

correlations between fathers and students operate in the same 

direction and to the same degree as those between mothers 
and students? There are a number of plausible hypotheses as

cal influence on their children.
far from extensive-

^^Ibid.

^^"Family Influences and Political Socialization in
, , p. 161.
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to the factors vdiich may stimulate students to absorb the 
political orientations of their parents, or"of one, parent. 
Two factors that seem most likely to make a difference in 
the effectiveness with which parents transmit their values 

the age and the sex of the child.
As we saw earlier the older the child the more likely

are

he was to be aware of extra-family opinion sources, such as 
It was likewise clear that older youthsthe peer group.

turned away from their mothers as political role models. Two
from these trends: first, parent-obvious hypotheses emerge 

child correlations on political orientations will decline
with the age of the child; second, the decline will be greater 

of mother-child correlations than father-child 

correlations.' Table Vli-8 presents evidence bearing on both
in the case

hypotheses.

Clearly, the first hypothesis is rejected outri^t. In 

only three of the twelve cases is there a decline in the size 

of the correlations fromei'^thto twelfth grade. And in most

(eight) cases, the trend is actually the reverse of that pre-
Second, controlling for studentdieted by the hypothesis, 

age does not save the paternal dominance hypothesis. Among 
the oldest students father-student correlations are higher
than motherrstudent correlations on three of the orientations.

Moreover, the influence of thebut. lower on the other three.
mother appears actually to increase rather than decrease as

The magnitude of the mother-; the student's age increases.
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TABLE VII-8

PARENT-STUDENT CORRELATIONS ON SIX POLITICAL 
ORIENTATIONS BY STUDENT'S GRADE

(gammas)

Correl.
with

Party
I.D.

Output Input 
Ideology Support Support

Pol,
Int,

Pol, : 
Efflc,

With
Father:
Grade

8 ,32 ,17 .19 ,18 .16.21

.4010 .13 .12.23 .02 .17

.66l: 12 .20 .25 .10 .21 .20

With
Mother;
Grade

8 .25 .32 .29 .11 .22 .17

10 .40 .23 .40 .29 .04 .04

12 .61 .10 .38 .09 .30 ^=22

‘■4
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.student correlations is higher among the twelfth graders than 
among the eighth graders in foTir of the six cases.

If age is the first obvious factor, sex is the- second.
The hypothesis that suggests itself is that sex role pattern- _ 
ing may occur; hoys will he more like their fathers and girls 
more like their mothers. Table VII-9 presents the relevant 
evidence. The data here are intriguing, because of the dif

ferences between the parents’ "pull" for sons as opposed to 

daughters. In half the cases (party identification, output 
support, and input support) boys are more like their fathers 

than girls are; but in the other three cases the girls cor- ^ 
relate more highly with their fathers. So there seems no 

systematic sex similarity in the case of'father-child pairs.
But in the case of the mothers, daughters are more like them 
than sons are on five of the six orientations, vdiile the 
mother-daughter correlations tend, in four of the six cases, 
to be the strongest parent-child correlations. Thus dau^ters 
and sons tend to be equally like their fathers; but daughters 
tend to be more like their mothers than- sons do. These find

ings generally corroborate those from the study of American

teenagers, although American daughters were found to be
'i

* 15
slightly more similar to their fathers than were the sons.

The wban-rural difference is another obvious factor
that might bear on the capacity and effectiveness of parents 
to transmit their political values. Rural parents might be

’l5
Jennings and Niemi, op. clt., p. 180.

•v.
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TABLE VII-9
PARENT-STUDENT AGREEMENT ON SIX POLITICAL 

ORIENTATIONS BY SEX BOTH OP STUDENTS AND PARENTS

(gammas)

Corre
lation
with;

Party
Identification 
Bovs Girls

Output 
Support 

Bovs Girls

Input 
Support 

Bovs Girls

. 14 .12Father .47.50 .21 .18

.41Mother .51 .33 .39 .13 .22 \

Corre
lation
with;

Political 
Interest 

Bovs Girls ■

Political 
Efficacy 

Bovs Girls
Ideology 

Bovs Girls

.06Father .27 .15 .18 .15 .19

Mother .13 ,.14.09 ■ .32 .18 .15

i

:4-.
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less, effective because they are likelier than urban adtilts to 
retain older attitudes and opinions from which younger Japan- 
'ese have been turning, and vdiich other agents like the school ' 

and the mass media contradict in their socialization. On the 
other hand, the urban child is likely to be more fully exposed 

to a range of extra-family influences that might run counter 
to parental attitudes and values. Table VII-10 shows the 
evidence on the influence over their children's political 
orientations of tirban versus rural parents.

As the table shows, the differences are slight and in^ 
consistent. Neither urban or rural parents can be said to' be 
generally more effective at transmitting their political 
orientations to their children. One interesting finding not 
shown in the table is that the hi^er correlation ,of urban 
parents' and children's partisanship (especially urban fathers) 

is due in large measure to the hi^ desertion of children of 
rural supporters of the Japan Socialist Party from their
parents' plirty to.the Liberal Democrat Party which, of course,

■ •:

is the party that predominates in their communities. Rural 
JSP fathers lose 4l percent to the Liberal Dembcrats as com

pared with only a 24 percent loss to the LDP among ixrban JSP 
supporters. The percentage losses among urban LDP families 

to the JSP are, conversely, only very sli^tly hi^er than 
among rural LDP families (17 percent to 16 percent). This 
suggests that pressures for conformity to the norms of the 
community may be more potent in the village than in the city.

.■'W
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TABLE VII-10
PARENT-STUDENT AGREEMENT ON SIX POLITICAL 

ORIENTATIONS BY URBAN-RURAL RESIDENCE

(gammas)

Pol. Pol. 
Int. Effic.

Output Input 
Ideology Support Support

Corre- Party 
latlon; I.D.

With
Father;

\ ..16.13.14 .11 .18.52Urban

.22.15.12.42 .21.23Rural

With
Mother;

,12.22 .08.46 .22 .31Urban

.24 .18.19.40 . .19 .31Rural

7
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•However, the difference Is substantially smaller In the case 
of the mother-child correlation on partisanship (only 9 percent 
greater losses among rural than urban JSP mothers) and, as the ' 
other gammas. In Table VII-10 make apparent, rural parents are 
more effective than urban parents In transmitting several of 
the other orientations. In general, then, urban^rural residence 
cannot be said to have a systematic Impact on the degree of 
parent-child congruence In political attitudes.

It seems plausible that the degree to which the child 
Is aware of his parents' political orientations should affect 
his own orientations and their'congruence with those of his 
parents. Jennings and Nleml found that this hypothesis of 
greater parent-child political congruence.Vhere there Is 

greater political cue-giving In the family was only partially 
supported In the case of the American teenagersj, 

frequency of student-parent political convers^at'lohs and of 
husband-wife political conversations as two measures of the 
extent of such cue-giving, they foimd that only correspon«- 

denoesiln parent-child political cynicism were affected by 
both measures while partisanship was affected by parental 
conversations but not by parent-child discussions. None of

Taking the
y .

l6
the four other orientations was affected by either measure.
Table VII-11 presents the Japanese evidence on the effects 
of family participation on parent-child political congruences.

^®Ibld
p. 182.• I
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The necessity to deal with both father-child and mother-
But let us con-child pairs makes the table appear.complex. 

aider the effects of each measure of' politicization separately.
Looking first at the effects of father-mother political dis

cussion, it is apparent that there is no general increase in 
parent-child political congruence produced by increases in 
the frequency with vdiich the parents discuss politics with 

Such an effect can be seen only in the case of
in the oases of par-

each other.
father-child correlations on ideology, 
tisanship of both father-child and mother-child pairs, the
correlations are indeed highest when the parents report dis- t .

cussing politics often, but do not decrease uniformly as the
Indeed, thereported frequency of discussions diminishes, 

father-child relationship correlation is very high (.67) in
families where the father reports himself hardly ever dis

cussing politics with his wife.

The effects of parent-child political discussion on the 
correlations are equally indistinct. Insofar as ,father-child 
political congruence is concerned, the correlations on par

tisanship and political Interest do show a imlform increase 

with the frequency of discussions. But none of the other 
father-child correlations are so affected. Moreover, the 

• mother-child correlations show a rather strange pattern
in several instances- partisanship, ideology, and political

interest in particular. The strength of the correlations
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increases in linear fashion as discussions increase from
"sometimes*" hut then decreases in the hi^- 

of frequency of mother-child politieal d±s(^ssioris.
"hardly ever" to 
'est category

possible explanation for this may he that the youngster 

motivated to discuss politics frequently with his mother 
frequently discussing politics with fathers

as we saw earlier, are more often perceived
Hence,

One

will .also he
and friends,, vdio,

appropriate opinion 
the drop in the mother-child correlation may he the result 
of the mother's lesser "pull" on the politically interested

than is the mother.sourcesas

In ,youngster in comparison with that of father and friends.
the fact that family politicization does 

general and uniform impact oh the degree to which 
ahsorh their parents' political perspect-

any event, however, 

not have a
Japanese teenagers

significant because, particularly in view ..of the cor

date from the American study, it would seem to
ives is
rohorating

disoonfirm one widely held assumption about how the family
In the words of Jenningstransmits political orientations, 

and Niemi, "students with highly politicized backgrounds do

not necessarily resemble their parents more closely than
-17

■ students from a-politicized families.
that the degree toj»diioh students take on 

characteristics of their parents varies with
We have seen

the political 
the nature of the political orientation. But the analysis

^'^Ibld.
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of potential intervening variables vtoich would explain the 
ciroumstahces under which parental 'effectiveness at trans

mitting political orientations is maximized has been notable 
mainly for its negative findings. I found that neither sex, 
urban-rtn’al residence, or family politicization had a sub

stantial, viniform effect on the degree of parent-child po

litical congruence'. Only the age of the student had a con

sistent and marked impact. But there is another dimension of 
family life, not yet discussed, which has often been alleged 
to play a major role•in shaping the political nature of the , 
young individual. That is the character of the patterns of 
authority and affection in the relations between parents and 

child, to which I now turn.

Affectinn. Authority, and Family Political Influence

Two stereotypes of the structure of authority and af

fection predominate in discussions of the Japanese family. 
The older of the two portrays the Japanese family as essen

tially a microcosm of arbitrary authority, in vdilch a stem 
father inles without constraint and in -vdiich there is little 

expression of paternal affection for^the child. To some ex

tent such a situation of ultimate and arbitrary paternal * 
authority, it has been argued, persists even in such modem 
families as tho'se, of the urban middle class.

The second and more recent stereotype is one in which 
Japanese fathers have, in the view of such writers as Robert 
Lifton, withdrawn into Ineffectual non-involvement in the
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life of the yeung Japane'se. In this new family^ Lifton argues, 
the mother remains as the primary so'urce of affection for the 
child. But in consequence of the father's emotional absence 

• from the family, Japanese youths seek strong extra-family 
identifications and release from anxiety by engaging in mass

no
demonstrations and radical student movements.

The relevance of these two stereotypes for the role of 

the family in the political socialization process should be 
self-evident. One classic theme in discussions of the politics 
of adolescence has been the allegation that a syndrome of po

litical rebellion from the family occurs, in \diich the teen

ager, feeling estranged from his parents and chafing under 
their authority, seeks independence from }

i

i-

symbolic retribu

tion on Ihis.’ parents by adopting politic^ views hostile to
A second, equally prominent assertion.

pnd

those, of the parents, 
has been that the authoritarian family will, on the contrary.

I
produce a child who in his adulthood will seek authoritarian

■as, for exan^le, Douglas Haring argued in,the 
IQ

quote cited in chapter one.^
These stereotypes raise several questions of relevance 

here. Let, us begin by looking at the evidence on the pattern 

of paternal involvement in the making of decisions and child- 
rearing in the Japanese family, presented in Table VII-12.

government'

^®Robert J. Lifton, "Youth and History: Individual 
Change in Postwar Japan," in Erik H. Erikson, ed .

^ ' Challenge of Youth (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor, 1965Tr”p. 268.
^^See pp. 9 and 10.

The• 9
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TABLE VII-12
PARENTS* REPORTS OF PATTERNS OF-DECISION MAKING 

AND CHILD-REARING .

(percent)

Declslan Making;
"In your family who usually makes the decisions 
about family matters?"

Mother's
Report

Father* s 
Report

26 25Husband makes almost all
75Wife makes almost all

Both discuss and decide 
all together 3839

Husband makes some: wife 
makes others '28 27

32No re^onse 
Total 100)i100%

Child-Rearing:

"In your family, who takes care of rearing 
the children?"

Mother* s 
Report

Father's
Report

46Husband

3839Wife

5752: : ^ Both
• 1No response 1
100%100%Total
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The juxtaposition of the two items in the table is
The figures do reveal that most families haveilluminating.

shared parental participation in decision making and in child-

But in a substantial minority of cases it alsorearing.

would appear that the father’s role is that of an authority
who steps in to make decisions but who takes little.part in 
the-rearing of the children, a pattern Vogel had asserted to 
be characteristic of many middle-class families.

One Implication of the patterns of parental authority 
and emotional involvement is that Japanese teenagers are 
likely to feel closer to their mothers than to their fathers. 

We have already seen that at each age level more teenagers 
report discussing things with their mothers than with their 

fathers. Table VII-13 adds to this some comparative evidence 
on the extent to which teenagers feel fathers and mothers 

understand them and care about them, two further measures

of feelings of closeness.
Roughly three-fourths of all'students responded by

choosing the two more positive categories in the case of both 
But the mother is clearly more often perceived asparents.

benevolent than is the father, as might be expected, and as^

has been found to be true of American youngsters' feelings
Nevertheless, those childrentoward their parents as well, 

whose negative responses indicate a marked estrangement from
their fathers are far fewer than those who seem fairly content

^^Langdon, 0£. cit., p. 68.
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TABLE VII-13
TEENAGERS* FEELINGS OF PARENTS* UNDERSTANDING AND CONCERN

(percent of students choosing each response) 
"Do your father and mother understand you?" 

Not
Very Some- very 
well what well

Hardly
at all N.R. Total

1019^

1009«

544 24 5Father 23

143 3 •2231Mother

"Do you think your father and mother are-^v,^ . 
concerned about you and take good care 
of you?"

Not
very
well

Hardly
at all N.R.

Very
well

Some
what Total

100%

100%

5335 38 19Father

134 11053Mother
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with their relationships.
Still, one in^ortant part of the alleged political re

bellion sjmdrome is that the child who is estranged from his 

parents emotionally will be likely to reject them politically. 
Qr, as Jennings and Niemi have put it, the closer the child 
feels to his parents, "the more susceptible he [will] be to
adopting, eithei; through formal or informal learning, the

Table VlI-14 puts this,,21political values of the parent, 
hypothesis to the test by examining the effects on father- 
child and mother-child correlations on the six political

orientations of a scale of the child's closeness to the par

ent, based on the two items Shown in Table VII-13 and the 
frequency of general discussions with each parent.

Jennings and Niemi found in the Ameillcan case that the 
As Table VlI-14 demonstrates it is 

The child's emo-
hypothesis was untrue.
equally tinsupported by the Japanese data, 
tional closeness to his parents has no consistent or signifi

cant effect on the degree to which he agrees with their po

litical orientations.
A different perspective on the impact of family affec- 

l^on and authority patterns stresses the child's feelings ^ 
about his own influence in the family. The stereotype of the 
decision structure of the traditional Japanese family portrayed

21|,The Transmission of Political Values from the Parent 
to the Child," p. 181.

^^Ibld.
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TABLE VII-14
STUDENTS' CLOSENESS TO PARENTS AND PARENT-STODENT 

AGREEMENT ON SIX POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS
\

(gammas)

Pol.
Efflc.

Pol.
Int.

Output Input 
Support Support

PartyCorre-
lation; IdeologyI.D.

With
Father;

.14 .13.12.14 .13.53High
.18.28.15 ..29.78.38Medium

<1
.04 .21.12.17.56 .12Low

With
Mother;

.03.15.11.28.15.47High

.24.21.46 .19.41 .11Medim

.13.24 .09.46 .32.50Low

i

ii
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the child as having to obey his parents’, particularly'his 
father’s, rules without complaint. -The new norms of democ

racy j however, were meant hy their occupation authors to 
penetrate even the authoritarian family. Table VIl-15 pro

vides the evidence on how far* such democratic norms have 
entered family decision processes in the form of students’ 
and parents’ replies to two items asking about children’s 
influence on family decisions affecting them.

As the patterns of responses in both generations make 
clear, the Japanese family no longer appears to be an authori

tarian microcosm. Very few youngsters, especially among the 
pldest students, feel they have little or no influence on 
the decisions that affect them; and a majority, which in- 
creases to nearly three-fourths among the twelfth graders; 
believe they can affect decisions already made. In each 

case the proportions of parents giving the same replies seem 
to bear out the students’ predominant feeling of efficacy.

But there is another, more recent stereotype of family 

.authority which must also be considered, one which has a 

particular significance in contemporary Japan. Here the 
emphasis shifts away from arbitrary parental authority to‘ 

pervasive parental interference in the child’s use of his 
time. The parent, especially the mother, concerned that her 
yoimgster should succeed in the fierce competition of Japan’s 
"examination hell" nags and pesters the child to study hard, 
and keeps a close watch on how much time is spent on leisure

)
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TABLE VII-15
. FAMILY EFFICACY: STUDENTS' AND PARENTS' REPLIES 
TO TWO ITEMS ON THE-.CHILD'S INFLUENCE IN THE FAMILY

(percent of students by grade and 
parents as a whole giving each 
response)

Item A
Student version: "When some decision concerning you 

(such as going on to the next level of school, 
etc.) is made in your family, how much does 
ypur opinion count?"

Parent version: "In your family, how much do you 
listen to your child's opinions when you are 
making a decision concerning him?"

Not
Very
iiuch

Some-
what

Hardly 
at all

ve
Grade TotalN.R.mu

100%
100%
100%

8 21 59 18 1 1
46 46 610 2 0

4112 51 7 1 0

61 100%Parents 35 13 0

Item B

Student version: "When you disagree with some 
decision mdde at home, how much effect do you 
think it would have to complain?"

Parent version: "In your family do you ever change 
decisions you [the parents] have made concerning 
your child if he objects to the decision?"

Some Not much Hardly
A lot® (some- (not very (hardly

Grade (oftbn) times) often) ever)

t

TotalN.R.

100%
100%
100%

100%

8 5 39 8 1
10 111 30 . 5 0
12 15 59 21 5 0

62 24Parents 11 2 1

Barents' response categories in parentheses.
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activities', with whom her child hecomes friends, etc. 
writers have blamed the tiresome nagging of the kyolku mama

■Various

("education mama") for.the numerous social pathologies that
Tableafflict Japanese high school and college age youth.

VII-16 affords a view of the accioracy of the stereotype, again
by reference to the responses of students and parents to two 

items designed to get at this question.
Judging by the responses to the two items, most Japanese 

teenagers do not feel that their parents interfere too much 
And the proportions 'vdio do feel such interin their lives.

ferenoe decline iiy each case with the age of the child. Thus, 
in whichever version it may be, the old or the new stereotype,

family suppression of teenagers' autonomy does not seem to be
Moreover, in the caseprevalent in the families in my sample, 

of both dimensions of the family authority structure, the
proportion of yovingsters expressing dissatisfaction decreases

Thus, in general the Japanese family appearsas age increases, 
to offer most youngsters by the time they reach the age of 
hi^ school seniors the ability to control a large part of

their lives.
The relative influence and competence of the adolescent

• ■ t

within the family decision process has been linked to two kinds 

of family impact on youngsters* political development. The 
first has to do with the success of parents at having their 
children accept their political orientations. The second con

cerns the generalization by the yoimgster of his experiences

St';;
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TABLE VII-16

STUDENTS' FEELINGS OF PARENTAL INTERFERENCE: 
RESPONSES TO TWO ITEMS

(percent of students by., grade choosing each 
item)

Item A
"Do you think your parents interfere too much in 

things as whom you become friends with and 
when you go to play, etc.?"

Ihsue

Hardly
Not much at aill N.R. Total iGrade Too much Some

1009«

100%

100%

11051288 10

■ 14 026 55610

049 1825812

Item B
too much about studies?""DS your parents nag

Hardly 
at all ■ TotalN.R.Not muchToo much SomeGrade

100% 

. 100% 
100%

111522798

148 19•26610

3642 017512
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with family decision processes to expectations about his po

tential competence at influencing decisions and decision 
makers In the broader political process.

Let us look first at the effects of teenagers' feel

ings of autonomy in the family on their absorption of their 
parents' political orientations. The hypothesis operative ' 
here is that the youngster who is burdened down by a conpel-r 

ling parental authority which yields him no autonomy or influ

ence will react by rebelling against parental values, includ

ing those in the political realm. Conversely, the family 

which does afford the child a sense of self-determination 
gives him an incentive to accept and identify with its values 

and beliefs. Table VII-17 offers the evidence relevant to 

the hypothesis.
While it is apparent that once again there is no con

sistent and uniform effect of family authoritarianism upon 
the parent-child political congruence, there are several 
noteworthy instances of a patterning of differences in the 
predicted direction. Agreement on party identification is 
the clearest example: father-child agreement increases as 

the child's autonomy Increases on both measures, vdiich is also 
true’ of father-child agreement on political interest. Mother- 

child agreement on partisanship Increases with increased

family efficacy, but is not affected by changes in the degree
In spite of the over-all negativeof family interference, 

outcome of this'test, as of the test of the impact of most of
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TABLE VII-17
PARENT-STUDENT.. AGREEMENT ON SIX DENTATIONS

BY TWO MEASURES OF FAMILY INTERFERENCE 
WITH STUDENT'■S AUTONOMY

A. By Student's Sense of Family Efficacy

Party _
I.D. . Ideology Support

Pol. Pol.
. int.- Efflc.

Input
Support

OutputCorre-
lation

With
Father;

.18.25-.03.07.11.52High
Medium

.12.15.21.37.13.52 .22..05.20.12.21.38Lovf

With
Mother:

.21.03.18.27.00.59High
Medim

.12.22.14.51.46 .30 .09.24.18.23.31.27Low

B.. By Student's Feeling of Family Interference
Ouput Input 

Ideology Support Support
Pol.
Effic.

Pol.Corre- Party 
latlon I.D.

Int.

.. With 
Father;

.17 '.21.24 .15.10.62Low .14 .20.13.16 .20.46Mediim
High

.13.14.12.15.17.42

.02.09,11.39.03.51Low .20.17.18.33.18.39 .11,23.18.37.45.49

t•i
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the other intervening variables, the patterning of the parent- 

child correlations on partisanship is in the predicted direc- 
tion.

This outcome raises something of a dilemma for any in

terpretation of the value of the.hypothesis that the authori

tarian family produces political rebellion. The dilemma.comes 
from the fact that the major area of the family's direct po

litical influence is indeed affected by family authoritarian

ism, but other dimensions of political orientations are not.
On the whole, it was also congruence on partisanship that was 
most consistently affected by the other variables discussed 
earlier. Partisanship is a miore concrete and visible political

Thus, 'the parents' par-
becomes the clearest target toward which the child 

can express either his ire or his identification. In this 

sense, then, it would be unwarranted to simply dismiss the 
■political rebellion hypothesis, or indeed the family politici

zation hypothesis. Clearly, both hypotheses have some validity 
in regard to the .most important area of family political In- 

. fluence. But the vagaries of the process \diereby yotmgsters 
absorb or reject other political characteristics of the family 
inean not only that the family's influence as the source of 
specific political orientations is limited, although to an 
admittedly basic sphere, but that the factors that may maxi- 

j; mize or minimize the success with which the family transmits 
V its political values are likewise operative almost exclusively

characteristic than almost any other, 
•iltsanship
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within that sphere.
I have been discussing the political iiifluence of the 

family purely with reference to the transmission by the par

ents of thsir specific political attitudes and values and 
acquisition of those attitudes and values by the child. •'i?hat 
is one kind of potential political role of the family. Another, 

with a longer history of scholarly interest, is that of the 
role of family as prototype for the polity.

"The Family Writ Larse'';. Generalization
from the tEunilv to tne Polity

Aside from possibly affecting the strength of parent- 

child political congruence, family authority patterns have an 
additional potential effect on the political development of 

the child. The psychoculturalists often drew heavily on 
family authoritarianism as the e:q)lanation, by analogy, of 

political authoritarianism. . While rejecting this "family 
writ large view" in any simple form, students of political 

culture, notably Gabriel Almond, have argued that the individ

ual's experiences with authority in the familiar institutions 
and setting of personal life may serve as the source of one's 
expectations of politioal authority, particularly if the per-

i

sonal experiences tend in the same direction. If the individ

ual finds himself able to exert an impact on the making of 
decisions in the family, the classroom, and the job, he is 
likely to e:5)ect to be able to Influence decisions in the 

political process, as well.

•^Gabriel A. Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture

5.:

: li-'
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We have seen that on the vSiole the Japanese family 
seems fairly open to the child’s influence. From my ovm oh-
servations, moreover, as well as those of others who have

24 the classroom situation seemsvisited Japanese schools, 
likewise quite unauthoritarian. Regrettably, I do not have 
evidence on the teenagers’ feelings about their ability to 
Influence their teachers and other elements of the decision 
process at school. But the evidence on their feelings of 
family efficacy affords the opportunity to test one element 
of the generalization hypothesis, and one which bears on the 
natvire of family influence. Table Vli-18 presents the evi

dence on the correlation between students’ feelings of family 

efficacy and political efficacy.
Clearly, there is very little relationship between the

two feelings. Whatever the factors affecting the student’s 
belief that he can e^iMrb influence on the 'political system, 
his experience in Influencing family decisions is not prom

inent among them. The finding of Almond and VerbdC%b(at ex-

periences in later decision systems, such as the job^and the 
school, tended to override those in the family suggests that, 
age mi^t be an intervening, factor here, with younger children

'-i

(Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1963), especially 
PP. 326 ff.

24,
See the comments of Ronald P. Dore, City Life in Japan. 

(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Califomla Press,
1963)» p. 231; dnd ICazuo Kawai, Janan’s toerican Interlude 
(Chicago;, University of Chicago Press, 1960), p. 200.

It
til
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TABLE VII-19.
STUDENTS' POLITICAL EFFICACY BY FAMILY EFFICACY

(percentages across)

Political Efficacy

High Medium Low Total N

Family
Efficacy High

Medium

42 29 1009« 310

33 999^ 322

29 \
33 33

Low 32 33 ' 1009^ . 30335

Gamma = .10

i
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being likelier than older ones to generalize from the family. 

There is only a sli^t drop in the size of the correlations, 
however, from .09 among the eighth graders to .05 among the 

twelfth graders.
The concept of generalization is not confined to such 

projection of feelings of family efficacy into the political 
Among the most important and best known

the notion of generalization is
realm, however, 
specific hypotheses based on 
that in vdiloh the political authority figure becomes a "parent

■writ large."
discovery of the "benevolent leader" phenomenon led 

researchers to seek explanations as to a child should
Because the phenomenon is so

The

idealize the political leader, 
m^ked among younger children it was natural that e3q)lanations

would be sought in the nature of a child's relationships with
his parents. A long tradition of scholarship on national 
character had, as I have pointed out, asserted that the po-

in effect "the family writ large," and indeedlitical world was
of the early empirical research seemed to suggest cor-some

respondenoes in children's images of primary authorities.
especially the father, and their images of secondary authority

Easton and Hess sum-figures, in particular the president, 
marized the American child's "typical" responses to authority

figures as follows:

. . . children display a strong tendency -to 
generalize attitudes developed in connection 
with authority in their immediate experiences

■m:
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to perceived authority heyond their knowl
edge and direct control. The authority 
figures with \diich they have earliest and 
most intimate contact are of-course their 
parents* and it is this image of authority 
that they subsequently seem to transfer to 
political figures that cross their vision. 
The not only learns to respect and
admire political authorities but with regard 
to many characteristics regaitls them as 
parents writ large.25

The notion that the leader is the "parent writ large"
is certainly congruent with a major aspect of Japanese cul-

prewau* and wartime) imagery ofture, the traditional (i.e 
the Emperor's role in the life of the nation. As we noted

.»

earlier, Imperial Japan was portrayed as a "family state" 
with a benevolent and paternal Emperor at its head to whom 
each subject owed laltimate filial devotion. The Occupation 

• brought an end to the "family state" and the virtual end of 
the Emperor's significance in the political emotional life of

the nation.
The En^jeror, thus, as I pointed out in chapter two, is

But theno longer a salient political authority figure.
Prime Minister is, and the highly negative character of his

, role in the imagery and feelings of young Japanese, in com

parison with the benevolent leader image of the American 
president and British Queen, makes the question of whether
his image is generalized from the child's images of the parents 

The data in my questionnaire includeden intriguing one.

^^David Easton and Robert D. Hess, "The Child's Politi- 
lyurtwaa-h .Toii-maT of Political Science, 6:3 CA«r-cal World,M _ 

■gu-&t:’l962X-, p. 242.

fi ■ . .
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items asking yoiangsters about similar aspects of both parents 
and Prime Minister. In particular, I asked whether the stu

dents thought the Prime Minister cared about the problems of 
ordinary Japanese and tried to help, them; I also included two 
items, mentioned earlier in this chapter, regarding the child's" 
perception of his parents' care and concern for him. These 

parallel the content of the item on the Prime Minister's con

cern: "Do you think yotir father and mother are concerned about 
you and take good care of you?" and "Do yoxir father ^d mother 

understand you?" Table VII-19 presents the correlations between 
the teenagers' responses to these two parental concern items 

and the Prime Minister concern item. Since the "political 
authority is the parent writ large" hypothesis" originated in 
studies of youngdf children, its applicability to teenagers 
may be questionable. But a plausible corrolary to be drawn 
from the hypothesis is that the younger the child the more 
likely he will be to generalize from parent to political 
authority. It seems useful, therefore, to see to vdiat extent, 
if any, such generalization occurs among children at various 

stages of adolescence and particularly to see if a diminish- - 
ment in the size of the correlations between responses on the

•i

parent items and the Prime Minister item does occur. The 

table, therefore, shows both the over-all correlations and 

the partial correlations for children in each grade level.

The results are notable^not for the strength of the 
over-all correlations, but for the clear-cut way in which they
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TABLE VII-19
CORRELATIONS OF STUDENTS' IMAGE OF PRIME MINISTER'S 
CONCERN FOR TEE ORDINARY PEOPLE WITH TWO MEASURES 

OF PARENTAL CONCERN FOR THE CHILD

(gaimma)

Prime
Minister's
Concern

Father's Mother's Father's
Concern for Concern for Under- 
the Child the Child .Ing

Mother's
Under-
Ing

Grade:

8 .15 .22 .20 .33

10 .18.08 .11 .21

12 • .08 .04.09 .09

Total .16.09 .13 .19

i

\
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evaluations of family authority figures are directly projected 
onto remote political ones."^^ • ' _ —

While direct projection of parental image onto the 
political figure is version of the generalization hypo

thesis, there is an alternative hypothesis linking children's
feelings toward their parents with their feelings toward the 
political figure. It is a view that portrays the child's en

dowment of the political authority figure with benevolence as
a reaction formation, in which the child seeks a positive 

authority figure either to cong)ensate for specific negative 
experiences with parental authority or in reaction to his 
general feeling of vulnerability in the face of authority.
Such a mechanism, it has been argued, is particularly apt to 
be the case among Japanese.
". . . the Japanese are always prepared to identify themselves

Doi, for example, states that

with, or introject an outside force, to the exclusion of other
..28ways of coping with it.

A full explanation of the degree to ;Aiich these two 
hypotheses fit Japanese children is beyond the scope of the

27
'Dean Jaros, Herbert Hirsch, and Frederick J. Fleron, 

Jr., "The Malevolent Leader; Political Socialization in an 
American Subculture,," American Political Science Review.
62:2 (June 1968), p. STFI ^

^®Doi Takeo, "Amae: A Key Concept for Understanding 
Japanese Personality Struotxire," in Robert J. Smith and 
Richard K. Beardsley, eds . ' ~
ment and Characteristics (Chicago: University of Chicago 
wess, 19b2) , p. 137.

Japanese Cultiire: Its Develop-• f

v,_; .
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present analysis. But inspection of the cross-tabulations of 
the two measures of parental concern with that of Prime Min

ister's concern suggests that direct projection is a more
2Q

In most' common pattern than that of reaction formation.
oases, the principal factor producing the correlation was the 

hi^ proportion of youngsters who felt their p^ents didn’t 
care or didn't understand who also believed that the Prime 
Minister didn't care. Among the youngest teenagers in the 
saii5>le, those who were positive about their parents also 
tended to be positive about the Prime Minister. But this 
positive-positive link tended to disappear among the older 
youths. In nearly every instance, however, those who felt 

' negative toward their parents and positive toward the Prime
Minister constituted the smallest proportion in the table. 
The reaction formation hypothesis thus finds little support. 
Ih'short’,.‘.the: principal: way';ln fthichi Japanese teenagers link 

parents' Images with images of the Prime Minister appears to

^^This accords with an interesting interpretation of 
the role played by the family and teacher,in the tendency of 
some Japanese teenagers to social and political alienation, 
proposed by Christie Kiefer. Kiefer views the teacher as 
". . .'a motherly father,' helping his students accept their 
own masculinity in a oifLture that creates social distance ' 
between fathers and sons.

"As a condition for accepting the teacher as a 'good 
father,' however, many young men are driven to seek objects 
for the hostile feelings they continue to have toward authority. 
In other words, the "bad father" image is projected onto pol
iticians, business bosses, policemen, and soldiers—-the 
impersonal male authorities usually selected as targets for 
student activism." See "The Psychological Interdependence of 
Family, School, and Bureaucracy in Japan," American Anthro- 

. pologlst, 72:1 (February 1970),73.
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V

be by converting negative feelings toward parents into nega

tive- feelings toward the leader.

V Sumtnarv dnd Conclusions
;■

The magnitude and the pace of the changes that have 
taken place in Japanese sooie-ty since the end of the war- have 
led many observers to conclude that the family's role in 
shaping and molding the values of youth would inevitably 

become attenuated and atrophied. In this chapter, we have 
seen that while it is true that the Japanese family is far 

from having a monopoly of influence over the political devel

opment of the teenager, it nevertheless continues to have an 
appreciable effect on the politics of youth in a variety of 
ways.

n
In the first part of the analysis, I focused on the 

family's political role in the wider nexus of socializing 
influences, especially the school and the peer group, 
evident that for the most part, a great increase takes place 
during adolescence in the salience of one major extra-family 

source of political orientations and interaction, the peer 
group, but not in another, the teacher. At the same time, 
the family's role does not suffer a general decline, as the ‘ 

father continues to be a salient opinion source.

But Japanese youngsters early become aware of the po

litical role differences between their parents, and particu- 
; larly of the low level of political involvement of their

■■

It was

li-
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The mother's perceived salience, already low amongmothers.

the eighth graders, declines to nearly nothing among the 
This does not, however, reflect a decline

even

oldest youngsters, 
in her actual influence on the child's political attitudes.
The evidence on parent-iohild correlations over a broad range 
of political orientations showed not only that the mother's
orientations were as likely or more likely than the father's

in the case ofto be absorbed by the teenager, but that 
the father-child political agreement, the strength of maternal 
Influence actually increases with the age'of the child, esp-

as

ecially in the case of the family's most important contribu
tion to the developing political man, party identification.

a time in vdiich aThe commonplace image of adolescence as 
political gap develops and widens between parent and child

The evidence shows that parents andis contrary to fact, 
child_ and even, most unexpectedly, mother and child- - grow

closer politically.
The seeming anomaly between the teenager's low and still 

■ decreasing orientation toward the mother and her apparent 
equality of influence with the father on the child's political 
orientations (which increases just as the child supposedly is 

turning away from her) is due, I have argued, to two closely 
Children spend more time with their mothersrelated factors.

their fathers, and thus are more often exposed to their
Moreover, they very■ mothers' political values and beliefs, 

often fail to realize how frequently they discuss political
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and social questions with her. She is a constant hut xinrecog- 
nized influence on their developing political attitudes and
values.

The analysis of the family as the source of specific 
political attitudes and values thus, established three major 
conclusions; first, that that influence tended to concentrate 

^ on the sense of partisanship, as it does in American families. 
Second, that such family Influence was as much maternal as it 
was paternal in origin; and third, that such influence tended 

on the whole to increase with the age of the child. What the 
analysis did not show was that the child's sex, his closeness 
to his parents, or the urban-rural residency dichotomy made 
any consistent difference in the degree to which the child 
adoptedjiis parents' political outlook.

The final section of the analysis tvumed from the family 
as a source of specific political attitudes to the family as 
prototype for the polity. We saw that the stereotypical 
authoritarian patriarchy no longer prevails in contemporary 
families, and that Indeed in the majority of families both 
parents and children themselves report that the child has a 
voice in, and influence over, family decisions affecting him.^ 
But the teenagers gave no evidence supporting the "family 

writ large" extension of feelings of efficacy at home onto 

feelings of efficacy in politics. Nor, on the vdiole, did the 
data show consistent support for the hypothesis that adoles- 

; cent political rebellion against the political views of the

I
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parents occurs as a result of resentment against an authori-
But if the latter effect was inconsistent, itstarian family.

appearance in the case of the congruence between parents'
party support and that of the child was significant, because 
of" the weighty role of partisanship in the family's legacy to 
the child., The data do appear to confirm that the authoritarian 
family creates a political rebel, in the sense of a child with 

a party allegiance at odds with that of the parents.
The final section of the analysis provided another sig

nificant piece of evidence on the indirect political role of 
the family, because contrary to expectations I found that a 
substantial number of the youngest respondents in the saii5)le 
did invest the Prime Minister with the same characteristics 

as those of their parents. If the over-all tenor of the evi

dence was contrary to the theory of the political system as 
the "family writ large," the finding of correspondences between 

the eighth grader's images of the benevolence of their parents 
and of the Prime Minister suggested that one element of the 

theory, that of the po3,itloal authority figure as "parent 
writ large," does indeed describe a major component of the 

influence of the family in the early political life of the ^

child.

Finally, however, the most important conclusion to be

drawn from the analysis of family influence must involve the
TOiile I have laid little em-transmission of partisanship, 

phasis on the acquisition of cognitive learning about politics.
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!

it seems clear that the school hears the brunt of much of the 
transmission of this, and it is seconded by the mass media. 
The peer group becomes an increasingly salient source from 
■vdilch the Japanese youngster may acquire opinions and atti

tudes. But as we have seen, it does not appear to be a major 
factor in the creation of partisanship. That role belongs to 
the parents, in Japan as in the United States, which is a 
fact of no small significance, 

the young Japanese^ partisanship, his parents not only provide 
him as an individual with an orientation that becomes a basic 

filter through which he views politics and evaluates issues.

In serving as the source of

but also provides the political system with a psychological 
foundation for one of its most important elements- 

. system-

the party
and thus also one basis for political stability.

s.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Reflecting on the ocoiirrence in rapid succession of 

the imposition of martial law in South Koreai Thailand, and 

the Philippines during the last year, a writer in Japan's 
test known daily newspaper column "Tensei Jingo" of the 

Asahi Shinbun, was moved to remark;

Taking a look around us, we can't help feel
ing that Japan today may he a rarity in Asia. 
For whatever reason, she is stable, and^we 
are free to assemble and free to speak. . . . 
Throughout the long-tension-filled period of 
the postwar period, Japan has come throu^ 
without ever once having to resort to martial 
law or to calling out the troops. This makes 
us part of a rare group of nations, not just 
in Asia, but even in comparison with Western 
Europe.!

.v*i-

What explains Japan's rare success in the contemporary 
world at establishing and maintaining a viable new democratic 

regime? That is the central question that has been the im- 
petus and guide to this study. The approach to dealing with 

the question that I have taken here has been to Investigate 

the formation of democratic roots in the political culture, 
which constitute resources on which the regime can draw for 

support.

^Asahl Shinbun. October 19, 1972,
423
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In the preceding analysis I have attempted to assay to 
, vhat extent the political socialization process operates in 
contemporaiy Japan to create such resources. Now it is time 
to draw together the results of the analysis and to consider 

■ the implications of the findings, both for the continued 
vitality of democratic politics in Japan, and for the role 
of the political socialization process in a new democracy.

The Findings
The main body of the analysis in this study falls into , 

essentially three sections. The first section took as its 
objective the delineation of the role played by the socializa

tion of children and adolescents in the development of diffuse 
support for the democratic regime. Chapter two focused pri

marily on the national leader's potential role as a personal 
agent of legitimation and on the ability of the other impor

tant institutions of government and politics to function in 
a similar capacity. Chapter three then turned to the way 
yoiing Japanese react to democracy as a concept and as a value 
and investigated the function of democracy as a; legitimating 

ideological,'symbol and belief system.
The middle section of the analysis considered the de-

I

velopment of two central elements of the self as a political
Here, chapter four followed theactor during adolescence, 

growth of partisanship and the factors affecting it, while
chapter five dealt with the related topic of the emergence 

of ideology.
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The final section was essentially e3q)lanatory. Chapter 
six studied the multiple factors influencing Japanese teen

agers' development of a wide, range of political character- 
•factors including aspects of the family's social 

situation and of the youngster's own psychological charact

eristics. Chapter seven shifted the focus to the agents in

volved in the socialization process, especially the family.

Such are the general outlines of the analysis. Let me now 
highlight the major findings and conclusions from each section.

istios-

Sources of Diffuse Support; Person^.
and Ideological LegitimationInstitutional,

1. Japanese youngsters have no "benevolent leader."
The first major finding to emerge from the early'studies of 

political socialization in the United States was that the 
President plays the role of "benevolent leader" in the eyes 
of American children. The initial section of this study 
addressed itself to the question of whether a "benevolent 
leader" exists in today's Japan who, like the American Presi

dent or British Queen, would serve as the agent through which 
Japanese children are bound to their country’s political 
regime. The data revealed that the Emperor, once a "benevo

lent leader" par excellence, has become for most children 

a figure of little salience and little emotional appeal, a 

"peripheral monarch." Striking as the Emperor’s decline in 
the hierarchy of expressive symbols in the political culture 

of Japanese youth is, however, the Prime Minister’s place in
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culture is equally noteworthy. We saw that Japanese 
children from the early years of element^ school not only 
do not'have an image of the Prime Minister as an omhiscieht 

•and omnipotent "benevolent leader," but that Indeed they tend 

to have a negative image of him as. unlikeable and untrust-
of such negative feelings among child-

that

The incidenceworthy.

ren rises so sharply with age that by as early as age thir-
found to have negative feel-teen more Japanese children were

toward the Prime Minister than did their parents- a

The available
ings

dramatic reversal of the American findings.
evidence from England and other European count-comparative 

ries

youngsters than yoimgsters in

likewise made it apparent that markedly fewer Japanese
other lands feel'positive toward

their national leader.
dislike and mistrust of the Prime MinisterBut the

does not, we found, betoken a wholesale redaction by Japan-
Comparisonyoungsters of political -authority figures.

Minister's image with that of the local leader.
ese

■'of the Prime
governor like Tokyo’s Minobe Ryokichi,for example a mayor or

clear^that Japanese teenagers show a persistent posi

tive reaction to the local leader, 
ence to several factors, particularly the aion-partisan nature

made it
I attributed the differ- ^

which absolves the local leader of theof local politics 
stigma of being a "politician 

, hances the importance of personality as a 

-- leadership and as a

" at the same time as it en- 
factor in his 

factor which contenders for the role of
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local leader use in their appeal to the electorate.
2. Japanese voimgsters "diffuse support" for political 

^T1Bt■1t^lt•lons is selective, directed heavily toward the input
Theinstitutions and processes of democratic politics, 

analysis showed that Japanese youngsters' cyt^icism toward 
the Prime Minister does not constitute part of an undiffer

entiated cynicism toward the institutional structure of the
regime, hut rather a limited;'negativism directed against the

If theauthoritative output institutions of government.
"missing leader" was the most important negative finding of 

the second chapter ."the relatively widespread supportive 

feelings of Japanese teenagers with regard to elections,
parties, and popular participation in politics was the most

Such svg)port for the institu-important positive finding, 
tions and processes through which the citizenry take part in

the democratic process reflects, I concluded, the existence
0

in the political culture of Japanese youth of an important 
basis of institutional legitimation for the democratic regime, 

particularly appropriate in a society that has rejected 
an authoritarian anclen regime founded on the personal legiti-
one

nation of a sanctified mcnarch.
One theme running throu^ the study has been that of 

the question of generational continuity or change in political 

cultvire. The finding that Japanese youngsters, tend to be more 
negative than their parents toward the authoritative output 
institutions of politics is matched in significance by the
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fact that they also tend to be more positive than their par

ents toward the participatory input institutions. This con

stitutes, I believe, a major redirection of.Japanese politi

cal culture, away from one in which the prevailing pattern 
was for the individual to relate to politics mainly or ex

clusively as a subject, oriented primarily toward the authori

ties, to a pattern in which the individual perceives politics 
as a process in which he has a stake and a voice, and a right 

to have that voice heard.
3. A synthesis of the symbols of democracy and peace

has become the core of consensus in the emerging political
oulbii'pe as well as a defining element of Japan’s national

Chapter three turned 

from the potential personal and institutional bases for regime
identity in the eves of Japanese youth.

legitimation to the role democracy itself mi^t play as con-
-as the vehicle of its own legiti-cept, value, and symbol-

After establishing the prevalence of a Lincolniannation.

popular sovereignty interpretation of the meaning of the con

cept, the analysis showed that democracy has become a strongly
positive symbol among the'overwhelming majority of both Jap-

But the analysis also found thatanese youngsters and adults, 
the traditional Japanese preference for decision by consensus

rather than by majority iTule continues to predominate even
The rules of the game in the adaptation ofamong the young, 

democracy preferred by Japanese youth emphasize achieving 

decisions fair to all, which do not ignore or override the

f
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In this new amalgam of democracy 

traditional emphasis on l^armony has been 
of dissent that the principle

dissent of the minority.

ahd-consensus, the 
retained-, but the intolerance

used to entail is no longer legitimate.
most tinusual finding on democracy’s role

of consensus
Perhaps the

in the political culture of the' young is that it is closely 

linked to the value^and symbol of peace. One influential

element in many Japanese youngsters' conception of democracy
the right of the people to live in peace.

stands at the pinnacle of the
is an emphasis on
jvty analysis showed that peace

social values among yomg Japanese, surpassinghierarchy of
even democracy. And the evidence suggests that many Japan-

national identity in heryoungsters seem to find Japan's 

' unique role of a democracy 

peace. . This 
as a major source 
temporary regime for Japanese youth.

ese
constitutionally committed to

synthesis of the two symbols appears to seinre 
of ideological legitimation of the con-

Svmbols of Dissensus: Partisanship and Ideology
and five the focus of inquiry shifted 

and legitimacy to symbols of dis-
In chapters four 

from symbols of consensus

sensus and cleavage.
established eybensive4, The Japanese -party system has

oiUture of Japanese youth as well asroots in the political
One of the major’ ways in which the, in the adult culture.

individual citizen in a democracy relates to the political
through his identification with a political party.process is

V,
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Party affiliation servea not only as a guide and a mediator 

much of the individual's political activity hut. also as a
to
filter through which the con^lexitles of politics can be

issues interpreted. From the pointscreened and political 
. of view of the stability of the political system, moreover,
widespread durable affiliations to the existing parties among

to insure against the kind of rathe electorate are a means 
current swings in political loyalties and the conseciuent tur-

It seems clear thatmoil that pervaded pra-de Gaulle Prance.
socialization process in contemporary Japan, like that 

in Britain and in the United States and unlike that in France,
the

is creating substantial numbers of Japanese youngsters al- 
another of .the five parties. Japaneselegiant to one or
to form party identifications in proportions

and from an equally
youngsters appear
only slightly less than American youngsters

. Moreover, they acquire their partisanship as theirearly age
main political legacy from the family; they share their par

ents' partisanship to a degree that approaches that to which.
Thus despite the recency of the Jap-Aperican youngsters do. 

anese party system, it appears to have developed a set of . 
allegiances among Japanese that reach from cne generation to 

the. next and in so doing provide a basic element both of 

generational continuity in the political culture and of po

litical stability:.-.
One additional significant aspect of the findings on

is that the socialpartisanship among Japanese teenagers
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Wr::-

■■■:'% factors which influence party affiliation continue to be dom- 
inated by the \irban-rural dichotoiiQr that has figured in so 
many analyses of the social bases of Japanese- politics. Pes- 
pite the class conflict rhetoric of the opposition in Japan, 
the impact of socioeconomic status and class continues to be 
less significant than that of the. "cultiiral" differences of 

city versus covaitryside.
5. The high density of ideological stimuli in Janaitese 

politics (compared to the United States) means that ideologi-

r

oallv-based s-ymbols and labels play a significant role in the
political learning process.’ one which is- reinforced by the

Like most other industrial 

. nations and many of the developing oovintries. but- unlike the 

United States. Japan is a nation whose principal political 

cleavage is based on an ideological split, a classic conflict

nature of partisan cleavage.

between a conservative, capitalist establishment and a Marxian 

socialist opposition. Much of the political rhetoric is thus 

infused with the terminology and conceptual framework of
The evidence showed, to begin with, that this perme^'• Marxism.

ation of politics by ideological s3nnbols and rhetoric makes
' an impact on the way in which Japanese yoiongsters perceive

For a substantial majority of the older teen-
'i

their society.
agers. capitalism takes precedence over democracy as the

The basic. principal defining characteristic of Japan.
characteristics of capitalism and of its opposite, socialism,

But/ are understood by most youngsters by about age fifteen.

I#;-
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: neither term or symbol has the positive appeal to young Jap-'
anese of the symbols of democracy and peace; and although

be more negative thanattitudes -toward capitalism tend to
socialism, the difference is generally slight,those toward

about half of the students being neutral in each case.vrith

investigated attitudes toward theOSie analysis also
symbols from the perspective of ideology considered as

of thought characterized by consistency and reasoning 
Here the most significant finding

two

a style 
from causal principles.

that partisanship in Japan appears to offer a powerful 
stimulus to ideological development, with the

was

and clear-cut
acquisition of an ideology being closely linked to the aoquisi-

This pro-tion of a pajjty identification for many teenagers.^
is facilitated, and ideology made readily salient and

of simple ideological
cess

comprehensible, by the extensive use 
labels like "capitalist" or "socialist," which may in turn

Thusfamiliarly linked with the political parties.
drawn where party and

become

the lines of political cleavage are 
ideological symbol coincide, and the simplicity of the symbols 

and their similarity to party labels, makes it possible for
politics and the political learn-Ideology to penetrate 

ing process to a much greater degree than in the United States.
mass

the Developing Political SelfInfluences on
two final analytic chapters, six and seven, both 

factors affecting the over-all development of 
Chapter six focused on the

The

; : dealt with the
* the teenager's political self.
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multiple Influences on pollticHl orientations of a youngster's 
social situation and his own psychological characteristics. 
Chapter seven investigated the impact of potential agents of 

socialization, especially the family.
6. The relative impact on the teenager's political

orientations of •psychocultural factors and that of cleavage-
related factors varies with the degree to which the orienta

tion is linked with -partisan divisions. The multivariate
analyses of the social and psychological influences on the 
various dimensions of the political self (partisanship and 
ideology, political interest, political efficacy, and input 
and output support) are too intricate to be summarized in 
deta'il heroT' But the principal resifLts can be summarized 
broadly as indicating that essentially four main streams of 
influence are at work in affecting the political development 
of the teenager. The first are maturatlonal factors, associated 

with increased age. The second stream Includes psychocultural 

Influences deriving from culturally determined aspects of 
personality. In the present analysis these have been ego- 

autonomy and social trust. The third stream of influence is 

linked to the basic social cleavages that divide Japanese 
society, notably vu’ban versus mreil residence and socioeco- 

: nomic status. Finally, sex constitutes an additional factor
that In^inges on the Japanese teenager's political development.

The major finding in this respect is that the natwe 
and balance of forces working to increase or diminish Japanese
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1

teenagers' support for political institutions varies markedly 
from output to input institutions. The main correlates of 
teenagers • sttpport. for output institutions are factors in

volved with the basic social and political cleavages of Jap

anese society- urban-rural residence and party support.
These factors, especially the urban-rural dichotomy, play 
lesser roles in affecting input support. In this context, I 

concluded that the relative immunity of support for the in

put Institutions and processes to the influence of the social 
and ideological cleavages was further evidence that those 
elements of the democratic regime involved with popular po

litical participation play an Important legitimizing role 

which is able to bridge the gap between city and comtry and 
even, to some extent, between left and right. The over-all 
character of the evidence, moreover, led me to reject the 
validity of any classification of the political culture of 
Japanese youth as broadly divided into an urban and a rural 
suboult\ire, since only with respect to partisanship and out

put support was the direct influence of the urban-rural dif

ference strongly present. Significantly, the pattern of urban- 
rural differences among Japanese teenagers failed to support 

^lrban and rural political stereotypes. Neither urban nor 

rural youngsters were significantly more politically interested 
or politically efficacious, on the average, than the other.

And while substantially more rural than urban teenagers were 

supportive of the output institutions, the difference was 

much smaller with regard to input support.
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7. The family makes Its main direct pollti-cal laroact

on the cMld by influencing his -partisanshlT); direct paternal
and mate'rnal influence, as measured by parent-child agreement
on political values, are roughly equal, and in each case tend

Over the course of adoles-to Increase with the child’s age.
cence the family’s monopoly of political influence over the 
child recedes, at least as measured by the rise in the sali

ence of other agents.to the child, and in his reported ex- 
posTH’e to other agents such as friends, the mass media, etc. 
But strikingly enou^, despite the increased exposure that 
the young child has"to extra-family sources, the congruence 
of parents and child on political attitudes rises with the 
age of the child, particularly in the case of party identifi- 

Equally striking is the fact that despite her severe 

decline as a political role model, the mother's actual in

fluence increases at the same pace as that of the father. In 
large part this anomaly appears due to her unrecognized po

litical contact with the child, in the broader context of her 
more frequent over-all contact with him than that i^diich the 

father has.

cation.

8. The Japanese family no longer fits the image of an 
authoritarian natrlarchy; teenagers and parents both repotted
a family decision process in which the child can exert influ-

t

ence. The consequences of family authority structure on the 
child’s political orientations are intriguing. The "family 
writ large" hypothesis of an extension of experiences with
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fapily decision processes into expectations about feelings of 
influence in the political realm was not supported; there was
no correlation between youngsters’ feelings of family efficacy

The evidence on the transmission ofand political efficacy, 
parently partisanship to the child did show that those teen

agers from the most "democratic" families tended to' resemble 
their parents most closely and those from the most authori

tarian families to resemble theirs the least, 
case of partisanship the hypothesis that the authoritarian 

family breeds political rebellion was upheld by the Japanese 

data.

Thus in the

My.data also provided a certain degree of corrobora

tion for a related hypothesis, namely that the child's affec

tive response to the political authority figure is a .^gener- 
alization of his response to his parents. But, as was also 
predicted', the correspondence on parent and political figure 

Images is appreciable only among the youngest students in 
the sample, and declines in linear fashion as the student’s 
age increases. Thus the Japanese family operates as an agent 
of political socialization not only by directly transmitting
parental political values, but by the parents serving as

Moreover, of course, the familyprototypes for the leader, 
also Influences the child's political development Indirectly
by giving him a social identity that has political conse

quences. In the case of Japan, that means most importantly 

by making him an urban or a rural resident.
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Some Remsd-nlng Questions

Despite its length, this study has-not begun to plumb 
the depths of political socialization in Japan. Some major 
areas are in need of further exploration if the process and 
its results are to be more fully understood. One obvious 
area in need of further analysis is that of the extra-family 
agents of socialization. I have not been able to deal here 
with the influence of the school, mass media, and peer group 
fxilly and systematically. The fact that the Japanese family, 
like the American family, transmits its political values pri

marily within the realm of partisanship leaves open a whole 
host of developing political attitudes and values on which 
the other agents may have a significant impact. Clearly this 
is the case with regard to the Impact of the school on the 

child's cognitive orientations toward politics. But even in 
the cognitive realm, it would be desirable to be able to 
specify and assess the nature of the school's influence in 
oonparison with that of the mass media, for example.

A second major question Involves the life cycle. The 

evidence on changes in the partisanship of age-cohorts in 

Japan suggests that changes in important political values of , 
young Japanese adults may occur during their late twenties 
and early thirties, and that these changes may constitute 
a resooialization away from values acquired in pre-adult 
socialization. In a political system like Japan, whose regime 
is still young, the political culture is in a continuing state
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of flTox that makes it difficult to sort out age-related '

change from -generational change. But if there is significant 
age-related change dinging adulthood on such basic elements 
of the political self as partisanship, then the influence of 
the family in the socialization of Japanese political man 
may be even more restricted than the present analysis has 
indicated.

A third question that remains to be investigated has to 
do with what may be the major pattern of social change in 

contemporary Japan—urbanization. During the past two decades, 
the proportion of people living in the cities in Japan has 

seen a vast increase, with a parallel decrease in the pro

portion living in the country.. These urban immigrants have 
had their political values and beliefs formed in the country

side, which as we have seen, tends to be the major continuing 
source of support for the output institutions of politics, 
as well as for the ruling Liberal Democratic Party. The 
question arises as to how the political values and attitudes 
that the children of these immigrants develop will differ 
from those of their parents. From the perspective of Japanese 
political culttire this is an important and problematic ques

tion because if a "second generation effect" of rejection of 
parental values in the face of contradictory social pressures 

occurs, the consequence is likely to be a finrther diminish- 
ment of support for output institutions coupled with a sharper 

decline in the conservative dominance of the distribution of
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From the per-party loyalties than is already occurring, 
spective of political socialization theory.the question is 
interesting heoause of the additional stress' placed on the

family's ability to communicate its political values and, 

consequently> because of the competition of extra-family
in the family's major areaagents, especially the peer group, 

of political-influence, partisanship.

Pniitlcal Socialization and the 
- - - - - - 'Japanese'Political CultureFuture of

Unquestionably the most important general finding of 
the study has been of a profound shift in Japanese attitudes

do not link themselvestoward authority. Japanese youngsters
an emotional bond toto the political regime by developing 

the authority figure; there is no benevolent leader in Japan- 
despite the long history of intensely emo-ese culture now,

tional leader-follower relations, 
to political authority; contrary to his parents, today's teen-

Nor do young Japanese defer

is that of the confident popu-ager's posture toward politics 
lar sovereign, supportive of the institutions and processes

Towardconvey popular demands and mediate participation.
Institutions yoxing Japanese are cool, skepti-. 

Toward the decision process they

that

the authoritative

cal, and even mistrustful.
sensitive to the tindesirable possibility of co-are equally

eroion or suppression of dissent.
likelihood that this change will endure asWhat is the

shift in emphasis in Japanese political culture? Toa major
.‘,1,
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some extent, as the remarks above would suggest, part of the 
apparent generational difference in attitudes related to • 
authority may be actually a function of age. But there is 
evidence of a steady and substantial decline over the twenty 

- : years since 1953 in the proportion of respondents in the 
sample of the quintennial siirvey of Japanese national char

acter who choose the authoritarian response to an item on 
"leaving politics to leaders."^ Moreover, both culture and 

cleavage contribute to make it likely that a large part of 

this shift will endiire as a principal component of Japanese 
political culture; culture because the new anti-authoritarian

ism coincides with a traditional preference for harmony and 

solidarity; cleavage because the tension be^^een opposition 
and establishment, progressive and conservative, is likely to 
continue to play a central role in politics. From that con

tinuing confrontation the notion of democracy as resistance 
. to wrongful authority^ has taken hold of one segment of

p
In 1953, 43 percent of the sample agreed, as opposed 

to 38 percent which disagreed with the statement that "if we 
get good political leaders the best way to improve the country 
is for the people to leave everything to them rather than for 
the people to discuss things among themselves." By 1968 the 
proportion agreeing had fallen to 30 percent while those dis
agreeing had risen to 51 percent. See Tokei Suri Kenkyujo 
Kokuminsei Chosa linkai, Dai-nl Nlhoniin no Kokumlnsel (Tokyo; 
Shiseido, 1970), p. 565; see also jrable II-ll, p. 90. supra.

^See Shinohara Hajime, Nihon no Sel.1l Fudo (Tokyp; 
Iwanami, 1968), p. 53, vdiere the argument is made that urban 
Japan is characterized by a combination of two types .of demo
cratic political culture, one emphasizing t)articipatlon',' 

other resistance to authority. The rural political sub
culture Shinohara portrays as dominated by obligation rather 
than real participation.
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Japanese society and is unlikely to disappear so long as the 
confrontation continues, and that is apt to he for the fore- 

Moreover, that segment is fotmd in the xirbanseeahle future, 
areas where, if the "second generation" effect I discussed 
earlier shoiild occur among the children of the new urban im

migrant, it is likely that the anti-authoritarian emphasis 
would become even more predominant than it is among today's 

youth.

But while it seems most unlikely to me that the basic 
substance and thrust of the change away from deference toward 
authority will be reversed, the re-emergence of expressive 
leadership at the national:level seems equally likely, though 
not of the pre-1954 variety. Such expressive leacTership is 
already common at lower echelons of politics, as in the case 
of Governors Minobe and Yara on the left, and Matsushita 
Shonosuke and the late Mishima Yukio on the right. It seems 
apparent that many Japanese, old and young- 

youngsters' quotes in chapter two 
and approachable leaders. But during the postwar period the 

supply of potential expressive leaders at the national level 

was effectively reduced to nil. Those were the years in ydiioh 
the primary national political figures, the Emperor and the 

Prime Minister, were in effect kept in quarantine away from 
^ the emotional leader-follower relation that had been the hall

mark of the discredited ancien regime and to which they them

selves retained links. From now on, however, a new generation

■as we saw in the

■alike, desire more human
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wholly of the present without anyof national leadersi men 
links to the older, repudiated forms of expressive leadership,

It seems probable that if the pres-are beginning to emerge.
in the next few years and a ■■ent Emperor should pass away

, one with a beautiful commoner wife andyoung new Emperor
ascend the throne, he wouldseveral handsome children, should

kind of popular affection that thebe able to evoke the same 
Scandinavian monarchs enjoy, 

open to the younger 
like Prime Minister Tanaka or

And a similar possibility seems 

generation of partisan political leaders.
Nakasone Yasuhiro, who are

But in either case the 

leaders might evoke would be unlikely
wholly men of the contemporary era. 

popular affection these 

■ to overcome the bases on
antipathy toward authority depend.

which the other elements" of the new 
If Japan were to have a 

role wo\ild still bebenevolent leader, that leader's
constricted and restrained than in the

new

likely to be more
alone than in Japan's own past.United States, or England, let

Finally, it is important to point out that the factors
between the values and attitudes of the massthat intervene 

of men and the character 
so complex that democratic politics are 
existence of a democratic political culture.

of political systems are so many and
not guaranteed by the ^

But if the demo- 
not a sufficient 
necessary condition, 

democracy that Japan has enjoyed

oratic predispositions of the citizens are

guarantee of democracy, they are sure3^ a

The nearly thirty years of 

in the postwar era have been possible partly because of a

'S,
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In this study, we, redirecting of Japanese political culture.
, have seen that the values and beliefs being acquired by Jap

anese children and teenagers in the socialization process are 
dominated by the elements of an emerging political ciilture of 
democracy that, in its selective emphases, accords with both , 
the cultural and the cleavage aspects of Japanese political 

life.

I



APPENDIX

STUDENT AND PARENT QUESTIONNAIRES

Introductory Note
This appendix includes the Engliish translations and the 

Japanese original versions of the questioimaires used in the
survey that is the primary source of the data in the present 

Full details of the questionnaire construction, sar®-study.

ling procedures, and other aspects of the research desigh are
Butgiven in the methodological discussion in chapter one. 

for convenience sake some important details are repeated

here.

- In May and June of 1969 I concluded a su37vey of SkZ 
Japanese teenagers and their parents in Tokyo and Tochigi

The svirvey sites were public middle schools andPrefecture.

high schools in an urban and a rural area. The urban schools 
were located in the shitamachi (central city) and yamate
(middle-class residential) sections of Tokyp; while the rural 

schools were in two small cities, Kuroiso and Karasuyama, and 
two farming communities, Higashi-Nasuno and Kita-Takanezawa,

; in Tochigi Prefecture, about 100 miles north of Tokyo. The 
site selection was intended to maximize the demographic repre

sentativeness of the sample. The sample was not randomly 

i drawn due to the survey procedure employed, which made class

rooms of children the basic sampling unit.
■S;:
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had two versions: one for the stud- 
items numbered herein Q9

The questionnaire
ents; and another for the parents, 
through Q66 were identical in both versions. Item Q6l dif

fered only in the addition in the parent version of the phrase 

"during the past year or two"; items nmbered Cl through C8 
and C62 through C80 were asked only of the student respond

ents, while'those numbered PI throu^ P6 and P62 throu^ P78
asked only of the parents. .Both versions were of the 

The student questiomaire was admin- 
tenth and twelfth grade students in thein

were

self-completion type.

istered to eighth, 
classrooms inider my direction or that of one of my Japanese

The students were also asked to take home aassistants.

sealed envelope containing two copies of the parental ques

tionnaire, to have these completed by their parents, and to
Fathers andreturn them to the school within several days, 

mothers were explicitly requested to complete their ques

tionnaires individually and without conferring with one 
another; inspection of the returned questionnaires revealed 

of obvious muttial parental consultation, all offew cases
vdiiph were subsequently discarded from the parental sample.

The response rate for the parents, adjusted to exclude from 
the sample any parent who answered fewer than 75 percent of 

the items, was 85 percent (802) for the fathers and 89 per-
In 80 percent (752) of the cases,cent (835) for mothers, 

both parents responded to 75 percent or more of the items.



This appendix Includes both the English translation and 
the original Japanese version of each of the two questionnaires. 
In both the English and Japanese versions I have here omitted 
from the parents' questionnaire items Q9 through Q6l, since 
as was explained above, they are identical to those used in 
the student questionnaire.

%
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■

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE; ENGLISH TRANSLATION

Yale'.University Department of Political Science 
Tokyo University Sociology Laboratory 
May - Jvine 1969

International Comparative National Character Survey
This is not a test of your school abilities. Mostly 

it asks about your opinions. What you write will be kept 
secret. Some of the questions may be too simple, some may 
be too difficult, but please answer exactly what you think. 
When answering, except in special cases, put a circle'around 
the number of the one answer that you think fits best. Please 
be sure to answer every question.

\.
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE; ENGLISH TRANSLATION
Yale University Department of Politic^ Science 

Tokyo University Sociology Laboratory 

May - Jime 1969
International Comparative National Ch.^acter Survey

In cooperation with the Sociology Laboratopr of Tokyo 
University, the Political Science Department of Yale Univer
sity is conducting comparative research on national character 
with particular emphasis on youth in’Japan and v^ious other 
countries. This svirvey of the views and ideas of Japanese 
middle and high school students and their parents about con
temporary society and life is being conducted as one p^ ot 
the research. This questionnaire is addressed to the fathers 
and mothers of the students being studied. • tfe hope that you 
will be kind enough to spare a moment from your busy day to 
assist us in our study.

This survey is for pxarely scholarly purposes,; all re
sults will be treated only in computational form, md will be 
-scientifically analyzed by statistical- methods, while this 
questionnaire is anonymous, a common number has been affixea 
to "the questionnaires of father, mother, and child so that 
results may be calculated' on the family as a unit. Nee^ess 
to say, no one outside your family knows this number. Con
sequently, there is absolutely no way in which your name or 
your answers could become public. So please answer just as 
you think.

■When answering, except in special cases, pleasoput a 
circle around the nimiber of the one answer that you thi^ 
fits best. Please be sure to answer every question. Please 
do not consTilt with anyone before answering the questions.
We request that parents also not consult with one anothe^ 
This is because your own personal opinions are most important 
in this survey. When you have completed the questionn^re, 
please place it in the envelope, seal the envelope, ^d re
turn if to the school through your child at your earliest 
convenience.
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